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Introduction
This report, the eighty-fourth in a series
of quarterly progress reports issued by the
Research Laboratory of Electronics, con-
tains a review of the research activities of
the Laboratory for the three-month period
ending November 30, 1966. Since this is a
report on work in progress, some of the
results may not be final.
Following our custom of the past several
years, in this issue of January 15, 1967 we
preface the report of each research group
with a statement of the objectives of the
group. These summaries of our aims are
presented in an effort to give perspective to
the detailed reports of this and ensuing
quarters.
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RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
Our objectives have changed in the last year, partly as a result of the success of the
first low-temperature helium beam experiment.
1. RF Spectra, Atomic Clocks, and Null Experiments
It seems unlikely that we shall continue the general study of radio-frequency spectra
of atoms and molecules. The development of cesium atomic clocks has proceeded
slowly, because of the press of other work, but the techniques already developed, such
as high-intensity alkali beam sources and square-wave phase modulation, have been of
great use in other experiments. These include the search for permanent electric dipole
moment in atoms, for frequency shifts arising from the confinement of atoms between
conducting plates, and for small charges carried by atoms.
2. Research with Low-Temperature Atomic Beams
It is now possible to perform many experiments with beams of cold helium and, with
some further development, of cold hydrogen. These experiments can be classified as
follows.
(i) Studying the scattering of cold He beams by gas, by other beams and from sur-
faces, both liquid and solid.
(ii)
(iii)
atoms.
(iv)
Observing the diffraction of atoms from gratings and apertures.
Investigating various properties of liquid helium as exhibited by the emitted
Using beams of magnetic atoms as microscopic probes of superconductors.
J. R. Zacharias, J. G. King, C. L. Searle
3. Molecular Microscope -- Proposed Development
Consider a surface in high vacuum which is emitting neutral molecules. If the mol-
ecules moving in the appropriate direction were allowed to pass through a small aperture
(pinhole) to strike an array of field-ionization detectors, 1 the resulting ions could be
accelerated to a fluorescent screen where a visible image representing the spatial dis-
tribution of neutral molecule emission from the surface would be formed.
Improvements in the image would require the development of a suitable atom-light
*This work was supported by the Joint" Servic s Electronics Pro rams
.. g lu.. rmy,
under Contract _)A 36 039 AU.S. Navy, and U.S. Air Force) - - MC-03200(E)', and in part
by the Sloan Fund for Basic Research (M. I.T. Grant 99).
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transducer with goodresolution andhigh quantumefficiency and stability. Although the
density of field-ionization detectors could be increased, perhaps, by using whiskers or
Si fibers instead of needles, a better system might be to adsorbthe atoms on a cold sur-
face, where sidewaysmotion is slight, andto read out by simultaneously desorbing and
ionizing with a scanningelectron beam. The desorbedions could then strike a fluores-
cent screen. Methodsby which transmitted electrons or generating photonsare used
directly might also be possible.
Lenses may beused instead of a pinhole to increase the aperture of the system if the
molecules haveelectric or magnetic moments. This is particularly easywhencold beams
are used. Theeffects of the velocity dependenceof the focal length can be avoidedby
choppingthe beamand "reading out" the detector at appropriate times. One then also
learns aboutthe velocity dependenceof the scattering.
Besides observing molecules from desorbing or outgassing surfaces, one could bom-
bard the surface with chargedparticles andexamine the ejected neutrals or exposethe
surface to beamsof neutral molecules and examinethe scattered beams.Various prop-
erties of the object could be studied by varying both its temperature and that of the inci-
dent beam and by using incident molecules with and without electric and magnetic
moments. State-selectedbeamscould also beused. It seems likely that one could view
a helium surface or a superconductorby emitted or scattered molecules. If the neutral
molecule, ion, and light systems can each be made to have a magnification of, say,
100X while preserving adequate resolution, one might be able to observe large mole-
cules; but this is a distant possibility.
Although there are still manyunknownproblems, and no very elaborate study has
yet been undertaken, it seems possible to develop a useful "molecular microscope."
Sucha device would be a complement to photon, electron, and ion microscopes and
might beuseful in metallurigical, chemical, andespecially biological research.
J. G. King
References
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A. SQUARE-WAVEPHASE MODULATION IN MOLECULAR BEAM
RESONANCEEXPERIMENTS
The methodof square-wave phasemodulation wasdevelopedby Bates, Badessa,and
Searle1 for use on cesium beamfrequency standards. This system offers the advantage
over other modulationschemesthat very high fidelity modulation, that is, free from dis-
tortions and asymmetries, may be easily achievedby modulating the resonant frequency
of a tuned rf amplifier. This is especially important in high-precision frequency com-
parison experiments. This system has the addedadvantageof providing a convenient
method of measuring cavity phasedifference, or velocity-dependent shifts arising from
v × _ in separatedoscillating-field resonance experiments.
1. Theory Qf Sqaure-Wave Phase Modulation
A simplified theory of square-wave phase modulation will be presented else-
where. 2 In the following discussion there will be no restrictions on frequency
or cavity phase deviations, and we shall keep all terms that may have a significant
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effect on the shape of the resonance.
The transition probability for a separated oscillating-field resonance apparatus 3 is
P = sin 2 (-_) cos 2 -
where coo is the atomic resonance frequency, L is the cavity separation, v is the veloc-
ity of the atoms, 1 is the RF interaction length, b is the transition rate in the cavities,
and ¢ is the cavity phase difference. In an atomic beam apparatus the beam intensity
at the detector is proportional to the intergral of P over the velocity distribution.
i = io+ A n(v) sin 2 _ cos L-¢ dr.
The square-wave modulation steps the phase of the stimulating signal back and forth
from approximately +90 ° to -90 °, with a period of approximately four times the average
transit time Ta, the time required for a molecule to travel from the first cavity to the
second. The effect of this modulation is to produce an apparent phase difference between
the microwave cavities. Immediately after the phase of the stimulating signal is changed,
all of the atoms between the cavities will encounter a phase in the second cavity which
is different from that in the first cavity. This produces an apparent cavity phase dif-
ference, ¢I' which persists for the_ transit time, T. The cavity phase difference 4 is
composed of two parts, 4 = 4 o + 41, where 4o is a constant (varies at a rate that is slow
compared with the modulation) cavity phase difference, and 41 is the transient, apparent
cavity phase difference produced by modulating the phase of the stimulating signal.
i(t) = i° + A n(v) cos coo-co) -4 ° cos 4 l(t')
- sin [(C0o-coL)-_--40] sin _I (t')}sinz (Zbl) dv,
L 1
where t' = t - -_, with L 1 the distance from the second cavity to the detector.
The modulation produces steps of ±4m in the value of 4I, so we may write
cos 41(t) = M(t) cos 4m
sin 41(t) = N(t) sin 4m,
where M and N may have the values 0, +1, and the amount of modulation is expressed
in 4m. The time dependence of the cavity phase difference 41, M and N is shown in
Fig. I-1. The modulation period is ZT. In an actual resonance experiment the strength
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Fig. I-1.
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(b)
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'3
Apparent cavity phase difference ¢1' M and N as a
function of time.
of the rf field is adjusted to give the maximum resonance signal, and this occurs for
2bl/v a = T/Z, where v a is the average velocity in the beam. Now the expression for the
beam intensity is
i(t) = i o+ A cos Cm n(v) sin z cos (¢°o-¢°)L-¢o M - dv
=Asin_,m _0°° n(v) sinZ(-_-_)sin[(COo-o)L=Oo]N(t-_)dv. (1)
We note that the second term will produce no fundamental component at the modulation
1
frequency _'_, since M has a period, T. The modulation amplitude ¢m only comes in
through the factor sin era' so this will have no effect on the shape of the resonance pat=
tern, and the optimum value is Cm = 90°.
The effect of a synchronous detector is to perform a Fourier analysis of i(t). Since
N(t+T) = -N(t), this is given by
=-_- sin - _'1 i(t) dt,
where _'a is the reference phase for the synchronous detector.
only nonvanishing factor that is time-dependent, we obtain
Since Nit-_) is the
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@(_) = A sin @m n(v) sin (_o-¢0) -@o
X os \ Tv @ - cos k--T-_- @ dv. (Z)
1 1
The optimum modulation frequency, _-_-, is approximately _-v ' where L/T a
a
age velocity in the beam. The optimum value of _a depends on the length of the region
between the second cavity and the detector. The optimum value of ¢a for the in-phase
synchronous detector is typically 0. Z radian, or less, and is determined experimentally
as the phase that gives the maximum amplitude of the resonance signal @(¢0). The quad-
rature synchronous detector is then operated at a phase of Ca + 90° with respect to the
modulation.
is the aver-
Z. Experimental Results
A cesium beam magnetic resonance apparatus with 125-cm cavity separation was
used to test the square-wave phase-modulation system and to obtain values for param-
eters in the theoretical expression for the resonance function. The cesium hyperfine
transition (4, 0--3,0) was observed in this apparatus with a linewidth of 140 Hz. The
1
modulation frequency was _ = 53 Hz. The distance from the second cavity to the detec-
tor was L 1 = 68 cm, and the optimum value of @a for the in-phase synchronous detector
was -0.21 radian.
The experimental resonance pattern was obtained by sweeping the stimulating signal
frequency slowly (-2Hz/sec) through the resonance and recording the output of the syn-
chronous detectors on a strip chart recorder. Theoretical resonance patterns calculated
on a computer by putting a velocity distribution n(v) with adjustable parameters into (Z),
ooo THEORY(GAUSSIAN)
• "" THEORY (MAXWELL)
I I I I I I I I I
-800 -600 -400 -200 0 200 400 600 800
•%f Hz
Fig. I-2.
Experimental and theoretical reso-
nance patterns, I(¢0), as a function
of frequency.
the expression for ¢(_), and adjusting the parameters for a good fit to the experimental
pattern. The velocity distributions employed were a modified Maxwellian distribution
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n(v) = no v3 e and a Gaussian distribution n(v) = n o e . The experi-
mental and theoretical resonance patterns, I(,.,), are shown in Fig. I-2 [I(_)- ¢(_,_a =
-0.21)]. The Maxwellian distribution contains only one adjustable parameter and when
the average velocity is fitted to the data, the resulting Maxwellian velocity distribution
is broader than the experimental velocity distribution. This effect is apparent in Fig. I-2.
since the width of the envelope of the resonance function is inversely related to the width
of the velocity distribution. The Gaussian distribution contains two adjustable param-
eters and, with the proper values of the parameters v ° and _, provides an accurate fit
to the observed resonance pattern. The best fit for the Maxwellian distribution was
obtained with a = 297 m/sec. The best fit for the Gaussian distribution was obtained with
v = 368 m/sec, _ = 6.56 × 10 -5 (sec/m) z. We believe that the observed velocity distri-
O
bution is narrower than the Maxwellian distribution because the narrow gap width of the
deflecting magnets removes atoms from the beam if their deflection is much greater or
much less than the average deflection.
We have determined the velocity distribution by fitting the resonance pattern, and we
shall now use this distribution to determine the behavior of the quadrature signal. The
Gaussian distribution was used to calculate the quadrature output signal Q(_)[Q(¢_) --
¢(¢_' Ca = 1.78)]. The experimental and theoretical values of Q(¢_) are shown in Fig. I-3.
o o ° o oo o
Oo o o °°
-- EXPERIMENT
o o o THEORY
I I I I I I I I I
-800 -600 -400 -200 0 200 400 600 800
Af Hz
Fig. I-3. Experimental and theoretical values of the quadrature
output signal, Q(_), as a function of frequency.
In the next experiment the output of the in-phase synchronous detector I{_) was used
in a servo loop to control the frequency of the stimulating signal. This system main-
tained the stimulating frequency on the center of the resonance pattern {at I(_) = 0).
Under there conditions, the cavity phase difference, ¢o' was varied and the output from
the quadrature synchronous detector was measured and calculated as a function of ¢o"
The results of these measurements and calculations are shown in Fig. I-4. We see that
the quadrature signal is linearly related to the cavity phase difference ¢o over the range
_o = -60° to +60 ° , and that the sensitivity is greater for a wider velocity distribution.
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Quadrature output signal as a function of cavity phase
difference, ¢o' with I(_) = O.
Therefore, in a two-cavity frequency standard the quadrature signal can be used to con-
trol the cavity phase shift.
In experiments in which a large electric field is applied to the region between the
cavities, a velocity-dependent frequency shift is produced by the v × _ contribution to
the magnetic field. In order to show that this sys_tem has the same behavior for a
velocity-dependent frequency shift such as this v × _ term, we note that the transition
probability near resonance is approximately
, E(:) ]P=-_cos u -u _-%
and if
_o = O_o + 2w o sin V,
this is equivalent to using _o' ¢:' where
(ho = ¢o- z_ -c- o
so we see that the _ X _ frequency shift has the same effect on the transition probability(*)as a cavity phase difference of ¢o-¢o . We note that the _ × _ shift is only present
when a large electric field is applied to the region between the cavities, so we may
measure 4_° independently by turning off the electric field.
Finally, a more direct experimental check on the velocity spectrum can be made,
because, on the center of the resonance, the time derivative of the beam current is
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Fig. I-5. Modified distribution of transit times.
related to the velocity distribution in a simple way. For the conditions _o = _' ¢ = 0
and 0 <t < T we see from Eq. 1 that
dt - A cos _m n sin 2 \2(L+L1)/
where n(v) is the velocity distribution, and t is the time measured from the last mod-
ulation step. This is just the distribution of transit times from the first cavity to the
detector multiplied by the average of a sin 2 factor. The sin 2 term has the effect of
making the distribution of transit times appear narrower. The second maximum occurs
/TJ-T X
at times so great that nI-_) is nearly zero. The experimental and theoretical results
for this function are shown in Fig. I-5. The experimental data were obtained by aver-
aging over many cycles of the modulation with a multichannel analyzer. The channel
number was proportional to time t, and the number of channel counts was proportional
to the beam current i(t).
S. G. Kukolich, K. W. Billman
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B. SEARCH FOR A SHIFT IN THE TRANSVERSE ELECTROMAGNETIC
MASS OF THE ELECTRON
Power has suggested 1 that a shift in the frequency of an atomic clock can be produced
by confining the atoms passing through the transition region between conducting plates.
The mechanism of this shift can be described as follows: Part of the experimental mass
of an electron is due to the presence of a cloud of virtual photons surrounding the "bare"
electron. If one should place the electron between conducting walls, virtual photons of
a wavelength greater than L, the wall separation, could no longer exist. Hence, the
confinement produces a mass shift. A cesium clock utilizes a hyperfine transition
involving the reorientation of a single 6s electron outside a closed shell. The frequency
of this transition is proportional to the square of the mass of this electron. Hence one
might expect Z_v/v = 2Am/m. Power's calculation gives an estimate of
Av k 10-114a_-- 7. 1 X mm
v L L
where a is the fine-structure constant, k c is the Compton wavelength of the electron,
and L is the separation between the conducting plates.
A search for such a shift was made by using a Cs atomic clock of the usual separated
2
cavity type modified to include movable plates in the "C" region between the RF cav-
ities. Provision for external adjustment of the plate gap (L = 0.4 mm to L = L = 25 mm)
o
necessitated the removal of the usual magnetic shielding of this region which led to some
drift uncommon to a high-stability clock; however, as will be explained later, this was
easily monitored. A second Cs clock was used as a frequency standard, thereby allowing
for simple comparisons to be made to determine any changes in the "experimental
clock" frequency as its plates were set to various gaps.
The experimental clock C region between cavities was 126 cm. The linewidth of
the resonance at the (F = 4, m F = 0) --_ (F = 3, m F = 0) hyperfine transition frequency of
9192 MHz was 140 Hz. The movable, conducting plates, 2.54 cm high and 71 cm long,
were made of gold-plated aluminum. Gap adjustment was effected by means of manip-
ulators, one of which was connected to each end of each plate. These allowed for a
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simple alignment of the plate axis along the beamaxis by observing a suddendecrease in
"flop" signal as the gapwas narrowed. To obviate direct contact of the beamwith the
plates, four beamstops were used to limit the beamwidth. Subsequently,the plate gap
was never allowedto becomesmaller than this width, which was 0.4 mm. It shouldbe
notedthat whenthe beamwas allowed to impinge on the plates, unreproducible frequency
shifts were observedwhich, althoughinteresting, could not be profitably investigated
with the present apparatus.
An excellent running check on the sensitivity of the apparatus was obtained by
placing a potential difference across the normally grounded plate and observing the
Stark shift. This also allowed a simple measurementof the gap size.
Measurementswere performed under two different magnetic field configurations in
the C region. In Case 1, the magnetic field has a major componentvertical, that is,
EXPERIMENTAL ___ATOMLC CLOCK
9192 MHz
PHASE_TABILIZED [
KLYSTRON
I |6.4MHz REFERENCE
PHASE MODULATOR ].,_NAL
16.4 MHz
_._ MODULATION
GENERATOR
53 Hz
XTAL OSCILLATOR
VARACTOR
FREQUENCY
CONTROL "_ INTEGRATOR I
OSCILLATOR ]
232 MHz
]PAS 
1
Fig. I-6.
NARROW-BAN D
AMPLIFIER
IN-.PHASe. ]
SYNCHRONOUS
DETECTOR
262 MHz
Schematic of the electronics.
parallel to the conducting plates, of approx-
imately 0.5 Gauss. In Case 2, the major
component was perpendicular to the plates
and of approximately 0.1-Gauss magnitude.
On this basis, it is easy to see that the
Case 2 data are expected to be more
reliable than those of Case 1, since for
the (4, 0) -- (3, 0) hyperfine transition 5f =
427 B 2 Hz 2' where 5f is the second-
Gauss
order magnetic field frequency for the
shift B. Thus if the field varies by a small
Hz
amount AB, a shift A(Sf)= 854 BAB Z
Gauss
results. In the Case 1 experiment a Z-
milligauss field variation produces a shift
of Av = 0.854 Hz, or A____u= 9 X I0 -ll,which
v
was about the largest excursion seen during
the experiment. In the Case 2 experiment,
however, the same field variation would
produce a fivefold smaller shift. One
would then expect smaller fluctuations, as
was found, and less systematic error with
this method of operation.
Data were gathered with the plates
alternately wide (L = L o = Z5 ram) and
narrow. This allowed the effects of drifts
to be eliminated to first order. This
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correction was generally not necessary for Case Z data.
Figure I-6 illustrates schematically the electronic apparatus used for the meas-
urement. The reference clock, which utilized a National NC-2001 beam tube, has a
measured stability of 3 x 10 -1Z for a 103 =sec averaging time. Heterodyning the 262-MHz
signals obtained from each clock with a local oscillator allowed a simple display of the
beat. Frequency=shift measurements were then made by examination of the beat fre=
quency as the plate gap in the experimental clock was varied.
The experimental results are displayed in Fig. I-7. Each point represents approxi-
mately 500 seconds of data with the plates at Lo, and 500 seconds at L. The dashed
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Fig. I=7. Experimental data.
k
line indicates a frequency shift that would be expected if _v/v = (0.56) 4a-_-, where the
numerical factor of 0.56 arises from the fact that the plates only "filled" the C region
to this extent. The slope of this line is 4 x 10 -11 mm. A least=square fit of the Case 1
data gives a line of slope <a> 1 = (-2.5 + 2.5) × 10 -12, 19 measurements, whereas the
slope of the Case 2 data gives <a> 2 = (-0. 14 + 1.73) × 10 -12 , Z5 measurements. Since
there is no obvious reason to believe that the field direction affects the predicted hyper=
fine splitting, these measurements may be combined by using standard weighting with
the inverse square of the respective standard deviations, to give < a>l+ 2 = (-0.9 + 1.4) ×
10 -12 , 44 measurements.
G. L. Guttrich, K. W. Billman
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RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
Our interest is in molecular collisions at thermal energies. These phenomena are
studied mainly through crossed molecular beam scattering experiments. Two kinds of
collision processes are of interest to this group: (i) collisions which can lead to chem-
ical reactions; (ii) elastic and inelastic nonreactive collisions.
In the chemical studies our aim is to determine some of the finer details of reactive
collisions, such as the anisotropy of product velocities and the distribution of available
amounts of energy, momentum, and angular momentum among the various accessible
modes. The nonreactive studies are mainly concentrated on processes that have some
relevance to chemical processes or energy-transfer processes.
This work is supported in part by National Science Foundation Grant GP-5099, which
is not administered by the Research Laboratory of Electronics.
J. L. Kinsey
This work is supported in part by the Joint Services Electronics Programs
(U.S. Army, U.S. Navy, and U.S. Air Force} under Contract DA 36-039-AMC-03200(E).
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III._MICROWAVE SPECTROSCOPY*_
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RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
This group has a broad general interest in the study of metals and dielectric crystals
by means of UHF and microwave frequency experiments with the use of electromagnetic
and acoustic radiation. During the past year, the superconducting bolometric detector,
developed for use with heat pulses (incoherent phonons), has been used to detect
coherent phonons in a crystal rod. These bolometers can be made to be a linear detec-
tor of the acoustic power incident on them and, hence, are most suitable for studying
the decay of the total coherent acoustic energy in the crystal without having to worry
about the phase of the acoustic energy at the quartz surface, as is the case when using
coherent detectors. Our studies of superconducting bolometers have indicated how they
must be prepared for linear operation, and responsivity and noise measurements have
been made by using them as microwave electromagnetic wave detectors. This work
will continue.
Work has begun on measurements of acoustic absorption in metals to develop an
understanding of the attenuation and boundary-layer thermal resistance at a metal-
quartz interface. We have approximated with analytic functions the acoustic velocity
surfaces appropriate to NaC1, quartz, and sapphire in the low-frequency limit. The
representations will facilitate our understanding of heat-pulse propagation in these crys-
tals, since they make analytic manipulation of the acoustic-wave properties relatively
easy. This work will probably be finished in the coming year.
The research on the Fermi surface of gallium has been completed, and work has
begun on the copper Fermi surface.
Other work which has been started and will continue is directed toward an analytical
understanding of the electromagnetic properties of metals at low temperatures and in
magnetic fields. Electron paramagnetic resonance studies of the cross-relaxation
process in ruby have been finished and the results have been submitted for publication.
A study of NMR signals in static electric fields has been completed. Apparatus
designed to detect atomic hydrogen and hydrated electrons in aqueous samples has been
completed. Thus far, the results have been negative. It is anticipated that this work
will be finished early in the coming year.
Because of the interest of the Radio Astronomy Group in the CH free radical, we
have developed very promising instrumentation for detection of CH in an EPR experi-
ment in our laboratory, but these efforts are still inconclusive, and will probably
continue for a short time also.
Work with the Department of Chemical Engineering, M.I.T., has been mainly
directed at the calibration of a hydrogen atom detector, using the EPR apparatus as an
instrument to measure quantitatively atomic hydrogen concentration. Research of a
This work was supported by the Joint Services Electronics Programs (U. S. Army,
U.S. Navy, and V.S. Air Force) under Contract/DA_ 36-039-AMC-03200(E).\ i_)
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different sort, the measurements of chemical reaction-rate constants, is being pre-
pared, also with this group, andwill be carried out during the next year.
M. W. P. Strandberg, R. L. Kyhl
A. WORK COMPLETED
1. ELECTRIC FIELD EFFECTS IN THE NUCLEAR MAGNETIC
RESONANCEOF FLUIDS
This research has beencompletedby Terence E. McEnally, Jr., and submitted as
a thesis to the Department of Physics, M.I.T., August 1966, in partial fulfillment of
the requirements for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy. A summary of the thesis
follows.
Whena molecule tumbles randomly with an orientational correlation time, % much
less than the inverse of the linewidth, A_, predicted for an ensemble of isolated, ran-
domly oriented, nontumbling molecules, the NMR absorption lines become motionally
narrowed, and the spectrum exhibits fine structure, because of interactions of the
nuclei among themselves. Only the effects of the isotropic (zero-rank) parts of chem-
ical shift and indirect spin-spin interaction tensors is usually observable, as their
ranks 1 and 2 parts average to zero isotropically, as do the magnetic dipolar and elec-
tric quadrupolar tensors, which are both of rank 2. If the nonspherical molecule
tumbles in a potential well of average nonspherical symmetry, then an orientational
bias to the motion may ensue, without spoiling its motional narrowing properties. Then
the 1st and 2nd rank parts of the nuclear interaction tensors may give an observable
effect. Under the assumption of molecules at room temperature having nonzero elec-
tric dipole and/or quadrupole moments in a potential described by its first and second
derivatives, the calculation of the orientational average of D_m_!m(a_'_) is carried out by
use of the quantum-mechanical density matrix, and the result is found to agree well with
T(_)
D_m_Im describes the transformation of a spherical tensorthe classical result. As
from the molecular framework to the space-fixed framework, orientational averaging
of the tensor can also be effected. Orientation-averaged spin Hamiltonians are developed
by using this formalism, and are found to consist, in general, of a sum of terms, m each
of which appears a scalar product of the molecule-fixed tensors T (_) and the molecule-
fixed electric moment tensors, multiplied by the scalar product of space-fixed electric
field tensors with space-fixed nuclear operator tensors. The tensors T{_)considered are
the chemical shift and indirect spin-spin tensors, each with _ = 0, l,2, and the magnetic
dipolar interaction and intramolecular electric field gradient tensors, each with _ = 2.
Diagonalization of the orientation-averaged spin Hamiltonian is described for a general
two-spin system in which the Zeeman energy is large and small, respectively, as
compared with the electric quadrupole energy. Matrix elements of the nuclear
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operators are given for the coupledanduncoupledschemeof two nuclei. The spherical
tensor formalism is usedthroughout.
M. W. P. Strandberg
B. EXPANSIONOF VELOCITY SURFACESIN SPHERICAL HARMONICS
The velocity of sound in an elastic medium is given by the roots of a 3 × 3
secular equation
D IFij(8'¢)-k6ijl = O"
A method has been developed for expressing the branches of this secular equa-
tion in an analytic approximation. The method consists of a least-squares fit
of a finite sum of basis functions of the proper symmetry.
 o,e w ;,o c m
.f.,m
where a = 1, Z, 3 and denotes the branch.
The secular equation has been solved for all points on a grid covering a funda-
mental symmetry region. The three values of k at each of these points have been
used to determine the value of the C's. The "longitudinal" branch has the greatest
k at all points and is easily separated from the two transverse branches; however,
the two "transverse" branches are not easily separable. In certain regions the two
curves develop sharp corners and come quite close to one another. Two types of
fitting were tried to account for this type of behavior. In the first, we attempted
to fit the sharp corners with a small number of terms. In the second, we ignored
the sharp corners and assumed that the curves continued smoothly, so that one part
of one curve joins onto that of the other. This results in an intersection of the two
surfaces which in general does not really exist.
The first approximation is referred to as nonintersecting, and the second as
intersecting. Neither method is accurate close to the points of singularity, but
the volume over which the error exists should be small.
The velocity of sound as a function of direction in a crystal will have the same
symmetry as the crystal. Since our interest is in quartz and sapphire, it was nec-
essary to choose linear combinations that would be invariant under D3d. Table III-1
lists the unnormalized functions that were used. Also listed are the special har-
monics proportional to these functions. Table III-2 lists the coefficients for the four-
teen basic functions.
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Table III-1. Basic functions.
Spherical Function
No. Harmonic
I yO i
o
o 1 (3 cosZe- I)
z Yz -f
o _---(35 cos4e - 30 cosZe + 3)3 Y4
3 - (-I)(I05) sin38 cos 8 sin (3_)4 Y4 + Y43
o I [-5 + 105 cosZe - 315 cos48 + 231 cos6e]5 Y6 I-6-
6 y3 + y-3 sin38 [9_45 cos 0-346_____5cos3e] sin (3_,)
o o t_ Z J
7 y6 _ y-6
o o
o
8 Y8
3
9 Y8 + Y83
11 yO
i0
3 -3
IZ YI0 + YI0
+
1039 sin6e sin (6_)
1 [35 - iZ60 cosZ8 + 6930 cos4e - IZOlZ cos68
128
+ 6435 cos8e]
fl/__[_ (6_)128 (6930) 4! cos 8 + (IZ01Z)-_--! cos38
-(6435)_ cos50 sin30 sin (3_)
128 (IZ01Z) 6! + (6435)-_. cos8e sin 68 sin (6_)
63 [ 1430- _-_ 1 - 55 cosZ0 +_ cos48 - 1430 cos68
+ ----7-'-IZ155cos8e 4618963 c°sl °el
6_/_3[ 6! 8_Z5611440 COS e - (1430)-_-[. cos38 + IZ155-_. cos5e
46189 1 [sin3e] sin (3- _ cos 7e ¢)
63 [ IZ1558!25---61430 (6]) 7 Z! c°sZ8
4618910i 481 sin6e sin (64_)+ 63 4 ! cos
46186
- ---_-- (I0]) cos e singe sin (9_)
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Table III-Z. Coefficients for basic functions.
No. Longitudinal
A. Quartz
Noncrossing Transverse Crossing
No. 1 No. 2 No. 1
Transverse
No. Z
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
I0
II
12
13
14
1.02694
083864
- 076627
093571
0034625
049406
9ZO88XlO -6
-.0044750
.013518
.10264×10 .6
-.00033281
.0015990
-.33161×10 -8
.60771×10 -10
72560
037667
071489
- 32044
- 066357
- 16469
87029X 10-6
0021378
- 045298
-;16674×10 -6
-.0093415
-.0053456
-.829158X10 -8
-.55847× 10 -10
61241
023577
045001
26547
067744
13402
- 18051×10 -5
- 0019092
.036945
.6500ZX 10 -7
.0098118
.0043559
.12186XI0 -7
.22882X i0 -I0
67827
15148
- 037285
28O25
- 0073593
141368
-.20201XI0 -5
- 020501
038948
- 042531X10 -6
- 0098324
0045828
- 65656× 10 -7
I1470X I0 -9
+.65973
-.090196
.15374
-.30981
+.0087664
- 15908
10852× I0 -5
020743
- 043734
30074X10 -6
010285
- 0051524
69553×10 -7
- 14769× 10 .9
No. Longitudinal
B. Sapphire
Transverse
No. 1
Noncrossing
No. 2
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
I0
Ii
12
13
14
2.30464
.14889
-.089904
.010070
.0030266
.0094793
.42283 × 10 -6
0098677
0024740
47100 × 10 -7
- 0037530
00029974
17323 X 10 -7
58666 X I0-I0
I. 5426
087645
11134
038211
14666
022792
36553 X 10 -5
055929
006100
22437 × 10 -6
012597
00073529
23263 × 10 -7
14354× 10 -10
1 20511
065676
036036
032754
15966
012749
- 40537 × 10 -5
044110
0034896
17464 × 10 -6
015833
00041982
774918 × 10 -8
- 32633 × IO -IO
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Figure III-1 shows the true values of k in the crossing and noncrossing approxi-
mations for quartz.
S. R. Reznek
C. RUBY CROSS RELAXATION
The nonexponential behavior of electron cross relaxation in dilute ruby, which was
reported in Quarterly Progress Report No. 72 (pages 14-15), has been explained in
terms of thermal contact between the Cr 3+ electron dipole-dipole reservoir and the
larger A127 nuclear Zeeman reservoir of the A120 3. Figure III-2 shows the coupling
scheme. The basic principle is that the electron dipole-dipole reservoir 1' 2 is in better
thermal contact with the A127 nuclei than with the rest of the electron-spin system.
MICROWAVE
FIELD I
I c,3+ IT,21 cr3÷ IJTIZEEMAN 1_1 I)IPOLE -DIPO LE I_--1RESERVOIRI t RESERVOIRI L
TI_///"
LATTICE
I_t Cr53 I
ZEEMAN
RESERVOIR
A127
ZEEMAN
RESERVOIR
Fig. III-2. Electron and nuclear spin-coupling scheme
in dilute ruby.
For two-quantum cross relaxation, which is fast, the bottleneck is the coupling
between the dipole-dipole reservoir and the A127 nuclei. The observed square root of
time law represents nuclear spin diffusion.
For three-quantum cross relaxation, which is slower, the cross-relaxation process
determines the rate, and a good exponential is observed.
R. L. Kyhl
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RESEARCH OBJECTIVES AND SUMMARY OF RESEARCH
This group, which was formed in September 1966, is concerned with the properties
of atoms and simple molecules as observed by resonance and scattering techniques.
The immediate goal of our resonance experiments is a new determination of the
magnetic moment of the proton. In the experiment a hydrogen maser is used, which, for
the first time, permits a determination of the proton g-factor in atomic hydrogen. Our
scattering efforts are concerned with studying the interactions of atoms with ions, atoms,
and electrons, as revealed by electron-spin exchange. This new scattering technique
promises to enable a wide class of scattering studies that have not been possible
previously.
D. Kleppner
1. Magnetic Moment of the Proton
Our goal is to measure the g-factor of the proton, in terms of the electron g-factor,
to a precision substantially higher than has been attained heretofore. The experiment
involves the use of a hydrogen maser that allows simultaneous observation of electron
and proton transitions in atomic hydrogen. The importance of this experiment lies in
the fact that the proton is examined in atomic hydrogen, as contrasted with the molec-
ular environment in which all previous determinations have been made. We hope to
achieve a precision of one part in 108. We shall also compare the moment of the proton
in atomic hydrogen with that of the proton in H20 and in H 2. This will yield experimental
values of the diamagnetic shielding of the proton in water and in molecular hydrogen
which should be precise to a few parts in l08. These values are of particular interest,
since water is a standard reference for NMR and H 2 is the only molecule for which the
shielding factor can be predicted with high precision.
Pivotal to all the studies described above is an atomic hydrogen maser, especially
designed to work in a magnetic field of 3500 Gauss. The field is provided by a magnet
possessing unusual stability and very high homogeneity. The combination of the maser
and the magnet produces an electron resonance line that has an excellent signal-to-noise
ratio and is considerably narrower than has been possible previously. Resonance lines
in the present experiment are typically 150 Hz as contrasted with 20,000 Hz for the
same resonance frequency in previous experiments. Previously, it was impossible to
study the proton in atomic hydrogen because the coupling of the proton to the electron
caused a prohibitive loss in sensitivity to the measurement of the proton moment. For
*This work is supported by the Joint Serv_es Electronics Programs (U.S. Army,
U.S. Navy, and U.S. Air Force} under Contract I)A 36-039-AMC-03200(E)_ and in part
by the Sloan Fund for Basic Research (M.I.T. Grant 95). I
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instance, in order to measure the g-factor ratio to onepart in 108, it is necessary to
obtain a fractional precision in the proton resonanceline of nearly two parts in 1010
As well as the experiments outlined above,there are numerousother g-factor deter-
minations that we are currently considering. Among these are a comparison of the
g-factor for the electron in hydrogen with the electron in deuterium to a precision of
1part in 108, and a determination of the temperature dependenceof the chemical shift
in H2. We are also considering a determination of the proton moment in nuclear mag-
netons. By combiningthis result with the result abovefor the nuclear moment in Bohr
magnetons, a new value of the proton-electron mass ratio can be obtained. This ratio
is of particular interest, becauseof its influence on many of the other fundamental
constants.
A preliminary determination of the proton momenthas already beenobtained.1 A
number of improvements to the maser havebeenmadeduring the past quarter, including
facilities for a stronger beam anda more reliable magnetic-field mappingprobe. The
next step will be the design of a dataacquisition system, which will be undertaken as
soonas the maser is again in operation.
D. Kleppner, T. Myint, P. F. Winkler
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Z. Spin-Exchange Scattering
Spin exchange, the process by which two atoms exchange electrons during a col-
lision, offers a powerful tool for investigating interactions between atoms, ions, and
electrons. In particular, it yields detailed information about the singlet and triplet
potentials. For atom-atom or ion-atom scattering, extremely small differences in the
long-range potentials may be measured by observing oscillations in the spin-exchange
cross sections. In electron-atom scattering it is possible to infer all of the important
partial wave phase shifts for both singlet and triplet scattering.
Our goal is to observe spin-exchange scattering by means of a crossed-beam scat-
tering apparatus that will allow us to observe differential cross sections for both spin-
exchange and non spin-exchange processes. The atom-atom results should be of interest
to workers in optical pumping, who can look only at broad terminal averages of total
cross sections. The ion-atom results should display a variety of interesting effects. At
low energies the oscillations in the spin-exchange cross section can be readily resolved,
while at higher ion energy rainbow scattering may be observed. Our observations of
electron-atom differential spin-exchange scattering should be of interest to the many
workers who have made calculations on this problem, as well as to workers in optical
pumping, particularly since the individual phase shifts have not previously been meas-
ured. We are especially interested in ion-atom scattering, since we have developed a
1
theory that can be directly compared with our experiments.
A summary of the experiments that we are considering is presented in Table IV-1.
All of our experiments are centered about a scattering apparatus which is under
construction and is now approaching completion. The apparatus normally utilizes
an alkali beam. The beam passes through a magnetic state selector and into a scattering
region where it collides with the target particle {usually provided by a second beam). A
portion of the scattered beam passes through collimating slits, a velocity analyzer, and
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Table IV-l. SUMMARY OF SPIN-EXCHANGE SCATTERING
Scattered Target i
Class particle particle Examples Comments
Ion- Alkali
Atom
2S ion He +
Long-range collisions important, pertur-
bation theory yields good results, excell-
ent experimental momentum resolution.
Simple system, theory developed by our
_roup.
Electron-
Alkali
Atom-
Atom
Hydrogen
2p atom
2p atom
Alkali
Alkali
Alkali
Alkali
2p
Alkali
Hydrogen
2p ion
2S ion
Alkali
Ion
Electron
Alkali
Hydrogen
2p atom
Alkali,
Ion
Molecule
Be + , Mg +
Ne +, Si +
TI-He +
TI-Na +
AI-H ÷
All
Alkalis
Na-NA
Na-Ks etco
Na-AI
Na-Ga
etco
Na-O2
Theory under development
(Situation complicated by fine struc-
ture, qualitative aspects of theory
have been developed.)
Spin orbit interaction and excita-
tions can be studied, no spin-exchange.
Possibility of measuring slnglet and
triplet phase shifts° Differential and
differential spln-exchange cross sec-
tions can both be measured. Theory
developed in detail by various workers°
Very low energy results can be com-
pared with optical pumpin_ results.
Elastic cross sections can be observ-
ed up to 10X excitation energy, with
sacrifice in angular resolution.
Only system for which theory has been
developed in detail is H-H. Possibility
of measuring differential cross sections
using velocity selected beam. Wide var-
_etV of systems can be observed.
A number of 2p atoms can be detected by
a hot-wire detector, including AI, Ga,
TI. Changes in orbital angular momen-
tum can occur and be detected.
H-electron and H-H spln-exchange of great
theoretical interest. However, these ex-
periments will not be possible until a
fast, efficient hydrogen detector is de-
veloped. We are not currently under-
takin_ this work°
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a magnetic spin-state analyzer. The two emerging beams, corresponding to the two elec-
tron states, pass into two identical detectors. The ratio of the signals from the detector
can be directly related to the fraction of spin-exchange occurring in the scattering proc-
ess. The sum of the detector readings yields the differential scattering cross section, a
quantity also of a considerable interest.
D. C. Burnham, D. Kleppner, I. Ozier, D. E. Pritchard
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RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
Various problems are being attacked by our group.
I. Excited States. We shall study excited triplet states of simple molecules by the
combined technique of flash irradiation and electron spin resonance spectroscopy. We
have in our laboratory now a spectrometer capable of scanning 100 gauss, or more, in
25 msec, which with a flash discharge {100 to 10,000 joules into a Xenon-filled tube) of
comparable duration provides the most powerful method for the study of excited elec-
tronic states extant.
2. Collisional Effects. Gas phase relaxation studies of hydrogen atoms with hydrogen
molecules (ortho and para separately and together) and other species are being under-
taken to learn more about intermolecular interactions. Other atoms in the gas phase will
be similarly studied. We are also looking at collisional cross sections of excited alkali
atoms (e.g., ZP1/2 and/or 2P3/2 states) with their ground states.
3. Charge and Energy Transfer. We are studying, via ESR, charge and energy
transfer in semiconductorlike materials in solution and in the solid state, to determine
the nature of the donor-acceptor complex.
4. Photoionization. Work is being done on the mechanism of photoionization in large
molecules in the vacuum ultraviolet. •
5. Radicals in the Gas Phase. Work is going forward in the study of the electronic,
vibrational, and rotational structure of alkyl radicals (methyl, ethyl, t-butyl, and so
forth) in the gas phase from work with gaseous discharges and flash photolysis.
6. Processes Related to Combustion.
7. Structure of Liquids via electron magnetic relaxation in solution.
8. Electronic Structure of Paramagnetic Species from theoretical and experimental
approaches.
9. Relaxation Phenomena at the Orbital Point.
K. W. Bowers
This work is supported by the Joint Services Electronics Programs (U.S. Army,
U.S. Navy, and U.S. Air Force) under Contract DA 36-039-AMC-03200(E).
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RESEARCH OBJECTIVES AND SUMMARY OF RESEARCH
The research objectives of the Radio Astronomy Group may be broadly described as
follows.
1. ,/Studies of continuum emission of extraterrestrial radio sources/ The antenna
facilities of the Haystack Microwave Research Facility, Lincoln Laboratory, M.I.T.,
have been used at 2-cm and 3.75-cm wavelengths to study temporal variations in the
radio flux from quasi-stellar radio sources, 1 to map the brightness distribution in both
the polarized and unpolarized components of the radiation from the strong radio
2
sources, and to determine the absolute flux from the radio sources Cassiopeia A and
Taurus A. 3 This work continues and is being extended to other sources. The National
Radio Astronomy Observatory interferometer, Green Bank, West Virginia, has been
used for determining the brightness distribution of many galatic and extragalatic radio
sources at Z34 Mc/sec. Studies of Venus and Jupiter at wavelengths near the water-
vapor and ammonia resonances have been carried out on the Z8-ft radio telescope of
4
Lincoln Laboratory. A radiometer operating at 4-ram wavelength has been installed
and tested on the 29-ft radio telescope at the Prospect Park Field Station of Air Force
Cambridge Research Laboratories, and planetary observations are planned for the near
future.
Z. Studies of the radio spectrum of the interstellar medium. The spectral lines of
OH have been the subject of extensive observations with the antennas of the Haystack
Microwave Research and Millstone Radar Facility, Lincoln Laboratory, M.I.T., and the
140-ft radio telescope of the National Radio Astronomy Observatory, Green Bank, West
Virginia. The studies during the past year have led to (a) the detection of circularly
polarized OH emission, 5 (b) the detection of the isotopic species O18H, 6 and the estab-
lishment of an upper limit to the angular size of the OH emitting regions of 15 seconds
of arc. 7 Interferometric observations are being extended by using the Millstone and
Agassiz {Harvard} radio telescopes as an interferometer to determine the angular size
of the emission regions. Searches for other spectral lines are concentrating on the CH
radical, with a line expected near 3300 Mc/sec.
3. /Study of microwave emission and absorption by the terrestrial atmosphere and
This wor as sup ed principv_ly by the Nation eronauhcs and Space Adminis-
tration (Grant "NsG-419 and Contrac_lNSR-ZZ- 009-1Z0); and in part by the Joint Services
Electronics Programs (U. S. Army, U.S. Navy, and U.S. Air Force under Contract
DA 36- 039-AMC- 03Z00{E)_,
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surface, with particular emphasis on the meteorological satellite application of micro-
wave sensors./This work has included ground-based observations in conjunction with,
and in support of, measurements of planetary microwave emission, and theoretical
studies of satellite measurements of atmospheric water vapor and oxygen. An exten-
sive program of balloon observations has been carried out to determine the micro-
wave properties of the upper atmosphere as governed by the resonance lines of
molecular oxygen at 5-ram wavelength. 8 These results indicate departures from the
Van Vleck-Weisskopf theory of microwave absorption and emission, and further
observations are being made to confirm this conclusion. Observations of the water-
vapor resonance at 1.35 cm in the terrestrial atmosphere have also been carried
out. 9
A. H. Barrett
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A. HAYSTACK-MILLSTONE OH INTERFEROMETER
Observations of OH emission with an interferometer comprising the Haystack (I20-ft)
and Millstone (84-ft) antennas have been reported previously. 1 The results can now be
extended to include the positions and angular sizes of the emission regions associated
with W49, NGC 6334 and Sagittarius, as shown in Table VI-1. The region in Sagittarius
was observed to be a point source. W49 is seen to be a double source, whose compo-
nents remain unresolved. NGC 6334 is at least a double source, but may be more com-
plex. Only one of the components of NCG 6334 was mapped with the interferometer,
owing to the poor signal-to-noise ratio and the limited hour angle availability for their
source.
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Table VI-l. Position and angular sizes of OH emission regions.
Line a
Velocity
km/sec
Fringe Effective Separation
Amplitude Source from Line with Position-Epoch 1950
Polarization Observed Diameter Position Listed a 5
W3
-45.1
-43.7
-41.7
-45.4
-46.4
1665 MHz July 9, 11 +12 hr
right
right
right
left
left
June 7, 8, 9, I0, II, IZ, 13
1.0 ±0.05 < 15" I
1.0 ± 0.I <20" _ <3"
1.0 + 0.Z <25" <3"
1.0 + 0.I <Z0" <3"
1.0 + 0.I <20" <3"
ozhz3m16.3±l s 61°38,57±5 ,,
W3 1667 MHz June IZ, Z9 July 8, 9 ±12 hr
-44.8 left 1.0 + 0.3 < 30" < 15" from 1665 Position
W49 1665 MHz Position I June Z9 July I0 ±6 hr
17.0
5.5
IZ.0
16.8
Z0.9
right
left
left
left
left
0.9±0.Z b
1.0±0.Z
1.0±0.2
0.8±0.3 b
1.0±0. I
< 25"
<25"
< 20"
< 7"
< 15"
< I0"
<7"
W49 1667 MHz Position 1 July 8, 9 ±6 hr
Z.0
5.0
3.0
5.0
19.0
right
right
left
left
left
1.0±0.3
1.0±0.Z
1.0±0.2
1.0±0.21
0.6±0.4 b
< 30"
< 25"
<25"
< 20"
< 7 II
< 7"
< 7"
< 7"
W49 1665 MHz Position Z
16.0 right 0.8 ± 0.2 b < 7"
15.7 left 1.0 ± 0.Z <Z5"
17.9 left 0.+ ± 0.3 b < 7"
W49 1667 MHz Position Z
19hTm49.7± is 9oi,1Z±5 ,
< 7" from 1665 Position 1
+8.5 s R.A.
-68" Dec.
from Pos. I
left 0"6±4b I < I0" from 1665 Position Z
NGC 6334 1665 MHz July II, 12 ±Z hr
-IZ.4
-9.1 left 1.0 ± 0.2 <25" < 7" 17hlTm33.5+Z s 1-35 °45,35±I 0"
SAG (WZ4) 1665 MHz July I0, I I ±3 hr
74.0 right i 1.0 ± O.Z <Z5" / <7"
67.5 left _ 1.0 ± 0.I <Z0"
1
17h44ml l±Z s -28°23,29±I0 ,,
aLine velocity based on Radford's (1964) rest frequencies for the 2_r3/Z, J= 3/2, A- doublet of O16H 1.
bFeatures that show a systematic fringe amplitude variation.
Most measurements were made with a frequency resolution of 3 kHz; some of the W3 measure-
ments were made with 1 kHz.
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None of the components of any OH source is yet resolved, and measurements are
now being extended to a longer baseline, in cooperation with the Harvard Agassiz Sta-
tion (see Sec. VI-B).
B. F. Burke, J. M. Moran, A. E. E. Rogers
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B. MILLSTONE-AGASSIZ OH INTERFEROMETER
Previous OH interferometer observations, as described in Section VI-A, have
clearly demonstrated the need for observations with a larger baseline than the 3800 k
available with the Haystack-Millstone complex. This has led to a 'joint experiment,/
involving Research Laboratory of Electronics, Lincoln Laboratory, and Harvard per-
sonnel, in which the 84-ft antenna /of the Millstone Radar Facility and the 60-ft radio
telescope _f the George R. Agassiz Radio Astronomy Station of Harvard College Observ-
atory is being used as an interferometer0 The telescopes are separated by 74,390 k
(43,925 ft) along a line oriented 22.52 ° East of North. Phase coherence is maintained
by use of a one-way microwave link operating at 7325 Mc/sec on a line-of-sight path
between the two stations. The Harvard radiometer has a maser preamplifier and a sys-
tem temperature of 140°K; the Millstone radiometer has a tunnel-diode amplifier and a
system temperature of approximately 700°K. The essential features of the data reduc-
tion are the same those as used in the Millstone-Haystack experiment. The OH source
W3 has been examined with a bandwidth of 120 kc/sec and a resolution of 3 kc/sec.
Preliminary observations have revealed fringes at 1665 Mc/sec.
A. H. Barrett, B. F. Burke, J. M. Moran, A. E. E. Rogers
C. K-BAND SPECTRUM MEASUREMENTS OF THE SUN
The solar brightness spectrum near l-cm wavelength was measured on several days
in the period January-March, 1966. The measurements were made with the Lincoln
Laboratory 28-ft millimeter antenna and the Research Laboratory of Electronics
5-channel K-bandradiometer. 1 The frequencies observed were 19.0, 21.0, 22.2, 23.5,
and 25.5 GHz. This solar band had not been carefully studied before.
The measurements were made by taking drift scans across the center of the sun
every 10 minutes for a period of approximately 2 hours each day. The resulting meas-
urements were corrected for atmospheric absorption by extrapolation to zero atmosphere
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the observeddependenceof solar intensity uponelevation angle.
The results were calibrated by comparison of the solar data with the average lunar
brightness temperature observedover a lunation. The comparison was made using the
1
antennapatterns measuredat eachfrequency. Thetrue lunar brightness temperature
wasestimated from observationsby many observers at manywavelengths.2 The errors
involved in this comparison techniqueare very nearly the sameat each frequency and
thus the relative errors are small. The relative errors were dominatedby the effective
receiver noise and system gain fluctuations present during the lunar and solar observa-
tions. If it is assumedthat the true average lunar brightness temperature is knownwithin
5 per cent, the absolute rms error at each frequency is approximately ±700°K.
The measured average solar brightness temperatures of the center of the sunare
listed in Table VI-2, together with the relative rms errors. Only the eight most accurate
Table VI-2. ObservedK-band solar spectrum,'
Frequency
(GHz)
19.0
21.0
22.2
23.5
25.5
Central Solar Brightness Temperature
(°K)
10,800
10,800
11,000
10,700
9,8OO
Relative rms Error
(°K)
+400
±400
+500
+500
+300
spectra were averaged. The rest of the data is not included here.
This average spectrum is composed of data obtained on February 10, 18, 23, and 24,
and March 3, 10, 11, and 14, 1966. The spectrum did not appear to vary much over
this period. These results superseded the data presented earlier,3 which were based
on incomplete calibration data.
D. H. Staelin, N. Gaut, Sara Law, W. T. Sullivan III.
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D. INFERENCE OF ATMOSPHERICATTENUATION NEAR 61.15 GHz
FROM BALLOON FLIGHT RESULTS
Balloon Flight Experiments suchas the 154-P series, which have been previously
reported, 1 (see also Sec. VI-F), yield data that can be used to infer the atmospheric
attenuation coefficient as a function of height. The ascent and descent portions of the
flight are useful in this respect when coupled with accurate measurements of the atmos-
pheric temperature and pressure.
The appropriate measurement geometry is shown in Fig. VI-1. The assumptions
made in this inversion method are that the atmosphere may be modeled by infinite planar
h O +
ho -
Ah
TBin
Ah
l T,p,_, [ T,p, y ] /
Ah
Ah cos8
AX =m/
TBou t
Fig. VI-1. Geometry of the measurements.
layers (valid for 8 < 80°), and within a layer the temperature and pressure may be taken
as constant (valid for Ah < 2.5 km). The equation of transfer relating the brightness
temperatures, TBin and T Bout, is
TBout= TBineXp(_,_(ho ) _)Ah +T[l_exp(_Y(ho)_)] .Ah (1)
This relation can be solved for Y(ho):
_(ho) c°s 8 l_-TBin 1= _ In , (Z)TB out
under the assumption that the quantities on the right of (Z) are known.
In balloon experiments such as 154-P, the antenna temperature (see Sec. VI-C) is
measured, not the brightness temperature. In order to infer the value of _(ho), the
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Ah
antenna temperatures at h ° + _ must be converted to the brightness temperatures
along the antenna axis at h ° ± The results of flight 154-P indicate a true {meas-
ured} antenna temperature that is different from {higher than) the computed values for
heights at which the optical depth is not large (that is, at heights above where T A =
T B = T). This would appear to indicate that the true absorption coefficient is higher
than the one used in the computations.
Fig. VI-2 shows the mechanics of converting the measured antenna temperatures
into brightness temperatures. This conversion is built around the assumption that the
3(}O
25O
2O0
A
IO0
5O
-- FREQUENCY = I/
"_k \ /MEASURED ANTENNA
__TEMPERATURE
_
_\_ /CALCULATED ANTENNA
CALCULATED \_ TEMPERATURE
-- BRIGHTNESS TEMPERATURE_\\_
I I I I I I I
5 I 0 15 20 25 30 35
HEIGHT ( km )
Fig. VI-2. Mechanics of antenna temperature to brightness conversion.
brightness distribution determining a given antenna temperature is the same for
the measured antenna temperature and for the computed one. That is, changing
the absorption coefficient merely moves the brightness distributions around in
height but does not change them. The validity of this assumption can be checked.
Thus {in Fig. VI-2)an antenna temperature of 206°K, measured at 28 km is con-
verted to a brightness temperature of 194°K, which is assumed to be appropri-
ate at 28 km.
The effects of noise and uncertainty can be seen by making the following replacement
inEq. 2:
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T_T+AT
T-- T Bin + ATBin
T -* TBout + ATBout
which yield
cos e
N(ho ) + A_ =
ln I T - TB in + In 1
1+
T TB in II
AT ATB out II
T IJi+
(3)
that can be expanded to yield
ooserl TB in - TB out i
A_rms = _ _'U(T--_B _n)(T--_B °at)L I *Il + - "rB in ATBrmsATrms + T- T Boutl IT
(4)
under
AT - AT Bin
T - T B in
<<I,
AT - AT B out
T _ <<1,
and AT, ATBin, and ATBout are mutually independent and have rms values of ATrm s,
AT B , and AT B , respectively.
rms rms
The inferred absorption coefficient based on the results of 154-P are shown in
Figs. VI-3 and VI-4. Layer thicknesses of 1 krn and _ km were used. The right-hand
25 D
26 m
O_
24 --
22
0.0|
Fig. VI-3.
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Inferred absorption coefficients, Flight 154-P.
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Fig. VI-4. Inferred absorption coefficients,
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Flight 154-P.
labeling of the vertical axis (essentially frequency in linewidth units) is given to facili-
tate comparison of inferred values with values computed on the basis of the Van Vleck-
Weisskopf line-shape function
1/Av(h)
F(v) = , (5)
v- v9+_2 + 1
av(h) /
where v - v9+ = ±vif , and Av is the linewidth.
If rms noise fluctuations of ATrm s = l*K and AT B = 2*K are assumed, error
rms
bars on the inferred points will be approximately ±10-20%.
From Fig. VI-4 it is fairly evident that the absorption coefficient at frequencies well
away from the resonance frequency is higher than theory predicts. Two possible changes
in the theoretical line shape are being investigated as possible explanations of the higher
absorption in the line wings.
The first is a change within the Van Vleck-Weisskopf line-shape theory. On the line-
wings Eq. 5 can be expressed as
av(h)
F(v) = , (6)
(V-Vg+)Z
which indicates that the wing absorption can be increased by using a larger linewidth;
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however, this results in a lower absorption near line center. Whether an absorption
coefficient with this correction will adequately agree with the measured values over the
entire height range is being investigated.
The second change under investigation is to go to a new line-shape theory. In par-
ticular, the impact theory of Gordon 2 should be looked at closely. In this theory it is
not assumed that the absorption coefficient of overlapping resonance lines is the sum
of the individual absorption coefficients.
Once a better expression for the absorption coefficient is obtained, theoretical com-
putations of the brightness temperature distribution can be made to check the earlier
assumption. Any necessary corrections can be made and the method repeated with the
correct brightness temperatures.
W. B. Lenoir
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E. OBSERVATIONS OF MICROWAVE EMISSION FROM ATMOSPHERIC OXYGEN:
BALLOON FLIGHTS, SUMMER 1966
Two more balloon flight experiments were performed during August, 1966. The
characteristics of these flights have been summarized in a previous report. 1 Prelim-
inary analysis indicates that both flights were successful. Further analysis awaits the
complete report from the balloon base.
W. B. Lenoir, J. W. Barrett, D. C. Papa
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F. OBSERVATIONS OF MICROWAVE EMISSION FROM ATMOSPHERIC OXYGEN:
BALLOON EXPERIMENT RESULTS, SUMMER 1965
During July 1965, four balloon flight experiments were performed from the NCAR
Balloon Base, Palestine, Texas. These flights (150-P, 152-P, 153-P, 154-P) have been
described in previous reports. 1' 2 Two distinct types of experiments were flown.
Flights 150-P and 154-P were experiments to study the shape of the 9+ resonance line,
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Table VI-3. Summary of Flights 150-P and 154-P.
Bif
v = 61.151 GHz (9 + resonance line)
O
vif = center frequency of IF passband
= bandwidth of IF passband
0 = zenith angle of antenna axis
Z_Trm s = output noise fluctuations (measured)
0 (deg) vif (MHz) Bif (MHz) _T rms
60 Z0 I0 1.7
60 60 i0 2.0
60 Z00 15 2.8
75 Z0 I0 2.5
75 60 I0 4.5
75 Z00 15 3.2
{*K)
I
J DIRECTION OF
J ANTENNA AXIS
Y
h b
!
I/I)///I////I/Iii //
BALLOON HEIGHT
////////
Fig. VI-5. Geometry of Flights 150-P and
154-P.
while flights 15Z-P and 153-P were
temperature profile below the balloon.
of these flights has been completed.
experiments to remotely infer the atmospheric
Data analysis yielding the antenna temperatures
1. Results of Flights 150-P and 154-P
Both of these flights had the same physical characteristics and geometry, as
shown in Fig. VI-5 and Table VI-3. The measured quantity is the antenna temperature,
T A, which is the brightness temperature distribution weighted by the antenna gain pat-
tern
1
_4 TB(e' _) G(e,_) dn(e,_),TA - 4v v
with G(8, _5) being the known antenna gain, and _(8,_) the solid angle.
(i)
The brightness
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temperature at a zenith angle e and a frequency v is given by
00TB(V, 0) = T(h) WF(h, v, E)) dh,
h o
with
y[T(h), p(h), v] -T(h,v,8)
WF(h, v, e) = cos e e
(2)
(3)
300
25O
o
200
150
_ 100
z
5o
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_ 150
_ I00
z
$
50
3O0
25C
5
_ 2OC
,50
_ IOC
z
$
50
-- 20 MHz ASCENT
0 = 60 °
-- CALCULATED ANTENNA TEMPERATURES
- - - ATMOSPHERIC TEMPERATURE
o o o MEASURED VALUES , @ =60 °
&,AA MEASURED VALUES , e=75 °
L I I I - • I
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75 °
8=60 °
I I I I l _ J
o o
0=75 °
60 °
I 1 I I I [ I
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Fig. VI-6. Comparison of experimentally determined antenna temperature
with computed values.
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Table VI-4. Summary of Flights 152-P and 153-P.
v = 61.151 GHz (9 + resonance line)
O
vif = center frequency of IF passband
Bif = bandwidth of IF passband
0 = nadir angle of antenna axis
_Trm s = output noise fluctuations (measured)
O (deg) vif (MHz) Bif (MHz) AT
rms
60 20 i0 1.6
60 60 I0 2.8
60 200 15 1.4
0 20 i0 2.4
0 60 i0 3.5
0 200 15 2.3
(°K)
I
h b
I I!1
Fig. VI-7.
i_ BALLOON HEIGHT
J DIRECTION OF
ANTENNA AXIS
Ill/ll//llll//lll//I/ll/I/
Geometry of Flights 152-P and 153-P.
h
S_ b y[T(_), p(_), v] d_
T(h, v, e) = cos e (4)
T(h) = atmospheric temperature at hight h
p(h) = atmospheric pressure at height h
y = atmospheric attenuation coefficient.
Preliminary theoretical calculations are based on the use of the Van Vleck-
Weisskopf line shape in the expression for the attenuation coefficient. Other param-
eters are the same as those used by Meeks and Lilley 5 and Barrett, et al. 6
No useful data for the ascent part of Flight 150-P were taken, because of
an equipment problem. Float and descent data are difficult to reduce for this
flight, since final calibration temperatures are determined during the ascent part
of the flight
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Flight 154-P was successful in every respect. The experimentally determined
antenna temperatures are compared with the computedvalues in Fig. VI-6. In the
report in Section VI-D the inference of the atmospheric absorption coefficient from
these measured antennatemperatures is discussed.
2. Results of Flights 152-P and 153-P
This pair of flights had the characteristics and geometry depicted in Fig. VI-7
and Table VI-4. Equation 1 ist still valid for TA but TB is given by
TB(V,e)= _:0 T(h) WF(h, v, e) dh (s}
with
_[T(h), p(h), v] -T(h,v, e) (3)
WF(h, v, e) = cos e e
500
o
275
_ 25G
u.l
i 225
tu
'_ 20C
17_
O ° NADIR ANGLE
ASCENT -- COMPUTED ANTENNA TEMPERATURES
.... ATMOSPHERIC TEMPERATURE
\
\. /_60 MHz
o_x//x I _ x x i xx 200 MHz
I I I I I _ I L
60* NADIR ANGLE
ASCENT
300
Do
25C
_E
tu o /// =e 2OMHz
I-
$
uJ // x x " xx 200 MHz
2OC
17_'/ I I l 1 I I i I
o 5 l0 _5 z• 25 30 35 40
BALLOON HEIGHT (km)
0 ° NADIR ANGLE
FLOAT
• ° •
o o o
°e•"
xxxxxxx= x_.
60 • NADIR ANGLE
FLOAT
o
°o °°oDD o
• x•x x• •
• •x x,xxx
Fig. VI-8. Measured antenna temperatures for ascent and float parts of
Flight 152-P.
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0 ° NADIR ANGLE
I ASCENT COMPUTED ANTENNA TEMPERATURES
3001_ .... ATMOSPHERIC TEMPERATURE
; _ .... 20 MHz 1
'- I _ .... 60M., ;. MEASURE0VALUED
'_'2''I % .... 200MH,J
250 //_
,.-,V \
;: I _ .,_F_...,,_, * .... ,,--2OOMHz
2001-175I- I J -I 0";_-''- I l I I I
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300
275
fie / _/
=_ 250 ° /////
_J
i- x ° x x --
z 200 • xx
175
0 5 I0 15 20 25 30 35 40
BALLOON HEIGHT (kin)
0 ° NADIR ANGEE
FLOAT
o o
. °
x x x xx x x x x x x x x x x
60 ° NADIR ANGLE
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oo oO
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Fig. VI-9. Measured antenna temperatures for ascent and float parts of
Flight 153-P.
h b
/h de
T(h, v, O) = cos O ' (6)
and all other parameters are the same as before.
The measured antenna temperatures for the ascent and float part of Flights
152-P and 153-P are presented in Figs. VI-8 and VI-9. Inferences of the atmos-
pheric temperature profile based on these antenna temperature measurements
will be made in the future, and the inferred profile will be compared with the
profile resulting from measurements made during ascent.
W. B. Lenoir
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VII. SOLID-STATE MICROWAVEELECTRONICS
Academic and Research Staff
Prof. R. P. Rafuse
Dr. D. H. Steinbrecker
Graduate Students
J. Balecewicz
A. M. Davis
A. F. Hillman, Jr.
RESEARCH OBJECTIVES AND STATUS OF RESEARCH
The assembly of a precision S-band test set for varactor diodes is now under way.
This test set will permit an evaluation of diode parameters to an accuracy of 1 part in
104. The test set consists of a dual-probe slotted line with a precision balancing circuit
and a null receiver. By using two probes spaced approximately k/4 apart and by
adjusting the drive on each probe until the output is balanced, the VSWR may be read
directly from the attenuation in the series with one probe. This technique obviates the
problems of high dynamic range instrumentation and eliminates gain variations in the
receiving apparatus. This test set will be used to characterize devices for use in high-
order, high-power multipliers. Again, data reduction will be assisted by the use of a
computer.
With the use of MOSFET transistors, a synchronous detector of high dynamic range
has been constructed for use in some precision laboratory instrumentation. The dynamic
range of this unit approaches 140 db. The output drift is of the order of a few microvolts
over a period of several days.
Computer programs have been developed for the analysis of cascaded transmission-
line filters and for the design of cascaded transmission-line impedance matching net-
works. An interesting result of this work was the discovery of an impedance matching
network consisting of a one-eighth wavelength transformer and a one-quarter wavelength
transformer that can be used to match any impedance to characteristic impedance of
a feed line. This permits construction of microwave circuits in which the actual input
impedance is unknown, in such a way that the impedance match can always be accom-
plished in a previously known length of transmission line. This technique hinges on the
fact that any impedance can be transformed to a real impedance by a 1/8 wavelength
transformer whose characteristic impedance is equal to the magnitude of the load
impedance.
R. P. Rafuse
A. WORK COMPLETED
A thesis was completed during the past quarter. It covers the measurement and
characterization of avalanche diode oscillators at KU-band and X-band. The major con-
clusion of this work is that the equivalent circuit of an impatt diode in the avalanche
region is similar to that of a tunnel diode over a very wide frequency range. Details
1
may be found in the thesis.
R. P. Rafuse
This work was supported by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(Gram NGR-22-009-163).
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VIII._OPTICAL AND INFRARED SPECTROSCOPY*_
Academic and Research Staff
_ Professor C. H. Perry
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J. F. Parrish
N. Tornberg_
RESEARCH OBJECTIVES AND SUMMARY OF RESEARCH
II 67 122646
The activities of this group have been concentrated on the study of the optical prop-
erties of solids determined by both infrared and Raman spectroscopy. This work is
being extended to the study of low-frequency electronic and magnetic transitions in
solids at liquid-helium temperatures.
1. Interferometric Spectroscopy 1' 2
The far infrared Michelson interferometer has been operating successfully over the
wavelength range 25-1000 _ on a reasonably routine basis. A step-drive sampling inter-
val is being considered and the frequency range has now been extended almost to
650 cm -1 A 212 bit analog-to-digital converter and a new lock-in amplifier are
expected to yield more accurate intensity measurements so that full use can be made of
the low-temperature bolometer.
References
1. C.H. Perry, R. Geick, and E. F. Young, Appl. Opt. 5, 1171 (1966).
2. C.H. Perry, "Solid-State Spectroscopy in the Far Infrared," Optical Society of
America Annual Meeting, San Francisco, California, October 19-21, 1966
(Paper FC3).
Z. Lattice Vibrations
a. Infrared Spectra of Solids
The far infrared instrumentation has been described in previous reports and publi-
1,2 3 4 5
cations. Materials investigated have included BN; CdSe; Mg_Sn; NH.C1 and
6 7 "_ "_ +
NH.Br; KTaO.; M^PdX_, PdL.X_, and trans and cis isomers PdL-X- (with M= NH-,
."_ . .J g _ 4 g -----r--_ _ g z \ _ _ 4
K*, Rbeor Cs*; L = NH_; X = CI-, Br- or I-}; _ some ABF_ fluoride perovskites v (with
,$ / 5 \
+ + 2+ .2+ 2+ 2+ 2+ 2+ .2+ \
A = K or Rb ; B = Mg , N1 , Co , Mn , Zn , and MAxv Nil_x// and some
This work was supported in part by the joint services Electronics Programs .
U.S. Army, U.S. Navy, and U.S. Air Force) under Contract DA 36-039-AMC-03200(E), /
the U.S. Air Force (ESD Contract_AF19(628)-6066)_ and the Sloan Fund for Basic
Research (M. I.T. Grant). ,_..._ /_
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10tektites. A temperature-dependentstudy of the dielectric dispersion of somealkali
halides and related ionic crystals continuesand will include some mixed crystals of
simple alkali halides. Somemixed semiconductors, ferroelectrics, antiferromagnetic
materials and other organic solids will be investigated. We also propose to study
condensed-phasegases.
b. RamanSpectraof Solids
The temperature-dependentRamanspectrum of NH4C1,ND4C1,NH4Br,11(Nax Kl_x)12 13
TaO3, KTaO 3, and SrTiO 3 (see Sec. VIII-B) have been studied, and this work con-
tinues so that it can be complementary to the far infrared measurements. A Spectra-
Physics 125 He/Ne laser is to be incorporated with the present spectrometer, and
considerable improvement in signal-to-noise ratio and sample handling is to be expected.
A new improved gas-flow Dewar system is being constructed for accurate low-
temperature measurements in the region of various phase transitions.
C. H. Perry
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A. WORK COMPLETED
A thesis, entitled "Normal Vibrations of Cubic Fluoride Perovskites" was submitted
by E. F. Young to the Department of Physics, M.I.T., August 1966, in partial fulfillment
of the requirements for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy.
C. H. Perry
B. TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF THE RAMAN SPECTRUM OF KTaO 3
AND SrTiO 3
I. Introduction
The Raman spectrum of single crystals KTaO 3 and SrTiO 3 have been observed from
30-1200 cm -1 frequency shift from the Z2,938 cm -1 mercury "e" line over the temper-
ature range 4-440_K. The room-temperature Raman spectrum of SrTiO 3 has been pre-
1
viously observed by Narayanan and Vedam, and their results are in qualitative
agreement with our measurements. Both SrTiO 3 and KTaO 3 are paraelectric cubic
crystals at room temperature and apart from a slight structural change in SrTiO 3 at
110°K 2 no observation of the onset of ferroelectricity has been observed above a few
degrees Kelvin. These crystals exhibit a Curie-Weiss law behavior, 3 however, and
recent theories of ferroelectricity in perovskite crystals 5 have been confirmed experi-
mentally for both of these crystals. 6-8
The temperature-dependent Raman spectra observed in this work has been
interpreted mainly as second-order spectra in both cases. The known cubic sym-
metry implies three first-order infrared active modes and one infrared and Raman
inactive mode, together with the translational modes, none of which are first-
order Raman active. Narayanam and Vedam 1 have erroneously interpreted their
results as a first-order spectrum for SrTiO 3.
2. Experiment
The Raman spectrum was obtained on several different samples by using a
Cary 81 spectrophotometer. A gas-flow technique, which has been described pre-
viously, 8 was used to obtain sample temperatures at 4-440°K. The spectra at
various temperatures for KTaO 3 are shown in Fig. VIII-l, and for SrTiO 3 in
Fig. VIII-Z.
3. Discussion
The temperature-dependent spectra for KTaO 3 are surprisingly strong and
complex. No correlation with the known infrared bands 9 could be seen, how-
ever, and the spectra have been interpreted as primarly second order. Table VIII-1
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Fig. VIII-1. Spectra for KTaO 3 at various temperatures.
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Fig. VIII-2. Spectra for SrTiO 3 at various temperatures.
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shows the frequency dependence of the various peaks as a function of tempera-
ture. Of particular interest are the bands at ~125 cm -1 and 460 cm -I The
intensity of the latter band decreases as the temperature is lowered, which indi-
cates the presence of a difference band, whereas the intensity of the former
band increases with a decrease in temperature, thereby showing a combination
process. This effect is true for a number of other bands, although not to such
a marked extent.
From Table VIII-1 it can be seen that most of the frequencies slowly increase
with increasing temperature. This behavior is somewhat unusual but may be the
influence of the "soft" ferroelectric mode which markedly lowers its frequency
as the temperature is lowered toward the "Curie" temperature at 3°K. 8 All of
the bands have been interpreted in terms of combinations of phonons at the edge
of the Brillouin zone where both energy and momentum considerations can be
satisfied and the density of states is high. The assignment of the multi-phonon
peaks at 295°K are given in Table VIII-Z, together with the averaged energies
(in cm -1) at the edge of the Brillouin zone.
Table VIII-1. Temperature dependence of the second-order Raman spectra
of KTaO 3 (in cm-1).
900K 123°K 295°K 333°K 348°K 413°K 473°K
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
K
L
M
I
105
230± 10sh
253 + 5
458+
580 + 5
685 + 15
750 + 15
u
110+ 5
230 ± 10sh
Z56 + 5
458 + 5
582 + 5
686 + 15
750 ± 15
1100+50
m
118+ 5
230 + 10sh
265 + 5
370 + lOsh
460 ± 5
587 ± 5
688 ± 15
760 + 15
1100±50
100+ 8sh
120 + 8
160+ 15sh
230 + 10sh
268± 5
370 + 10sh
460 + 5
592+ 5
693 + 15
76O+ 15
1100+50
I00 + 8sh
IZZ+ 8
160 + 15sh
230 + iOsh
270 + 5
370 + lOsh
461+ 5
59Z+ 8
695 + 15
765 + 20
1100+50
i00+ 8
127 + I0
160 + 15sh
Z30 + lOsh
Z77 + 5
370 + lOsh
463 + 5
530 + lOsh
596+ I0
695+20
765 + 20
i00+ 8
132 + I0
160+ 15sh
233 + i0
Z86 + 5
370+ lOsh
465 + 5
530±i0
598 + 10
695+20
770±Z0
sh = shoulder.
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Table VIII-2. Assignment to the multi-phonon peaks at 295°K for KTaO 3.
A
Observed (cm -1 ) Calculated (cm -I) Assignment
100 100 TOg-LA
TA +LAB 120 IZ0
140 O4-TO 2
C 160 170 LO2-LA
170 LO I-TOz
225 TOI-LA
D Z30
225 TO2+TA
290 LO2+TAE 270
275 TO2+LA
F 375 360 TO3-TO 2
G 460 465 TO3-LA
" H 530 530 LOI+TO 2
585 TO3+TA
I 590 585 O4+LO z
595 LOI+LO z
640 O4+TO 1
J 650
650 LOI+TO 1
690 LOI+ 0 4
K 690
705 LO3+TA
740 TO3+TO z
L 760
755 LO3+LA
1020 LO3+TO 3
M 1100
1210 LO3+LO 1
H at 473°K only.
J observed in IR only.
K and L observed in IR and Raman.
Average energies (in cm -1) at the edge of the Brillouin zone.
TA 35 TO 1 310 TO 2 190 TO 3 540 04 330.
LA 90 LO 1 360 LO z Z55 LO 3 670.
Table VIII-3. Raman bands observed in SrTiO 3.
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
4OK IZ3°K 175°K 223°K 305°K 438°K78°K
45+ 5 60+5 1
1
63± 8 75+8
85+ 8
235 + 5
280 + 5
315+10
445 + 5
615+ 5
670+ I0
720+ 10
1035+20
98°K
235 + 5
285 + 8
400 ± ZO
620 ± 5
675 + I 0
720± I0
65+ 5
Z40 + 5
290± I0
325+20
400+20
6Z0 ± 8
675 + I0
720+ I0
65+ 5 75± 5
240 + 8 240 + 8
295+10 300±15
-- 350± 15
375+20 380±20
625+10 620+10
680+10 675+10
715+10 715+10
1035+20
80± 5
Z50+ I0
310+15
360± 15
620+ I0
675 + I0
720+ I0
1030+20
85+ 5
2.50+ 15
320+20
360 + 15
630± I0
680+ I0
715±10
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Cowley 10 has discussed thoroughly the lattice dynamics and phase transitions in
SrTiO 3, based on both experimental and theoretical studies. The frequency versus
wave-vector dispersion curves for some of the normal modes were measured by
10
neutron spectroscopy.
The Raman spectra of SrTiO 3 as a function of temperature is shown in Fig. VIII-2
and is drastically different from that of KTaO 3.
The spectra consist of three main bands centered around 85, 320, and 640 cm -1.
The two broad bands show considerable structure and these smaller peaks are
quite temperature-dependent. The highest frequency band appears to consist mainly
of summation processes, whilst the central peak, from its marked temperature
dependence, appears to consist of both sum and difference multi-phonon processes.
The frequency-versus-temperature dependence is shown in Table VIII-3 and the
assignments are given in Table VIII-4. In most cases, the interpretation has been
made from the neutron dispersion curves given by Cowley. 10 Low-frequency bands
observed in the spectra below the phase transition are not fully understood, how-
-1
ever. The strongly temperature-dependent line {A) which occurs at 85 cm at
-1
room temperature and which appears to lower to ~40 cm at 4°K could be the first-
order ferroelectric "soft" mode (TO l) at the zone center, although the frequency
dependence with temperature is not quite the same as that observed in the infrared
and neutron measurements. 6'7 The other bands (B and C), shown at 78°K and 40K
close to the Rayleigh line, are probably due to additional first-order lattice modes
appearing with the transition of the crystal to the tetragonal phase, or they may be
caused by the crystal splitting up into small domains as proposed by Rimai and
2
de Mars. On the other hand, it is possible to attribute these bands to difference
processes but it appears to be unlikely that they would still be present at liquid-
helium temperatures.
The temperature dependence of the spectrum between 250 cm -1 and 410 cm -1
can be explained by assuming that difference multi-phonon processes occur in this
region. Possible combinations are the following.
Observed
Broad Band
-I250-400 cm
Assignment Calculated (cm- 1)
TO3-TO 2 330
LO2-TO 2 360
TO3-LA 365
LO2-LA 395
TO3-TO 1 405
TO3-TA 410
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Table VIII-4. Assignment to the multi-phonon peaks at 305°K for SrTiO 3.
Observed (cm- 1) Calculated (cm- 1) Assignment
D 250 240 TOI+TA
m
E 310 285
290
315
320
325
LA +TA
LA +TO 1
TOI+TO 2 (in zone)
TA +TO 2
TOI+TO 2
F 360 365 TOz+LA
G 380 a 385 LOI+TA
390 LOI+TO 1
H 445 b 430
450
455
LA +LO
1
TA + O 4
TOI+ O 4
I
LA + O 4
I
I 620 620 04+ 0 4
J 675
K
L
670
675
680
685
695
725
1025
1050
720
1030
TO3+TA
TO3+TO 1
LOz+TA
LOz+TO 1
LOz+TA
LA +LO 2
LO3+LO I
I
LO3+ 0 4
a98°K-ZZ3°K.
b4°K.
Table VIII-4a. Average energies (in cm -1) at the edge of the Brillouin zone.
TA - 120 LA -- 165
TO I - 125 LO 1 -- 265
1 _ 290
TO z -- Z00 0 4
0 4- 330 LO z- 560
TO 3 -- 530 LO 3 -- 760
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In conclusion, it appears that these multi-phonon Raman spectra are extremely dif-
ficult to interpret with any certainty. Cowley's results for SrTiO 3 can be assigned, but
there is a multiple choice in most cases. The results of the energies of the dispersion
curves at the edge of the Brillouin zone for KTaO 3 are quite tentative. Consequently,
one must await the complete neutron spectrum as a function of wave vector so that
worth-while dynamical calculations can be made of the phonon dispersion curves. We
would like to thank Professor A. Smakula and Dr. A. Linz of the Materials Center, M.I.T.,
for the samples.
C. H. Perry, Jeanne H. Fertel, T. F. MeNelly
[Mr. T. F. McNelly is now in the Physics Department, Cornell University, Ithaca,
New York. ]
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RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
The general goal of our/ultrasonic investigations is to obtain information about bulk
systems near phase transitions or critical points. In particular, ultrasonic velocities
give direct information about equilibrium thermodynamic properties and ultrasonic atten-
uation provides data about dynamical behavior. The majority of the work is concerned
with order-disorder lambda transitions in solids, but other.systems {such as a fluid
near its critical point} are also being studied. During the past year, a variety of new
projects have been started. The design and construction of special equipment is essen-
tially complete for all of these, but detailed experimental results are not yet available.
A brief statement of the objectives and progress in each area will be given.
Order-disorder transitions in NI-I4Br are of interest, since two different ordered
!
phases are known- a cubic, parallel ordering of NH_ ions and a tetragonal, antiparallel
ordering. High-pressure acoustic measurements on NH4Br have been limited, in the
past, by our inability to work below ~240°K. A new high-pressure cell and extensive
modifications of the thermostat bath will permit work up to 6 kbar for temperatures con-
stant within +0.01 ° and as low as lg0°K. In preparation for this work at lower tempera-
tures, changes in transducer size, transducer-sample bonding, and hydraulic pressure
fluid have all been made and tested. Most important, several large single crystals of
NH4Br have been grown and (when necessary} oriented and cut for acoustic work. Thus,
the preparations are complete and experimental observations have now begun.
Our recent work on NH4C1 indicates an instability and a first-order transition very
close to the expected lambda point. The a-_ quartz transition at 847°K is of the lambda
type, and there are some indications that this transition may also show a first-order
instability. As a precise check on this first-order character, velocity measurements
are planned on ultrasonic waves that are not attenuated. Attenuation measurements on
other waves are planned as a function of temperature and frequency. These data will
provide information about the dynamical relaxation of long-range ordering near this
cooperative transition. The principal experimental problems are related to the high
temperature of this transition. A furnace and associated control equipment capable of
maintaining the temperature constant to better than +0. 1 °K has been built and is being
tested. A buffer-rod, pulse-echo technique will be used, and a special sample holder
is now complete. A large synthetic quartz crystal was obtained from Bell Telephone
Laboratories, Inc. and has been oriented and cut into a variety of samples. High-
temperature sealing materials are now being tested.
Present interest in the liquid-vapor critical point is very great, and work is in prog-
ress on xenon near its critical point at 16. 6°C and 58 bar. Recent measurements on
helium strongly suggest that the adiabatic sound velocity goes to zero at a critical point,
*This work is supported by the Joint Services Electronics Programs (U. S. Army,
U.S. Navy, and U.S. Air Force} under ContractpA 36-039-AMC-03200(E)_ _i _.-_
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in contradiction to the classical theoretical view that it will approach a finite mini-
mum. We plan to measure the velocity for AT/T c values as small as 3 × 10 -6 (an order
of magnitude better than the helium work} in order to test this behavior. Accurate
acoustic attenuation measurements are also planned over a wide range of frequencies
in order to obtain information about the dynamical response of a fluid near its critical
point. The difficulties to be overcome are (a)the very high attenuation and therefore
the small path lengths required, and (b) the need for excellent temperature and pres-
sure stability. A bath temperature control of +0. 001°C can be achieved, and a quartz
thermometer (capable of a resolution of better than 0. 001 ° C) is available for measuring
the sample temperature. Pressure stability of +5 × 10 -4 bar is expected, and the abso-
lute value of p can be measured with an uncertainty of +0.01 bar. Major work on a com-
plex, variable-path, high-pressure cell is now complete and testing of this unit has begun.
Components for an ultrasonic "sing-around" method are available and this is also being
tested.
New ultrasonic attenuation work is just beginning on potassium dihydrogen phosphate
(KDP) near its ferroelectric Curie point at ~120°K. Information obtained in the MHz
range about the relaxation time of the polarization will be compared with higher fre-
quency data obtained from laser work which is in progress elsewhere.
C. W. Garland
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The approach to the problem of producing megagauss fields by capacitor discharge
has been changed from the conventional one of using a single-turn coil in which the mag-
netic pressure is directed outward, to the use of a Z-pinch in which the magnetic field
surrounds a short straight conductor, and the magnetic pressure is directed inward. The
reasons for this change follow.
1. The stored capacitor energy is first converted almost entirely into magnetic
energy, and not simultaneously into kinetic energy, because of explosion. A very modest
installation, 20 k J, can produce fields of several megagauss.
2. If the current carrying rod is sufficiently large {a few millimeters in our instal-
lation}, it is only partly evaporated by a discharge, and the factors influencing perform-
ance can be quantitatively studied. In particular, the amount of material melted and
evaporated, and the temperatures reached by the current-carrying sheath, called the
M-M (metal-megagauss) interface, can be investigated.
3. In certain ranges, the pressure produced by the Z-pinch may be useful for solid-
state studies.
The apparatus is to consist of eight 15-gf capacitors operated at 20 kV, connected
through spark gaps to the periphery of 2 reinforced metal plates, 3 ft in diameter. They
are shorted at the center by replaceable rods of variable length and diameter.
Preliminary experiments with only 4 or 5 of the capacitors used have produced mod-
erately damped discharges with 1/4 period of approximately 1 psec. A field of 1.5 Mgauss
is estimated to have been produced around a Mo rod, 1 em long and 0.4 cm in diameter.
It is interesting to note that approximately 15 kJ/cc are required to evaporate copper
or steel, whereas discharges of this magnitude have passed through rods having a total
volume of ~0.25 cc apparent melting and evaporating over only a thin surface layer,
~0.05 cm. Further study is needed to determine how the capacitor energy is dissipated.
It is possible that it goes to heating the M-M interface. Further experiments along this
line are contemplated during the next few months with the completed apparatus.
An interesting research program in which the methods described above for producing
megagauss fields could be used would be to test the theoretical predictions in the paper
"High Energy Electromagnetic Conversion Processes in Intense Magnetic Fields" by
Thomas Erber, Rev. Mod. Phys. 38, 626 (1966}.
F. Bitter, G. Fiocco
in part by the Joint Services
*This work is supported S. Air Force} under Contrac_DA Electronics Programs
36-039-AMC-032001E}."(U. S. Army, U.S. Navy, and U.
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RESEARCH OBJECTIVES AND SUMMARY OF RESEARCH
Much of the research in our group is concerned with the properties and use of coher-
ent light in connection with problems of atmospheric physics. The NASA trailer has
been instrumented as a mobile laboratory for research in atmospheric optics and con-
tains the optical radar, as well as other instrumentation.
For about a year, we have been analyzing the results of measurements carried out
with the optical radar during 1964 and 1965. These measurements provide profiles of
the optical backscattering cross section of the atmosphere as a function of altitude and
are interpreted to supply information on the dust content of the atmosphere from 10 km
to 150 km. The analysis of a large sample of the stratospheric data has been completed
and will be published soon. These observations of the stratospheric aerosols were made
at Lexington, Massachusetts, during the two-year study and also at College, Alaska, in
the summer of 1964.
The data have been compared with various meteorological parameters associated
with conditions in the lower stratosphere. A significant negative correlation between
fluctuations of dust and ozone has been found in the measurements.
At present, we are concerned with the reduction of data in the 35-150 km range.
Although difficulties in the reliable operation of a semiautomatic digitizer have slowed
down the data reduction, we hope to complete the reduction early in 1967.
We expect to be able to study the mesospheric dust content, its possible relation to
the electron recombination in the D-region, as well as the possible influx of micromete-
oric materials and its relation to E-region ionization.
With regard to the first problem, we are interested in the possibility of simulta-
neously performing dust density measurements by optical radar and electron density
measurements by rocket, and are considering collaborative efforts with other groups.
The production of ionization by micrometeorites have been investigated for a simple
model based on the acceleration of upper atmospheric molecules by incoming micromete-
orites and the successive neutral-neutral ionizing collisions. It is found that a con-
servative value of 4 × 103 tons/day for the influx rate of cosmic dust on Earth is
sufficient to produce ionization in amounts found in the E-region at night; since there
is still no satisfactory explanation for the formation of the E-region at night, this is
probably a significant result. The results of this will be submitted for publication.
*This work is supported principally by the National Aeronautics and Space Adminis-
tration (Grants NGR-22-009-131 and NG1R-22-009- (l14)), and in part by the Joint Ser-
vices Electronics Programs (U.S. Army, U.S. Navy, and U. S. Air Force) under
Contract DA 36-039-AMC-03200(E).
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Another aspectof the role of dust in the upper atmosphere with which we are con-
cerned, at present, is its relation with rainfall; we have correlated fluctuations of
stratospheric dust amountswith the occurrenceand amountsof precipitation, but, thus
far, we havebeenunableto find a relationship. We expectto extend the investigation
to include mesospheric dust andthus checkthe validity of Bowen's hypothesis.
Essential to the interpretation of the optical radar data is the availability of theoret-
ical backscattering cross sections for spheresand ensemblesof sphereswith specified
size distributions. Wehave extendedexisting computationsto cover a wide range of
complex values for the refractive index andhave considered avariety of size distrib-
utions. The computations are almost complete, although we are facing the task of a
meaningfulyet compactpresentation of the data.
We shall also extendthe computationsto cover scattering anglesdifferent from 180°;
these tables will be of use in interpreting photometric andvisual bbservations of scat-
tering from the zodiacal light andfrom atmosphericstratifications, as well as an aid
in estimating the feasibility of forward-scattering optical communicationlinks.
Someestimate will also be carried outof the effects of various aerosol distributions
over the responseof the Dobsonphotometric technique for the measurementof atmos-
pheric ozone.
During the summer 1966,the optical radar was taken to Norway to continuethe inves-
tigation of noctilucent clouds which was initiated in 1964. Several noctilucent displays
have beenobservedandwe have collected a very large amountof data that is nowbeing
analyzed.
An important advantageof the optical radar technique when applied to noctilucent
clouds is that, since our observations are performed at night as well as at twilight, we
should be able to describe the developmentof the cloud when no other techniques of
observation are available. From the 1964data we inferred the possibility of substantial
vertical motion for the cloud, and hopewith present data to beable to substantiate the
earlier findings.
The stratospheric aerosol layer was also observed continuously in Norway during
the summer 1966; we intend to draw a comparison with activity in the previous years
and establish the presenceof a latitudinal gradient in the concentration which was sug-gestedin the earlier work.
An OH airglow meter that utilizes photoncounting techniquesis beingdevelopedand
was also operated in Norway during observation of noctilucent clouds. The importance
of studying OHis basedon (a) its role in thedissociation of H20 (HzOis possibly a major
constituent of noctilucent clouds), (b) the fact that the excitation of the rotational-
vibrational bandsof OHprobably reflects the ambient temperature of the mesophere,and{c) the relation betweenOH and Na airglow activity. We are designinga multichannel
photometer to scan simultaneously several airglow lines.
Another area of interest in our group is the measurementof atmospheric tempera-
tures by the broadeningof laser radiation backscatteredby air molecules. We have
theoretically analyzedandpartially implementedschemesfor heterodyneandhomodyne
detection, as well as more conventional schemes utilizing optical filtering, and we
are now assembling a system consisting of a high-power Ar + laser of high spectral
purity, and a pressure-scanned Fabry-Perot interferometer.
We are now becoming interested in the generation of high power at the wavelength
of optical transitions of atmospheric gases; the possibility exists that, becauseof
resonant scattering, cross sections would be greatly enhanced, thereby enabling
observation of the presence of even minor constituents in the upper atmosphere and
in the laboratory. We are carrying out experiments to explore the practicality
of carrying out observations at the following wavelengths: 6560.1 /_(He+), 3582 /_(N2+},
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6707.9 (Li), 5973 (Oz), 5889 (Na), 7698.9 and 7665.9 (K), as well as other transitions.
It would appear that it is possible to generate high outputs at these wavelengths by
the combination of Raman effects, second-harmonic effects, and thermal tuning of laser
light. The possibility of measuring the linewidth of resonant transitions in laboratory
plasmas, by tuning the laser to a specific transition, suggests a method for the measure-
ment of the concentration, as well as the temperature, of ionic species.
-Further work on the laser scattering-diagnostic technique for plasmas, first
developed in this laboratory, is now being carried out. We are making observations of
incoherent scattering of pulsed ruby laser light in a reflex discharge and modifying the
system to study the possibility of observing scattering from a CW Ar + laser light; the
use of a relatively low-power, continuous source would be a great advance in the prac-
ticality of this diagnostic tool.
G. Fiocco
1. POSSIBLE RELATION BETWEEN DUST AND RAINFALL
Since the nucleating properties of dust provide a mechanism for starting the conden-
sation of water vapor, the vagaries of weather might be somewhat related to fluctuations
of the dust content of the atmosphere. Bowen 1, Z has furnished evidence that peaks in
average amounts of daily rainfall followed, with approximately one month time lag, the
dates of known meteor showers; this suggests that meteor showers influence world
rainfall.
3
These results have been the object of controversy (see, among others, Martyn,
Kleine and Brier, 4 and Rosinski and Pierrard5). One criticism is that, because of the
large variety of sizes expected in the dust influx and of the resultant difference in
settling velocities, it would appear difficult to preserve the necessary coherence in the
vertical transport process to determine detectable effects.
We have made observations of the dust content of the atmosphere at Lexington,
Massachusetts, for almost Z years, in 1964 and 1965, and data related to the strato-
spheric dust content are now available. The data were obtained by observing with an
optical radar the echoes backscattered by atmospheric constituents and comparing their
intensities with the returns that one would obtain from a dust-free atmosphere (see
Fiocco and Grams, 6 and Grams and Fiocco7).
The optical radar technique is particularly sensitive to particles in the size range
~0. 1-1 _ radius, since a transmitted wavelength, k = 0.094 _, is utilized. This is the
typical spectrum of particle sizes obtained in the stratosphere by balloon and aircraft
collections.
The dust content of the stratosphere during the period of study was an order of mag-
nitude larger than usual, because of the injection of volcanic material following the
eruption of Mt. Agung, in 1963. It is therefore doubtful whether any of the features of
the stratospheric aerosol layer at the time of observation could be attributed to the
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influx of extraterrestrial dust.
Since our study hasprovided us with a record of the stratospheric dust contentand
its fluctuations, we have correlated the relative dust amounts at heights of 12 km
and 16 kra with the daily amount of precipitation averaged among 103 stations in
New England,8 in order to establish whether some relationship with rainfall might exist.
Although the stratospheric dust smounts are probably not related to meteoric activity,
one might expect the incursion of stratospheric dust into the upper troposphere to affect
the amount of rainfall, regardless of the source. The time scale for stratospheric-
tropospheric exchange is difficult to specify, however, since such processes are, at
best, only poorly understood. The times involved in the vertical diffusion from the lower
stratosphere to the upper tropopause may be several weeks (Junge et al.9). The length
of time necessary to introduce stratospheric dust into the troposphere makes it almost
naive to assume that a correlation between the two local parameters might be found. Our
study of the stratospheric dust layer (Grams and Fiocco, 7) indicated a degree of persist-
ence of stratospheric dust amounts involving time periods of almost a week. Assuming
a wind velocity of 20 m/sec, one may estimate the length scale of a stratospheric dust
"cloud" to be of continental dimensions. This lends considerably more justification for
comparing the rainfall figure for the New England states with the stratospheric dust
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Fig. X-I. Correlation coefficient for rainfall and stratospheric dust
measurements as a function of time lag.
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measurementscarried out at Lexington, Massachusetts.
The curves in Fig. X-1 showthe correlation coefficient as a function of the time lag
betweenthe measurementsof the dust content at different heights and the averaged
measurementsof rainfall. The correlation coefficients have beencomputedby using
approximately 60 pairs of data. Althoughsmall positive peaks are apparent for time
lags of 15-25days, thesemight be ascribed to the limited size of our statistical sample.
No evident trend exists to indicate a correlation betweenthe two physical quantities.
Such correlations are only indirectly a test of Bowen's hypothesis. In order to
establish a meteoric effect on rainfall, we shouldperhapstry to correlate mesospheric
amountsof dust with rainfall. In fact, the mesospheric amountsof dust shouldbe related
to meteoric influx, anda local measurement of it should exhibit more global features
than a local measurementof stratospheric dust. Data related to the mesosphere have
also beencollected andwill be available for suchanalysesat a future data.
G. Fiocco, G. W. Grams
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RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
Research in this group is concerned with an experimental investigat'ion of gravita-
tional interaction. Present emphasis is directed'toward the experimental consequences
of a scalar gravitational interaction,'different versions of which have been proposed by
Dicke, Jordon, and Nordstrom. In these theories the local value of G, the Newtonian
gravitational "constant," can be interpreted as the scalar field variable that becomes a
function of the mass distribution surrounding the observer. Two experimental approaches
are under consideration.
I. The development of a stable gravimeter to measure annual, and possibly epochal,
variations in g, the gravitational field at the surface of the earth. The experiment was
described in Quarterly Progress Report No. 77 (page 59). The measurements of g will
depend on geophysical factors that must be crosscorrelated to the gravimeter output.
Progress in the development of the instrument itself has been disappointing. The main
difficulty lies in the geometry of the plate, which is levitated to achieve an unambiguous
relation between the Stark transition frequency observed in the molecular beam and the
force on the plate. Measurements performed with the originally proposed plate config-
uration give the ratio
Force/Frequency = K (1 + a-_o),
where d is the plate spacing, d the fiducial separation. The coefficient a ~ 10 -3, which
o
is due to the fringing field, is too large by a factor of 100 to allow use of this plate con-
figuration in the experiment. Other plate configurations have been considered, and some
of them look promising. Work on the gravimeter has been temporarily suspended.
2. A more direct experiment to search for evidence of a scalar gravitational field
is a test for a violation of the strong principle of equivalence. If gravitational and atomic
oscillators are placed in an artificial satellite, with the entire system put into free fall
toward the sun, the period of one oscillator relative to the other would change by an
amount
_T GMs
v Rc 2
where M is the mass of the sun, R the distance between the satellite and the sun, and
AT/T ~10 _-8 at 1/10 A.U. Work has begun on the design and construction of an electro-
statically suspended torsional gravitational oscillator which is insensitive to tidal forces.
Experiments in gravitation tend to engender advances in instrumentation. An adjunct
to the gravimeter program was the development of a long-term stable Earth strain seis-
mometer to try to measure radius changes of the Earth. The basic problem here appears
to be the inadequate long-term stability of existing lasers. One of the major efforts of
the research in this group is the frequency stabilization of a laser with an optical res-
onance as observed in an atomic beam used as reference. This has been discussed in
Quarterly Progress Report No. 80 (pages 22-23). Since then, several matches between
N 67 -22649
This work was supported by the Joint Services Electronics Programs (U. S. Army,
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existing laser lines and optical resonances that could be observed in atomic or molec-
ular beams have been uncovered. Construction of an atomic-beam magnetic-resonance
apparatus has just been completed to exploit a match between an Argon laser line and
a magnetic dipole transition in Rubidium.
R. Weiss
A. EXPERIMENTAL TEST OF THE FREUNDLICH RED-SHIFT HYPOTHESIS
A laser interferometer sensitive to 5 × 10 -9 of a fringe shift has been employed to
test the Freundlich photon-photon scattering hypothesis. This hypothesis was designed
to give an alternative explanation to the observed Hubble "red shift" of the galaxies,
which is usually attributed to a recessional Doppler shift. Our experiment, which will
be published in the Physical Review, showed that 63Z8 °A photons suffered a Ziv/v < Z ×
10 -1 9 frequency shift on traversing an X-band radiation field of 3 × 1016 photons/cm 3,
100 cm long. The Freundlich hypothesis would have anticipated Z_v/v ~10 -14 for a 3°K
cosmic black-body temperature.
G. Blum, R. Weiss
B. MEASUREMENT OF METASTABLE VERSUS GROUND-STATE ELECTRON
EXCHANGE CROSS SECTIONS FOR HELIUM AND NEON
In connection with our program on laser frequency stabilization using an atomic
1
beam as a primary frequency reference, measurements of metastable vs ground-state
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Fig. XI-1. Atomic beam apparatus.
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electron exchangecross sections for Helium andNeonhave beencarried out.
The atomic beamapparatus is shownin Fig. XI-1. Metastablesof Helium andNeon
are formed in a short discharge tube inside anX-band cavity driven by a QK61magne-
tron. Ground-state andmetastableatoms effusethrough a slit, 0.05-ram wide X 4 mm
high × 0.25 mm thick, formed by cementingtwo soft glass microscope slides ontoa soft
glass tubewith solder glass. Chargedparticles that comeout through the slit are swept
out of the beamby deflection plates. Two suitably placed slits farther downthe apparatus
definethe atomic beam. Metastableswere detectedby electron ejection ona molybdenum
surface. The ejected electrons were collectedby a stainless-steel plate connectedto a
low-noise, high-input impedanceamplifier. A time-of-flight techniquewasused to sep-
arate metastablesfrom the energetic UV photonscoming out of the discharge tube. The
discharge was pulsedat a rate of 1000times per secondwith a pulse duration of 0.2 msec.
Figure XI-Z showstypical detector dataobtainedwith Helium andNeonmetastables.
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Fig. XI-2. Detector data obtained with the He and Ne metastables.
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Metastable vs ground-state electron exchange cross sections were determined by intro-
ducing ground-state atoms into the beam chamber and noting the attenuation in the num-
ber of metastables with increase in pressure in the chamber. A plot of log e (intensity
of metastables received at the detector} vs apparatus pressure is shown in Fig. XI-3.
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Fig. XI-3. Plot of log e (intensity of metastables received at
the detector} against apparatus pressure.
The cross sections were found to be 6.8 × I0 -15 cm z for Helium, and I. 6 × 10 -14 cmZ
for Neon. The peak number of metastables leaving the discharge tube was estimated to
be Z x l012 per second at a discharge pressure of 1.3 mm Hg for Helium, and 6 × l012
per second at a discharge pressure of 0.8 mm Hg for Neon. The ratio of metastables
to ground-state atoms leaving the discharge was l × 10 -5 for Helium, and 8 × l0 -5 for
Neon.
In these measurements no effort was made to separate the Zs 3S and 2s IS metastable
states in Helium, and the ls 5 and Is 3 metastable states in Neon. An optical absorption
was observed, however, in Neon Is 5 which could be used in discriminating the Neon Is 5
from Is 3.
S. Ezekiel
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XII. NOISE IN ELECTRON DEVICES
Academic and Research Staff
Prof. H. A. Haus
Prof. R. P. Rafuse
Graduate Students
J. T. Patterson
RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
Our research is concentrated in three areas: noise at optical frequencies, noise in
frequency multipliers, and noise in parametric amplifiers.
The past experimental investigation of noise in optical lasers has led to the develop-
ment of measurement techniques that enable one to discern the amplitude spectrum of
incident light with high spectral resolution. These techniques are being developed to
study diffusion speeds of small scatterers in liquid suspensions. The same techniques
are under study for possible application to detection of microwave acoustic noise vibra-
tions.
H. A. Haus, R. P. Rafuse
This work is supported by the Joint Services Electronics Programs (U.S. Army,
U.S. Navy, and U.S. Air Force} under Contract DA 36-039-AMC-03200(E).
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XIII, MAGNETIC RESONANCE*
J. D. Ellett
W. E. Good
Academic and Research Staff
Prof. J. S. Waugh
Dr. R. A. Hoffman
Dr. R. E. J. Sears
Graduate Students
A. Leonardi-Cattolica
D. Mattison
J. D. Ramshaw
D. W. Schaefer
C. H. Wang
RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
1. Nuclear Spin Interactions in Solids
We are investigating a variety of rather elaborate transient NMR experiments whose
general aim is to add to the information obtainable about spin interactions in solids. For
example, we have shown that by applying RF and DC magnetic fields of appropriate
intensities, directions, and time sequences it is possible to measure: (a)a modified
fourth moment for dipolar interactions, (b) a modified sixth moment for dipolar interac-
tions, and (c) small chemical shifts in the presence of large dipolar interactions.
Z. Nuclear Relaxation and Inelastic Scattering in Gases
We have completed a study of nuclear relaxation in Hz-He mixtures and related it to
the anisotropic Hz-He intermolecular potential by means of quantum-scattering calcu-
lations. Similar work is now being carried on in HC1-He, 13CO-He, and other systems.
3. Kerr Effect in Nonideal Gases
We are setting up an apparatus for accurate measurement of the Kerr electro-optical
effect and equation of state in gases. The nonidealities displayed in these experiments
are related to the intermolecular potential, and are expected to give new information
about its anisotropic part. The first experiments are being conducted in HC1.
J. S. Waugh
*This work is supported by the Joint Services Electronics Programs (U.S. Army,
U.S. Navy and U.S. Air Force) under Contract DA 36-039-AMC-03Z00(E).
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XIV. X-RAY DIFFRACTION STUDIES*
Academic and Research Staff
Prof. B. E. Warren
Graduate Students
R. L. Mozzi
RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
The work of this group is centered on the development and application of x-ray dif-
fraction methods for studying (a) imperfections in crystalline materials, and (b) the
structure of amorphous materials.
The present studies of the structures of amorphous materials make use of two
improvements over the older methods. By utilizing fluorescence excitation in the detec-
tor, it is possible to measure the intensity of the unmodified scattering with the Comt_ton
component removed. This makes it possible to obtain significant data out to sin 0/k
values which are twice the previous limit, and this results in radial distribution func-
tions with twice the earlier resolution. By making the interpretation in terms of "pair
functions," it is possible to have an exact and rigorous interpretation that is free from
the earlier approximations such as considering the different scattering factors as pro-
portional to one another. It is necessary to make corrections for multiple scattering,
and a rigorous treatment of this problem has been completed. 1 The present work is
concentrated on the structures of simple glasses, such as SiO 2, B203, GeO 2, Na20-
B203, and Na20-SiO 2.
B. E. Warren
References
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XV._PHYSICAL ELECTRONICS AND SURFACE PHYSICS*(_
F. W. Eberle
D. L. Fehrs
Academic and Research Staff
Prof._R. E. Stickney
Dr. M. L. Shaw
Graduate Students
J w. Gadzuk
W. Greaves
H. C. Juvkam-Wold
N 67 -22650
D. S. Shupe
S. Yamamoto
RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
The general purpose of our research program is to investigate the interaction of
electrons, ions, atoms, molecules, and electromagnetic radiation with solid surfaces.
At present, we are concentrating on the following problems.
I. Adsorption of Gases and Vapors on Solid Surfaces
The work function of a thermionic cathode may be altered by allowing certain gases
or vapors to adsorb upon the surface. Our theoretical and experimental studies are con-
cerned primarily with the adsorption of oxygen and/or cesium on single-crystal refrac-
tory metal surfaces. We are attempting to relate the change in work function and
desorption energy to the coverage, crystallographic structure, and bare work function
of the substrate.
Z. Catalysis and Oxidation
Using mass spectrometric techniques, we are investigating the catalytic formation
of ammonia on iron and the oxidation of tungsten. Our principal objective is to deter-
mine the dependence of these reactions on temperature, pressure, and material prop-
erties.
3. Scattering of Gas Atoms and Molecules from Solid Surfaces
Recently, we have developed a simple classical theory for the collisions of atoms
and molecules with solid surfaces. The results predict the scattering pattern and energy
and momentum transfer. A quantum-mechanical model has also been investigated.
In addition to continuing these theoretical approaches, we now are developing an exper-
imental apparatus for measuring the scattering patterns.
4. Photoinduced Surface Processes
Measurements of the photoelectric emission from solids provides us with an addi-
tional means of studying surfaces. We plan to determine the photoelectric properties of
single-crystal surfaces that are partially covered with adsorbed atoms. Along this
same line, we shall look for the existence of photoinduced ion emission from cesiated
surfaces.
i,_ R.E. Stickney
*T_is work was sup_rted by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(Grant _qGR-ZZ-009-091); the M. I.T. Cabot Solar Energy Fund, and the Joint Services
Electronics Programs (U. S. Army, U.S. Navy, and U. S. Air Force) under Contract
_--5DA 36-039-AMC-03200(E). _._)
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A. CONTACTPOTENTIAL MEASUREMENTSOF THE ADSORPTION
OF 02 ON (110) Ta
1. Introduction
During the past two years, we have developedan experimental apparatus for meas-
uring the changein contactpotential resulting from the adsorption of various chemical
elements on metallic surfaces.1 We shall report results recently obtained for the
adsorption of 02 on (110)Ta. These results are particularly interesting becausethey
are contrary to the majority of previous experimental results and existing theoretical
predictions.
Z. Apparatus
Since the apparatus has been described in detail elsewhere, l only the major features
will be mentioned here. To avoid contamination by background gases the apparatus was
mounted within a large Varian ultrahigh vacuum system. With a combination of ion
pumping, liquid-nitrogen cryopumping, and titanium sublimation pumping, the back-
ground pressure during these runs could be maintained in the mid 10 -ll Torr range
(~4-5 X 10 -ll Torr).
The specimen studied was a tantalum ribbon, 0.00Z5 × 0. lZ7 × 3.0 cm, mounted
upon a rotatable shaft. The ribbon was cut from a larger specimen which, when
received, was reported to have a surface oriented in the (110) direction. Unfortunately,
the exact orientation of the specimen used in the present study has not yet been deter-
mined by x-ray diffraction. The surface was cleaned by direct resistive heating to
~Z500°K, with occasional flashes to ~2750 ° K.
Changes of substrate work function, because of oxygen adsorption, have been
measured by the contact-potential method. For this measurement the target was
positioned before a simple electron gun. To insure the constant-emitter condi-
tions required by the contact-potential method, the gun filament was continually
run at ~Zl00°K. As well as measuring changes in the surface work function, it
was possible to measure the thermionic work function of the bare surface at a
thermionic measurement station.
A diffusion leak was used to flood the system to the desired oxygen pressure. The
maximum static pressure that could be obtained in the presence of all available pumping
was ~10 -7 Torr.
A series of auxiliary runs utilized a General Electric Company monopole partial
pressure analyzer. This made it possible to determine the composition of the back-
ground gas and, more important, to check the purity of the oxygen admitted by the dif-
fusion leak.
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3. Experimental Method and Procedure
The theory, advantages, and limitations of the contact-potential method have been
1-3
adequately discussed elsewhere and will only be briefly mentioned here. Basically
we have two electrodes, the electron gun filament and the (1 10) tantalum target, which
form a diode. If we maintain constant conditions at the emitter (electron gun filament),
then any changes in the current-voltage characteristic of the diode are due to changes
in the properties of the collector (1 10 Tantalum). In particular, the simple theory of a
thermionic diode shows that a voltage shift of the Boltzmann portion of the current-
voltage plot will be equal to the change of the collector work function if the reflection
coefficient remains constant. The reference point, from which changes are measured,
is the current-voltage plot taken when both electrodes are clean.
In this study the experimental method was implemented by the following procedure.
After a clean current-voltage plot had been obtained, the diffusion leak was turned on
and the system allowed to reach a steady O z pressure. Once this steady pressure had
been reached, the target was flash-cleaned and current-voltage plots were made as a
function of time.
Since these plots could only be taken at 300°K, it was desirable to consider also the
effect of target temperature upon the adsorption process. Unfortunately, it was not pos-
sible to make the work function-time measurements at elevated temperatures. Instead,
we could only study the effect of temperature during the time of adsorption. A few runs
were made in which the surface was exposed to the same total oxygen flux, but with the
surface maintained at different temperatures (always higher than 300°K) _uring the time
of adsorption. After the adsorption interval, the system was pumped back to the
10 -ll Torr range and the surface cooled to 300°K. The current-voltage plots were then
taken at room temperature.
In addition to oxygen adsorption runs, a few oxygen desorption runs were made. In
these a certain oxygen coverage was established, and then the system was pumped back
to the l0 -ll Torr range. The surface was then flashed to some temperature for 15 sec
and, upon cooling to 300 ° K, a current-voltage plot was taken. The 15-sec flashes were
continued by stepping the temperature to a higher value each time until the clean surface
plot was finally obtained. These runs enabled us to check the reversibility of the data
and to estimate the desorption energy of oxygen on (ll0) Ta.
4. Experimental Results
a. Thermionic Work Function
Measurements of thermionie emission from the target were used to calculate the
effective work function. 3 A value of _o = 4.73 + 0.01 eV was obtained for 5 measure-
ments in the temperature range ~1570°K to ~Z360°K.
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b. Mass Spectrometer Measurements
When the total pressure was in the mid 10 -11 Torr range, mass spectrometer anal-
ysis of the background gas showed the major components to be HzO (~18%), He (~16%),
CO (~13%), O (~13%), and CO 2 (-10%). Present in smaller amounts were OH, H, Ne,
02 , and H 2. We believe that O, H, and OH are produced in the spectrometer as a
result of dissociation and/or desorption induced by electron bombardment.
The oxygen diffusion leak was analyzed at two different steady-state oxygen pres-
sures. At an oxygen pressure of ~10 -? Tort, none of the background contaminant
peaks, such as CO and CO 2, showed any perceptible increase over the initial background
values. The temperature of the diffusion leak was increased until a steady-state pres-
sure of -10 -7 Torr was established. At this pressure the only significant components
were 02, O, and CO. The combination of O and O 2 formed approximately 97% of the
total pressure, and CO formed approximately 3%. These results indicate, particularly
at lower oxygen pressures, that contamination from such components as CO should not
be a major problem.
c. Oxygen Adsorption on (110) Ta
In Fig. XV-1, a portion of the results for oxygen adsorption are shown in the form
of work-function change as a function of oxygen exposure. The oxygen exposure is
Fig. XV- 1.
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Experimental data for oxygen adsorption on (110) Ta at 300°K; low
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defined simply as the product of oxygen pressure times the time. In terms of the actual
integrated particle flux, an exposure of 1 X 10 -9 Torr-minutes, for example, is equal
to 4.27 X 1013 oxygen atoms/cm z.
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compared with data for oxygen on (110) tungsten.
For clarity, only the extreme values of the data and the average curve are shown in
Fig. XV-1. The actual plot contains approximately ZOO points from 8 separate runs.
Also, Fig. XV-Z does not represent the raw data, for there has been some attempt to
correlate the raw data and reduce initial scatter that occurred primarily because of
inaccuracies of pressure measurement. The correlation has been achieved by multi-
plying the curve for each run by a factor that would make the curve pass through A¢ = 0
at an exposure of ~Z7 × 10 -9 Torr-minutes. In the raw data the exposure at which
A¢ went to zero ranged from 23 to 30 X 10 -9 Torr-minutes, and the average value
was ~Z7 X 10 -9 Torr-minutes. As we shall see, an interesting comparison can
be made between this arbitrary correlation point and other recently published
data.
The most interesting feature of the data is that below exposures of Z7 x 10 -9 Torr-
minutes, oxygen adsorption produces a decrease in the work function of the surface. The
curve shows a minimum at an exposure of ~lZ X 10 -9 Torr-minutes where the work func-
tion has decreased by ~0.45 eV. Though most of the runs in Fig. XV-Z were made at
oxygen pressures in the low 10 -9 Torr range, two runs were made in the middle to high
10 -8 Torr range, and the points fell within the extremes shown in Fig. XV-Z. To
insure that the decrease in work function was not due to oxygen adsorption upon the
electron-gun filament, this filament was usually flashed to ~Z500 ° K during the course
of a run. No effect was ever seen, thereby indicating that the filament remained uncon-
taminated. Beyond an exposure of ~40 X 10 -9 Torr-minutes there are data from only
3 runs. These data are fairly consistent, however, and their average is included in
Fig. XV-2, which covers the entire exposure range. Beyond ~Z7 × 10 -9 Tort-minutes
the work function increases, at first rapidly and then more slowly, tending toward a
plateau where the work function has increased by ~0.8 eV.
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d. Oxygen Desorption from (110) Ta
The results of one desorption run are shown in Fig. XV-3 where the change in work
function (always related to the clean surface) is plotted as a function of the temperature
of the consecutive 15-sec flashes. Although the quantitative reproducibility of the
desorption runs was rather poor in the plateau region of the curve, the qualitative
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Experimental data for oxygen desorption from (110) Ta.
features were consistently reproduced. In particular, the flashing procedure always
reproduced the negative A@ region of the curve. Also, the negative A@ always remained
up to -Z600°K, where the clean surface was restored. This, then, may indicate a
reversibility for the adsorption process. Also, the high-temperature portion has been
used to estimate the desorption energy for oxygen on (110) Ta. An assumption of first-
order kinetics (i. e., that the oxygen desorbs as atoms 4) gives a desorption energy of
-6 eV or -138 kcal/mole.
e. Elevated-Temperature Runs
Wheras the desorption data were obtained in an attempt to determine the effect of
temperature on an existing adsorbed film, the data shown in Fig. XV-4 resulted from
attempts to investigate the effect of elevated temperature on the adsorption process. Runs
were made at-1000% 1175% and 1430°K. At each temperature, the surface was subjected
to an oxygen exposure of ~11 × 10 -9 Torr-minutes. After exposure, and upon cooling to
300°K, the resulting work-function change was measured. In Fig. XV-4 the results show
the work-function change as a function of surface temperature during adsorption.
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Although the data are insufficient to allow us to draw definite conclusions, two
points may be noted. First, for an exposure of 11 × 10 -9 Torr-minutes, the work func-
tion is observed to decrease for all temperatures in the range 300°-1430°K. Second,
the absolute value of the change decreases with increasing temperature. With regard
to the first point, it was expected initially that the occurrence of the work-function
reduction was due to a metastable state which might disappear at higher temperatures.
The results shown in Figs. XV-3 and XV-4 indicate that this expectation may be incor-
rect. Concerning the second point, there are several possible explanations, and only
the simplest will be mentioned here. As may be seen in Fig. XV-1, an exposure of
11 X 10 -9 Torr-minutes is near the minimum of the curve at 300°K. If fewer particles
remain on the surface at higher temperatures, we would expect from Fig. XV-1 that
the absolute value of A¢ would decrease. There are two major possibilities for less
oxygen remaining at higher temperatures. First, the sticking probability 5 for oxygen
upon tantalum may decrease with temperature; and second, significant desorption
and/or migration of oxygen may occur at higher temperatures. Judging from the desorp-
tion data of Fig. XV-3, and owing to the lack of any theoretical or experimental data to
support the plausibility of the first hypothesis, the desorption and/or migration hypoth-
esis seems to be more reasonable.
f. Comparison with Existing Data
In Fig. XV-2, the data are compared with two recent sets of data for oxygen adsorp-
tion upon (110) tungsten. The data of Hopkins and Pender, 6 obtained at 300°K by the
Kelvin technique, show a work-function change that is always positive. On the other
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hand, the data of Zingerman and co-workers, 7 obtained at 1080°K by the same technique
used in our work, are qualitatively similar to our data. Initially, there is a slight
decrease in the work function, followed later by an increase. Since Zingerman et al.
did not know the intensity of their oxygen beam, it was not possible to assign a quantita-
tive exposure scale. For qualitative comparison only, a scale was assigned by making
their data pass through zero at an exposure of 27 × 10 -9 Torr-minutes.
Germer and May 8 have recently published data from a low-energy electron-
diffraction (LEED} study of oxygen adsorption upon (110) tungsten. Several interesting
inferences may be drawn from their data:
1. It appeared that, even at 300°K, oxygen adsorption occurred by reconstruction
such that the oxygen occupied substitutional sites in the surface lattice.
2. Average oxygen sticking probabilities at 300°K were inferred for the ranges
0-1/2 monolayer, 1/2-3/4 monolayer, and 3/4-1 monolayer of oxygen. (A monolayer
is defined as 1.425 × 1015 atoms/cm2.} For 0-1/2 monolayer the average value was
~0.6; for 1/2-3/4 monolayer it fell sharply to ~0. 003; and for 3/4-1 monolayer it fell
to less than 0. 003.
3. The half-monolayer structure occurred at an oxygen exposure of ~27 × 10 -9 Torr-
minutes. As shown in Figs. XV-1 and XV-2, our present data for oxygen on (110) Ta
indicate that A¢ passes through zero at this value of exposure. At present, it
is not clear whether this point is mere coincidence or a matter of physical
significance.
g. Comparison of Results with Theoretical Predictions
The data are unusual, in that oxygen adsorption on the (110) Ta initially produces a
decrease inthe work function. With the use of the concept of electronegativity, 9 oxygen
adsorption should lead to a dipole moment that is directly proportional to XTa - X o, the
difference in the electronegativities of tantalum and oxygen. Since X o is ~3 eV and XTa
is ~1.2-1.6 eV, 10 the formation of a negative dipole leading to an increase in the work
function would be expected. The data obviously violate this simple electronegativity
model. A similar violation has also been observed in our recent study of nitrogen
adsorption upon (110} Ta. Also, studies of oxygen adsorption upon (110), (100), and
(111 ) nickel 11 and nitrogen adsorption upon (100} and (110} tungsten I 0 violate this principle.
A possible reason for this violation can be seen most clearly in the work of
Farnsworth and Park 12 for oxygen adsorption upon (110}, (100}, and (111 } nickel. On the
basis of LEED, contact potential, and photoelectric measurements, they concluded that,
with sufficient temperature activation, the work function decreased for lower coverage
structures. Up to the formation of a certain high-coverage structure, the photoelectric
data closely followed the Fowler plot for metals, thereby indicating that the oxygen-
nickel binding was not extremely ionic. Also, once the high-coverage structure was
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reached, and data failed to fit the Fowler plot, thereby indicating a change to
a more ionic type of binding.
D. L. Fehrs, R. E. Stickney
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B. DESORPTION AND MIGRATION KINETICS OF MOLECULES ADSORBED ON
NONUNIFORM SURFACES; STEADY-STATE ANALYSIS
1. Introduction
The rate of desorption of atoms and molecules from solid surfaces is a significant
factor in a variety of engineering problems. For example, this rate often limits the
performance of composite thermionic cathodes, the efficiency of catalytic processes,
and the speed of surface oxidation. The practical importance of these applications has
1-3
served to stimulate many experimental and theoretical investigations of desorption.
The majority of the existing analytical treatments of desorption are based on the
assumption that the surface properties are uniform over the entire specimen. For poly-
crystalline specimens, however, it is known that this assumption leads to unsatisfactory
4-6
results in detailed analyses of similar processes, such as thermionic emission and
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surface ionization. 6' 7 The results of our recent experimental investigation of oxygen
desorption from single-crystal tungsten 8 have led us to attempt to develop a more exact
desorption theory for patchy (for example, polycrystalline or nonuniform) surfaces. The
first case that we have considered is that of steady-state desorption, and the analysis
of a simple model is presented here. After refining this treatment, we plan to consider
1
next the more general problem of flash (that is, transient) desorption.
Z. Theoretical Model
To simplify this preliminary analysis we shall adopt a model that is based on a
great number of assumptions, many of which may easily be refined or omitted in the
final development. Here we shall concentrate on the inclusion of surface patches in the
model.
Consider a two-patch model of a cylindrical wire having a circumference ZW, where
W is the width of each patch. The distance from the center of patch I around the wire
is denoted by x. For a given atomic adsorbate, patches I and Z have desorption ener-
gies V 1 and V z, migration energies E l and E z, adatom frequencies of vibration w I and
v z, adsorbed atom densities n I and n z, and circumferential spacing between adsorption
sites a I and a z. (See Fig. XV-5.) The boundary between the two patches is assumed
FE21 l E2
' Y--°1--_ _---°If--_
Fig. XV-5. Potential energy diagram for the two-patch model.
to have an energy barrier, with ElZ and EZl being the barrier potentials for an atom
migrating from patch 1 to patch Z and vice versa. The distance between adsorption
sites for an atom crossing the boundary is alZ. The probability that an atom with suffi-
cient energy to migrate will actually do so is represented by A, where A is assumed
to be only a function of surface geometry.
The linear particle flux across the boundary from patch 1 to Z, i I Z' is given by
W -E 1 z/kT
ilZ = AlZnI(-_- > alv I e , (I)
-E 12/kT
where e is the probability of an adatom having energy ElZ or greater, and
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®)n 1 a 1 is the linear atom density on patch
form patch 2 to 1 is
-Ez 1/kT
i21 = AZlnZ(zW--_) azvze
1 at the boundary. Likewise, the flux
(z)
The net linear flux then is i 1Z - iz 1"
If now the boundary is considered to lie in patch 1 and E 1
the expression for the net flux across patch 1 at x is
-E1/kT -E1/kT
i 1 = Alnl{x) alv I e - Alnl(x+al) alv I e
is the migration potential,
(3)
dn i -E 1/kT
iI = - AlalZ--_--Vl e (4)
The desorbed flux Ji is given by
-V1/kT
Jl = nl(x)Vl e (5)
where the probability of an adatom having sufficient energy to escape the surface is
-V,/kT
given by e , the number of particles per unit area is nl{x), and the number of
attempts made per second is v 1. From this equation we get
V 1/kT
nl(x) v 1 = j, e (6)
which may be substituted in (ilZ - iZl) and il:
VI-EI2
kT
ilZ - i2, = e (alA1Z j I-azAz lJz) (7)
V1-E ,
Z kT dj 1
i 1 =-Ala 1 e d---x-" (8)
Here the relation V 1 - EIZ = V z - EZ, has been used (see Fig. XV-5). The steady-state
continuity equation for a control area of width a 1 at point x on patch 1 is
il(x) + alJ o = il(x+a I) + alJ l, (9)
where Jo is the incident flux. This becomes
iI(x+a) - i,(x) di1
Jo = Jl + aI = Jl +-_--x" (I0)
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Defining k I and kz as
VI-E 1
2 2 kT
k 1 = alA 1 e
Vz-E z
2 2 kT
kz = azA z e
and substituting the derivative of Eq. 4 in Eq. 10 yields
2 dzj I
Jo = Jl - kl dx 2
2 d2j2
Jo = J2- k2 dx 2 "
Their solutions are
x - x_ W< WJl =jo +4 lcosh x1 / --2_x"<T
" x - x2\ W 3W
J2 : Jo .I + a2 cosh_), --_--<x_--_-.
Since patch 1 is symmetric about x = 0, and patch 2 is symmetric about x = W, the
fluxes are
- -F -.<x -.<--2-
( x_w)W.x_. wJ2 = Jo 1 + a 2 cosh T , -_ T
The constants a 1 and a2 are determined by the boundary conditions
• W
il(W) = ii2-iZl = 12(T).
The resulting expressions for the fluxes are
Jl - Jo _ (Azlaz - Alzal) c°sh-_l
Jo
k I sinh W Azla2W + Alzal W + e kT
tanh 2_2 k I tanh 2k---_
(ll)
(12)
(13)
(14)
(15)
(16)
(17)
(is)
(19)
(20)
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J2 - Jo = _
Jo
(A21a 2- Al2al) cosh--
x-W
k 2
__ (V1-Elz) 1
A12al - kT
x2  1a2 + W ÷e
2k2_k 2 tanh_zk2 k 1 tanh 2k----1
In the limit of small patches with W << kl, 2 the fluxes are given by
(21)
Jl - Jo A21a2 - Al2al
= (22)
Jl (Vl-E12)
W kT
A21a2 + A12a 1 +-_e
J2 - Jo A21a2 - Al2al
J2 (VI-E12)
W kT
A21a 2 + A12a 1 + -_- e
(23)
Thus we see that different fluxes from different planes are predicted. At present,
we are considering the validity of applying the principle of detailed balance in problems
of surface migration.
F. W. Eberle, R. E. Stickney
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C. SINGLE-PHONON ENERGY TRANSFER BETWEEN MOLECULAR BEAMS
AND SOLID SURFACES
[This report summarizes a paper that will appear in The Physical Review.]
The quantum-mechanical lattice theory in thermal accommodation coefficient theory
is approached from the same point of view as the lattice theory of neutron scattering and
M6ssbauer effects. Treating the surface atoms from a displacement field theoretic
point of view, rather than from the customary single-particle point of view, is more con-
sistent with other solid-state theories. Virtual phonon processes occurring in the field
formulation give rise to a nontrivial modification in existing single-phonon accommoda-
tion coefficient theories. This modification takes the form of a pseudo Debye-Waller
factor.
When the existing theoretical accommodation coefficients are modified by the pseudo
Debye-Waller factor, it is found that the resulting accommodation coefficient, obtained
herein, displays trends similar to experimental data for helium scattering off of
tungsten.
J. W. Gadzuk
D. THEORY OF ATOM-METAL INTERACTIONS
[This report summarizes two papers that will appear in Surface .Science.]
1. ALKALI ATOM ADSORPTION
The interaction of a metal with an alkali atom is considered from first principles.
It is shown that treating the interaction of the metal with the alkali atom through pertur-
bation theory is a meaningful approach. It is seen that the interaction causes a shift and
broadening of the valence level of the alkali atom. Furthermore, it is seen that electron
transitions between virtual atomic and metal states are formally equivalent to standard
rearrangement processes.
The first-order ns energy-level shift of the alkalis is calculated and the results
given in standard form. The shift is found to be ~ +0.3 eV. The natural broadening of
the originally discrete ns level is calculated in closed form by using time-dependent
perturbation theory. The theoretical bandwidth for an alkali atom adsorbed on a metal
is found to be < 1 eV.
These results are discussed in relation to previously suggested values for the
shifted and broadened level.
It is found that the position of the shifted and broadened level relative to the conduc-
tion band of the metal is such that ionic bonds are formed between adsorbate and sub-
strate. The possibility and implications of localized electrons in the interior of the
metal near the surface and also around the alkali ion cores are discussed. It is found
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that electrons do tend to localize at the surface in the presenceof alkali ion cores. The
resulting surface dipoles are then discussed in relation to their effects on electron
emission properties of the surface. Temperature dependencesare included in a semi-
quantitative manner, andthe origin of thermal depolarization effects is displayed.
J. W. Gadzuk
2. ONE-ELECTRON TRANSITIONMATRIX ELEMENTS
The matrix element describing a process in which an electron makesa transition
from anatomic s state to a metal conductionbandstate is consideredfrom the point of
view of a rearrangement process. Sincethe initial and final states are not solutions of
the sameHamiltonian, they are not orthogonal. It is shownthat by orthogonalizing the
initial andfinal stages, it is possible to obtain a simple, compactmatrix element that
describes electron transitions betweenthe atom andmetal states.
The matrix element is explicitly evaluatedfor a transition betweena hydrogen-like
atom anda free electron metal. These closedform results havebeenpreviously used
to describe alkali-atom adsorption onmetals. The present results could also beused
to describe resonanceionization of atoms or neutralization of ions by metals.
J. W. Gadzuk
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RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
Our general objective involves the study of the emission, propagation, and absorp-
tion of acoustic waves in matter. Specific areas of present research in fluids include
generation, propagation, and amplification of sound waves in ionized gases and interac-
tion of acoustic waves with coherent light beams.
K. U. Ingard
A. ELECTRIC FIELD ASSOCIATED WITH A SOUND WAVE IN A WEAKLY
IONIZ ED GAS
Until the present time, it has been believed that an ordinary sound wave in a weakly
ionized gas is characterized by equal velocity perturbations in the three fluid compo-
nents (neutrals, ions, electrons). What actually happens, even for wavelengths much
larger that the Debye length, is that the thermal motion of the electrons results in an
incomplete screening of the electric fields associated with perturbations in ion density,
so that the ions are subjected to competing electrical and collisional forces. The veloc-
ity perturbations are, in fact, related by the expressions
and
I1 i--_(TJ_nTn} -] -1Vi = Vn + _Oin+ meO_enlmnJ = Vn[l+ix] -I
(1)
vi = Ve + . (Z)
Here, (k/k D) is the ratio of the electronic Debye length to the wavelength, which is
assumed to be much less than unity, (Te/T n) is the ratio of electron temperature to
gas temperature, which is assumed to be much greater than unity, (me/m n) is the ratio
of electron mass to neutral mass, _fn is the specific heat ratio for the gas, and Win and
*This work was supported principally by the U.S. Navy (Office of Naval Research)
under Contrac_._onr- 1841(42).-. _
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¢0 are the collision frequencies for ions andelectrons, respectively, in the neutralen
gas. Under usual discharge conditions, the ions and neutrals are seen by (1) to be 45 °
out of phase for frequencies ¢0/2_r ~ 102-103 Hz. The expressions are somewhat more
complicated if one assumes a nonisothermal electron gas or a ratio Te/T n l, but the
general conclusions remain unchanged.
Equations 1 and 2 imply an electric field perturbation
P_ x
e - iq l ÷ ix' (3)
where q is the electronic charge, p is the sound pressure, and _ is the ion-neutral
cross section.
The present result affects previously reported acoustic wave amplification in a
plasma,2, 3 ion-density measurements in a shock wave, 4 and other effects related to
5-7
the motion of charged particles in an ordinary sound wave.
H. M. Schulz III, U. Ingard
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B. VISCOUS EFFECTS IN A HYDRODYNAMIC PLASMA
We shall consider some dissipative effects in a hydrodynamic plasma. The plasma
is treated as if it were a classical viscous fluid, and the hydrodynamic equations
describing such a fluid are used. This approach is valid only for phenomena involving
characteristic frequencies much less than the collision frequency (which, in turn, is
generally less than the plasma frequency), since only then is the dependent assumption
of a local Maxwellian distribution justified. In the following analysis we shall show that
longitudinal and transverse waves propagate independently (with different dispersion
relations) in such a plasma. The discarding of the assumption of isentropic flow will
lead to additional roots of the dispersion equation; all of the roots will lead, however
to heavily damped waves.
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The equationsdescribing a hydrodynamicplasma are
8p
-_-+ Div (pv) = 0 (I)
8 4 e L_-_- Ji V×Bl (z)
f- -3
b-_(Pv)+ Div (9w) = -Grad P + _-_ Grad Div v - B Curl Curl v- _9 + c --
Div__E = -4= em (P-Po) (3)
1 8B
Curl E = - c 8--{- (4)
Div ._B_B= 0 (5)
1 8E 4w e
CurlB= c 8t c m (pv), (6)
where
p = the
v = the
P = the
= the
-e/m = the
E = the
B = the
go = the
mass density
velocity
pressure
coefficient of viscosity
electronic charge-to-mass ratio
electric field
magnetic field
equilibrium (average) mass density
and we are assuming that the plasma is an "electron fluid" superimposed on an immo-
bile background of positive charge. To complete the formulation of the basic equations
of the system, we must also introduce an equation of state and an equation expressing
the conservation of energy. For the former, we shall merely use the ideal gas law
pKT
P - , (7)
m
1
so that the latter is given by
_- _+-_pvZ+-_-+-_ - +Div _+-_pv z v+ S
+ P_v - K Grad T + _- Is_v Div v_ - _. Div (v__v) - --ff _. Grad (v z
e
= _ pE • v, (8)
where S is the Poynting vector, and K is the coefficient of thermal conductivity.
If we assume that there are no external sources of electromagnetic fields, then lon-
gitudinal and transverse waves can propagate through the system independently of one
another (to first order), and with different dispersion relations. To show this, we
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linearize the basic equations, which then become
ap(I)
8t
-- + Po Div vj I) = 0 (9)
8v (I) 4 ) e _ E(1) (I0)Po 8t - -Grad p(1) +_._ Grad Divv (I - B Curl Curly (I) -_ Po-
Div E (I) = -4_rep(1) (II)
m
Curl Ej 1) = 1 8B (1)
c 8t (IZ)
Div BJ l} = 0 (13)
Curl B (1) 1 8E (1) 4_r e v_(1) (14)
-- -c 8t c mPo
T(1) p(1) p(1)
To Po Po
(15)
Z3 8P(1)St+ _5 Po Div _v(I) - K_ZT (I) = 0. (16)
Considering longitudinal waves first, we take the divergence of Eq. 10, and with the
aid of Eqs. 9 and 11, obtain
8_87 4 _ V2 8 Z] )3 Po -St+ _p p(1 : _TZp(1),
(17)
where _0
P
reduce to
= (4_rPoeZ/mZ)l/Z is the plasma frequency. Similarly, Eqs. 9, 15, and 16
E.'"o'I,Z @ Z KTov P = --_-K-- -Z _7z p(lCT 8-t- 3 Po Po cT (18)
where c T = (KT/m) I/z is the thermal velocity of the
time dependence of the form exp(-icot), where o0 # 0,
and obtain
electrons. Assuming a
we solve Eqs. 17 and 18,
Lp (I): O,
where the linear operator L is given by
(19)
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L = KV2V2- -- - i4 __
3
2
2
K P 2 5 CTPo wV2
2 COV2V2 - _-_-V + i2 T
PoCT c T o
LCT o
(20)
Notice that L is independent of c, the speed of light, but does depend on c T, _t, and <;
furthermore, all spatial dependence contained in L appears in the form of Laplacian
operators.
Since Div v (1) is related to p(1) by Eq. 9, we conclude that Eq. 19 also implies
L Div v(I) = 0 (21)
The dispersion relation for longitudinal waves is thus obtained by replacing _7z by
-k z in Eq. Z0, and setting the resulting expression equal to zero; the result is
2
2 iz 2k2_k4 - i4 _ P k2 . 5 CTPo cok2 _ __ +3 2 cok4 + _--2 - i Z
PoCT cT o cT
)
-1_co co _co2 = 0 (ZZ)
For isentropic flow _ = _ = 0, and we have
2 2
k2 = (23)
5 2
CT
Since co <<COp, this implies that all waves are heavily damped, decaying in a distance of
the order of CT/co p. For nonisentropic flow (and ¢o << l/T, where T is the Wcollision
time"), Eq. 22 has two solutions, both of which are heavily damped:
2
CO
k2 = Pm_
2
c T
(24)
2
= 3 Po CT
k2 i 2 T _ co. (25)
o
The removal of the isentropic condition thus creates an additional root of the dispersion
relation (consideration of additional mobile species in the system would presumably
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create even more), although neither one reduces to the isentropic result, Eq. 23, in the
zero- frequency limit.
To derive the dispersion relation for transverse waves, we take the curl of Eq. 14,
and with the aid of Eq. lZ, obtain
I_72 1 82]B(1) 4_r e )Cz 8tt2"]- - c m Po Curix (I (Z6)
Combining this result with that obtained by taking the curl of Eq.
IP 8 ICurl -o______72 v(1) e Po 8B (I)
- m c 8t '
we find that Curl v (1) must satisfy the condition
V2 I 82 coPa _Z I 83 LVZV2 +__ 8
Z Po Po 2 2c 8t 3 c at 2 c
Curl v(I)
I0,
=0.
(27)
(Z8)
If an exp (-i_) dependence is assumed, the result is
M Curlv (1)= 0, (Z9)
where
2
CO
M= - icoV2 - ico3 _ _72_ 2 _ coZV2 p
2 Po Po c2 + ico-T"
c c
(30)
Notice that M is independent of c T and g, but does depend on c and _; furthermore, as
was the case with the operator L, all spatial dependence appears in the form of
Laplacian operators.
The dispersion relation for transverse waves is obtained by replacing _72 by -k z in
Eq. 30, and setting the resulting expression equal to zero:
_ c02k2 ( )_ _____k4+_ ____ +icok2+i__ 2 2
Po Po c c COp-CO = O.
(31)
For isentropic flow, _ = 0, and we have
2 2
kz = (3z)
Z '
c
so that all waves are heavily damped, decaying in a distance of the order of c/cop. For
nonisentropic flow, Eq. 31 has two solutions, both of which are heavily damped:
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k 2 . _o Po 4_t
= I-_---_- ± - iK _c/ "
<<9o¢OC2, the two roots become
k2 Po
(33)
(34)
k2
2
¢0
P
C
(35)
Notice that Eq. 35 is the same as the isentropic solution, Eq. 32
To find the most general solution for all first-order quantities, we must realize that
it is possible for both longitudinal and transverse phenomena to be present in a plasma
at the same time. Thus we separate the first-order velocity v (I) into irrotational and
solenoidal parts:
vj 1) =- Grad _, + Curl A__. (36)
Then
Div_v (I) = - _7Z4_ (37)
Curl vj I) = - VZA, (38)
in which we assume Div A = 0. Equations Zl and ZZ thus become
L_7Zdp : 0 (39)
MvZA = 0, (40)
and these equations plus the appropriate boundary conditions uniquely determine _ and
A__ The quantities p(1) p(1) T(1), E(1) and BJ I) can then be found by using one or more
of Eqs. 9-16 in conjunction with Eq. 36.
J. A. Ross
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C. INTERFERENCE OF LIGHT WITH LIGHT IN A PLASMA
We shall consider the perturbation effects of externally produced electromagnetic
waves on a homogeneous, collisionless, nonrelativistic plasma; such waves can be
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generated, for example, by klystrons or lasers, the choice dependingon the frequencies
desired. Thesewavestend to interfere with eachother, primarily by the interaction of
their magnetic fields with the inducedoscillations of the chargedparticles. This v X B
interaction thus leads to second-order waves having frequencies and wave vectors equal
to the sum anddifference of thoseof the primary waves. There is also a resonanceif
the difference in frequencyof the primary waves is equal to the plasma frequency.
The (classical) analysis presentedhere is original, andthe author thought, at first,1
that it was still totally unpublished. Hehas since discovered a paper by Montgomery,
in which a number of the results presented in this report are given for the special case
of linearly polarized, parallel, perturbing waves. The results presentedhere reduce
to those of Montgomeryin the special caseconsidered by him, but are presentedhere
for the
between
those of
tice two
For
that its
thermal
velocity
general case of arbitrary polarization of the waves, with arbitrary angles
their wave vectors. The results are thus given in a more general form than
Montgomery, andhave a more general validity in view of the fact that in prac-
interacting beamswill never be strictly parallel.
mathematical simplicity, we shall assumethat the plasma is "cold," that is,
temperature is very low; to state this anotherway, we shall assumethat the
velocities of all the species in the plasma system are much less than the phase
of anywave considered.2 In this casethe equationsfor the conservation of par-
ticles andmomentumin a plasma may bewritten 2
0n
+ Div. _-InaV a) = 08t
a"t (manaV-a) + Div (manaV_aV_a) = qana + X B
(Conservation of Particles) (i)
where E and B are the electric and magnetic fields; qa
mass, respectively, of a particle of the a th species, and
n a(x,t) = _ dv fa(X'v't)
("
n v t)= _ dvvf (x,v,t)a-a (x' _ -- a -
(particle density)
naVa(X,_ t) Va(X, t) = _ dv v v fa(X, _v, t),
species.where f
a
th
is the distribution function for the a
(Conservation of Momentum) (2)
and m are the charge and
a
(3)
(4)
(5)
Maxwell's equations are
DivE = 4_ _ qana
a
(6)
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CurlE= 1 8B (7)
c at
Div B = 0 (8)
1 8E 4_rCurl B = + c _ + -_ qanaVa"
a
(9)
Taking the curl of Eq. 7, and using Eq. 9, we obtain the following equation for E(x, t)"
I v1 ZZ GradDi E- 4_ ac 8t z c z 8t qanaVa"
a
(I0)
We next expand the relevant variables in perturbation series about their equilibrium
values, and remembering that we are dealing with a homogeneous plasma with no zero-
order electromagnetic fields, take
n (0) = N (ll)
a a
v(0) = 0. (12)
--a
Hence the first-order expansions of Eqs. 1 and Z become
8n (1)
___q_._a+ N Divv (I) = 0
8t a --a (13)
8v (1)
a _ qa E(1)
Ot m --
a
(14)
Solving Eq. 10 to first order with the aid of Eq. 14, we obtain
2
I_TZ 1 8Z ] _OpZ Grad Div E (I) = --_E__(I), (15)
c atz c
where
Z
¢o2 _ ¢oZ Z 41rNaqap= pa =
a
a a
Assuming a wave dependence of the form exp[i(kz-wt)] for E (1), we conclude that either
_ = w or else E I1)" = 0. We consider first the last case; the waves are purely trans-
p --z
verse (as opposed to the naturai oscillations, which are purely longitudinal), and, from
Eq. 15, the dispersion relation is
kZc z Z Z
= ¢_ - _ . (16)
P
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Thus only waves having frequencies greater than the natural oscillation frequency Up
can propagate through the plasma.
Such waves, being purely transverse, do not induce a separation of charge. They do,
however, cause a transverse oscillatory motion of the particles, and this motion couples
with the magnetic field of the wave to produce a second-order longitudinal wave. To see
this mathematically, consider the first-order wave
E.._(I) = E A cos (kz-c_t)_,
/% .
where the symbol x is used to designate the unit vector in the x-ctirection.
7, 13, and 14 yield
(17)
Then Eqs.
B(I ) kc E
-- = _o A cos (kz-_t) _ (18)
---- Av(1) qa 1 EA sin (kz-c0t)x (19)
-a m
a
n (1) = 0. (Z0)
a
The second-order electric field E (2) is found from Eq. 10 to satisfy
Z Grad Div E(Z) = ---ff'4_r qaNa -aot (Z 1)
c 8t z c a
Now the second-order velocity v{a2) is related to E (z) and the first-order quantities by
the second-order expansion of Eq. Z:
8v(Z) _IE__ v(1) )I8--:t--'+ Div (v(al)v(1)) = qa (Z) +-a X B (1 .
- m a c --
(ZZ)
Thus Eq. 21 may be written
1 82
Z
c 8t2
Grad Div - Up E (2)
_pa (I)
=Z L-'_- ---_a Div "7 X B (I) m (v(1)v(1)qa \-a -a
a
(Z3)
This equation is valid for any situation in which n (1)
a
Div (v_I)v{l))-avanishes, and _E(2) is given by
E(Z)= _ _ qa
m
a
a
Z
¢D
pa
= O. For our particular example,
I k Z z;Z EA sin [Z(kz-cot)] ^ (Z4)
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it is thus a longitudinal wave having a frequency and wave vector that are twice those of
the perturbing transverse wave. Associated with this electric field E__(2) is a longitudinal
particle oscillation; thus although a transverse wave produces no charge separation of
first order, it does induce one to second order.
A more interesting situation is that involving the interaction between the plasma and
two perturbing sources, that is, the interference of light with light in a plasma. In this
case we expect that, in addition to the waves generated by the two sources separately,
their interaction will produce second-order waves having frequencies and wave vectors
equal to the sum and difference of those of the first-order waves. We expect, further-
more, that some kind of resonance will occur when the difference in frequency of the
two first-order waves is equal to the plasma frequency COp. That this is indeed the case
will be borne out of our analysis.
Once again, the first-order dispersion relation, Eq. 15, requires that the per-
turbing waves be transverse. This in turn implies, with Eqs. 13 and 14, that n(1)= 0;
{2
hence Eq. 23 is again valid. Designating the two first-order waves by the subscripts 1
and 2 we take the direction of propagation of E 1 to be the z-direction, and that of E 2 to
be a direction in the xz-plane making an angle _ with the z-axis; that is
k I = kl_ (Z5)
kz = kz sin _ + kz cos _. (26)
Allowing for arbitrary polarization of the two waves, we thus take
E 1 = E1A cos (kl.X-COlt-61) _+ E1B cos {kl.X-COlt- _,1 )
E z = -EzA cos _ cos (k_2.x-cozt-52) _ + EZB cos (kz.X-COzt-_bZ)
+ EZA sin _ cos (kz.x-COzt- 52) _,
(27)
(Z8)
where 5
have
1' _1' 5Z and ¢_Z are arbitrary phase angles. Then from Eqs. 7, 13, and 14, we
B
1
klC + klC ^
COl E1B cos (kl-X-COlt-¢l) _ col E1A cos (kl.X-COlt-51)Y (29)
kzc
COZ
kzc
EZB cos _ cos (kz.x-COzt-¢z) _ _2---EzA cos (kz.x-COzt-5 z)
kz__C ^
+ CO2 EzB sin _ cos (kz.x-COzt-_b2) z (30)
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v(1) qa [EIA
= sin (_kl.X- ¢oit- 51) EZA
-a ma L _I ¢o
--- cos _ sin (kz.x-_zt- 52_
sin (kl.X-COlt-_l) + Ez----_B_0zsin (kz.x-_ozt-_2)l
qa EZA
m a ¢o 2
sin _ sin (kz" x_- _ozt- 62) (31)
n (I)= 0.
a
To find E(2) we must first evaluate the right-hand side of Eq. 23.
able amount of tedious algebra, we obtain
(3Z)
After a consider-
V (I) 12m ( (1)v(1)h= qa I Grad dt E (I)
-a X B (I ) _ __£a Div \Va / 2 --
c -- qa --a m a
(33)
where
__E(1) = E 1 +__EZ (34)
B (I) =_B 1 + B 2 (35)
Thus there will be no interference effects between the two waves, regardless of their
frequencies or wave vectors, unless E 1 • E_.z # 0.
The right-hand side of Eq. 33 appears to be nonlinear; it is actually a linear expres-
sion, however, and may be written as a sum of purely sinusoidal terms with the aid of
the trigonometric identity
Z sin a cos b = sin (a+b) + sin (a-b). (36)
Using this identity, we may solve Eq. Z3 for the second-order electric field_E (z), and,
after a considerable amount of algebra, obtain
E(Z)___ _ __qa pa 1 Z Z sin[Z(kl.X_o01t_¢l)]Z E 1A sin -2(-i" x--c°It-5 I)] + El B -- Z
- ma 4_ _Z_
a
Z x_cozt_#z)]] kz1 [E_A sin [Z(kz" x--_°zt-Sz)] + EZB sin [Z(kz" Z
+ -
1 [-E sin (k+. Xl_+t-6+) + sin k+
2 Z IAEzA c°s_ EIBEzB (k+.x-o0+t-_+)] ¢°I°°Z
+ (_+-_p)
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cos _ sin (k_. x--co_t-6_)+ EIBEzB sin (k_.x-co_t-q_)]
(37)
where k+ =k I +__kz, _ = col + coZ' 6+ = 51 + 5Z' andg+ = #I + _Z"
Thus __E(z) is the sum of two kinds of longitudinal waves: those of the form observed
in Eq. Z4 representing "self-interactions" of the first-order waves; and "sum and dif-
ference" waves representing interference of the two first-order waves with each other.
Notice that the interference terms contain the factor k+/colco z, rather then xxkJ/co±; this is
necessary to insure that E (z) reduces to the proper result for the special case k 1 = k z,
col = ¢°Z" Notice also that, although col > cop and coZ > COp, co_ can have any value. Thus,
by this means, it is possible to generate a longitudinal wave of arbitrary frequency and
wave number. As expected, there is a resonance at I c°_] = co • The occurrence of this
P
resonance is independent of the angle _, however, so that the produced resonant wave
can have any wave number. The wave number is, in fact, given by
Z
- Zklk z cos _)I/Z, (38)
where (Eq. 16)
k2 cz Z 2
----CO. -- CO .
1 1 p
For co.>>co and _ = 0, we have .Ik-l k21.= .I_l-cozl/c_=COp/C,_ a rather small wave number;i p
for _ = =/Z, however, we obtain Ihchzl = col + coz-zco /c, a relatively large wave
number if co. >>co • Last, but not least, we wish to point out that only those particles1 p
with very large values of qa/ma (the electrons) participate significantly in the oscilla-
tions described.
Thus far we have been dealing only with transverse waves. We now wish to consider
the effects of the addition of longitudinal waves to our analysis. By Eq. 16, such a wave
must oscillate at the plasma frequency cop, although its wave number k is arbitrary. We
shall consider now the situation involving interference between a longitudinal and a trans-
verse wave in a plasma. In contrast to the case involving two transverse waves, we
shall find that the second-order "sum and difference" waves produced by the interaction
are both longitudinal and transverse, and are generated regardless of the angle between
the two first-order waves. As expected, there is a resonance when the frequency dif-
ference between the two waves is co (that is, the frequency of the transverse wave is
P
Zcop), but there are also additional resonances that depend on the wave vectors of the
primary waves.
Our starting point is the second-order expansion of Eq. 10:
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Iv2" 1 82 ] _ qa(naVa)(2)"2 Grad Div E_.(2) = 4n 8c at 2 c---_ _ -
a
(39)
With the aid of the second-order expansion of Eq. 2,
I(naE)( 2 v( 1 )8 (naVa)(Z) (VaVa)(2) qa ) + N -a X B (18--[ + N Div = -- --
a m a a c '
we obtain
(40)
2 GradDi v 1 8 z copa il) m n (1)
- c2 atZ- czj_E(Z)= -_-LTX _B(1) q: Div (v(1)v(1)_+\_a-a / _a --E(1 "
(41)
This is the most general form of the equation governing the generation of second-order
fields in a plasma.
Allowing full generality for the polarization and phase difference between the two
waves, we take
E 1 = EIA cos (ki'x- c01t- 5)_+ EIB cos (ki'x- colt - _) _ (42)
E 2 = E z sin _ cos (kz'X- copt)_ + E 2 cos _ cos (k2.x- copt)_, (43)
where 5 and _ are arbitrary phase angles, and k 1 and k 2 are given by
A
k I = k 1 z (44)
k 2 = k2 sin _ _ + k2 cos _ _'. (45)
Then, from Eqs. 7, 13, and 14, we have
klC
B_.1 = Wl E1B cos (kl.X- col t - ¢_) _ + kl---_c /,,col E1A cos (kl.X- col t - 5) y
(46)
__Bz = 0 (47)
v(1)_ qa IEIA
-a m a L_l
sin (kl.X-colt- 6)+_sin _ sin (kz.x_- copt_Ax
qa E1B
m a _° 1
A
sin (_kl.X- col t - ¢) y
qa E2
ma co2
A
cos _ sin (kz.x- _pt) z (48)
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n(1) qa k2
a = m Z NaEz sin (kz.x- Wpt).
a _Z
(49)
With these expressions for the first-order quantities (and the relation _Z
after a considerable amount of algebra, that Eq. 41 can be written
url Curl + 1_. 8A ¢°Pa qa
Z + E(Z) = Grad E(1) dt
c 8tZ c2 ma
= ¢0 ), we find,
P
(50)
This is a general expression governing the interference of waves with waves in a plasma,
and shows that although there is no interference between perpendicular transverse waves,
there is always interference between transverse and longitudinal waves, regardless of
the angle between them.
To find the second-order electric field E (z), we again use Eq. 36; the result is
k I Z _k2. EZB,in [Z_k_t._-_Xt-*_]=_ + Ez
_1 _pZ"in [ZLkz'_-'pt_]7p
t k+
+ --2 Z E1AEz sin (kk_+.x_c_+t- 6) Wl--- _
(%-_p)
1 k_
- 2--------_EIAE2 sin
(_-- _P) (k_. x_-__t-6)_I_P
k2sin _ 1 k2_ _) sin(k+ .... +t- 6) _k+
+ 2 (¢2- 2 _ ¢_-p + EIAE2 - --
k+ \+- P}
kz sin P * kz (! -_) sin(k.x-_ t-81k
k 2 2-- 2 Wp _¢_p EIAE2 -- -- - --
- (o_-o)
+ ,__ *_ kz (_l +*--h[_-IAEZ_inCk+.... +t-6_ X(_× k+)
z / z z z z\ =p\=p =l) - - -
k+ ik+c +=+-,_p)
+EIBEzsin(_k+._x-%t-_)_k+X (_X _)]
_ I _I k z (_ _ _) [Z IAEz sin (k_, x__,+t_6) k__X (_ X_k_ )
_-z(kZcZ+,Z_,Z)_p
• ^X I"
+ El BEz sm (k_- x-__t-*) k_ X (y k__I]
(5t)
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As expected, we have both longitudinal and transverse interference waves. We also
have a resonance when the frequency of the transverse waves equals 2_ but there arep'
additional resonances at other frequencies, which depend to a considerable extent on the
wave vectors of the two primary waves.
In this report we have dealt only with plane waves. Our analysis can easily be
extended to cases involving cylindrical and/or spherical waves, but, at the present time,
there is no way to generate such waves. An analysis of such a situation is thus rather
meaningless, and hence has been omitted here.
J. A. Ross
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RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
During the several years past, work has been in progress on the formulation of the
fundamental equations of electrodynamics, with particular attention devoted to obtaining
correct expressions for the macroscopic force density distributions for various media
of interest. The results of this work, including some results of last year's research
will be published as a research monograph by The M. I.T. Press, Cambridge, Massa-
1
chusetts.
In a self-consistent formulation of electrodynamics, an important question is con-
cerned with the correct identification of momentum density of other than kinetic origin.
The feasibility study of a deflection experiment of a polarizable body in a magnetic field
to distinguish between a widely accepted expression for the momentum density and the
one that we have concluded to be the correct one is now under way.
The study of electrodynamics of moving media led unavoidably into a general treat-
ment for nonlinear media. Such media are of present interest in the optical frequency
range and some of their properties are of great engineering importance. In this con-
nection a study is under way of the utilization of nonlinear amplification to obtain from
an (optical) amplifier output pulses of duration that is short compared with the inverse
(linear) bandwidth of the amplifier.
L. J. Chu, H. A. Haus
References
1. Paul Penfield, Jr. and Hermann A. Haus, Electrodynamics of Moving Media (The
M. I.T. Press, Cambridge, Mass., in press); also Special T-echnical Re_ Num-
ber 14, Research Laboratory of Electronics, M.I.T., Cambridge, Mass.
A. NONLINEAR AMPLIFICATION
1. Introduction
An investigation of the possibility of obtaining and amplifying laser pulses of duration
shorter than the inverse bandwidth of the active medium has been initiated. Of particular
interest is the CO z transition at 10.6 _. The transitions can be pumped efficiently; how-
ever, in the linear region pulse lengths not shorter than -80 nsec can be obtained, because
*This work was supported by the Joint Services Electronics Programs (U. S. Army,
U.S. Navy, and U.S. Air Force)under Contract/DA 36-039-AMC-03200(E). _. ::_
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of the inherent bandwidthlimitation of any linear amplifier.
In the nonlinear region, the rate at which inversion of a two-level system can be
achievedis determinedby the field intensity of the applied pulse, and not by the inverse
linewidth. Moreover, if the pulse length is shorter than the transverse relaxation time,
or becomesso, inertial terms associatedwith the polarization of such a two-level sys-
tem becomeimportant.
For a linear bandwidthof 50 MHz, andgains and saturation levels typical of a COz
system, our results indicate that a peak power intensity =1.5 kW for a Gaussianpulse
of Z0nsec in width shouldbe sufficient to showsomesharpeningin 6 m. Thesepower
densities are obtainablewith a Q-switched pulse. The realizability of the pulse lengths
is more questionable.
Eventhoughthe model of a homogeneouslybroadenedtwo-level system is an over-
simplification of COz laser operation, it is believed that guidelines for future work on
COz systems canbe gleanedfrom these results.
2. Equationsof Motion
The equationsdescribing the amplifying medium andthe amplifying wave are the
density matrix equationsfor a two-level system anda forward traveling-wave equation
for the field. The derivations canbe found in several publications.1-5 The resultant
equationsare
(P22-Pll) = - T1 +-_o_o p
Jp COon [P12
Jp = i¢°oJp -% Ii
2
(PZZ-Pl 1)Eo (z)
J
8E OEo _ P
a--_-+c-_- +_-E ° = - z-_ (3)
Here E ° is the field amplitude; Jp, the polarization current; _o' the optical fre-
quency, which is assumed to coincide with the atomic frequency; n, the density of
particles,which is assumed to be constant; T1, the lifetime of the excited state; T 2, the
polarization relaxation time; P22- Pll' the difference between the probability of the
upper state being occupied and the probability of the lower state being occupied; and
p22e _ Pll'e the equilibrium value of P22- P l 1" The polarization matrix element con-
necting the two states is given by PlZ"
to normalize the time with respect to T2,1 and the fieldIt is convenient quantities
with respect to the energy content associated with the equilibrium population difference,
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so that
F
o
K
E
o o
TZJ p
o
z t
z--vcq ; T=Tq
P22- Pll
N _ -
e e
P22- Pll
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
The equations then become
dN N- 1 T1
d--T-= T 1 + 4FoKo; T1 = T---Z--0o (8)
dK
o - ANF (9)dT "= -Ko o
8F 8F F
oOT + +--=-Ko;T 110)
O
with
1 °T2
TO 2Eo
A
IPlzl 2 n(Pzz-Pll ) l_i_oT_
z_Ze
3. Integration of the Equations and Results
The set of three equations (8), (9), and (10) can be integrated numerically along the
characteristics, two of which are along z = constant, and the other of which is given by
V = Z - T = constant. The system is then essentially an infinite set of coupled ordinary
differential equations. The Runge-Kutta fourth-order scheme was used. Spatial smoothing
was added to the time-smoothed scheme, thereby creating a highly stable predictor-
corrector algorithm.
The pulse-sharpening process can be described as follows. The leading edge of the
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pulse, if intense enough, will cause a depopulationof the upper state, which, if the
maximum pulse amplitude is chosen correctly, becomes fully depleted only when the
entire pulse has passed. This causes a preferred increase in the amplitude of the
leading edge of the pulse. As the maximum amplitude tends to increase, however, the
population becomes fully depleted before the entire pulse has passed. The polarization
is zero for the fully depleted system; however, inertial effects cause ,,overshoot" and
hence it changes sign. This causes the medium to become an absorber and thus the two-
level system tends to re-invert at the expense of the field. Eventually the lagging edge
of the field or polarization changes sign once more. This creates another region of
population depletion (Eq. 8) trailing the preceding alternating regions of inversion and
depletion. The consequence is a pulse which, upon traversing the medium, sharpens,
increases in maximum intensity, and develops ringing {Fig. XVII-1).
Several things influence the behavior described above. If the relaxation time T 2 is
so small that relaxation overshadows the gain, the polarization and population tend to
relax very rapidly and the effect upon the field is diminished. The ringing is highly
damped. In the limit when inertial effects are negligibly small, no ringing occurs; and no
sharpening occurs except when the front of the pulse is extremely steep {slope of the
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order of 1/T2) andthe amplitude very large. This casehas beendiscussedby Basov
and co-workers.4 They also consider the effect of a saturable absorber on the
sharpeningof the characteristics wheninertial effects are small. It then becomes a
process of sharpeningby preferred absorption, rather than by preferred amplification.
If the field amplitude is large, the populationcanbecomefully depletedbefore the
peakvalue of the field has arrived. This causesa pronouncedringing to set in, andcan
causethe maximum amplitude to initially decreaseas the pulse penetratesthe medium.
This effect is illustrated in Fig. XVII-2 (curve c}, in which case the peakenergy density
associatedwith the field is muchgreater than that stored in the medium. The greatest
gain in the pulse occurs well aheadof the maximum, which is itself contributing to
re-inversion. Hencethe maximum is decreasing andthe pulse is broadening.
Onemeansof achieving a very narrow pulse wouldbe to chopthe initial Q-switched
pulse in sucha way that its rise time wouldbe very short. Then a much larger ampli-
tude pulse couldbe used because, for maximum sharpening, the populationshould be
fully depletedin a time comparable to the rise time and the energy required to
accomplish this shouldalmost be a constant. Figure XVII-3 showsthe developmentof
sucha very short pulse. A strong ringing developsbecauseof the large trailing pulse
energy. This is essentially the step responseobtainedby Tang.2
The sharpeningprocess canbe enhancedby using saturable dyes in conjunctionwith
the amplifying medium. This influence is now being studiedwith the same program.
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Fig. XVII-4. Evolution of a Gaussian pulse to a steady-state sech profile.
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Field loss limits the amount of sharpening and gain which can be obtained from the
inverted medium. If the pulse energy is less than a critical value, the pulse at first
gains energy and then propagates in a steady-state manner. Similarly, if the pulse
energy is greater than the critical value, the energy difference is lost to the medium.
A steady-state solution for propagation at the speed of light is given 4' 5 by
N = A anh _ A (T+To
K 2 A L 2 A
o =-4- A )(T+To
K
O
F
o L
O
1
=_; L2= 1.0.Lo v
O
We have shown that an initial waveform of a Gaussian shape does tend to the
sech {A/Lo(1-LoL2/A)(T+To} profile (Fig. XVII-4). Thus, for a small L o (Lo<<A/Lz),
the limiting pulsewidth is
For CO2, the pertinent data are
k- 2wc_ 10.69.
tO
O
T 2 = 20 X I0-9 sec.
These data give
n(P_2-Pll )
and
= 3.73 X 1012/cm 3
e e
1_tOo(pzz-Pll ) n= 0. 69 X 10-7 J/era 3.
For a Z0-nsec pulse, a maximum amplitude of Fo= 1.3 is necessary for sharpening.
This gives a peak-power intensity of ~1. 5 KW/cm z.
T. K. Gustafson, H. A. Haus
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RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
The dioptrics of the compound eyes of invertebrates may contain a number of struc-
tures with dimensions of the order of a wavelength of light. Examples are corneal
nipples on the front corneal surface, layers within the cornea and crystalline cone,
rhabdomeres, and pigment granules.
We are interested in understanding the effect of such structures on light scattered
from and transmitted through the eye, and in understanding what they are doing for the
animal.
This work involves: (i) determination of the geometry and electrical properties;
(ii) measurements of optical scattering and transmission properties with actual eyes
used; (iii) microwave measurements of scaled models; and, {iv) theoretical models.
G. D. Bernard
This work is supported by the Joint Services Electronics Programs (U. S. Army,
U.S. Navy and U.S. Air Force) under ContractpA 36-039-AMC-03Z00(E)._|y,_
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RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
As in the past few years much of our effort continues to be the study of plasma-wave
interactions. Most recently, particular emphasis has been placed on the properties of
longitudinal electron and ion waves and the effect of plasma inhomogeneities on these
oscillations. Many of these studies are made in the regime where the waves are weakly
or highly unstable; in the latter situation the plasma may become turbulent and we are
looking into methods of studying such turbulent media.
We are continuing our program of developing new plama diagnostic methods of
measuring electron and ion densities, temperatures, and distribution of particle veloc-
ities. These techniques are based largely on the interaction of transverse electromag-
netic waves with the ionized medium. The plasma is either illuminated by radiation of
appropriate wavelength and then analyzed, or the noise spontaneously emitted by the
plasma is studied. The investigations are made at wavelengths ranging from the vis-
ible through the infrared and microwave to the long radio waves. Laser and incoherent
sources are used in these studies.
The plasmas used in the aforementioned experiments are made in a variety of ways.
In addition to the conventional method of breaking down the gas by DC and RF fields, we
ionize the medium by means of a high-powered Q-spoiled laser or by injecting electron
beams into a neutral un-ionized gas.
S. C. Brown
A. FAR INFRARED SPECTROPHOTOMETER FOR PLASMA STUDIES
1. Introduction
A double-beam optical-null spectrophotometer is being developed for measuring the
absorption of far infrared radiation (0. 1 < k < 1 ram) by a plasma in order to determine
experimentally the plasma mechanisms responsible for the emission of incoherent far
infrared radiation. The spectrophotometer operates essentially as follows (see
Fig. XIX-1). Two beams of radiation from a far infrared source, S, follow separate
optical paths, one beam passing through the plasma, P, the other through a calibrated
#
This work was supported by the United States Atomic Energy Commission under
Contract AT (30-1 )- 1842.
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Fig. XlX-1. Schematic illustration of the spectrophotometer.
variable attenuator, W (shown as a movable wedge). The beams are combined at B (by
two plane mirrors, one above the other) and are directed to a detector through a grating
monochromator, which is set for a particular wavelength. A chopper wheel, C, located
near the source permits only one of the beams to pass at a time, effectively switching
radiation from S between the two paths at a fixed frequency. A phase-sensitive detector
(lock-in amplifier) registers only that part of the detected signal which has this fre-
quency. Thus, the output signal from the synchonous detector corresponds to a dif-
ference in the amount of source radiation reaching the detector along the two paths. The
attenuator is adjusted to null the detector output, first with the plasma off and then with
it on, the difference in attenuator setting in the two cases giving the plasma attenuation.
The relation between attenuator setting and plasma attenuation actually includes the
effects of extraneous emission, reflection, and transmission of the various components
of the optical system and of its environment, as well as the minimum detectable power
of the detection system. If the assumptions are made, however, that all radiation
reaching the detector from the chopper plane does so along the intended optical path
(that is, stray chopped radiation is negligible), the state of the plasma does not affect the
chopped power in either arm, all transmittances in the system (except for the plasma
and attenuator) remaining unchanged during the measurement, and the chopped power
reaching the detector in either arm is large compared with the minimum detectable
power, then the plasma transmittance is given simply by
Wwb (1)
Here Twa is the attenuator transmittance that nulls the detector output with the plasma
off, and Twb is the attenuator transmittance that nulls the detector output with the
plasma on. Note that the transmittance of the atmosphere and optical components in the
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arms need not be equal to make the measurement. They need only remain constant.
The only radiant power, J, that must be considered in determining Tp is that intro-
duced into either beam at the chopper plane, since the synchronous detector responds
only to the radiation that is modulated by the chopper. When a chopper blade intersects
the beam, J includes radiation from the chopper blade itself, as well as radiation from
elsewhere {optical components, plasma, and surroundings)that is reflected into the
beam by the blade. When the beam is not obstructed by the chopper, J includes source
radiation already attenuated by the mirrors and atmosphere in the source enclosure,
radiation from parts of the source enclosure that are now exposed, and radiation from
elsewhere that enters the source enclosure and is reflected back out into the beam. For
Eq. 1 to hold, care must be taken to insure that, in each beam, the difference between
these two power levels with the plasma on is equal to their difference with the plasma
off.
2. Optical Arrangement
The optical arrangement has many important features, most of which are concerned
with maximizing the radiant flux through the system. This is essential, because of
the limited amount of far infrared radiation emitted by the source, S, which is a high-
pressure Hg arc lamp. Although, for clarity, much of the following discussion refers
to the plasma beam, it is equally applicable to the attenuator beam.
(i) Front-surfaced mirrors are used throughout to avoid the transmission losses
and dispersion associated with lenses in the far infrared. The reflectivity of aluminized
mirrors is excellent in this spectral region.
(ii) The entire system is designed so that the grating monochromator is the only
component that limits the radiant flux through the system. The source is imaged at the
monochromator slit. Thus, the grating is the aperture stop of the system and the slit
is the field stop. (Note that the monochromator is not overfilled. If it were overfilled,
the chopped radiation that misses the grating might reach the detector by an unintended
optical path. )
(iii) The radiation beam through the plasma has the smallest possible diameter that
is consistent with feature (ii), according to which the monochromator limits the flux
through the system. Unfortunately, space does not permit a detailed discussion of this
important feature. It turns out that for a plasma length, L, in an ideal optical system,
the minimum beam diameter, w, that is consistent with feature (ii) is w = Kq-KL--, where
K is a constant determined by the monochromator dimensions (K = 0. 374 cm). This
beam diameter is obtained by locating a slit conjugate at one end of the plasma (either
end) and a grating conjugate at the other end, with both conjugates being of equal diam-
eter, w. Although the boundaries of this beam are parallel with the optical axis,
rays within the beam are at angles e with respect to the axis up to {}max' given by
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tan ema x = w/L. Note that if the plasma tube diameter is smaller than w, the tube itself
limits the maximum possible flux through the system. This is an important factor when
only weak radiation sources are available, as is the case in the present experiment.
(This discussion applies for w<<L.)
(iv) To reduce stray chopped radiation, conjugates of both the monochromator slit
and grating are located between the source and chopper and apertures of the conjugate
dimensions are placed at these locations. These apertures allow only radiation that
reaches the real slit and grating by the intended optical path to be chopped. (An ideal
optical system is assumed.) Since the beam diameter must have a relative minimum at
one member of such a pair of conjugates, one conjugate is small compared with the
chopper blade and is located very near the chopper plane to obtain a sharply chopped sig-
nal. The other conjugate is large enough to allow for reductions in aperture size with-
out introducing significant diffraction effects.
(v) A beam combiner is located at a grating conjugate just before the monochromator
entrance slit. The beam combiner consists of two plane mirrors, one located above the
other, each directing one of the two beams into the monochromator. The size of this
grating conjugate is large enough to be split conveniently by the two mirrors (with neg-
ligible diffraction effects), and it is located relatively close to the monochromator, per-
mitting reasonable flexibility in arranging the remaining mirrors for the two separate
beams. (Since there is a focusing mirror between the monochromator and beam com-
biner, the beam combiner can be located closer to the monochromator if it is located at
a grating conjugate rather than at a slit conjugate.) The grating conjugate in the source
enclosure is made larger than its corresponding slit conjugate (which is small and near
the chopper plane) so that one-half of its aperture may be obstructed, thereby allowing
chopped radiation to reach only the half of the beam combiner that directs the radiation
into the monochromator. Radiation from one beam that reaches the half of the beam
combiner intended for the other beam will be reflected out of the optical path, and may
reach the detector by an unintended path (for example, without passing through the mono-
chromator).
(vi) Since high-quality image formation is not of primary importance in the system,
spherical mirrors are used for focusing purposes. At all such mirrors the incident
and reflected beams are as close to being on-axis as possible.
(vii) The system contains only mirrors that are conveniently available from sup-
pliers' stock, in order to facilitate initial construction, component replacement, and
system alterations in the future. It was possible to design the system from a mirror
selection with focal lengths 7.5, 10, 15, 20, 30 cmand diameters of 5, 7.5, 10 cm.
(viii) The optical path lengths in the system are limited as much as possible to
reduce atmospheric absorption and diffraction losses and to facilitate construction.
The system is designed to accommodate an enclosure if purging becomes necessary.
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(It may be possible to avoid this necessity by operating at appropriately selected wave-
lengths. )
(ix) The system can be operated as a single-beam instrument if in one beam the
obstacle over one-half of the grating conjugate in the source enclosure is removed and
the beam-combiner mirrors are made parallel to direct that beam into the monochro-
mator. In this case the entire radiant flux is utilized on one arm, rather than being
divided between two arms. The other beam should be blocked at the source enclosure,
to prevent it from contributing stray chopped radiation to the detector.
(x) The source enclosure openings face away from the monochromator and detector
to reduce stray chopped radiation, and the radiation beams intersect the chopper plane
and source enclosure face at an angle, so that radiation from components in the system,
particularly from the plasma, will not be reflected back into the beam.
Figure XIX-Z illustrates the optical arrangement of the system from the source
MONOC. OMATOR C-- PLASMA OCA,,ON--l
IL._1":":"l_ M, I_
_'£'_------"__ M2 S
BEA_ _ M2 i TM
t
ATTENUATOR LOCATION
Fig. XIX-2. Optical layout of the spectrophotometer (showing only
focusing mirrors).
enclosure to the monochromator. To avoid unnecessary confusion, the plane mirrors
that are required are omitted from the illustration. Plane mirrors are used to bend the
beam, to insure that the incident and reflected beams at each spherical mirror are as close
to being on-axis as possible, and to compress a long beam section into a small space
(by "folding" the beam} where this is necessary. The portion of the system between the
source and monochromator is illustrated again in Fig. XIX-3 for the plasma arm, where,
for simplicity, the mirrors are represented as lenses. The part of the system between
the source and beam combiner is duplicated in both beams, with the attenuator being
located at _ in its arm. In each beam radiation traverses only one-half of each grating
P
conjugate so that at the beam combiner and at the grating itself the two beams are adja-
cent, one above the other. At the slit and its conjugates following the beam combiner the
two beams overlap. Consequently, in double-beam operation each beam contributes one-
half of the radiant flux through the monochromator.
The slit and grating conjugates at the plasma ends are arranged as shown so that the
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grating conjugates in the system.
required conjugates in the source enclosure can be obtained with a single concave mir-
ror between the source enclosure and plasma. This is convenient because the experi-
mental space in this region is limited.
Three concave mirrors (M 1 , M 2, M3) are used between the plasma and the monochro-
mator to produce the required slit and grating conjugates at the plasma ends and at the
beam combiner. The mirror, M4, was selected to give convenient dimensions between
the plasma and the source enclosure apertures, as well as convenient sizes for these
apertures. The focal lengths of these mirrors are listed in Fig. XIX-3, along with some
calculated system dimensions. These dimensions actually only approximate the final
dimensions of the optical layout, since no attempt was made to account accurately for
such things as aberrations or deviations of the actual focal lengths from the expected
values. To adjust for these effects, slight alterations were made experimentally in the
dimensions and aperture sizes.
Several different kinds of attenuators are being considered for use in the system. At
present, a simple wedge of low-absorption material is being tried.
The monochromator is a Perkin-Elmer prism monochromator (Model 99) that has
been modified for use as a single-pass grating instrument. The f number of this
Littrow-type instrument is approximately 3.8. The slit height is lZ ram, and the max-
imum slit width has been increased to appoximately 8 ram.
When required, radiation filters (wire-mesh reflection filters) will be located
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between the monochromator and detector in order to act on both beams simultaneously.
The detector is a Mullard Indium Antimonide photoconducting detector.
The plasma will be a DC discharge (5 cm in diameter, 50 cm long). "Bubble win-
dows ''1 will be on the ends of the plasma tube.
The basic optical system has been completed and tested in a preliminary manner,
with very encouraging results.
1.
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B. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF ELECTRON PLASMA OSCILLATIONS
Observations of microwave scattering from density fluctuations in a beam-plasma
have been previously reported, 1' 2 and it has been established 2 that the density fluctu-
ations are associated with standing waves along the axis of the plasma column. The
experimental study of these waves has continued, and we present in this report the
experimentally determined disperison relation for the waves and a measurement of their
temporal growth rate.
The experimental geometry is the same as described previously, 2 and is illustrated
in Fig. XIX-4. Briefly, the plasma is produced by firing an electron beam into un-ionized
X-BAND
WAVEGUIDE
Fig. XIX-4. Experimental geometry.
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mercury vapor at a pressure of 2 x 10-4 mm Hg. Theaxis of the plasma tube is aligned
alonga uniform magnetic field. Two open-endedpieces of X-band waveguide, which
serve as microwave horns in the scattering experiments, and a strip-line antenna,which
couplescapacitively to the plasma and picks up the oscillations directly, are mounted
ona platform that can bemovedalong the axis of the plasma tube.
The spectra of oscillations at three different axial positions of the strip line are
shownin Fig. XIX-5. At eachposition, peaksoccur at the same frequencies, but the
STRIP-LINE SIGNAL
(RELATIVE AMPLI-
TUDE )
POSITION : 22.6cm
POSITION : 22.2cm
80 90
POSITION = 21.8 cm
I00 I10 120 130 160 200
FREQUENCY (Mc)
Fig. XIX-5. Amplitude of strip-line signal vs frequency.
relative amplitudes of the peaks are different in each of the spectra. A series of such
spectra was taken for axial positions 2 mm apart along the length of the plasma tube
which was accessible to the strip line. It was thus possible to follow each frequency
peak or mode along the axis and plot its amplitude against distance, as shown in
Fig. XIX-6. The minima and maxima, representing nodes and anti-nodes, indicate that
each mode can be identified with a standing wave, in which the wavelength is given by
twice the distance between two adjacent anti-nodes.
The collector for the electron beam is a helically shaped cathode, which was pre-
viously used to run a discharge in the plasma tube. Because of nickel sputtered
onto the walls of the tube from this collector cathode, data taken near the collec-
tor are not meaningful. Nevertheless, it can be seen from Fig. XIX-6 that for all of
the modes shown, the first maximum is spaced almost exactly a half-wavelength from
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Fig. XIX-6. Amplitude of strip-line signal at fixed frequency vs distance.
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the collector. This indicates that the boundary condition at the collector is that it
should be an anti-node. This seems reasonable if we assume that the amplitude of the
strip-line signal represents the amplitude of the electron density modulation resulting
from the wave. The electron density in a plasma wave is roughly analogous to the pres-
sure in an ordinary sound wave in a gas, and for a sound wave the pressure modulation
has an anti-node at a rigid end wall. The measurements described above were made
with the collector floating, so no current could be drawn, and the analogy of a rigid end
wall for a pressure wave seems reasonable. We plan to repeat these measurements
with the voltage of the collector variable, to see if the boundary condition of an anti-node
at the collector can be changed.
The dispersion relation for the waves can be determined from the set of plots in
Fig. XIX-6, since the frequency and wavelength for each mode have been measured.
Before plotting the dispersion relation, however, it is interesting to identify with each
mode a mode number n, where n is the number of half-wavelengths, k/2, along the
plasma column of length L = 42 cm. (It is assumed that the electron gun is also at an
anti-node.) Therefore, we calculate for each of the modes in Fig. XIX-6 a mode num-
ber, n = 2L/k, which will be close to, but not exactly equal, an integer, since there is
some experimental error in the measurement of k. From inspection of the n's calcu-
lated from Fig. XIX-6, we can identify these modes as corresponding to n = 9, 10 .....
18. When we plot the dispersion relation, we eliminate the small experimental error
in the measurement of k, by using the k corresponding to the integral mode numbers
instead of the measured k.
A series of peaks lower in frequency and amplitude than those shown in Fig. XIX-5
were also observed, but their wavelengths were too long to be measured. Nevertheless
their mode numbers are known, since the mode numbers of the higher modes have been
determined as described above. The dispersion relation is plotted in Fig. XIX-7, where
the modes whose wavelengths were measured directly are denoted by x's and the modes
whose wavelengths were not measured are denoted by circles.
The straight line in Fig. XIX-7 represents a wave whose phase velocity would be
equal to the beam velocity, and it is interesting to note from Figs. XIX-7 and XIX-6
that the waves whose phase velocities are nearest to the beam velocity are most strongly
excited. (These are the modes labeled F and G in Fig. XIX-6.) The experimentally
determined dispersion relation qualitatively resembles that for plasma waves propa-
3
gating along the axis of a plasma cy, linder with a finite radius, but no comparisons have
been made with theory, since measurements have not yet been made of the plasma and
electron beam densities.
Additional measurements have also been made of the microwave scattering from
these waves. Previously, 2 scattering measurements and direct observations of the
waves by means of the strip line were made but not with identical experimental
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parameters, so a direct comparison could not be made between the scattering and the
strip-line data. The new data are shown in Fig. XIX-8, where we plot on the same
graph the direct signal from the antenna against frequency and data points representing
VBEAM : 212 VOLTS
VHEATER --- 8.3 VOLTS
B = 220GAUSS I
I
I/
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Fig. XIX-8. Antenna signal vs frequency and scattered power
vs frequency shin.
the amplitude of the scattered microwave power against frequency shift between incident
and scattered frequencies. These data were taken with the microwave horns at the same
axial position as the antenna and with identical experimental parameters. The ampli-
tudes and shapes of the peaks for the scattering and direct-signal data differ consider-
ably, but the frequencies of the peaks coincide quite well. The double peak seen in the
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signal picked up by the antenna i s  not resolved in the scattering data,  probably because 
of the wide bandwidth of the I F  s t r ip  in the X-band radiometer (10 Mc) as compared with 
the bandwidth of the radio receiver (2 Mc) which detected the signal f rom the antenna. 
The 
s t r ip  line was connected directly t o  an  oscilloscope and the voltage on the electron gun 
was pulsed. Figure XIX-9 shows the voltage pulse and the envelope of the signal picked 
Measurements of the temporal behavior of these waves have a l so  been made. 
v) 
0 > 
c - 
0 
(D 
II 
E 
0 a3 
>” 
t = I O p s e c / c m  
Fig. XIX-9. Voltage applied to  electron gun and strip-line voltage vs time. 
up by the s t r ip  line. The oscillations appear approximately 40 psec after the voltage has 
been applied to the gun. 
required for the beam to ionize enough neutral atoms so that the plasma frequency 
reaches the value required for instability, and the t ime required for the wave t o  grow 
f rom noise to an  amplitude that can be detected. It can a l so  be seen that the amplitude 
of the wave saturates after approximately 2 psec,  and then remains approximately con- 
stant for  approximately 10 psec, after which it decays with a longer t ime constant than 
that which characterized i ts  growth. It should be noted that the decay begins well before 
the voltage on the electron gun is turned off. When the pulsewidth was increased, it was 
found that an instability again appeared several  microseconds after the decay of the f i r s t  
instability. 
oscillations. 
but with an expanded time scale so that both the frequency and the growth rate  can be 
determined. The frequency i s  20 .  7 Mc, which Seems to  correspond to one of the lower 
standing-wave modes of the dispersion relation in Fig. XIX-7. The higher modes may 
correspond to the bursts occurring at later t imes ,  but this is not yet c lear .  
This time delay may be ascribed to two effects, the time 
This a lso saturated and decayed and w a s  followed by subsequent bursts  of 
Figure XIX-10 shows the growth of the instability shown in Fig. XIX-9, 
The wave 
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t =0.2 p s e c / c m  
Fig. XIX- 10. Strip-line voltage vs  time. 
amplitude is plotted against time in Fig. XIX-11 on a semi-log scale,  and the straight 
line indicates that the growth is exponential until saturation occurs. 
the wave is w = or t i o . ,  with o = ZIT x 20.7 x 10 and oi = 1.33 x l o6 ,  giving oi/or = 
0. 01. 
The frequency of 
6 
1 r 
Thus a i / w r  << 1 ,  satisfying a basic assumption of quasi-linear theory which 
E z 40[ 
= 20 
Fig. XIX- 11. Wave amplitude vs time. 
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TIME (pracl 
descr ibes  the saturation of a slowly growing plasma wave by action of the wave back on 
the electron velocity distribution function. It i s  hoped that the observed saturation can 
be explained in t e rms  of this theory. 
R .  L. Kronquist 
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RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
A great deal of effort continues to be spent on the fundamental interaction of the par-
ticles of plasma physics. In this group we have concentrated on measuring diffusion
coefficients, collision probabilities, particularly in partially ionized and fully ionized
gases, and on the mechanism of production of radiation. Within the last few years we
have studied the production of microwave radiation, and we are pushing this toward
shorter and shorter wavelengths in the direction of the very long infrared. Our objec-
tive in this area is to study as many of the mechanisms involved in electron-atom and
electron-molecule collisions as are susceptible to our microwave, infrared, and probe
techniques.
S. C. Brown
A. ELECTRON-ELECTRON RELAXATION RATES AS DETERMINED FROM THE
OBSERVED TIME-DEPENDENT ELECTRON VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION
Experimental observations of the time-dependent electron velocity distribution func-
tion, f(v, t), during the early afterglow of an argon discharge have been previously
1
reported. Solution of an appropriate theoretical model showed good agreement with
both the observed steady-state distribution during the DC voltage pulse and the instanta-
neous energy loss rate at the beginning of the afterglow. 2 Under the conditions of the
experiment (argon pressure ~1 Torr and electron density ~1010 cm-1), electron-
electron and electron-atom collisions are found to represent competing mechanisms
with comparable characteristic rates. In interpreting the observed time dependence of
f(v, t), it is desirable to examine quantities which to some extent separate these two
effects. Thus, since mean electron energy is conserved by electron-electron inter-
actions, the rate of energy loss previously analyzed is largely determined by electron-
atom collisions. Electron-electron effects, however, play an indirect role in the
cooling by replenishing f(v) at higher velocities where (in argon) the energy loss rate is
greater.
To obtain a more direct measure of the rate of electron-electron interaction, we
This work was supported by the Joint Services Electronics Programs (U. S. Army,
U.S. Navy, and U.S. Air Force) under Contract])A 36-039-AMC-03200(E)._ _
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note that the ultimate effect of this interaction is the attainment after a few micro-
seconds of a nearly Maxwellian velocity distribution with a temperature (~10,000°K)
well above that of the neutral gas. Parameters which in some sense measure the depar-
ture of f(v) from a Maxwellian should consequently provide information on the electron-
electron relaxation rate. In defining such parameters f(v) is to be compared with a
Maxwellian that has the same average electron energy, and only the over-all shape of
f(v) is important. We thus define a dimensionless velocity variable, z = v/w, in terms
of the characteristic velocity, w, defined by
wZlt) = 4_r v4flv, t) dv.
Here f(v, t) is normalized so that 4w f: vZf dv = 1. The distribution function for scaled
velocities, g(z, t), is now given by
g(z, t) = w3f(wz, t)
which satifies both 4_ fZ Z f:
4 3
z g dz = 1 and4_ z g dz =-_. This function is to be com-
pared with the correspondingly scaled Maxwellian,
Z
= -3/z e-Z
Perhaps the most classic measure of the departure of a velocity distribution from a
Maxwellian is Boltzmann's parameter H. It represents a generalization of the concept
of entropy to systems not in thermal equilibrium. For the scaled distribution function,
H is given by
_0 _ zH(t) = 4_ z g in g dz
which is to be compared with the Maxwellian (minimum) value, H = - 3(in _+I). Other
less physically justifiable parameters may also be used. For example, the quasi-
moments given by
SO _ 2+nQn(t) = 4= z g dz
can (for n¢ 0,Z) differ from the corresponding Maxwellian values
Qn = F F .
Finally, a crude gauge of the departure from Maxwellian may be determined from
the mean absolute difference,
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Ao(t) = 4v zZlg-_l dz.
A A
Thus H - H, Qn- Qn' and A ° are all quantities that should approach zero as f(v,t}
relaxes to equilibrium. Semi-logarithmic plots of the time dependence of these quan-
tities are shown in Fig. XX-1. The open squares represent experimental values based
Fig. XX- 1.
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on the same data(p= 0.7Z Torr, n= 1.1×1010 cm-3)discussed in the previous reports. I'z
In Fig. XX-1, the vertical positions of some of the plotted quantities have been shifted
for purposes of display.
In comparing the observed decay rates with a theoretical model, at this stage, we are
a
still dependent upon solution of a steady-state problem which provides f = _- f(v, t) only
at the beginning of the afterglow (t=0). Nonetheless, if f and f are known, the time
dependence of the scaled distribution is given by
g= w 3--f+--vf'+ w 3}
w w a e'
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where f' is the partial derivative of f(v, t) with respect to v. In this expression we have
separated f into fa' attributable to collisions with atoms, and fe' attributable to
electron-electron interactions only. In the absence of electron-atom impacts or for a
collision frequency independent of velocity, the term in brackets vanishes.
When }I, Qn and 4 ° are evaluated from _ at t = 0, positive theoretical slopes are
obtained. Initially, electron-atom effects are dominant, and the distribution is driven
farther away from a Maxwellian. Experimentally this has never been seen to occur.
Indeed, simplified analysis of the electron-atom collision-dominated case shows that
the initial trend at t = 0 is quickly reversed in a time of approximately 1 _sec after
which Maxwellization can occur. Thus it seems inadvisable to compare the instanta-
neous theoretical rates at t = 0 with the observed relaxation of these parameters. On
the other hand, if, after some interval, collisions with atoms cease to dominate, _ will
depend, for the most part on fe(V, t). The relaxation rates resulting from electron-
electron effects are not expected to vary much with time. It is therefore not too sur-
prising that slopes obtained simply by using _ = W3fe(t=0) (shown as solid lines in
Fig. XX-1) agree fairly well with the experiment.
We find, then, that the time dependence of parameters that measure the departure
of f(v, t) from a Maxwellian can be correctly given by our simple collisional model,
provided electron-electron interactions dominate. Reconciling this fact with the theo-
retical result that electron-atom collisions are initially important will require a full
time-dependent solution of the model equation.
B. L. Wright
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RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
1. Beam-Plasma Discharge
Our principal research effort will go into the study of means of transferring the
greatest amount of power from a beam to its resultant plasma. Experimentally, this
will involve the redesign of System D in such a way as to permit easier variation of gun
parameters, and beam powers up to 1 MW, or so, will be used. Also, the redesign
will provide greater pumping speed and will allow the use of highly conducting end plates
just outside the mirrors to provide "magnetic line-tieing, n
Other studies will continue the work on excitation of ion motion by modulating the
beam at an appropriate frequency between the ion-cyclotron and the hybrid frequency.
2. Beam-Plasma Interactions: Experiments and Theory
During the past year, we have observed beam-plasma interactions that lead to self-
excited ion oscillations in the vicinity of the ion plasma frequency ¢o .. Our effort now
pl
is to establish an appropriate theoretical model that will explain these observations and
ellucidate the role of hot electrons.
A velocity analysis of the emerging beam in System A has been obtained. Theoretical
work on the nonlinear aspects of beam-plasma interactions is being carried out in order
to obtain a quantitative picture of the energy loss by the beam.
Experiments have been initiated to study the nature of beam-plasma interactions
when the injected beam has a considerable fraction of its energy across the applied mag-
netic field. Low-frequency oscillations and a diocotron-type breakup of the beam have
been observed.
3.. Active Plasma Effects in Solids
We plan to continue our theoretical studies of plasma instabilities in solids that may
be of interest for high-frequency generation and amplification. An analysis of acoustic-
wave growth in the presence of electron drift along an applied magnetic field has been
completed. The analysis of quantum effects that become important at high frequencies
continues. Other modes under study are the drifted-helicon wave with its self-magnetic
field, and nonlocal effects on the helicon surface-wave mode.
L. D. Smullin, A. Bets, R. J. Briggs, R. R. Parker
*This work was supported by the National Science Foundation (Grants_GK-57"
and J3K- 1165) _-_b ")
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I. SYSTEM C: ION-CYCLOTRONWAVE GENERATION
The studyof ion-cyclotron wave excitation andpropagation in System C has been
completedandthe results will be submitted to the Department of Electrical Engineering,
M.I.T., as anSc.D. thesis.
Oneof the results of this study is the solution of the eigenvalueproblem previously
posed.1 In addition to the exact solution, we have obtainedgoodapproximate solutions
in two mutually exclusive regions of plasma parameters, oneof which corresponds to
the "zero- electron mass" approximation.
R. R. Parker
1.
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2. BEAM-PLASMA DISCHARGE: SYSTEM D
Oscillations Stimulated by a DC Beam
A DC beam has been injected into the afterglow of the beam-plasma discharge to
study the interaction of a low-energy (<1 kV) beam with a plasma that has a significant
fraction of its electron density in the form of hot electrons. We see oscillations in the
250-1000 Mc range, which cease at the times corresponding to the electron plasma fre-
quency {as determined by the previously measured density decay), dropping below the
particular frequency that is being observed. Low-frequency oscillations in the range
1-50 Mc are observed 50-150 msec after the main discharge. We are now attempting
1
to correlate these observations with the work of Lieberman.
Characteristics of the Unstable Afterglow
The DC beam described above triggers an instability when the gas pressure is below
the level of normal operation. One characteristic of this instability is a sharp drop in
the diamagnetism. Since we can interpret rapid (<5-10 msec) changes in the diamag-
netism, we can use this instability to determine the plasma diamagnetism at times in
the afterglow that are greater than the flux diffusion time through the discharge-tube
wall. The range of observed diamagnetism is shown in Fig. XXI-1, wherein we have
assumed that all of the hot electrons are lost in the instability, that is, the diamagnetism
of the plasma drops to zero.
Previously reported observations 2 of oscillations following the occurrence of an
instability have been extended. The oscillations are observed as low as 1 kMc-- lower
than the electron cyclotron frequency (~3 kMc). Raising the magnetic field ~50 per cent
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Fig. XXI- 1.
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does not eliminate the oscillations near 1 kMc.
The particle flux to the walls and ends of the system following an instability has been
observed. The net current out of the ends of the system is negative, and the net current
to the walls is positive. If this is interpreted as meaning that electrons are lost axially
and ions radially, the currents approximately account for the total number of par-
tides in the system at the time of the instability.
Pressure Measurements
two
o
10 -4
10-5
The Veeco-Gauge gauge factor has been determined with a McLeod gauge to be
for hydrogen, in agreement with data furnished by Veeco. 3 The pressure
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Fig. XXI- 2. Marshall valve pressure
transient.
transient for the Marshall valve is
shown in Fig. XXI-2. The upper
curve is the pressure ~2 inches in
front of the collector, and the lower
curve is the pressure at the gun end
of the system. The peak pressure
was adjusted to be the same as the
peak pressure used for previously
reported measurements of the discharge
characteristics.
X-ray spectrum measurements are
now being made to determine the tem-
perature of the hot electrons. A
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beryllium window and a thin sodium iodide scintillation crystal are being installed to
facilitate measurement of the spectrum down to lO keV.
The author wishes to acknowledge the use of the facilities of the National Magnet
Laboratory for the experiments described above.
R. R. Barts ch
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3. CROSS-FIELD BEAM-PLASMA EXPERIMENT
Preliminary experiments have been carried out on the cross-field beam-plasma
apparatus described in a previous report. 1 In these initial observations three types of
beams have been used: (i) an axially flowing hollow beam obtained by having B r and BL,
as previously described, 1 pointing in the same direction and equal in magnitude; (ii) an
axially flowing hollow beam rotating about its axis obtained by having B L and B r oppo-
sitely directed and equal in magnitude; and (iii) an axially flowing scalloped beam
obtained by setting B L = 0.
With any of these beams it is possible to operate the discharge in two regimes. The
first regime is characterized by ionization of the gas only in the region of the beam. The
second regime is encountered by increasing the pressure of the background gas and the
perveance of the beam. In the last regime a beam-plasma discharge takes place, and
gas in the entire drift region can be ionized.
The initial measurements have shown low-frequency, narrow-bandwidth oscillations to
be present in the low pressure-low perveance regime. These oscillations range in fre-
quency from 10to 200 kHz, and in some cases are essentially pure sine waves. Oscillations
also have been observed in the beam-plasma-discharge regime. These oscillations are of
wider bandwidth and higher in frequency (~100 mHz)than the low-frequency oscillations.
Experiments are now being carried out to verify a thin-beam electrostatic model of
the system operating in the low pressure-low perveance regime.
B. R. Kusse, A. Bets
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4. SHEET MODELS OF THE BEAM-PLASMA DISCHARGE WITH PLASMA DENSITY
GRADIENTS ALONG THE BEAM
Previously, we found we had to include a very large collision frequency (v = 0.2_0p)
to justify our assumption that the plasma remained linear at the point of initial beam
overtaking. 1 In this case the plasma had a uniform density, and we velocity-modulated
the beam at the plasma frequency. We find that the introduction of a longitudinal plasma
density gradient produces a much less intense interaction, even in the absence of col-
lisions or temperature. If we velocity-modulate the beam at the local plasma frequency
near the gun, this frequency will be different from the local plasma frequency at the point
of initial overtaking. That is, the bunches formed at overtaking will strike the plasma
off-resonance, and the fields there will be much less.
Linear Theory: Continuum Model
We shall now derive the linearized equations for a beam-plasma interaction with the
plasma density increasing linearly from the gun. We shall then compare computer
experiments with these linearized results.
The model is one-dimensional, with a cold, collisionless plasma whose density is
given by
2 2
_p(Z)= + a z. (1)
We assume that all variables oscillate at _, the local plasma frequency at z = 0.
im_v =eE
P
8vb
im _v b+ mVob 8z - e E (3)
8E PP + Pb
az E°
8-_[Pop(Z) Vp] : -i ¢ pp
a
8---z[Pob Vb + Pb Vo] = -i _ Pb'
(4)
(5)
(6)
where Vp, pp, Vb, Pb are the first-order velocities and charge densities,
assumed constant. By manipulation of Eqs. 1-6, we obtain
8z 2 o -_-_-z + i_a- z+_ zo pb Vb = 0.
and Pob is
(7)
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The solutions to Eq. 6, for z < 0, are
VbI~exp_v_-o / OL _oo (_)1/
/-i_z \ Fz_pb zl, (95Vbii~expk- --o)'oL- T (-7//
and for z > 0,
Vb , exp ___o ) oL--_o (a) 1/ (10)
VbII exp_-_°/ Ko - (z) . (115
The expressions for the other variables can be obtained from Eqs. 1-6. In particular,
m _x°pb
= exp
EI VbI e v _r_
o
1Vo / Il ; z > 0 (12)
The physical meanings of the Vbi I solutions are still unclear. Attempts to excite
them in computer experiments have failed, thus far. We note that if "a" were negative
(a linearly decreasing density} the solutions for z > 0 and z < 0 would be reversed.
Nonlinear Theory: Computer Sheet Model
For "a" positive, the I ° solution is easily excited in a computer experiment. This
calculation was done as reported previously,1 except a Runge-Kutta integration technique
was used throughout, in place of the Milne method. Energy conservation is now better
than 0. 5 per cent. Snapshots of normalized beam-sheet velocity and acceleration
(-eE/m) versus distance are shown in Figs. XXI-3 and XXI-4. The solid lines in each
figure indicate the predictions of the linear theory. Times are normalized to _0po, dis-
tances to 0.4Vo/_0po. The density is po(Z) = 0. 15 Po + 0. 001 z.
The plasma first-order charge density is approximately 11 per cent of po(Z5 at the
point of maximum field. With a suitable correction for finite beam diameter, it should
be even less. This matter is under study at present.
J. A. Davis
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5. SHEET MODEL OF A PLASMA SLAB
We have continued the study of nonlinear plasma slab oscillations with a charge-
sheet model, l' 2 The oscillations were initiated by a uniform displacement 8 of an
electron cloud that is cold in equilibrium and has thickness d. Several new aspects of
the investigation are reported here.
Dependence of the Scrambling Rate on Initial Perturbation
2
From electron-sheet trajectories given previously, it can be seen that for small
initial displacements the scrambling which originally occurs near the surface propagates
in toward the center of the slab at a constant rate. It has been noted that the rate of
scrambling propagation is a function of the initial displacement. For the data points
shown in Fig. X-XI-5, the rate of scrambling propagation is directly proportional to the
initial displacement. The rate R s is described by
R s = 1.33 fp8, (1)
where f is the plasma frequency in cycles per second, and 8 is the initial displacement.P
The numerical factor was determined from Fig. XXI-5. Since the scrambling propagates
Fig. XXI- 5.
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Rate of scrambling propagation as a function of initial displacement.
in from both sides of the slab, the time, At, at which the ordered plasma oscillations in
the entire slab have been destroyed is given by
T--= 0.38 ,
P
where Tp is one plasma period, Tp = 1/fp.
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Maximum Energy in the Random Motion
The initial energy given to the slab by a uniform displacement perturbation is entirely
in the form of potential energy. If U denotes the initial energy per unit area of the slab,
o
we have
U ° = _ N 1-[ , (Z)
where N is the total number of particles per unit area, and m is the mass of an electron.
The second term inside the brackets is due to the nonuniform electric field near the
1 m(COp6) 2boundary. Note that for small displacements, U ° =-ff N.
As the scrambling propagates into the slab, the number of particles N s that have
scrambled (those that are no longer oscillating coherently at the plasma frequency)
steadily increases. These particles initially had a total energy given by
U s = Tm(_pS) z N s. (3)
If the scrambled particles are assumed to have a Maxwellian velocity distribution
f(V) given by
f(V) - s (kdD_) 1 V z-_ exp
2 kT the total kinetic energy of
where V=¢ andk D - m_ 2,
P
these particles
(4)
would be
,.oo 1UTh = _ ym v2f(v) dv (5)
or
1 2
UTh = _m Ns(_pkD) . (6)
We can obtain an upper bound to the temperature or Debye length, kD, of the
scrambled particles by assuming that all of the initial energy given to the scrambled
particles appears as random kinetic energy. Using Eq. 3 and 6, we find
kD = 6. (7)
Numerical Example
The bar-graph velocity distribution for scrambled particles is shown in Fig. XXI-6
for a slab modeled by 129 electron sheets. The distribution was averaged in time over
one plasma period when t/Tp = 16. The initial displacement was (6/d) = 0. 0117, so that
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Fig. XXI-6. Time average velocity distribution of scrambled particles
for t/Tp = 16,andd 6--- = 0. 0117.
at this time (in agreement with Fig. XXI-5) approximately half of the particles have
scrambled, or N = 65. A Maxwellian was fitted to the bar-graph and the Debye
s
length was determined to be
k D
-- = 0. 007. (8)d
k D
Thus -_ = 0.64, and we find that approximately 40 per cent of the initial energy given
to the scrambled particles appears as energy in the random motion.
H. M. Schneider
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6. STABILITY CRITERIA FOR DISPERSION RELATIONS CONTAINING
BRANCH POINTS
The stability criteria of Bers and Briggs were developed for plasma dispersion rela-
1
tions, A{_,k), which are single-sheeted inthe k-plane. The application of the criteria
2
to dispersion relations which have branch cuts has been studied, and some additional
thoughts concerning this last type of dispersion relation are presented here.
Many dispersion relations have no branch points with the k-plane and can be analyzed
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perfectly well by the original formulation of the stability criteria. It shouldbe pointed
out that the expressionfor the roots, co(k),obtainedfrom the dispersion relation A = 0,
has branch points in the k-plane, and a number of sheets corresponding to the number
of roots of co for a given k. This does not mean that the dispersion relation has branch
points. The original formulation of the stability criteria only breaks down when the dis-
persion relation itself is associated with more than one sheet in the k-plane.
One example of a dispersion relation with a branch line in the k-plane is the following
one for longitudinal plasma waves in a single-species plasma:
2 af (u)
co o
p f+6- aucoA(co, k) = 1 - -- du.
- k2 J-s u-g
lim 5 --_
This function has branch points in the k-plane at (R 5 co
Fig. XXI-7. This can be demonstrated by taking as f
o
Then A(co, k) becomes
og _ tan- 1 .
A(co, k)- co2 a2 \5 + -_/
k 2 +
' 5 5 "1
a resonance function fo - --
(i)
See
2 2"
u +a
It can be seen that this function has branch points as described above.
k-plane
F
k reo I
ki
Fig. XXI-7. Branch cut in k-plane for A(co, k)
describing logitudinal plasma
waves, under the assumption of
real ¢0 positive and imaginary co
negative.
The Fourier contour of the stability criteria is taken along the real k-axis. In
applying the stability criteria for single-sheeted dispersion relations, one investigates
the roots k = k(co) as co is swept from the lower half co-plane to the real co-axis. Absolute
instabilities occur when k-roots pinch the deformed Fourier contour during these sweeps.
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It will be shown that this same condition applies to dispersion relations with branch points
in the k-plane, Care must be taken however, to make sure that the Fourier contour is
really pinched.
The dispersion relation A(_, k) in Eq. 1 can be approximated by _1(_, k) and A2(_ , k),
where
2 Of
_o o
AI(_ ,k) = 1 ---_" g u du; Im _o_<0
2 af
_ o
&2(_, k) -- 1 _ _Su du; Im _->0._°
_) U--'_
This approximation is good, except near the origin of the k-plane, around the branch
points, and becomes better as 5 -* co. The regions of validity are shown in Fig. XXI-8,
with the Fourier contour on only one sheet.
killll
I .A: (w,k II
dane
J one
kr sheet
other
sheet
Fig. XXI-8. A 1 and A z approximations to A(¢0, k).
Now consider the roots k = I A1 obtained from Zi 1 for sweeps of _. If they behave
as shown in Fig. XXI-9, they most definitely pinch the deformed Fourier contour and
predict an absolute instability. If, however, they collide as shown in Fig. XXI-10,
more care must be taken to determine whether or not the deformed Fourier
contour is really pinched.
In order to see these poles collide, analytic continuation must be performed
and the branch lines deformed. In doing this it can be seen the Fourier con-
tour is pushed up and the collision does not pinch the contour. Consequently,
no absolute instability is predicted.
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Fig. XXl-9. Absolute instability roots of Al(_,k).
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Fig. XXI-I0. Roots of _i(¢o,k) that do not pertain to an absolute instability.
By extending these arguments, it can be seen that a collision of k-roots obtained
from _1(_, k) leads to an absolute instability if one root crosses the positive real k-axis,
but does not lead to an absolute instability if the collision occurs as a result of a
crossing of the negative real k-axis. Similarly, a collision of k-roots obtained from
A2(_ , k) leads to an absolute instability only if one root crosses the negative real k-axis.
B. R. Kusse
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7. FINITE LARMOR RADIUS EFFECTS IN THE INTERACTION OF ELECTRONS
WITH HIGH-FREQUENCY ACOUSTIC WAVES
We have previously reported 1 on an analysis of the classical dispersion relation for
electrons interacting with acoustic waves in a solid.
A physical picture of the interaction and, in particular, the effects of a finite Larmor
radius, which come into the electron dielectric constant through the Bessel functions, can
be obtained by considering the particle motion along the wave. The energy exchanged
between any given particle and the electric field of the wave is given by E • -_: As we
are considering a longitudinal acoustic wave, -E is along q, the wave vector. Thus it is
sufficient to consider the zero-order trajectory of a particle along a coordinate axis in
the _ direction as a function of time given by
w_. sin e
= (WilXq x ° + cos e)t ¢°c cos (_ct+_),
where x ° and _ are the arbitrary initial position and phase, wit is the velocity along the
external magnetic field, Bo' wl is the velocity across the magnetic field, _0c is the
electron-cyclotron frequency, and e is the angle between the wave vector and B o. If we
consider a longitudinal wave of the form
E = E ° I-_ cos (qx_c0t),
then the force on the electron is
_ q ( qj'w2" c°s (¢°ct+¢)) 'F = -eE ° I-_ cos qx ° + (qllWll-0_)t _°c
where qlt = q cos e, and q j_ = q sin e. The results of computations on this equation for
a particular value of initial position and phase are shown in Fig. XXI-II. Figure XXI-1 la
is just the electron velocity along "q attributable to the Larmor orbit; Fig. XXIol lb and
1 lc are the force on a particle for parameters such that the resonance ate0-qliWll + _c = 0
%w±
is satisfied. The first is for a value of p =_ (which is 2w times the ratio of the elec-
_0
C
tron Larmor radius to the wavelength} near the first maximum of Jl' and the second for
a value of p near the first zero. Figure XXI-11d and lle are similar, except that here
the resonance is ¢o - q_iwi + 3_oc = 0 and the p values refer to the first maximum and
zero of J3" It is easily seen that the value of E • v averaged over a cyclotron period
is much larger for p values near the maximum of the Bessel functions, and
decreases rapidly for values of p near a zero of the Bessel functions.
No conclusions can be drawn about the direction of energy flow between the particles
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Fig. XXI-11. (a) Unperturbed velocity of a particle along the wave, owing to
its Larmor orbit. (b) Force on the particle caused by the wave
for parameters such that ¢0- qllWll + _c = 0 and p is near the
first maximum of Jl" (c) Same as (b), except that p is near
first zero of Jl" (d) and (e) Same as (b)and (c), except that
the parameters are such that ¢0- qllw;_ + 3_ c = 0.
and the wave on the basis of this picture. The reason for this is that if the total energy
exchange averaged over the randomly distributed initial position and phase is considered,
it is easily seen that <F.V>x = 0. The direction of energy flow depends, of course,
o,¢ 1
on the derivatives of the distribution function in the manner previously discussed.
S. R. J. Brueck
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B. Applied Plasma Physics Related to Controlled Nuclear Fusion
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RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
1. Material and Engineering Experiments Related to Controlled Fusion
We have continued studies of material damage by 14-MeV neutrons, which will be a
serious problem in any controlled nuclear fusion reactor. Irradiation of small metal
samples continues, with the use of the weak (1010 neutrons/sec) Texas Instrument
Company accelerator that is available. A radiation damage-detection technique that
enables observation of the small expected damage has been used. The measured dam-
age will be compared with theoretical estimates.
We hope to continue experiments on the neutron and gamma-ray spectra from mock-
up fusion blanket assemblies.
D. J. Rose, G. R. Odette
2. Feasibility Studies of Controlled Fusion
Calculations of hypothetical controlled fusion system parameters will be carried out
to determine the improvement expected by modifying the moderator to contain pure liq-
uid metal, and by modifying other material specifications.
D. J. Rose, L. M. Lidsky
3. Intense Neutron Sources
Preliminary calculations indicate that it may be possible to build a 14-MeV neutron
source with 1015 n/cm 2 sec intensity at the target position by using the Mach cone of a
freely expanding jet as a windowless gas target. A detailed investigation of such neu-
tron sources has been started with the primary objective of solving the hydrodynamic
equations for duct flow with intense heating. This will be followed by an analysis of the
system to find the optimal pressure ratios, expansion factors, diffusor design, and so
forth.
L. M. Lidsky, D. G. Colombant
This work was supported by the National Science Foundation (Grant GK-1165).
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4. Experimental Plasma Turbulence
Work continueson the long "quiescent" plasma column developedduring the last two
years. To be studied noware (a) ion temperature, including comparisonwith various
theoretical estimates; (b) determination of onset conditions for various unstablemodes
prevalent in such columns; (c) determination of the conditions for most nearly quies-
cent operation; (d)propagationof weak(linear) perturbing wavesin the quiescentplasma;(e) measurementof the correlation function of the fluctuations in the plasma under var-
ious operating conditions; (f)a comparison of conditions in the plasma during "quiescent"
operation with predictions of quasi-linear theory.
We havelisted more research work than canbe accomplishedin oneyear; there are
manyprojects waiting for this popular and useful device.
K. Chung, L. M. Lidsky, D. J. Rose
5. Confinementof Hot-Electron Plasmas
Wehave generatedbeam-plasma discharge plasmas in mirror, cusp, and stuffed-
cuspmagnetic fields and are engagedin measurementsof their similarities and differ-
ences. The mirror-contained plasma is distinguished from the cusp-containedplasma,
for example, by a muchhigher temperature for the energetic group (35 kev vs ~10 key)
and a higher level of density fluctuation. We plan to identify the types of instabilities
present in these several systems, giving special attention to distinguishing the instabil-
ities driven by the high- and low-energy electron groups.
L. M. Lidsky, C. E. Wagner
6. Particle Diffusion in Weakly Turbulent Plasma
We have studied the motion of particles in weakly turbulent plasma. Particular
emphasis has been given to the conditions under which the distribution function satisfies
a diffusion equation. Explicit expressions for the diffusion coefficient have been derived.
The growth (or damping) rates of the turbulent wave spectrum can be calculated from
the rate of energy and momentum transfer between particles and waves.
W. M. Manheimer, T. H. Dupree
7. Particle Motion in Large Amplitude Waves
We are attempting to calculate the time evolution of the distribution function for a
single nonlinear wave. It is hoped that the solution of this problem can then be applied
to strong narrow-band turbulence. In this regime particle trapping, or strong reflec-
tions from potential maxima, is an important feature of the motion. This feature is not
included in present weak-turbulence theory.
T. S. Brown, T. H. Dupree
8. Computer Experiments on Turbulent Plasma
A computer program has been written to compute the particle distribution
function for a given arbitrary spectral density of the electric field. The influ-
ence of the spectrum on particle motion can be studied in detail and compared
with various theories. The distribution function and the electric field are not
required to satisfy Maxwell's equation. Dropping this "self-consistency" constraint
leads to a much more accurate computer simulation of the Vlasov equation, and also
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gives the experimenter completefreedom to specify the spectrum.
R. W. Flynn, T. H. Dupree
1. OSCILLATIONSIN THE HOLLOW-CATHODEDISCHARGEARC
We report here the observation of plasmaoscillations in the highly ionized Argon
plasma producedby the hollow-cathodedischarge arc (HCD). 1 Oscillations were detected
by Langmuir probes at various values of plasma parameters. As expected, we observed
a close relation between the oscillations and the plasma stability..
1
In our HCD, we can vary the confining magnetic field in the drift-tube region, the
magnetic field over the source region, the neutral pressure in the drift-tube region, the
gas-feed rate through the hollow cathode, the gas-feed rate through the hollow anode, the
current flow to the anode plate and the column length of the drift tube. Although varying
each parameter may affect others, we can vary them rather freely in some restricted
regions. In this observation we set the column length at its maximum, and the cathode
feed rate at 1 atm-cc/sec, unless it is otherwise noted. We used 1/8" I.D., 0. 015"
thick, tantalum tube for the cathode, and the inner radius of each baffle was 1 5/8". The
probes were located in the drift tube near the baffle and also near the axial mid-point.
The radial positions of the probes were changed, and the probes were either floated or
biased to the ion saturation voltages. Typically, the plasma density was around 1013/cc
and the radius of the arc column was 1/2".
At fixed gas-feed rate and drift-tube magnetic field, we found significant changes in
the frequencies and magnitudes of the oscillations as we varied the source magnetic
field. In Fig. XXI-12 we show a series of oscilloscope pictures of power spectra and
time-resolved responses of the oscillations. The probes were located 1/4" from the
axis and floating. At lower source magnetic fields (a, b or e), there are distinctive sig-
nals at 75 kc and its multiples. In fact, we observed similar oscillations at other drift
field values. The interesting point is that the fundamental frequency is almost at the
ion-cyclotron frequency, which is 75 kc for this particular case. Harmonics are very
strong for these oscillations. We also noticed that this oscillation disappears abruptly
as we increase the source magnetic field over a certain value. If we compare
Fig. XXI-12d and 12e, we see that the disappearance of this oscillation is very sudden,
and the plasma column itself undergoes sudden changes in its density and brightness.
Note the doubling of the neutral pressure despite the very small change in the source
magnetic field. Also, the current to the anode plate changes a lot, although we do not
change the gas-feed rate or the external load resistance. Notice in Fig. XXI-12b that
when we increased the neutral pressure by an additional anode gas feed, we found that
the harmonics were very much subdued, and the oscillation could be relatively reduced
somewhat, as compared with the density changes of the plasma.
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Fig. XXI-12. Power spectra  and time-resolved responses of the oscillations. 
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As we increased the source magnet far beyond the cri t ical  value, we found a new 
kind of oscillation at lower frequencies (Fig. XXI- 12c). 
oscillations, these new oscillations a r e  very strong at  the edge of the plasma, and we 
could detect a sizable signal far from the axis. In the se r i e s  of pictures in Fig. XXI-13, 
Contrary to the other kind of 
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y = o  
i b j  i c i  
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3 
Fig. XXI-13. Radial profile of the oscillations. 
we display the signals from different radial positions. We note smaller  signals near  
the center  (Fig XXI-13e vs  13f) in the case of lower frequency oscillations. Previously 
reported "quiet" plasma,' which was produced by the same HCD machine, could be 
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obtained by controlling the magnetic fields to somewhere near the critical values
at which the sudden change of plasma density and the onset of plasma oscilla-
tion occurred. In order to obtain the "quiet" plasma, we must reduce the low-
frequency type of oscillation by lowering the source magnetic field to its critical
20 -
(%) 10 -
0 I I I I I I I
120 160 200 240 280 320 360
3 X Isource
Fig. XXI-14. Percentage of fluctuations with respect to the plasma density.
Cathode Feed = 1 atm-cc/sec
I d = 125 A===>B d = Z. 5 kGauss
Anode Feed = 0. 1 atm cc/sec
1 .
= _-- m. (near the edge of the plasma}.
value and introducing a small amount of the anode gas feed. In Fig. XXI-14
we see the percentage density fluctuation with respect to the source magnetic
field. The minimum value of the fluctuation percentage in this particular set
of parameters is rather high {8%). If we had measured at the center of the
plasma column, we would have recorded a much lower value. This is due to
higher plasma densities and lower fluctuation level at the center. Incidentally,
the fluctuation illustrated by Fig. XXI-14 was measured by the probes biased
at ion-saturation voltages.
The probes biased to ion-saturation voltages registered similar responses
with the probes floated. Thus we speculate that the oscillations are electro-
static. Using several probes located at different positions axially and azimuth-
ally, we studied the propagation of the oscillation. We found that the higher
frequency oscillations associated with the ion-cyclotron frequency propagate from
the anode to the cathode with the phase velocity very close to the ion acoustic
wave phase velocity. On the contrary, the lower frequency oscillation, which
appeared at higher source magnetic fields, was detected as moving from the
source region to the anode. We speculate that this oscillation may be due to
the relative motion of layers of the plasma in the baffle region and thus has
a hydrodynamic origin. An independent study of the effects of the baffles is
under way.
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To summarize, we observed two types of plasma oscillations in the Argon plasma
produced by the HCD and established the close relation between the plasma oscillations
and the plasma stability, which is very helpful in obtaining the "quiet" plasma.
K. Chung
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C. Plasma MagnetohydrodynamicFlows, Waves, and Instabilities
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RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
1. In an MHD plasma, small disturbances of density and temperature are accom-
panied by small changes in constituent properties, such as conductivity and Hall param-
eter. An analytic description of all waves that can be supported by a moderate magnetic
Reynolds number MHD plasma for all directions of propagation is under study, including
the effects of parameter variations on magnetoacoustic and Alfv_n wave propagation. A
delineation of the MHD environments for which absolute and convective instabilities, if
any, can occur is to be found. A study of oscillator and/or amplifier device application
feasibility will be undertaken.
H. A. Haus
Z. It is well known that glow discharges often exhibit bright spots, and the bright
"meniscus" which develops in a hot-cathode discharge has been studied experimentally
by Emeleus. Its origin is due to the interaction of the beam of fast electrons from the
cathode with the inhomogeneous plasma in this neighborhood. The phenomena of plasma
wave amplification and Landau damping are involved. An exact mathematical theory for
this and similar phenomena is being developed.
W. P. Allis
1. ELECTRON BEAM INTERACTION WITH A SPATIALLY INHOMOGENEOUS
TEMPERATE PLASMA
This theoretical analysis of an electron beam-plasma interaction is an attempt to
model some of the experimentally observed phenomena that are typical of such a sys-
tem. Various experimental investigators have observed the randomization of the beam
energy and direction, and the abrupt commencement of plasma oscillations at a point
a small distance from where the beam enters the plasma.
In the theoretical model now under study, the beam and plasma are considered as
separate entities, coupled electrostatically by Poisson's equation. The plasma is
assumed to be collisionless and temperate, and the beam is sufficiently diffuse that it
does not significantly perturb the plasma as a result of collisions. The geometry of
the beam-plasma system consists of a z-directed electron beam having the same
*This work was supported principally by the National Science Foundation (Grant
GK-1165).
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cross-section dimensions as the plasma. The beam is assumedto be spatially homo-
geneousandto have a directed velocity, vo, which is a constant. The plasmahas a one-
dimensional density distribution, Gk(Z), andis spacially homogeneousin the other two
directions. Under these initial assumptions, the plasma andthe beam may be modeled
by the collisionless Vlasov equation.This equationis written separately for eachspecies:
plasma ions, plasma electrons, and beam electrons. The distribution functions involved
are split into zero- andfirst-order parts, andzero-order parts are assumedto be inde-
pendentof time and separable in the remaining spaceandvelocity variables. Thefirst-
order portions are assumedto beperiodic in time; and, becauseof the comparatively
large mass and inertia of the plasma ions, first-order perturbations of the ions are
neglected. Substitution of these distribution functions in the Vlasov equationand linear-
ization yields first-order equationsfor the plasma andbeam electrons of the form
85f _ e8--_--+ v- _Sf _e_ . 5f - -- 5E G(z) . _ f = 0. (1)m m v
In Eq. l, E and 6E are the zero- and first-order electric fields respectively, f(v)G(z)
is the separable zero-order distribution function, and 6f is the first-order distribution
function. If we assume that the electric fields are z-directed and functions of z only,
Eq. 1 may be simplified to
af (v)
a6f . 86f e E(z) 05f e 5E(z) Ge(Z ) 8v - 0. (la)v z az m 8v - m
z z
With the following definitions, Eq. la may be put into the form
- , (z)
a _)v z
where the time dependence is assumed to be of the form exp(-j_t); eE/m-= a;
eSE(z) G(Z)_F(z); H is the operator 1 8
m a (J_-VxD); and D- 8z" Note that only when
aS a(z), but is a constant, can this formalism be carried out; otherwise commutativity
difficulties arise. An additional operator U is so difined that [8/OVz+H]U = 0, with
U(Vz=0) = 1 and UU -1 = U-1U = 1. Straightforward integration then yields
1 = exp -1 _v z --_- (3)U= U(Vz=0) exp a _Vz- a--- "
Then the particular solution for 5f may be written in the form
v
;0z5f = U dv z U-1Q + USf(Vz=0), (4)
where
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Q - and - exp coy z -
a 8v z
1
The formal solution indicated in Eq. 4 may be verified by direct substitution.
Although Eq. 4 is only the particular solution of Eq. la, it should be noted that the homo-
geneous solution if of no interest in this analysis. Carrying out the operations indicated
in Eq. 4 for a distribution function of the form
fk(v) = (VVk)-3/2 exp-_kk u2+(Vz-V°'k)2 ' (5)
2 2 2
where u = v x + Vy, v k is the thermaI velocity, and vo, k is the directed velocity of the
k th specie, yields the following result for 8f:
5fk(V, Vo} = fk(_,Vo)fl --- 2Aa+ 2Aa (Vz+B/2A) + _A (-Vz+_ --"n=1 n![Z A)]2 a
(6)
The infinite series of Eq. 6 results from an asympototic expansion of an error function
that arises from the finite limits of integration of the exponential of Eq. 5. Also, A =
1/Vk+ D/Za, and B=-Ijco/a+ZVo, k/V21. Equation 6 is an infinite-order differential
equation, and is formally the solution for 5f k.
Integration of Eq. 6 over velocity space yields a formal result for the first-order
particle number density, 6n k, or the first-order charge density 6p k = -eSnk:
o0
where C
n
5p k = -
n= 1
la 2 D12n- 1v k
_n + -2- (-1)n(2n)!
+
n!
m= 1
= 1.3.5 • ... • (2n-l), and
F
m,n
Fm, n =
a 2 D/n-1vk
_2__ n + )-
\Vk/ (VoD-Jco) zn
( 2Irav k
a + -_--D
eFk(Z),
[1.3 • ... • (2m-l)][(2n+l)(2n+2) • .... (2n+2m)]
(2m)!
(7)
In the case of current interest, two species k are considered, plasma electrons and
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beam electrons.
beamelectrons with k = b; substitution of Eq. 7 in Poisson's equation, with v
o,e
By identifying the plasma electrons with the subscript k = e and the
=0
for the plasma electrons, yields
00
ZSPk 2 ]
EO = -Wp
n= 1
<a'2 2n-' ¢ "e2710
C n + -_D; (-1)n +_ (za_n +--_-
(_o2_)v!_n kVZe) In
2 ]9) ?m
CO V
a + -_ (-1) mV
1
+ _ Fm, n
m, Ve _oT
ge(Z) 6E(z)
D6E =--
00
:'"I]
n=l
v-. (2 7'"bC n +-_-D
+]
m= 1
a 2 _n-1
(-l)n (2n) !(___hn + _ D)
n[ . Zn\Vb / (VoD-J _)
F
m,n [___b_b (VoD-j_)21m.
BE(z). (8)
2 = NeeZ/meEo ' and ¢oI =In Eq. 8, Ge(Z ) = Nege(Z), and Gb(Z ) = N b. Also, 0_p
NbeZ/meEo . Equation 8 is the formal differential equation for BE(z).
Possible solutions of Eq. 8 have been considered for the case in which a = 0, the
zero-order velocity distribution function of the beam is a delta function, 5(Vz-Vo), and
3 Z
only first-order terms in the plasma temperature, T e = _- re, are retained. Then Eq. 8
may be simplidied to
¢°z_ITeD3 Jl
Nb D 8|
ge(Z) BE(z) + Ne (v°D-J_) z E_
(8a)
For a cold plasma T e is small and the first term in square bracketts may be neglected.
Then, one integration of (8a) yields
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Ez t t2 2COp 2j_ COp Vo P1 - 7 ge(z DZ6E Vo ¢o ¢0- -T ge (z) + jto Z ge (z DSE
+ - _ p __ZJ_ ge (z) _ _-Zge (z 6E = K 1,L e' '-Vo (8b)
where K 1 is the integration constant.
For a linear plasma density variation, the coefficient of the second derivative term
is of the form
1 - aZ(z) = 1 - a_z,
in which it is assumed that
Z
tO
P
aZ(z) = ---_ge(Z)
tO
aZ(z)= a_z
aZ(z=0) = 0
aZ(z=l) = a z1"
Then Eq. 8 may be put in the form of the general Bessel differential
tion
xZDZ6E + x[Z+ZEx] Dx6E + _tOb___ox + ZEx + EZX
L al
5E = K I,
I JtO
where x ---_- z, and ¢ =--.V
a 1 o
The homogeneous solution of Eq. 9 is
I-j tOtx1
6E(x) = x -1/2 exp L-_-oJ
or in terms of z,
equa-
(9)
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VI ) _,-olz) cijI122___b_b: 2 _i/z]LOlVo,1-°1") J
: ,. ,,/zfl
+c_Y,F-_ ,l_o1_)L°lvo j_. (10)
Note that Eq. 10 is singular for a2(z) = 1, the point where the local plasma frequency
C0p(Z) equals the excitation frequency, Co. Figure XXI-15 illustrates the typical wave
2
growth indicated for a plasma density distribution of the form alz.
_i(z)
2
Fig. XXI-15. Typical growth of the first-order electric field; Cob <<Cop' al = 1.
The author wishes to acknowledge frequent
Professor W. P. Allis which have aided in the
present state.
and invaluable discussions with
development of this analysis to its
C. A. McNary
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RESEARCH OBJECTIVES AND SUMMARY OF RESEARCH
A. LIQUID-METAL MHD POWER GENERATION
1. Experimental Progress
The analytical solutions obtained from the "rod" flow model {see "Research on New
Concepts in Energy Conversion," Quarterly Technical Progress Report Nr. 12, p. Z)
suggest that the Mach number of the vapor entering the mixing section is slightly greater
than unity and that the thickness of the wall of the liquid nozzle can significantly affect
the values of liquid and vapor flow at which transition from subsonic to supersonic inlet
vapor Mach number occurs. During the last quarter, liquid nozzles with various wall
thicknesses (0.010"-0.080") were tested, and we found that the inlet Mach number is
indeed greater than unity. Values of the Mach number ranged from approximately 1.01
for a wall thickness t = 0.080" to approximately 1.07 for t = 0.010". Also, we found that
the value of the average liquid velocity at which the transition from supersonic to sub-
sonic vapor flow occurs depends upon the nozzle wall thickness. Because of this "lip"
effect, we decided to conduct all remaining experiments with the "sharp" nozzle
(0.461" O.D.; 0.441" I.D.).
During the next quarter, detailed impact pressure profiles of the various single-
phase and two-phase flow regions will be obtained in an attempt to determine the causes
of the observed pressure discontinuities and to determine when they can and cannot
occur.
Z. Analytical Progress
A digital computer program has been written for a constant-area tube containing a
rodlike liquid stream and an annular vapor stream, the vapor being an equilibrium two-
phase mixture. This program becomes important for the case in which the steam
reaches the liquid-vapor saturation line and subsequently becomes wet. This program
was found to give good agreement with experimentally obtained axial static pressure
distributions.
G. A. Brown, E. K. Levy
B. ALKALI-METAL MHD GENERATORS
The principal objective of this research program is to assess the feasibility of alkali-
metal MHD generators for space power generation. The emphasis for the coming year
This work was supported by the U.S. Air Force (Research and Technology Division}
under Contract AF33(615)-3489 with the Air Force Aero Propulsion Laboratory, Wright-
Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio.
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will be on studyof the behavior of a large nonequilibrium generator, which was first
operated this year, andon analysis of data obtainedin a supersonic stream of potas-
sium vapor. J. L. Kerrebrock
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RESEARCH OBJECTIVES AND SUMMARY OF RESEARCH
The production of a hot plasma usually results in an anisotropic velocity distribution
function for the constituent particles. Such distribution functions are known to be unstable
(velocity-space instabilities), and are often identified experimentally by the radio-
frequency emissions that they produce. The pulsed electron-cyclotron discharge, which
we have studied in the past, produces a hot-electron plasma. In the "afterglow" (in
between the applied microwave pulses) we have observed strong emission near the
electron-cyclotron frequency and its harmonics.
During the past year, we have carried out a theoretical stability analysis of plasmas
with anisotropic velocity distributions. This includes a classification and description
of such instabilities in terms of negative energy modes that we have proposed. Also,
during the past year we have observed three types of enhanced RF emissions from a
pulsed electron-cyclotron discharge, one that is accompanied by a loss of diamagnetic
signal, one that is accompanied by an oscillatory variation in cold-plasma density, and
one that is not accompanied by any appreciable plasma loss.
We plan to emphasize our experimental study of the proper identification and clas-
sification of the observed instabilities that occur in between the applied microwave pulses
that form and maintain the plasma. Further supporting theoretical work on stability
theory will be carried out as needed for interpreting experimental data.
A. Bers
This work is supported by the United States Atomic Energy Commission under
Contract AT(30-1 ) -3581.
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RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
1. Mechanisms of the Hollow Cathode Arc
The present experiment to determine the gaseous electronic mechanisms that are
important in sustaining the hollow cathode arc will, in all probability, be completed. The
relative importance of thermionic emission, secondary electron emission by ions, pho-
tons, metastable atoms, and so forth will be evaluated quantitatively and compared with
theoretical calculations.
M. D. Lubin, D. J. Rose
2. Interaction of Coherent Radiation and Plasmas
With the 70-80 watt cw nitrogen-carbon dioxide laser completed and the (approxi-
mately) 10 -13 watt-Hz bandwidth detector completed, we shall complete experiments on
coherent scattering of 10.6-_ radiation from a steady-state plasma with electron
density =1014 cm -3, electron temperature --3-10 eV, 50-95% ionized.
A doctoral program will be started to measure electron temperatures parallel to and
perpendicular to the magnetic field, by using laser scattering to give more direct infor-
mation on thermalization rates in the plasma.
A. A. Offenberger, L. M. Lidsky, D. J. Rose
3. Laser-Plasma Science and Technology
This heading includes gaseous electronics, plasma physics and technological aspects
of devices that are likely to be of interest as gas lasers. This work continues, with
changes of detailed topics. A small program to maximize the power-handling capability
of an insulating tube-type argon laser will be completed, with a study of the utility of
high-alumina tubes (G. E. Co. Lucalox) in such applications. A simple optical device is
being constructed which will detect incipient thermal failure of such laser column tubes.
A hollow cathode arc with side gas feed and plasma coming from both ends will be built
to see whether the hollow cathode arc type of argon plasma can be made to "lase."
Finally, a pulsed variation of the nitrogen-carbon dioxide laser will be completed.
Preliminary estimates show that it should be possible to pulse the plasma and increase
the 10.6- F output very substantially in the afterglow.
D. E. Crane, L. M. Lidsky, D. J. Rose
*This work was supported by the United States Atomic Energy Commission (Contract
_Z.gAT(30-i)-3285). ___r_)
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4. NonadiabaticScattering
The first stage in our study of nonadiabaticscattering has beencompleted.We have
measured the lifetime of electrons resonantly trapped in a magnetic-mirror field and
developeda theoretical explanationof our experimental results. The theory, which pre-
dicts the point at which first-order perturbation theoretical estimates of velocity-space
diffusion will becomeinadequateandfurnishes a higher order estimate of the diffusion
coefficient, hasapplicability to a wide range of problems. We are nowinvestigating the
following problems.
(i) Scattering in long coherencelength, nonresonantperturbations.
(ii) Small-angle (in velocity space}scattering in very weak resonant perturbations.
The toroidal device developedfor this study provides over 100transits of the pertur-
bation region andvery high sensitivity to changesin the direction of the velocity vector.
(iii) The possibility of using the techniques developedin our study of the corkscrew
system to studywave-particle scattering with a view toward furnishing an experimental
test of somepredictions of plasma kinetic theory.
L. M. Lidsky, D. J. Rose, R. W. Moir, M. Murakami
A. NONADIABATIC TRAPPING IN TOROIDAL GEOMETRY
Onegoal of the toroidal injection experiment hasbeen achieved: The nonadiabatic
injection of a cw electron beam into a toroidal magnetic field to produce a circulating
electron stream.
The experiment (described more fully in previous reports 1) is a 6-meter circum-
ference torus, with 11-cm minor diameter and 70Gaussmain field. An electron beam
of a few microamperes at 1500eV was injected through an injector snoutwith 80%of the
energy perpendicular to B. A magnetic field periodically perturbed in space(corkscrew}
acted on the beam, converting perpendicular energy to parallel energy. The beam's
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Fig. XXIV-1. Rogowsky coil.
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guiding center remained on the axis, and 95%of the energywas parallel to B. This
beamthen circulated around the torus until it hit the injector snout or the walls. The
beam lifetime wasmeasuredwith an ion collector 1 anda new diagnostic, andRogowsky
coil, which is shownin Fig. XXIV-1. The electron beamwas modulatedat 45 kHz, the
self-resonant frequency of the coil; this procedure enabled detection of less than
60nampsof current. The Rogowskycoil waschosenbecauseof its insensitivity to the
low-energy secondaryelectrons that plaguecharge collector techniques.
The Rogowskycoil measurementsagreedwithin 5%with the ion collector measure-
ments, both of which indicated 4-5 transits of the beam aroundthe torus. 2 This number
is in fair agreementwith the 6.4 transits obtainedby means of a computer calculation.3
We found that the resonant perturbation, even at the field strength(B_-/B = 4.3%)used
for injection, preferentially scattered the beam energy into perpendicular motion, thereby
resulting in very rapid loss. This preferential scattering was also seen by Clarke in
his experiments on nonadiabatic scattering in mirror systems. 4
In order to increase the number of transits, we decided to inject the beam into the
torus by means of a pulsed E field. After the E field is switched off, the remaining
fields are fairly uniform, yielding adiabatic motion and many transits. Figure XXIV-Z
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Fig. XXIV-2. Electron injection system.
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shows the injection system.
The curved "drift" plates producea horizontal E field which causesthe beamto drift
vertically at the E/B speed. In order to minimize the transverse energy containedin the
cycloidal motion of the drifting electrons, the plates were madequite long (20 inches),
which gave 4 or more complete cycloids for drifting to the torus axis.
With the injection field off, the electron beamfrom the continuously operating gun
follows the magnetic field lines near the bottom of the torus to the collector electrode.
Beam inflection is producedby a flat-topped 600-V pulse with ~30 nsec rise and fall
times and variable width. The nominal injection time is ~200nsec (slightly less than
onetransit time of the beam in its motion around the torus), but is variable over a wide
range aroundthis value. Injection for larger than a single transit time results in spillage
of the beamthat is already trapped. The injection pulse is repeatedevery 16 msec, and
the beam decay(~30_sec for complete loss) is observedduring the interpulse periods.
The beam, which is actually a long column of electrons, then circulates around the
axis until it diffuses to the walls.
The diagnostic was a cylindrical tube, 3 I/4" in diameter, through which the beam
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Fig. XXIV-3.
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passed. The E-field from the beam electrons induces a voltage on the cylinder
(Fig. XXIV-3).
Figure XXIV-4a (lower trace) shows the voltage on the drift plates, and the upper
trace shows the probe signal. Each oscillation indicates one transit. The oscillation
period scales as 1/q-Ell (period = f/Vu) where E is the parallel energy of the beam.
The amplitude dies away as the beam is lost to the walls. The lower frequency oscil-
lation period is caused by rotational transform of the magnetic field (f = 2 Stellarator
coils), and is thought to be due to the transform rotating the beam around an axis dis-
placed from the axis of the torus, which thus brings the beam closer and then farther
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Fig. XXIV-4. Pickup probe data.
(a) Horizontal: 1 _sec/cm; 0.3 _sec/transit
Upper: 0. Z volt/cm
Lower: 500 volts/cm
(b) Horizontal: 5 _sec/cm; 0.3 _sec/transit
Lower: 5 mV/cm.
from the pickup probe. The transform angle a is found to be proportional to the square
of the current in the Stellarator coil. a = 360°/N= 50 ° for N = 7, where N is the number
of oscillations during one period of the low-frequency oscillation (see Fig. XXIV-4a).
Figure XXIV-4b shows a beam contained in a longer time; 37 transits for an e-folding,
and 128 transits still observable.
While our results are preliminary, the rather long lifetime of the circulating beam
meets our requirements for perturbation studies, and also provides a tool for investi-
gating the closure of drift surfaces in closed B-field systems.
R. W. Moir, L. M. Lidsky
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RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
1. Investigation of Switching Systems
There is an increasing need for systems that handle analog signals but operate in a
switching mode. Such switching systems offer efficiency, size, and weight advantages
over conventional analog systems. The analysis of these systems, however, is compli-
cated by the fact that they often take the form of closed-loop nonlinear systems. Analy-
sis and synthesis procedures are necessary in order to optimally design these systems
and to determine their ultimate performance capabilities.
The principal efforts during the past three years have been devoted to static analysis.
1
An exact static analysis has been achieved by A. G. Bose and has provided useful design
guidelines. The noise analysis has been carried out for the special case of a tunnel-
diode switching circuit by D. E. Nelsen. 2
Work is now under way to determine the dynamic performance of these systems.
During the coming year it is hoped that a better understanding of the transient response
and spectrum properties will be obtained. We also plan to extend the noise studies to
other switching devices and circuits. An eventual goal in this project is to obtain noise
models for switching devices in much the same way as we have done for noise models of
devices operating in the linear mode.
Z. Modulation Noise in Tape Recording
Modulation noise in tape recording is a wide-band noise whose intensity increases
with increasing recorded signal on the tape. The phenomenon has been well documented,
but adequate explanations and models are not available. We hope that a proper model
will aid in the development of lower noise tapes.
Extensive experiments have been made to isolate noises of other origins {electrical
and mechanical) from the modulation noise. The spectral properties of modulation noise
have been measured under varying conditions of recording and playback. A theoretical
model has been derived which relates the modulation noise to particle interaction on
the tape. .2_t _,_
*This work was supported by the Joint Ser/ices Electronics Program](U.S. Army,
U.S. Navy, and U.S. Air Force} under Contract _)A 36o039-AMC-03200(E),bftethe National
Aeronautics and Space Administration {Grant NsG-496), and the National Science Foun-
dation (Gram ,GK-835}%
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Further experiments are necessary to correlate the predictions indicated by the
model with physical observations on tape noise. Recommendations for reduction of the
noise will be made after verification of the noise model.
3. Recording and Reproduction of Sound
The design of loudspeakers and of recording techniques has remained a controver-
sial and poorly understood area for decades. Standards committees have not been able
to agree upon an acceptable design criterion or measurement technique for evaluation
of the commom loudspeaker. This subject is complicated by the fact that objective cri-
teria are desired for transducers whose ultimate use involves subjective evalution.
A design criterion has been developed which makes use of Green's function to pro-
duce recordings of sound as they would be heard if reproduced in a room through an
ideal transducer. A computer-aided design program has yielded the design of a practi-
cal transducer whose performance is subjectively indistinguishable from that of the
3
ideal transducer.
Efforts will now be directed toward problems in the recording of sound. The effects
of the normal mode structure of the recording environment will be investigated and the
constraints that this structure imposes upon the techniques and procedures of recording
will be determined.
4. Optimum Quantization
Exact expressions for the quantization error as a function of the quantizer param-
eters, the error-weighting function, and the amplitude probability density of the
quantizer-input signal have been derived by J. D. Bruce. 4 An algorithm based on these
expressions, which permits the determination of the specific values of quantizer param-
eters that minimize the quantization error (with respect to some particular error-
weighting function) has been developed. The error expressions and the algorithm have
been extended to the case in which the quantizer-input signal is a message signal con-
taminated by a noise signal.
During the past year studies have been concentrated in two particular areas.
a. Subjective evaluation of speech quantizer levels is small and there are require-
ments of high intelligibility and naturalness.
b. Theoretical investigation of optimum quantizers for qUantizer-input signals that
are message signals contaminated by noise.
Results have been obtained in each of these areas and are being reported. 5' 6 In
particular, it is now possible to characterize a quantizer by certain of its properties
so as to be able to say whether or not it is desirable for use in a speech-transmission
system. Also, these same properties classify the type of distortion that the quantizer
will introduce. With respect to the second area, results have been obtained for the
case in which the message signal is discrete. These results are identical to those
obtained from the ideal observer point of view in classical decision theory.
Studies in both of these areas will continue during the coming year.
5. Localization of Acoustical Phenomena
For some time, there has been evidence to indicate that the pinna (external ear)
plays a primary role in the localization of acoustical phenomena. It is proposed that
this role be studied in the forthcoming year with a view toward modeling the exter-
nal ear and simulating its role in localization.
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6. Superposition in a Class of Nonlinear Systems
In 1964, a new characterization of nonlinear systems was developed, and its appli-
cation to problems in nonlinear filtering was suggested by A. V. Oppenheim. 7 This
approach to nonlinear filtering represented a generalization of the linear filtering prob-
lem and appeared to be particularly suited to the nonlinear separation of signals that
have been nonadditively combinded.
Specific cases of interest, at present, are in the application of this technique to the
separation of convolved signals and the separation of multiplied signals. The need for
such techniques arises, for example, in the processing of signals after transmission
over multipath and fading channels, the removal of echoes from recorded speech and
music, and the analysis and bandwidth reduction of speech. It also appears, at present,
that the ability to apply these techniques to speech and music suggest some fundamen-
tally new means for modifying their characteristics and for preprocessing before
recording or transmission to enhance their quality.
Primary empahsis during the past year has been directed toward the separation of
convolved signals. The filter was simultated on a digital computer and initial studies
were carried out with both artificially generated waveforms and speech. A preliminary
investigation of the effect of additive noise on the processing was initiated.
Work will continue on a study of the separation of convolved signals. In particular,
speech with artificially generated echoes will be processed to recover the original
speech. Uncorrupted speech will also be processed in an attempt to separate the glot-
tal waveform and the impulse response of the vocal tract.
Attention will also be directed toward the extraction of the low-frequency envelope
from music and the processing of waveforms that have been subject to low-frequency
fading.
7. Wiener Theory of Nonlinear Systems
The study of this theory was initiated at the Research Laboratory of Electronics in
1949. Many doctoral theses and technical reports have been written on the subject by
members of this group. The latest doctoral thesis on the Wiener nonlinear theory was
written by R. B. Parente. 8 It contains the first solution of the dynamic stability prob-
lem of a magnetic suspension device associated with inertial guidance systems. Pres-
ent work is directed toward other applications, and the relationship between differential
equation representation and functional representation of nonlinear systems.
Y. W. Lee
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A. TRANSFERFUNCTIONSFOR A TWO-STATE MODULATION SYSTEM
1. Introduction
Bosel, 2 has described the simple two-state modulation system diagrammed in
Fig. XXV-1 andhas demonstratedthat the averageof the output switching waveform is
approximately equal to the negativeof the input voltage for fixed values of input signal.
The system has application as an efficient switching amplifier, or can operate as a
voltage regulator by havingthe input fixed at a reference voltage and powering the out-
put switching element from the voltage that is to be regulated.
In this report, transfer functions for the modulator are derived for fixed- and ramp-
input waveforms. Other aspectsof modulator operation are beingexplored; this work
will not be reported here.
2. Transfer Function, Static Input
First, consider the modulator of Fig. XXV-I with zero delay, anddenote the fixed
input xo. It is expedientto visualize the averaging of the two-state outputwaveform y(t)
as taking placein two stages. This is diagrammed (with representative waveforms) in
Fig. XXV-2. The two-state waveform y(t) is first passed through a lowpass RC net-
work, with the same time constant as the RC network appearingwithin the modulator
feedbackloop. The intermediate signal, Yi(t), which results -- identical to the modulator
R
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I --- ou,Po,
"hsxsh -
Fig. XXV-1. Two-state modulation system.
feedback signal f(t} - is then passed
through an ideal lowpass filter to yield
output y. Of course, y(t) could just
as well be passed directly through the
ideal lowpass filter to yield the same
as does the two-stage filtering pro-
cess; however, the modulator error is
graphically evident by examination of
the intermediate waveform Yi(t).
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Fig. )OCV-2. Modulator waveforms with two-stage output filter (zero-delay).
Since Yi(t) is identical to f(t), the operation of the modulator loop contrains it to
vary between -x ° - w and -x ° + w in an exponential manner. This is shown in Fig. XXV-2.
The desired output, -x o, is the midpoint value of Yi(t). The ideal lowpass filter yields
output 7 as the average value of Yi(t). Because of the unequal curvature associated
Ye(t)
l to h+Xrn
/
/
/
d /
-_fd (t)
°1/_, %, , ,
-dr ........ :'-._.:- -"
_tc ___ td to h+x_n
Fig. XXV-3. Exponential-error waveform.
with the charge and discharge portions
of the waveform Yi(t), the average is
equal to the midpoint only for x ° = 0.
In fact, it is apparent that the discrep-
ancy between average and midpoint
(the modulator error) increases as I Xol
and as w (the half-width of the exponen-
tial window) increase and acts to pro-
duce a modulator gain or transfer
function slightly greater than unity.
Consider an exponential waveform
charging and discharging toward h and
-h between limits -x +d and-x - d,
m m
where -x is the midpoint of the
m
exponential window, and d is the half-
width of the window. The object is to derive an expression for the average value
of this waveform in terms of its midpoint value and its half-width. To avoid masking
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the output error, consider subtracting the midpoint value -x m from the exponential
waveform. The resulting waveform Ye(t) has midpoint zero and varies exponentially
betweend and -d as sketchedin Fig. XXV-3.
The averageof Ye(t) is precisely _"- (-Xm}. During the charge portion of the cycle,
-t/T
fc(t) = (h+Xm) + (-h-Xm-d) e (I)
So
-tc/V
fc(tc) = d = h + x m + (-h-Xm-d) e , (2)
and
h+x +d
= T In m (3)
te h+x -d"
m
From (1) and (3),
_0_c fc(t ) = 1"dt E :>]h+Xm) In + x--ram-- - Zd . (4)
Similarly, for the discharge portion of the cycle,
t tc+td fd(t) dt = -1"
c
Xm':l[h-Xm) In m - - 2 . (5)
The average over a cycle is given by
(h+x m) Inh+x m-d (h-x m) lnh_x m-d1 tc+tdye(t) dt = h+x + d h-x + d
tc + tc "0 In m + In m
h+x +d h-x +d
m m
h+x -d h-x -d
m m
(6)
Expanding, since In ['_'/E'-E_] Z +-_- +_- + ... for < 1, we have
(_" tc+td Ye(t) dt =
1
tc + td "_0
(h+Xm) 2 m +'_'(h---_m)+... -(h-Xm) Z + (h--_xm)+..
+2[d+I
Combining terms, to second order we obtain
(7)
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which is the desired transfer function. The result of (9_ is under the assumption that
d << 1, in that terms of the order of have been neglected. The "excess-
gain" error term is of order (d) and contains a nonlinearity of the form - .
For the ease of static input and zero delay, the exponential window waveform Yi(t)
has midpoint -x ° and half-width w. For this case, then, (9) leads to
(10)
Now the effect of nonzero delay in the modulator loop will be considered. Because
of the delay, the output does not change until T d seconds after the feedback waveform
has reached -x ° + w or -x ° - w. During this time, the feedback waveform and the inter-
mediate waveform Yi(t) overshoot. The effect of delay on Yi(t) is to enlarge the
'i(t)
n'_ __
-Xo+W
-X 0
fd (t)_
-X o -W
m
Fig. XXV-4. Intermediate waveform,
static input.
exponential window and to displace its midpoint from -x o. This is diagrammed in
Fig. XXV-4. Notice that the delay-induced overshoot is more pronounced on the steeper
of the two exponential segments, tending to displace the midpoint of the waveform
toward the more distant asymptote and thus decrease the magnitude of the modulator
gain. From Fig. XXV-4,
fd(t) = -h + (h-Xo-W) e -t/T, (11}
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so
m
-Td/T
= -h + (h-Xo-W) e (12)
Similarly,
-Td/T
m 2 = h + (-h-Xo+W) e (13)
The midpoint of the exponential window, -x m, is given by
m 1 + m 2 -Td/T
-- - X e
-Xm 2 o (14)
The half-width of the exponential window, d, is given by
m2-ml (l_e-Td/T) -Td/T
d- 2 -h +we (15)
Substituting the delay-altered values of midpoint and half-width from (14)
Eq. 9 gives
-Td/T
e
[/l_e-Td/v/+ _ e-Td/Tl 2h
y =-x °
and (15) in
(16)
1_ IXoe-:d/VlZ
-Td/V
The modulator gain is reduced by a factor of e from the zero-delay case, while
the nonlinearity and parameter dependence of the result, introduced by the second term
T d
in brackets, are increased. Under the assumption that --<< 1, (16) can be written
T
+-- 7x-- 
And, for use of the modulator as a symmetric regulator, (17) predicts
(17)
2 o (18)
- h
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3. Dynamic Transfer Function, RampInput
An explicit expression for the modulator transfer function with arbitrary dynamic
input waveforms cannotbe obtained.The problem arises becausethe modulator switches
at time t in sucha manner thatthe exponentialfeedbackwaveform added to the inputs
signal equals w or -w. This producesan implicit transcendental equationfor t s which
admits an explicit solution for t s only whenthe input signal is a constant.
A useful approachis to select a particular input waveform appropriate for charac-
terizing the modulator behavior, and seekanapproximate solution for this excitation.
For a linear system the sinusoidal responseprovides an effective characterization. In
nonlinear systems suchas the two-state modulator, however, the sinusoidal response
is difficult to express (it is a function of the amplitude and DC level of the input, as well
as its frequency) and provides nogeneral information aboutthe system (since superpo-
sition doesnot apply).
The main effect of a dynamic input on modulator operation is that the modulator
must track or "keep up" with the time rate of changeof the input waveform. This time
rate of change, or slope, is characterized bya ramp waveform. With this motivation,
characterizing the dynamicresponse of the modulator by its ramp response leads to an
unexpectedbonus: althoughthe equationsdescribing the transfer function are transcen-
dental, they canbe manipulatedto yield an accurate and explicit solution for the partic-
ular case of a ramp input. It should benotedthat manywaveforms canbe adequately
modeled as a series of ramp segments, each segmentbeing onemodulator switching
period long.
Derivation of the modulator transfer function with a ramp input is facilitated by
characterizing the ramp as altering the effective width and midpoint of the exponential
window function Yi(t). Because the modulator operation is asynchronous, one cannot
specify or predict "charging" or "discharging" operation of the modulator at any partic-
ular instant of time. The desired transfer function will first be obtainedby assuming
input mean x° to take place at the center of a modulator charge cycle to give tc(Xo)= tco;
then assuming the same mean, x o, to have occurred at the center of a modulator dis-
charge cycle to give td(x o) = tdo; and taking the output to be
_'= h tc° - td° (19)
tco +tdo"
This is plausible in view of the asynchronous operation of the modulator. It will then
be shown that (19) remains unchanged when the output is defined more rigorously as the
average of y(t) over a complete cycle, and x ° is taken as the input mean over the com-
plete cycle.
Consider an input ramp x(t), with mean x ° and slope x' during the feedback charge
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cycle. The resulting exponential window waveform is plotted in Fig. XXV-5. The
switching limits plotted are the loci of Yi(t)=-x(t) + w and Yi(t) = -x(t) - w; the
Yi (t)
/ " _" "--_l -Xo-tX'
"?-_ _, I ,
l- tc "--"I
t--O
Fig. XXV-5. Intermediate waveform,
ramp input.
overshoot occurs because of the delay T d. From Fig. XXV-5,
ml =-h+ -Xo-W+X' +T
lmz=h+ k_ h-Xo+W-X' .
Therefore
mz-m I (l_e-Td/'r / -Td/T x, -Td/T
d - Z - h +w e --_-e tco
(z0)
(Zl)
(zz)
m 1 + m z -Td/'r
= - (Xo-X'Td) e (23)-Xm 2
Similar values of d and x m are obtained by regarding x ° as the mean of the input ramp
during a discharge cycle.
The problem is that d is expressed as a function of tco, hence (Z2) and (23) cannot
be plugged directly into (9) to obtain an explicit expression for y.
Recall that (9) arose from the expression
h+x +d
= Tan mtco h+ x - d" (24)
m
Or, to second order, since In
a+ET= [_ 1 (aE--')3 ]a-EJ z +-_ + ....
Z vd
tco- h+x (Z5)
m
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If the implicit expressions for d and x
m
tco =
2 T Ih(1 _e -Td/T) + w e-Td/T]
-Td/T
h + [Xo-Td x'] e
are substituted in Eq. 25,
[,x,e-V'Ito
-Td/T
h + [Xo-Td x'] e
we have
(z6)
Iterative substitution for tco yields a ratio series
t =
co _Td/T
h + [Xo-TdX' ] e I +
1
-Td/T
TXte
-Td/T
h + [Xo-TdX' ] e
(Z7)
or
ZT --e + w e-Td/
tco = . (z8)
h + [Xo+ (T-T d)x'] e-Td/T
Comparison of Eq. 28 and Eq. 25 enables identification of equivalent midpoint and half-
widths, denoted x e and d e, in explicit form:
-Td/T
xe = [Xo+ ('r-Td)X' ] e (Z9)
Now equations (29) and (30) may be substituted in Eq. (9) to give the desired transfer
function.
-Td/'r
_'= - [Xo+ (T-T d) x'] e 1+
_ e-Td / w
+--_e
It will be demonstrated next that (31) remains valid if a complete modulator cycle
t c - t d
is considered, with output _'= h_c + td and input mean x ° over the complete cycle.
The input mean during t c, from Fig. XXV-6, is
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td
XOC = X O ----_-Xt.
And, during t d the input mean is
t
C XV"
Xod = xo + -_-
Rewriting (28) in terms of the charge and discharge means yields
t
c
ZTd
e
-Td/T td
x' e-Td/T
h+ [Xo+ (T-Td) X'] e --_-
td =
ZTd
e
-Td/T tc x' e -Td/T
h- [Xo+ (T-Wd)X' ] e 2
Recalling that tco was defined as the charge period with input mean x o, and tdo
(3Z)
(33)
(34)
(35)
y(t),x(t)
I"- tc "t
Xod
l_
I-
/x(t)
_t
x°l--- td _
Xo c 2 y(t)
Fig. XXV-6. Complete modulator cycle,
ramp input.
as the discharge period with input
t =t
c co
t d = tdo
-Td/T
x w el-t
co 4"rd
e
-Td/T
x_e
I -tdo 4Td
e
t
c
t d
mean Xo, we can rewrite (34) and (35) as
(36)
(37)
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By identifying
t =t
c co
-Td/'r
x t e
4Td
e
= A, iterative substitution gives
I - Atcotdo 1
1 - Atcotdo 1 - Atcotdo
(38)
td = tdo
1 - Atcotdo
1 - Atcotdo
(39)
It is sufficient to note that
t = Bt
c co
(40)
t d = Btdo. (41)
Whence
t c - t d Btco - Btdo
y= hL + td: hB-tcoTB--_d o: htcotc--0-°+tdotd°.. (4Z)
This is the desired proof that the output average over a full cycle in terms of the
input mean x ° during this cycle is the same as that obtained by superposition of the
charge-cycle and discharge-cycle results, each taken separately to have input mean x o.
It should be pointed out that most of the transfer functions obtained here can
also be obtained by direct brute-force algebraic expansion and approximation meth-
ods on the transfer function obtained by Bose. Indeed, it was not until direct alge-
bra and computer evaluation had predicted the form of the result that the procedure
described in this report was developed. The exponential window technique presented
here is, however, simpler to apply, more intuitive, and yields results of a higher
order of accuracy than could be obtained by using direct methods and a finite quan-
tity of paper.
A computer program has been written to check the accuracy of the transfer func-
tion given by Eq. 31. For a given set of parameter values, the result predicted by (31)
is compared with the exact output found by numerical analysis methods. Results of
the program will be outlined in greater detail at a later date; however, it will be
mentioned here that over a wide range of parameters the error in (31) is typically
less than 0.Z per cent of the modulator hysteresis height. Even for the rather poor
w /T = 0.05, vx' = 0.95, the output
operating values of h = l, --_= 0.05, T d y = 0.2 andx °
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predicted by (31) is only 0.006 higher than the exact result, y'= 0.716.
The exponential window approach can be applied to evaluate a broader class of sys-
tems than the two-state modulator. For example, the response of a bang-bang servo-
mechanism can be effectively characterized by utilizing this technique.
J. E. Schindall
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B. A NEW APPROACH TO ECHO REMOVAL
In many situations one is faced with the problem of processing signals that have been
combined by convolution. Such signals occur in high-fidelity recording, sonar, multipath
communication channels, and seismology. In general, the problem is one of extraction
of one signal from the convolution of two or more. For example, if a signal s(t) is passed
through an environment that introduces echoes, the result is a signal x(t) of the form
x(t) = s(t)+ as(t-to). (i)
This signal can be thought of as the convolution of s(t) with an impulse train as in Eq. 2a
and Eq. 2b.
x(t) = s(t) ® ua(t)
ua(t) = Uo(t) + aUo(t-to).
If the signal s(t) is to be recovered, the impulse train must be removed.
(2a)
(2b)
Alternatively,
if only information regarding the presence and the timing of the echo is required, it might
be desirable to remove the signal s(t) and recover only the impulses.
The system shown in Fig. XXV-7 has been proposed for the purpose of separating
convolved signals. 1 It has been shown 2' 3 that such a system is a member of a larger
class of nonlinear systems called homomorphic systems which obey a generalized prin-
ciple of superposition. In Fig. XX-V-7a, the system L is a linear system obeying super-
position in the conventional sense, and the system A® is specified by Fig. XXV-7b,
where X(f) is the Fourier transform of x(t), and
x(f) = log x(f).
The system A is simply the inverse of A_. From the definition of A®, it can be
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shownthat if
x(t) = xl(t ) @ Xz(t),
then
A ,t_ A
x(t) = xl(t) + xz(t ).
In this report, some results pertaining to the removal of echoes,
tem of Fig. XKV-7a, will be given and an example will be discussed.
(3)
by using the sys-
_(t)
(a)
_l_ FOURIER Jx(t) TRANSFO M X(f)
log ( )
(b)
J INVERSE
FOURIER
TRANSFORM )
Fig. XXV-7. (a) Canonic form for convolution filter.
(b) Realization of the system A®.
In order to understand how to choose the linear system L in any filtering application,
it is necessary to characterize the signals that will be present at the output of system A_.
Some results will be given without proof for some typical signals that arise in the removal
of echoes from speech signals. Following the presentation of these results, is a dis-
cussion of their application.
1. Echoes
Equation 2 shows the form of a signal with a single echo of amplitude a and delay t o.
From Eq. 3, it is seen that
_(t) = _(t) + _ (t). (4)
a
A
The signal u (t) can be shown to be
a
0o
_ (t) --
n= 1
n
(- 1 )n+ 1 ___ Uo(t_nto ) if a< 1. (s)
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2. Aperiodic Waveforms
General results are not known about the response of system A_to an arbitrary
waveform. For an aperiodic function p(t), which is zero for t < 0 and has a Fourier
transform that is a rational function of j2wf, however, something can be said about
the response p(t) for t > 0.
It is found, that for t > 0, the output of system A® is of the form
_Qo P'ff)_(t) - -1 ej2wftj2wt -oo P(f) df, (6)
where P(f) is the Fourier transform of the input p(t). From Eq. 6, it can be shown that
if the transform of the input has all its poles and zeros in the left half-plane, then
-bt
l (t) l -< A e t t > 0, (7)
where A and b are positive constants, and -b is greater than the real parts of all
the poles and zeros of the transform of p(t). This means simply that although p(t) goes
to zero exponentially, _(t) will go to zero even faster.
3. Periodic Signals
Consider a signal x(t) of the form
M-1
x(t) =
m=O
p(t-mT). (8)
Equation 8 could be rewritten
x(t) = p(t) @ u(t) (9a)
M-I
u(t) = _ Uo(t-mT). (9b)
m=0
Such a signal could represent a segment of a speech waveform during an interval cor-
responding to a voiced sound. In this case, p(t) would be an exponentially decaying
aperiodic function, and T would correspond to the pitch period. The response of sys-
tem A® to the input of Eq. 8 is
_(t) --_(t) + _(t), (lO)
where G(t) can be shown to be
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00 00
_(t) = _ luo(t-nT)- _ luo(t-nMT). (11)
n= I n= I
A
The output of system A@ thus consists of the sum of a signal p(t), which is going
to zero as in Eq. 7, and two impulse trains for which the areas approach zero as--1 and
n
whose spacings are T and MT.
4. Exponential Weighting of Inputs
Suppose the input given by Eq. 8 is multiplied by an exponential to give
xl(t) = e -at x(t).
This expression can be rewritten
M-1
xl(t) = _ Pl (t-mT) e -amT,
m=0
where
Pl(t) = e -at p(t).
The output of system A@ then becomes
QO 00
 anT z anMT^ ^ e (t-nT) - e u (t-nMT). (12)xl(t) = Pl (t) ÷ n Uo n o
n= 1 n= 1
In a similar way, it can be shown that the effect of exponentially weighting an input
containing echoes (Eq. 1) is to produce the output
-ant
Z °^ ^ e Uolt_nto ) (13)xl(t) = slit) + (-1) n+l an n
n-- 1
,,', -at
where sl(t) is the response to sl(t) = e s(t).
It can be seen from the results just presented that the effect of system A® is to tend
to produce outputs that occupy different regions of time. In general, aperiodic pulse-
type waveforms produce outputs that approach zero after a very short time, while
impulse trains of finite duration produce impulse trains of infinite duration that go to
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1
zero at least as fast as --. This suggeststhat in somesituations,the outputswill occupyn
different intervals of time so that a irequency-mvarlan_ linear filter should be used
for system L in Fig. XXV-7a.
x(t) = s(t) ® Ua(t)
s(t} = p(t} _) u(t),
For example, if x(t) is a speech signal with an echo
(14a)
(14b)
x(t) is the convolution of three signals and the response of the system A _ will be the
sum of the corresponding responses to these three inputs
/%
x_(t) = _(t) + _a(t) + u(t). (15}
If T <<t , the three components of the response essentially occupy different time inter-
o
vals, as can be seen from Eqs. 7, 5 and 1 1. For example, if the echo is to be removed,
a "frequency-invariant comb filter," as shown in Fig. XXV-8, could be used. In using
Ig (t)
g(t)
i I,I
I
tc 2tc
L
v
t
Fig. XXV-8. Ideal frequency-invariant filter for echo removal.
such a system it is clear that the echo timing need not to be known exactly but must only
fall in the region around t c.
It should be pointed out that for speech signals the character of the waveform changes
as time increases, so that it is neither possible nor desirable to perform a Fourier
transformation of a speech signal of long duration, even if the complete waveform is
available {e.g., a recording}. For this reason, the Fourier transformation indicated
in Fig. XXV-7b should be replaced by a "short-time" Fourier transform defined as
oo e_jZ_f TX(f,t) = w(t--T) X(T) dT. (16)
--00
In Eq. 16, w(T) is a "window" function of finite duration. Such an operation on the sig-
nal X(T) can be interpreted as a Fourier transformation of X(T) when viewed through a
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windowthat slides alongas t increases.
It shouldbe clear that the logarithmic operation in Fig. XXV-7a takes advantageof
the fact that if two signals are convolved, their transforms are multiplied. For a short-
time transform of Eq. 1, it canbe shownthat
-jZvft o
X(f, t) = S(f,t) + aS(f, t-t o) e
If S(f,t) does not change too rapidly as t changes, we can see that in some sense
-JZ_rft° 1X(f,t) = S(f,t) l+a e . (17)
Therefore taking the logarithm of X(f,t) produces approximately the same behavior as
before. Intuitively, the requirement that the approximation of Eq. 17 hold is equivalent
to requiring that the window be wide compared with the echo time t .
o
Whether a short-time transform is required or not, it is necessary to give some
attention to the computational aspects of realizing the system of Fig. XXV-7. A system
of this type has been programmed for the PDP-1 computer and has been used to obtain
results that are consistent with the previous discussion. The Fourier analysis is done
by using the Cooley-Tukey algorithm 4 for evaluating the equations
N-__l -j _ kt
X(k) = /, x(t) e
t=0
k= O, 1 ..... N-1 (18a)
2_
N-I___ j -_- kt1
/, X(k) ex(t)= -N-
k=O
t=0, 1 ..... N-1. (18b)
The results for the response of system A® given in the previous equations assume
that time and frequency are continuous variables. All of these results have their coun-
terparts in the case for which time and frequency are discrete as in Eqs. 18a and 18b.
There are two major differences. First, unit impulses are replaced by unit samples.
Second, because of the sampled nature of the time function and the frequency function,
Eqs. 18a and 18b are actually periodic with period N. This means, for example, that
in the infinite sum in Eq. 5 all values of nt o must be taken mod N. Therefore a unit
n
a (_l)n+l with 2N > nt > N,
sample of height _ , which is supposed to occur at t = nt ° o
will actually occur at (nto-N). This aliasing effect is minimized computationally by
exponential weighting of the input, since it is clear from Eq. 13 that the corresponding
n -ant
weighted sample has height (-1)n+ 1 a_ e o
n
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As an example of the type of processing that is proposed, consider Fig. XXV-9.
Figure XX-V-9a shows a section of the vowel "ah" which has an echo at t o = 300 samples
(a)
(b)
(c)
Fig. XXV-9. (a) Segment of the vowel "ah" with an echo at 300 samples.
(b) Output of the system A® for the exponentially weighted
input of (a).
(c) Output of system after the removal of echo.
(sampling rate of 10 kHz). Figure XXV-9b shows the corresponding output of system
A® for the exponentially weighted input. The peaks at t = 300 and 600 are due to the
echo, and the peaks at multiples of 46 (the pitch period) are due to the middle term in
Eq. lZ. The points that are due to p(t) are seen to be essentially limited to the region
between 0 and 46. The peaks predicted by the last term in Eq. lZ do not appear because
MT is greater than N and e -aMT is very small. The waveform of Fig. XXV-9c shows the
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output of the system of Fig. XXV-7a when the linear system L is a frequency-invariant
filter with g(t), as shown in Fig. XXV-8.
Many theoretical and computational problems remain to be resolved. The ideas and
results reported here do seem to hold promise of application in a wide variety of
waveform-processing situations.
R. W. Schafer
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RESEARCH OBJECTIVES AND SUMMARY OF RESEARCH
1. Communications
The work of this group is focused on the dual problems of ascertaining the best per-
formance that can be attained with a communication system, and developing efficient
techniques for actually achieving performances substantially this good.
a. Convolutional Codes and Decoding
A technique has been investigated for combining block coding with convolutional
1
coding. Using a combination of sequential decoding and algebraic decoding, we have
demonstrated that reliable communication can be achieved at all rates below channel
capacity. While this technique is more complicated than sequential decoding alone, it
operates at higher rates and has less buffer storage requirements than sequential
decoding.
Preliminary results have been achieved on the relative probability performance of
nonsystematic versus systematic convolutional codes. 2 Surprisingly, the results indicate
that for nonsystematic codes, the exponential decay of error probability with code con-
straint length is much faster than for systematic codes.
A theoretical investigation has been undertaken on the capabilities of tree codes for
error-correction purposes, fixed convolutional codes being treated as an important
special case. Minimum distances of an appropriate type have been defined for both feed-
back decoding and nonfeedback or definite decoding of tree codes. Some new upper and
lower bounds on minimum distance have been obtained and effort in this direction
continues. The error-propagation effect resulting from feedback decoding is also being
investigated. A new decoding technique, called semidefinite decoding, which has some
of the features of feedback decoding but avoids the error-propagation effect, is being
simulated for a wide variety of convolutional codes on the binary symmetric channel to
determine whether it offers an over-all advantage over feedback decoding.
J. L. Massey, R. G. Gallager
This work _as supp ted part National Aeronautics and Space Adminis-
tration (GrantsNsG-334 and tNsG-496_, and in part by the Joint Services Elec-
tronics Programs (U.S. Army, U.S. Navy, and U.S. Air Force) under Contract
_)_,_DA 36-039-03200(E}_ the National Scfence Foundation (Grant _P-835} and the Sloan
Fund for Basic Research (M. I. T. Grant}. "_ _ ._
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b. Optical Communication
The extension of communication theory to optical channels has been focused on the
effects of atmospheric turbulence. A model that is appropriate for the analysis of com-
munication systems has been developed with the techniques of geometric optics. Since
our approach provides some insights into more general problems of atmospheric propa-
gation, itis being developed beyond the level required for communication theory to its
natural conclusion. The character of these conclusions is discussed in this report (see
Sec. XXVI- B).
A 4-kin one-way propagation path operating at 5328 /_has been established with the
1
with the cooperation of the Harvard College Observatory. The facility has been used
to investigate the statistical properties of intensity, and is now being modified for
round-trip transmission. An interferometric system has also been developed to study
turbulence-induced phase fluctuations. 2 A theoretical and experimental study concerning
depolarization caused by turbulence has led to the conclusion that depolarization is neg-
ligible.3 The experimental aspects of the study were carried on at Bell Telephone Lab-
oratories, Inc., Crawford Hill.
Recently initiated investigations include studies of the communication reliability of
free space and atmospheric channels in the absence of quantum effects, the reliability
of quantum channels, the potential of forward-scatter communication systems, and the
estimation of incoherently illuminated objects viewed through a turbulent atmosphere.
R. S. Kennedy, E. V. Hoversten
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c. Specific Channels and Coding
One of the major types of channels which is being investigated is a class of fading
dispersive channels such as HF and Tropo. Particular emphasis is being placed upon
the situation in which the information rate is comparable to, or exceeds, the available
1
bandwidth; the complementary situation has been considered elsewhere.
The performance that can be achieved with one particular signaling scheme when
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both the coherence bandwidth and the frequency dispersion of the channel are small has
been investigated analytically and experimentally. 2 The results suggest that a very large
energy-to-noise ratio is required for satisfactory communication when the rate is com-
parable to the bandwidth. A comprehensive analytical study of the attainable reliability
is now in progress. Partial results are presented in this report (see Sec. XXVI-A).
A number of coding theorems have been developed for statistically related parallel
channels in the absence of cross talk. 3 Such models can be applied, for example, to
frequency-multiplexed channels and also yield insight into the behavior of channels with
memory.
A theoretical investigation of the use of coding on unsynchronized, noisy channels
is in progress. 4 The lack of synchronization does not change the random coding
exponent, but appears to radically change the exponent to error probability at low rates
or for channels with little noise.
R. S. Kennedy, R. G. Gallager
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d. Coding and the Processing of Information
The problem of performing reliable computation with unreliable computing elements
has been reviewed by Winograd and Cowan. 1 Earlier work in this field has led to results
that enable improvement in the reliability of computation only by increasing the number
of unreliable elements used per unit computation, or increasing the complexity of each
such element without reducing its reliability. Results analogous to the noisy-channel
coding theorem of information theory, which would permit increasing the reliability of
computation while performing more of it at once, with a fixed redundancy of equipment
per unit computation, have not been available. Michael C. Taylor 2 has shown that appli-
cation of low-density parity-check codes 3 to the problem of reliable storage of informa-
tion in a noisy register leads to a result of coding theorem character: Doubling both
the number of nosiy components and the amount of stored information reduces the prob-
ability of error or, alternatively, increases the mean time until an error occurs.
Two other topics relating coding to information processing are now under investi-
gation. The first is the efficient addressing of stored data. The second is the trade-off
between informational efficiency in encoding the output of an analog source and the
ability to answer a variety of questions from the encoded output, or to tolerate a range
of possible source characteristics. The second question is of interest for telemetry and
other analog-digital conversion applications.
P. Elias, R. Gallager
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e. Networks of Nosiy Channels
Earlier results concerning particular two-terminal networks of channels perturbed
1
by additive Gaussian noise have been extended to a large class of such networks,
including, among others, series-parallel and bridge networks. The best signal-to-
noise ratio attainable at the output by taking linear combinations of signals arriving at
a node has been determined for this class, and has been bounded for all two-terminal
networks. This work has been presented orally 2 and submitted for publication. Further
work on numerical evaluation of cases of feedback networks not included in the solved
class is under way.
P. Elias
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f. Source Coding with a Distortion Measure
The interrelations between source and channel coding have been investigated for
discrete memoryless sources and channels. 1 The results indicate that for combined
source and channel coding with block length n, the theoretical minimum distortion is
approached with increasing n, the dependence of the rate of approach with n being
between l/n and '_.
In another investigation, a distortion measure for a discrete source was con-
sidered with a distortion of 1 for error, and 0 for no error. This led to a
complete solution for the minimum probability of error achievable for a discrete
memoryless source when transmitting over a channel with capacity less than the
Z
source entropy.
Further investigations are being made on techniques for source coding and on the
effect of quantizers in source coding.
R. G. Gallager, R. S. Kennedy
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A. LOW-RATE UPPER BOUNDS ON ERROR PROBABILITY FOR FADING
DISPERSIVE CHANNELS
1. Introduction
A scatter communication channel such as an orbital dipole belt can frequently be
considered as a collection of K equal-strength diversity paths, each with independent
additive Gaussian noise. 1 We consider using such a channel to transmit amplitude
information, x, on some basic unit energy signal. Under these conditions, it is pos-
sible to define a statistic, y, at the channel output that is sufficient for the estimation
of x, where
yZ/Z
x2 + N O
2K-1 K
y e
PK (y[x) = K (I)
o)Z K-1 F(K) + N
and the noise power density is No/Z watts/cps. This abstraction results in a continuous
input-continuous output channel with input x and output y governed by the probability
function pK(y Ix).
By transmitting time and frequency transIates of the basic signaI, and providing
sufficient guard space in both time and frequency, we can obtain N independent chan-
nel uses. We consider transmission of one of M = e NR equalIy probable input signals
and represent the m th input signal as an N-tuple {Xlm, X2m .... , XNm }, where Xnm is
the amplitude of the n th channel use. Such a communication scheme alIows us to
explicity take into account a bandwidth constraint for communication over a fading
dispersive channel, by relating N and K to W, the total input bandwidth, and T, the
total time duration of the input signals.
2. Error Probability
Under the conditions just outlined above, we may apply the random coding upper
bound to error probability, as discussed by Gallager. 2 For simplicity, we shall
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consider here only the low-rate, expurgated portion of the bound, which involves a much
simpler problem than the maximization required at higher rates. This restriction will
still allow us to obtain the straight-line bound.
After a suitable normalization, the expurgated bound has the essential form
Pe _< exp -N[ExK(p,p ,r}-pa] (2}
ExK(p,p,r) = -p in p(x) P(Xl) e H(x,x 1 dxdx (3)
" 2" 1/2
(l+x2) 1/z (l+Xl)
H(x, x 1) = (4)1[ z z\
1 +-_x +Xlfl
In these equations, p(x) is the probability density on the input for any one channel use,
r >10, and p >i 1. Also, fof(X) p(x) dx = 0, where f(x) = x 2 _A representing an inputK'
1 PT where PT = 1 M N 2 is the average input
energy constraint (i. e. , A = _ -N---' M _ _ Xnm
o m=l n=l
signal energy). For the expurgated bound, maximization of the exponent for a given K,
A A'P = p' and A by-_=p, A can be simplified by assuming K = 1 and replacing p by--_
and then maximizing, for if we let
= max ExK(p,p,r) (5)ExK(P, A) p(x), r
for a given A and p, then
ExK(P, A) = KExl (p', A'). (6)
This reduces the maximization to a two-parameter one, although now the range of p' is
p' > 0 when p >/ 1, to provide for all values of K.
3. Optimization over p(x)
It is possible to derive sufficient conditions on p(x) and r to maximize Exl (p, p___,r),
subject to the energy constraint. For 0 < p < oo the derivation depends on the fact that
H(x, x 1 )l/p is non-negative definite for the particular H(x, x 1) considered here. The
resulting sufficient condition is
oo r[f(x)+f(xl)]
_0 P(Xl) e H(X'Xl)i/P dxl
for all x, with equality when p(x) > 0.
_0°° ;0°° r[f(x)+f(xl)] Xl)I/pp(x) p(x I)e H(x, dxdx 1
(7)
At zero rate, when p = co, the situation changes somewhat, for the problem now
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becomes
max ;O°° _O°°p(x) - p(x) p(x I ) In H(x,x I) dxdx I
with the same energy constraint as before, but now In H(x, x I) is no_._ttnon-negative def-
inite. All that the proof actually requires, however, is that In H(x, Xl) be non-negative
definite with respect to all functions that can be represented as the difference of two
finite energy probability distributions, and it is possible to show that such is indeed the
case. For p = o0, the resulting sufficient condition for the maximization is
P(Xl) inH(X, Xl) dx I >i p(x) P(Xl) InH(x,x I) dxdx I + k(xZ-A) (8)
for all x, again with equality when p(x) > 0. Note that the conditions above have only
been proved sufficient and not necessary. Hence it is conceivable that some other
probability density exists which results in an exponent equal to the Dne obtained by a
p(x) satisfying the conditions. There cannot, of course, be a p(x) that gives a larger
exponent.
For a range of A and p, it is possible to show that a p(x)cons_sting of two impulses,
one of which is at the origin, will satisfy the applicable sufficient cond{tion. In partic-
ular, for p = o0 and all A, such a probability density will satisfy conditions (8). For
any p, 0 < p < o0, there is an A z < o0 such that, for A --<A 2, a two-impulse p(x) satisfies
condition (7) and thus is optimum. Also, as A -- 0, this type of p(x) is optimum for all
p, and the resulting exponent is the same as the infinite-bandwidth, orthogonal signal
exponent obtained by Kennedy 3 factually, this is true for the whole random coding bound,
and not just the expurgated portion). When a two-impulse solution is optimum, it sig-
nifies that it is sometimes advantageous to conserve energy by not using an individual
channel, so that when a channel is used, it is with an "optimum" value of energy-to-
noise ratio per diversity path.
4. Zero-Rate Upper Bound
As we have mentioned, the case of zero rate is especially simple because the opti-
mum probability density always consists of two impulses, regardless of the other sys-
tem parameters. Also, holding R = 0 implies p = o0 independent of other parameters,
while if R exceeds zero, a change in system parameters will usually require a corre-
sponding change in the value of p.
To illustrate the character of the results we consider a specific waveform set which,
although often useful, is not always an efficient one. Let the basic signals have band-
width W s, and last for a time Ts, TsW s = i. A guard space between signals of
B + I/L cps in frequency and L + I/B sec in time should serve to make the signals
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independent and orthogonal at the channel output, where B is the channel Doppler spread,
and L is the multipath spread. Then if we consider a total signaling interval of T sec
and a bandwidth of W cps, we can roughly express N and K in terms of the preceding
parameters. 1 For example, with the choice of BT s > 1, LW s < 1,
K T BT s (9)
and
_. TWS
N = , (10)
(I+S+K) (I+S+ S )
where S = BL is the channel-spread factor.
We want to choose K (and thereby N) to maximize the exponent NExK(¢% A). Since
exp°nent =-_o _ A--_ J (11)
A
we see from Fig. XXVI-1 that to maximize the exponent, we must minimize--_-=
PT 1
N NK' which requires making K as large as possible. From (9} we that this can be
O
o
a
3
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Fig. XXVI-1. vs a.
fl
done by using very long basic signals,
1
K W "
with a resulting value
(12)
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Ex I(¢o,A/K)
As we have noted, W -- comeans A/K -- 0 and A/K _ .15, which results in the
infinite-bandwidth exponent found by Kennedy. Note that, for finite bandwidths, the
exponent obtained here is stilla function of W, even at zero rate. This contrasts with
the case of the additive Gaussian noise channel, for which the zero-rate exponent is
independent of bandwidth.
5. Rates Greater than Zero
For positive rates, the situation becomes more complex, and the best p(x) is still
unknown. Ithas not been possible to show that the exponent is always maximized by a
discrete p(x) (the proof for two impulses involves solving for the probabilities and posi-
tions, and this quickly becomes laborious for more than two), but it seems reasonable
to believe that such is the case. If, for example, we let p(x) consist of a grid of impulses
spaced along the x-axis, and numerically optimize on the impulse probabilities, we find
that most probabilities are zero, and the nonzero ones are widely separated. As the
grid spacing is reduced, the nonzero impulses change positions and probabilities slightly,
and the others remain zero. Ifthe distribution that is arrived at in this manner involved
more and more impulses with smaller and smaller probabilities as the grid spacing was
1.4 --
p=_
1.2 --
1.0
p= 3
p =2
0.4 !
0.2
0 n n i u nun n , , ,a*,il n , i _,,J,l , , , ,i,a,] , n , LJ,,il
I0 -2 I0 °I 1 I0 I@ 2 10 |
A
A 0.8
g
uJ
0.6
Fig. XXVI-2. ExI(P,A) vs A for several values of p.
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reduced, we would say that it was beginning to approximate a continuous distribution.
Instead, the only effect of reduced grid spacing is an apparent relocation of the impulses
to better postiions, and the distribution still looks impulsive.
As A is increased from zero for a given value of p, the optimum probability dis-
tribution starts as two impulses, then appears to become three, then four, etc. This
has been true for all values of p for which distributions have been computed.
Whether or not discrete solutions are always exactly optimum, the type of compu-
tation described above indicates that they are approximately optimum, and consequently
allows computation of approximate results, such as those illustrated in Fig. XXVI-2.
If we consider one-channel use when p = 0% with fixed energy but variable diversity,
or, equivalently, fix N and A but allow K to vary, increasing K results in a mono-
tonically increasing exponent, and K-- oo gives the infinite-bandwidth result. When
p < 0% it appears that we cannot get the infinte-bandwidth result merely by increasing
K with N and A fixed, for there is a value of K beyond which the exponent starts
decreasing again. Of course, allowing N to become large, for example, by increasing
the bandwidth, will always lead to the infinite-bandwidth exponent.
J. S. Richters
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B. OPTICAL PROPAGATION THROUGH A TURBULENT ATMOSPHERE
It is known that atmospheric turbulence severely affects the performance of
optical communication systems that involve propagation through the earth's atmos-
phere. Neither the fundamental limitations that this turbulence imposes upon the
attainable communication reliability nor the signal and receiver structures that
are most effective in combating it are known, however. To answer these ques-
tions it is necessary to determine the statistical properties of the received sig-
nal, or field, that exists over the receiving aperture.
The most casual examination convinces one that a rigorous, diffraction-theory
treatment of the problem is unappealing, if not impossible. A further examination
suggests that the most generally accepted technique of approximation is that due to
Rytov, 1 as presented by Tatarski. 2 For point sources, plane waves, and "uncollimated
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beams" this approach yields results that are in good agreement with experiment.3
Recently, this technique has been applied to the near field of collimated beams by
Tatarski, 4 but the complexity of the results limits their utility in a communication
analysis. Moreover, the behavior of the far field is still unknown.
Another technique of approximation is provided by geometric optics. 5 Its utility in
the study of atmospheric optical propagation has been in doubt because it has yielded
results that fail to agree with experiment and because heuristic arguments have been
6-8
advanced to suggest that diffraction effects are of basic importance in such studies.
Geometric optics does lead, however, to a relatively simple, and unified, model for
the effects of turbulence in both the near and far fields. Such simplicity is almost as
important to any subsequent communication analysis as is extreme precision. More-
over, the arguments suggesting that diffraction effects are important only consider the
behavior of small isolated elements of the atmosphere and ignore the averaging, or
masking, of diffraction effects that results from the superposition of numerous such
elements. Therefore, a study of atmospheric optical propagation predicated upon geo-
metric optics was initiated. The preliminary results suggest that the lack of agreement
between theory and experiment has resulted from a failure to distinguish between rays
and their mean values and between points on rays and points in space. This has led us
to pursue the geometrical optics approach beyond the level required for communication
analysis.
1. Atmospheric Model
The random space-time variations of the atmospheric refractive index cause
the statistical fluctuations observed in optical propagation. These variations can
be reasonably treated as locally isotropic and, for simplicity, one also often sup-
poses that they are homogeneous. This latter supposition is not crucial, and can
be removed at the cost of complicating the results. We shall limit our discussion
here to the behavior of the field at a single instant of time. Temporal problems
will be treated subsequently.
The only knowledge that we require of the refractive-index variations is that they be
quite small, the variation at points separated by distances of the order of meters be
independent, and the mean and correlation function, or the structure function, of the
variations be given. The most realistic choice for a structure function is probably that
obtained from the Obukhov-Kolmogorov theory of turbulence. 9 Since this choice leads
to rather complicated expressions, however, we shall often consider other simpler
functions to illustrate the results. Reiger 10 has developed an approximation to the
turbulence spectrum in the inertial subrange which is useful in many calculations
because of its form. With the Reiger spectrum the calculations are reduced to those
required for a Gaussian-shaped correlation function.
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2. Geometric Optics
It suffices to consider the sinusoidal steady state.
the form
---I'2_r?exp 3E(r) = e(r) _(/(r)
The complex fields are then of
(la)
--- ]H(r) =h(r) exp j-_-._C/(r) . (lb)
By the approximation of geometric optics, .t/(r), satisfies the Eikonal equation
IV_(r)l z = nZ(r), (2)
where n(r) is the refractive index as a function of position, r. In this expression we
have employed the notion of a frozen atmosphere and have suppressed the time varia-
2_
tion of the refractive index. The quantity ._(r) is the optical path length, while -i--"_(_)
is the phase function.
For our purposes, the utilityof geometric optics lies in the ray picture that itpro-
vides. These rays are defined to be the set of trajectories perpendicular to the constant
phase surfaces (._(r)= constant). Each ray can be specified by the variation of its
position vector, rT, with the parameter T. The parameter T specifies position along
the ray and is roughly proportional to arc length _ as d_ = ndT. It is also convenient to
introduce the ray direction, uT, which is the derivative of r with respect to T. These
T
vectors are related to each other and to the optical phase length by the expressions
dr
u_- dT_ _ _C_(r) (3a)
and
du T Vn Z(rT)
dr - 2 (3b)
Integration of these equations yields
u =u + 1 T
-r o Z" (r) d_ (da)
and
r =r +uT+ l T
T o o 2- (T-_) r ) d_, (db)
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where the quantities Uo and r o, the initial ray direction and position at the source of
radiation, serve to specify the ray in question.
The field quantities d(r), e(r), and h(r) also can be evaluated by integrals along
the rays. In particular, the variation of the phase along any given ray is governed by
the differential equation
2
aT = n (r T) (5a)
which yields
-_"("_(rT) = _O + _0 _ n2(ro.) d (r, (5b)
where _o is the initial phase. For simplicity, f(rT) will often be written as .fz(T). Also,
2
I oI - expf_: [V2_'_(r_)l d-_ljn(r0.) _
(6a)
and
-- Izle (rT)
1
Z 2
I ol leol
, (6b)
F
where e ° and ho' are the initial vlaues. In Eq. 6 we have approximated n(rT
Ln(ro by
To avoid the necessity of evaluating the Laplacian of .IZ(r ), it is sometimes desir-
able to employ the approximation
V2 Q9 (r_) a Ina_n(r) _0 v2n2 -= + (rp) dp. (7)
Upon introducing this into Eq. 6a, evaluating two integrals, and again approximating
n(r m)
-- by unity we obtain
n(r o)
I ol z - I olz -- exp - '_0 (T-o')[V2n2 (ro.)] do"1 • (87
To complete the specification of the fields, it is necessary to specify their directions.
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By the approximations of geometric optics, the e and h vectors are perpendicular to
each other and to the ray direction vector. Thus it suffices to determine the angle, e,
between the direction of e and of e(rT), i. e., the depolarization angle. Although aO
precise evaluation of this angle is difficult, it can be shown that it is essentially equal
to the change in the ray direction vector. 1 1 That is, there is no depolarization as such
but only the rotation of e (rT) that is associated with the changing direction of u iT). In
particular, subject to the suppostion that 8 is not too large, it is easy to show that
leo "uTI
e = (9)
I oIz
Equations 4 through 9, in conjunction with the Central Limit theorem, lead to a
complete statistical description of the field at any point, T, on a ray. Specifically, for
any given value oft that is sufficiently large _-r' UT' "_(rT) and ln_le (r T) IZl will be
Gaussian random (vector) variables. More generally, it is reasonable to suppose that
the values of these quantities at different points on the same ray, or on different rays,
are jointly Gaussian. Finally, the remaining quantities h (rT} and eT are determined by
Eqs. 6b and 9.
3. Moments
Since all of the field quantities are determined by a set of Gaussian random vari-
ables, it suffices to know their means and covariances. To evaluate these quantities,
we invoke an approximation that is best explained by an example, By virtue of Eq. 4b,
the expected value of r at the parameter point T is
3"
E[r] =r + o ÷ E ( (lOl
E denotes the conditional expected value of nZ(r_) at the parameter point • onwhere
nlr
the ray, given that the position at that point is r-_.
We next claim that the conditional average is approximately equal to the unconditional
average evaluated at the (random) point r . This is so because r is controlled by the
large-scale behavior of the atmosphere, while n(r ) is a local quantity: hence, knowl-
edge of _yields little information about n(r-" ). Thus we obtain
E[rT] = r ° + vu ° + -_ (7-o-) E _7E n do-, (II)
r
o-
where E n is the unconditional average of n Z evaluated at the random position _, and
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E denotes the average of the indicated quantity with respect to the ray position vector,
r
0-
r0_. The approximation that leads from Eq. 10 to Eq. 11 can be used to evaluate all of
the required averages.
For example, the approximation, in conjunction with the supposition that the refrac-
tive index is homogeneous in space, leads one to conclude that
E[UT] = u ° (1Zb)
E[ = -WO+ T
and
(12c)
Here, we have supposed that the unconditional average of nZ(r) is unity.
The covariance of the quantities above can be obtained by straightforward, but labo-
rious, calculation. Since the results are cumbersome, we shall only discuss the covari-
ance of the position vector along a single ray.This quantity is chosen because it involves
more difficulties than do the other covariances.
The covariance of the i th component of the position vector at the parameter value T
and the jth component at parameter value _' is easily shown to be
Cyiy j ('1",T' ) = E[Yi(T)y j (T')]
1
(T--_)(T'--_') E Dn(r-" , r'_ ,) d_d_', (13a)
~ Z r_,r,
where y (T) is the zero mean position vector defined as
y(T)=r -E(r T)
3
-= Yk Ik'
k= 1
and jth
and qj are the variables associated with the i thqi
respectively, and the refractive index structure function is defined by the relation
Dn(r_, r_r,)= En{[n (_)-n(_,) ]Z} •
(13b)
rectangluar coordinates,
(13c)
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In the derivation of Eq. 13a the assumptions that the refractive index is homogeneous
and that the variations are small have been exploited to approximate
by
82 _[- 2
8qiOq------y_Ln (ro-)n2 (ro.,) ]
8 2
2 0qiBqi Dn(r ,r , ).
Note that the covariance of the ray position enters into both sides of Eq. 13a. Thus
it provides an equation which the covariance must satisfy, rather than an expression
from which it can be directly evaluated. A direct solution of this equation appears to
be quite difficult although it may be possible in some special situations.
An alternative, and commonly employed, approach is to replace the position vec-
tors in the integrand by their average values so as to avoid the expectation operation
with respect to the position vectors. That is, one ignores the ray motion and evaluates
the integrals along the average, or unperturbed, ray to obtain a first-order estimate of
the covariance. If desired, the resulting expression for the ray covariance can be used
to obtain a second-order estimate: more generally, one can iterate the scheme indef-
initely. We have not yet established, however, that the higher order estimates con-
verge to the true covariance function.
Once the ray position vector covariance has been determined, the other covariances
can be obtained by straightforward calculations. With the exception of the covariance
for the ray direction vector, which is required later, the covariances of the other quan-
tities will be omitted in the interest of brevity. The covariance of the i th and jth com-
ponents of the ray direction vector, u T, is
C
_i_j(%-r') = E[gi(T)_j(T')]
0 2 (14a)
2 aqiBq_ "JDn(r ,rj) d_d0-',
to.!
where _(_-) is the zero-mean ray direction vector defined as
_(-r): U.r- E[uT]
3
('r) = _ktk .
k= 1
(14b)
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Certain conclusionscanbe drawn from Eqs. 13aand 14awithout explicity solving
them. Oneconclusion, which is neededlater, is that the componentsof y(T) are uncor-
related and also that the componentsof _ (T)are uncorrelated. Also, we canconclude
that the two componentsof y (T) perpendicular to the direction of propagationhave the
samevariance. A similar statement is also true for _ (T).
Rather than pursue the momentcalculations further, wenow consider the distinction
betweenthe quantities definedon rays andthosemeasured in space. This distinction
will then be illustrated by considering the phasecovariance function.
4. Ray-to-SpaceTransformations
The results stated abovedo not directly specify the field at any fixed point in space;
rather, they specify the field values at points on rays and also the statistical behavior
of the ray spatial position. Thus, to determine the behavior of the field at a point in
space, onemust, in principle, determine the probability that anyparticular ray passes
through the point in question and then determine the conditional statistics of the field
on that ray. This ray-to-space transformation appears to have been overlooked in pre-
vious applications of geometric optics.
In the ray-to-space transformation, the question of how many rays may go through
a given point in space arises. This is essentially the question of whether interference
effects are important or can be neglected. It seems clear that interference effects must
be accounted for in some situations, e.g., converging beams. The large coherent band-
widths observed in optical propagation through the atmosphere suggest, however, that
interference is not a first-order effect for unfocused beams over path lengths of several
kilometers.12, 13 In the sequel interference will be neglected, and at most a single ray
will be assumed to go through any given point.
Although the ray-to-space transformation has not yet been completed for all of the
field quantities, the preliminary results suggest that it will remedy many of the defects
normally attributed to geometrical optics, and permit the solution of some previously
unsolved problems. To illustrate the possiblities, we shall now examine the phase
covariance in more detail.
5. Phase Covariance
In this section the source distribution is assumed to be a uniform plane wave prop-
agating in the z-direction. Thus all rays have the same initial direction vector and
phase value. As usual, homogeneity and local isotropy of the refractive-index vari-
tions are assumed.
A calculation of the phase covariance for two points lying on a line parallel to the
direction vectors at the source provides an illustration of the importance of accounting
for ray motion. The solution presented here is only a first-order solution because most
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integrations will be carried out alongunperturbed ray paths. The ray parameter T is
thus assumedto be the same for any two points in a planeperpendicular to the source
direction vectors. Furthermore, as we havementioned, it is assumedthat only one
ray goesthrough eachpoint in space.
Fig. XXVI-3.
X
/RAY FROM(x,y,T) THAT
,2,'2(;-,-; ) /,'PASSESTHRU(0,0,;"+ L)
Y
Coordinate frame for calculation of phase covariance.
The situation of interest is shown in Fig. XXVI-3 where the coordinate system is
indicated. The quantity to be calculated is El(._fl(T) -- -_fl(V))( ._fl(V+ L) - -_I(T+ L))], the
joint central moment of the phase at the intersection of the z-axis and the planes z = T
and z = T + L. Note that, because of the ray motion, the ray that passes through the
last point may not pass through the former point. Instead it passes through another
- + -" The
point in the plane z = T whose position is indicated by the vector _ = xi x yly.
phase at this second point in the plane z = T is denoted by ._f2(T;_).
To simplify the notation, let
s 1 = S i (-r) -_) (15a)
S 2 = .zS°z ('r+L) -._ i('r+L) (15b)
s3(_') = .Sfz(_;_')- .Sfz(_;E) (15c)
The quantity to be calculated now is E[S1S2]. It is convenient to first compute the con-
ditional average, given that the ray passing through (0, 0, T+ L) has the position vector
p" in the plane z = T, and then to average over p. Thus
E[S1S 21P'] = E[S 1 (S3(P') + _(P'))]
= E[S1S3 (p') ] +E[SI _(p')],
(16)
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where @(p) is the zero-mean increment in the phase as the ray propagates from (x,y, T)
to (0, 0, T+ L). If L is large relative to the correlation distance of the refractive-index
variations, then the second expectation on the right can reasonably be assumed to be
approximately zero. The conditional expectation then becomes
E(SIS zl_) = Cs(P;T), (17)
where C (p;T) is the spatial phase eovariance function in a plane perpendicular to the
S
direction of propagation.
To remove the conditioning in Eq. 17, it is necessary to average the conditional
expectation over _. To do this exactly, the probability must be used that the ray from
(x,y, T) goes through (0,0, T+L) and that all other rays do not. A much simpler approxi-
mate method is to think of replacing the ray through (0,0, T+L) with a pseudoray directed
from the point (0,0, T+L) back toward the plane z = T. This pseudoray is assumed to have
a direction vector which is the negative of the direction vector of the ray that goes
through (0, 0, T+L).
It is now possible to use this pseudoray to calculate the probability that the actual
ray emanated from various parts of the z = T plane and thus to carry out the desired
averaging. Since the direction vector of the actual ray is also random, one must aver-
age over its value. This average involves the density of the direction vector components
at a point in space which, in turn, requires a ray-to-space transformation. In the fol-
lowing discussion this ray-to-space transformation will be neglected, and it will be
assumed that the form of the density is not changed and, furthermore, that the variance
associated with the direction vector components for a ray parameter value of T + L can
be used. We believe that these assumptions do not significantly alter the results.
As we have noted, the ray position vector components are independent Gaussian ran-
dom variables. The ray direction vector components are also independent and Gaussian.
Thus, the conditional density of the x component of the pseudoray position is
_ (X -u L)27lux(X) - 1 exp 1o- z z l' (18)Px
X fiX ]
where u x is the x component of the pseudoray direction vector. As u x has a zero mean,
its density is
I_l U_I (19)
(U) = 1 exp 2 "
PUx 4-_ = UJ_x"U x
Similar equations can be written for the y component of the pseudoray position and
direction vectors. It is thus possible, by using the independence, to obtain the
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unconditional joint density for the two lateral ray position coordinates, x and y. Finally,
the density of p = l_l = _x2 +Y2 is given by
Pp(P) = 2 + Z exp 2 LZo.2 + o-
X U
X X
2 2 2 Z
where the facts that _ = • and _ = • have been used.
x y u u
x y
Before this density can be used to complete the determination of E[S1S2] it is
necessary to determine the lateral spatial covariance function of the phase. The first-
order solution (integration along the unperturbed rays) is
Cs(P;v) = 4 Cn(Ir_-r , [) dzd_', (Zl)
where Cn( Ir-rGr , ) is the refractive index covariance function, and the integration is
along two parallel paths separated by a distance, p. The refractive index can be written
n = I + 6, (22)
where 6 is very small, and the approximation exists because terms in 63 and
64 have been dropped.
Under the assumption of a Gaussian covariance function for the refractive-index
variations,
Cn(P) = 5z exp , (23)
the equation above reduces to
Cs(P;T ): 44_- 6z a Texp p2 . (Z4)
With the Gaussian covariance function of Eq. 23, and a first-order solution neglecting
terms in 63 and 64, the variance of a lateral component of the ray direction vector and
a lateral component of the ray position vector can be written
2 6z(T): z4-4-- _ (z5)
U a
x
B
z 6z T3 (z6)
_xz(T)=5 -4-_-_ 3- "
It is now possible to calculate the desired expectation. Using the density of Eq. 20
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to remove the conditioning in Eq. 17, where the value of Cs(P;V) is given by Eq. Zl, one
obtains
E[SISz ]= 4q-_- 6z a T
Z rLZO-uZL,x("+ L) + o-xZ(L?]'. (Z7)
I+
Z
a
and by using the results of Eqs. Z5 and Z6 this reduces to
m
4Q-_ 52 a T (Z8)E[SlSz]=
a
In order to provide a result for comparison, we shall now consider the phase convari-
ance, using unperturbed rays with no ray-to-space transformation. The equation of
interest,
y0v+L y0 TE[SlSz] = 4 Cn({&-&, 1)do'do". (29)
is readily obtained by modifying Eq. Zl. The integration in Eq. Z9 is along the z-axis
in Fig. XXVI-3. For the assumption of the Gaussian covariance function of Eq. Z3 the
result is
E[SlSz] =ZP[(ZT+L)Q'Fa-LErf( aZ_-_L)], (30)
where Erf(.) is the error function, and it is assumed that T >>a. Note that this phase
covariance does not decrease as L increases but rather assumes a value equal to the
phase variance at the point closest to the source.
The Gaussian covariance function of Eq. Z3 is not a good model of the covariance
of the refractive-index variations, but it does facilitate comparison of the results that
are obtained with and without the ray-to-space transformation. As L becomes large
relative to a, Eq. 30 reduces to the numerator of Eq. Z8, and the difference in func-
tional form is evident. Moreover, the extension to more realistic convariances, although
cumbersome, is straightforward.
R. S. Kennedy, E. V. Hoversten
1,
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RESEARCH OBJECTIVES AND SUMMARY OF RESEARCH
The work of this group may be divided into four major areas.
1. Sonar
The central problem of interest is the development of effective processing techniques
for the output of an array with a large number of sensors. Some specific topics of
interest in this connection are the following.
(i) A state-variable formulation for the waveform estimation problem when the signal
is a sample function from a possibly nonstationary random process that has passed
through a dispersive medium before arriving at the array. Some preliminary results
1have been obtained.
(ii) The effects of array velocity on the system performance when operating in a
reverberation-limited environment. 2
(iii) Iterative techniques to measure the interfering noise field and modify the pro-
cessor to reduce its effect.
{iv) A hardware-efficient analog transversal equalizer has been designed, and the
basic components built and tested. With some additional work, a completed transversal
filter will enable us to apply actual channel measurements to its time-variable tap gains,
thus making possible laboratory simulations of dispersive channels. Such simulations
are expected to provide a convenient means of evaluating channel parameter estimation
techniques, and to prove useful in the development of better models of the sonar channel.
2. Communications
a. Digital Systems
Decision-feedback systems offer an effective method for improving digital commun-
ications over dispersive channels. A new structure has been derived whose performance
should be appreciably better than previous systems. Theoretical work on this decision-
feedback scheme will continue; it will be viewed as an integral part of an adaptive
receiver whose acquisition and tracking behavior are of interest in equalization of dis-
persive channels. The analog transversal filter that is being constructed as a channel-
measuring and channel-simulation device (see (iv) above) will also pro_re useful in
evaluating the performance of algorithms that have been developed for adjusting the
parameters of these adaptive receivers.
*This work was supported by the Joint Services Electronics Programs (U. S. Army,
U.S. Navy, and U.S. Air Force) under Contract DA 36-039-AMC-03200(E)_
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The optimum receiver for the detection of Gaussian signals in Gaussian noise is well
known. Except for limiting cases itis difficultto evaluate the error behavior. Work con-
tinues on developing performance measures for evaluating the performance, emphasizing
techniques that are computationally tractable and, at the same time, give a good meas-
ure of the system performance. Both tight upper bounds and computational algorithms
have been developed for the probability of error which emphasize the fundamental role
of optimum linear systems in detection problems. Future work includes the application
of these techniques to the analysis and design of radar, sonar, and communication sys-
tems.
The availability of a noiseless feedback channel from receiver-to-transmitter enables
a significant increase in performance. By utilizing the continuous feedback signal at the
modulator, the behavior system performance at the end of the transmission interval is
greatly improved. The feedback link could be used to obtain the same performance over
a shorter transmission interval. The actual structure of the system is very flexible and
simple.
Noise in the feedback channel degrades the achievable system performance with the
simple feedback system. Improvement over the no-feedback system is obtained, but it
is not as dramatic as when noiseless feedback is available.
b. Analog Systems
(i) Investigations of the performance of analog modulation systems operating in addi-
tive noise channels are essentially completed. 3
(ii) When a noiseless feedback link is available from receiver-to-transmitter simple
modulation schemes can be developed which achieve the rate-distortion bound. Realizible
feedback systems perform very close to the rate-distortion bound.
The effects of additive noise in the feedback link depend on the relative noise levels
in the two channels. For relatively small feedback channel noise, the system performance
is close to the rate-distortion bound. For large feedback noise the availability of a feed-
back link does not significantly improve the system performance.
(iii) A new approach has been developed for estimating continuous waveforms in real
time. The approach is formulated with continuous Markov processes and use is made of
state-variable concepts. The approach has been applied successfully to the problem of
estimating continuous stochastic messages transmitted by various linear and nonlinear
modulation techniques over continuous random channels; particular emphasis has been
given to phase and frequency modulation. An advantage of this approach over alternative
schemes is that it leads automatically to physically realizable demodulators that can be
readily implemented. 4
3. Seismic
A substantial portion of our effort in this area is devoted to acquiring an adequate
understanding of geophysics in order to formulate meaningful problems. An area of
concentration is exploration seismology in land and ocean environments. Some specific
problems of interest include array design and effective quantization techniques.
4. Random Process Theory and Application
a. State-Variable and Continuous Markov Process Techniques
(i) In the theory of signal detection and estimation, it is frequently of interest to
determine the solutions to a Fredholm integral equation. A state-variable approach to
the problem of determining the eigenfunctions and eigenvalues associated with the prob-
lem has been formulated.
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The random process(es) is represented as the output of a linear dynamic system that
is described by a state equation. The Fredholm integral equation is reduced to a vector
differential equation that is directly related to the state equation of the dynamic system.
From this equation, a determinant is found which must vanish in order that an eigenvalue
exist. Once the eigenvalue is found, the eigenfunction follows from the transition matrix
of the vector differential equation.
The technique is general enough to handle a large class of problems. Constant-
parameter (possibly nonstationary) dynamic systems for both scalar and vector processes
can be handled in a straightforward and analytic manner. Time-varying systems can
5
also be treated by computational techniques.
(ii) The problem of formulating a state-variable model for random channels encoun-
tered in practice is being investigated. A particular class of channels of interest are
those exhibiting frequency-selective fading.
(iii) The system identification problem is being studied. Applications include meas-
urement of noise fields, random process statistics, and linear system functions.
b. Detection Techniques
Various extensions of the conventional detection problem to include nonparametric
techniques, sequential tests, and adaptive systems are being studied.
H. L. Van Trees
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A. EQUALIZATION OF DISPERSIVE CHANNELS USING DECISION FEEDBACK
1. Introduction
Several authors have recently considered decision feedback as a means of improving
digital communication over dispersive channels. Lucky 1 applied decision feedback to
the equalization of telephone lines, effectively enabling him to achieve dispersion meas-
urements via the message sequence, rather than having to send additional signals to
"sound" the channel before information transmission. Aein and Hancock 2 have analyzed
the performance of a nonlinear decision-feedback receiver, applicable to channels in
which the dispersion is restricted to less than two baud durations. Drouilhet and
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Neissen 3 have studied and are constructing a decision-feedback equalizer, differing
from that of Lucky in that they use a matched-filter ahead of their equalization filter, and
use decision feedback to "subtract out" the effects of the message in order to improve
their continuous, "sounding-signal" channel measurement.
The equalizer structure considered by Lucky is the conventional tapped delay line
(TDL), which has long been used in correcting telephone lines, while Drouilhet and
Niessen are using the MF-TDL structure, arrived at through different approaches and
criteria by several persons (for example, Tufts, 4 George, 5 and Austin6). Both efforts
are examples of how decision feedback has been used to facilitate channel measurement
and the adjustment of parameters of what we shall refer to henceforth as ,,conventional"
equalizers. We shall show in this report that decision feedback can be used to addi-
tional advantage in channel equalization, if one adopts the new equalizer structure
developed in the sequel, hereafter referred to as the "decision-feedback" equalizer to
distinguish itfrom the conventional equalizers mentioned above.
We want to consider the problem of determining the structure of a receiver for
digital communication over a linear dispersive channel whose equivalent impulse
response, h{t), is known. The receiver input is
00
r(t) = _ tkh(t-kTb) + n(t), (1)
k=-o0
where T b is the baud duration, and _k contains the information transmitted on the
k th baud. Our problem is to decide between the hypothesis H ° that t ° = +1 and hypothesis
H I that t ° = -1. We make the following assumptions.
{i) The t k are independent.
{ii) H ° and H I are equally likely.
N
(iii) n(t) is white Gaussian noise, Rn(V ) =-_ 6(1-).
At this point we would like to derive the optimal receiver structure, assuming only
that _k = +1 or -1 on each baud. This, however, proves analytically intractable, and
therefore we shall adopt an approach leading to a suboptimal receiver structure, which
nonetheless exhibits definite advantages over existing conventional equalizer structures.
This requires us to make additional assumptions.
(iv) The t k are N(0,_) for k > 0.
(v) The t k are known for k < 0.
We note that assumption (iv) renders our model inaccurate for binary AM or PSK
systems in which _k = +1 or -1 for all k, while assumption (v) is only valid for decision-
feedback equalizers in the absence of decision errors.
Using these assumptions, we shall be led to the desired suboptimal receiver structure
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(Fig. XXVII-4); then we shall optimize its parameters for the binary communication
problem of interest {Eqs. 5 and 6). Finally, we shall work a simple example demon-
strating that our newdecision-feedback equalizer is capableof rendering far better per-
formance than the conventionalMF-TDL receiver.
2. Structure of the Decision-Feedback Equalizer
We want to determine the optimum receiver structure for the
assumptions that have been introduced, but first we introduce some
definitions that will prove useful in the derivation that is to follow.
problem and
notation and
Definitions: I. _-- = {_klk<0}
S IS3. ak ='_ol r(t) h(t-kTb) dt =-_---o r(t+kTb) h(t) dt
4. b k - _ h(t) h(t-kTb) dt.
Under our assumptions, _- is known correctly via decision feedback, and with this
taken into account, the optimum receiver calculates the likelihood ratio
h ___
(r't' =Holi' P[r(t} L_"Ho' _+] p(_f) d_f
i' p[r(t)I__?H1, _+] p(___+) dE_+
We shall first consider the numerator. Under assumption (v) we have
K1 expf_° S {r(t)-k_<0 _kh(t-Tb)-_°h(t}-_>0 _h(t-_Tb)t2dt 1 [_o= 1
and since
K 1 exp _ _ (t)- _kh(t-kTb dt
k< 0
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A-
is independent of t' and to , it will factor out of the integral and cancel with the same
term arising in the denominator of A. Thus the terms of importance remaining in the
integrand of the numerator are
expI_o-o _fr(t)- k_<0 tkh(t-kTb}tftoh(t)+ _>0 t_h(t-_Tb) l
dt
{  211
o _>0 to=l"
By applying definitions 3 and 4, this may be written
expl 2_]°a°+z ,>0_ t,a_ - 2 k<OZ ,>0_ tkt'blk-''- 2to k<OZ tkbk
- rob o - 2to t_b_- tjt_blj__ 1
_>0 j>0 _>0 __o=1
Now under assumption (iv) we may write
P(t+) = K2 expf--J--1 Z t_l=K2expf_- 2_2 _>0 j>0 _>0_ tJQJ_t_ 1'
1
where we have defined Qj_ = 2_ z 5j_.
that are independent of _+, the numerator of A
Thus, by factoring out of the integral those terms
becomes proportional to
exp _oao- 2to _ bktk- t2o b _ exp Z
k<0 j >0
Z',(a, Zf>0 k<0
_>0
tO= 1
By completing the square in the exponent of the integrand, it is straightforward to show
that this numerator of A is
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expI2g°a°-2G° k_<0bkgk- G°2b°+ j_>0 t_>0 / aj- k_<0b]j-klGk- _°bJ/ Pit/at
- bl -ml m- ,
m< 0 /] Go= 1
where the Pjt are elements of the matrix P defined byP = {B+Q) -1 {for j, t>0), and
Qjt are as defined above. This same expression evaluated at G° = -1 gives the denom-
inator of A. It thus follows that the optimum receiver computes
I- k_< _> f_> /a k_< kl } 1
A = exp 4a ° - 4 bkG k- 4 b_ j - blk_j]_ Pj_ ,
L 0 0 0 0
and decides H ° if A >- I, and decides H 1 if A < i. Equivalently, if one defines
gj : - Pj_b_
J[>O
(2)
fk =_bk + _ gjblj_k],
j>0
then the optimum decision rule may be written
(3)
H
ao+ _ gjaj-_ fkGk ><° 0
j >0 k<0 HI
(4)
The receiver structure may now be found from this decision rule. From definition 3,
it is seen that the sufficient statistics aj may be generated by using a TDL having taps
spaced at the baud duration Tb, as shown in Fig. XXVII-1. Moreover, since the
weightings on the aj may be placed before the integration and multiplication operations,
and the multipliers and integrators are common to all taps of Fig. XXVII-1, then
clearly we can generate
_ gjaj
j>-0
as shown in Fig. XXVII-2, in which we define go = 1.
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_--- h(t)
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Fig. XXVII-I. Generation of sufficient statistics.
Fig. XXVII-2.
RECEIVER
INPUT--" 1 TDL
+ ' +
SUMMING BUS
h(t)
Generating the first term of the decision rule.
Fig. XXVII-3.
TDL N
° FEEDBACK
'
SUMMING BUS Z _kfk
k<0
Generating the second term of the decision rule.
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Similarly, the decision-feedback term may be generated as indicated in Fig. XXVII-3.
Noting that the integration need last only over the interval where h(t) is significantly non-
zero in Fig. XXVII-2, then we would sample the output at some time, say T, to obtain
the desired weighted sum of the aj. The multiplication-integration procedure is clearly
equivalent to a matched filter. Since the MF and TDL are both linear, we may put the
MF ahead of the TDL. Also, sampling the TDL output means that one may instead
sample the MF output at the baud rate. Thus we have arrived at the final structure of
the decision-feedback equalizer shown in Fig. XXVII-4.
We note that this decision-feedback equalizer structure is similar to the conventional
MF-TDL equalizer, except that the TDL now only accounts for future bauds, while the
feedback TDL accounts for past bauds upon which decisions have been made. Further
differences will become apparent in the discussion.
3. Minimum-Output-Sample-Variance Decision-Feedback Equalizer
We now want to adopt the equalizer structure derived above (Fig. XXVII-4) and deter-
mine the forward and feedback TDL tap gains that minimize the sum of the signal side-
lobes and noise power at the receiver output in the absence of decision errors. We first
introduce some additional notation and definitions that will prove useful in the following
discussion.
SAMPLE AT
BAUD RATE
JMATC"EOL_'A.___I
SUMMING BUS
ao
..J- ,
H0 0
H1
j SUMMING BUS J
-k I -' DEOS,ON
1 " I"
Fig. XXVII-4. Structure of the decision-feedback equalizer.
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D efinitions:
7. Y = matrix with elements Yjk = @j-k
Xjk = Z @j+_k+_ for j, k>_ 08. X = matrix with elements _< 0
9. __ = column vector with elements @i for i >_0
10. g = column vector with elements gi for i >_0
11. f = column vector with elements f . for i >I 1.
5. q_ = signal component of the forward-TDL output at the _th sample
time, when a single _o = +1 baud is transmitted
6. @k = f h(t) h(t+kTb) dt = sampled channel autocorrelation function
at T = kT b.
for j, k >_ 0
A typical response of the decision-feedback equalizer to a single transmitted baud
of _o = +1 is shown in Fig. XXVII-5a. It is always an asymmetrical waveform, having
q-g q -2 q -1
, , T T
l i
q-3
q0
(a)
ql
q3T
l
q2
qo
q -1 ql
q-2rr T T I
' 1 ° 1
q-3 q3
Fig. XXVII- 5.
(b)
Typical responses to a single transmitted _ = +1 baud
o
in the absence of noise: (a) decision-feedback equalizer;
and (b) conventional MF-TDL equalizer.
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N more samples occurring before the main sample {which is denoted sample number 0)
than after it, where the MF output has 2N + 1 nonzero samples. This is in contrast with
the typical output from the conventional MF-TDL equalizer, which is seen in
Fig. XXVII-5b to always exhibit symmetry about the main sample.
Before we can proceed to determine the optimum choices of g and f under our
minimum-output-sample-variance criterion, we must first understand the effect of the
decision feedback on the output distortion. Consider the signal component out of the
forward TDL at the first sample time:
j_>0 gj[aj+l]signal = j_>_0 gJ _o _{k _ _kh(t-kTbt{h(t-(j+l)Tb)}dt 1"
The contribution to this component, which is due to the bauds for which decisions have
already been made {that is, on all the _k up to and including to), is then
_ gjb ,j+l-k[ _k"
j>_0 k--<O
Next, consider the output of the feedback TDL at this same first sample time. With
the use of Eq. 3 for the fk' this becomes
_ fk_k+l = _ /bk+ _ gjb,j-k_ _k+l '
k<0 k<0 j >0
and if we let k _ = k+ 1,
bk*- 1 [j+ l-k*
k*_< 0 J > 0
_ gjb [j+ l_k* [ _k*"
j>_O k*<O
Here, we have used bk,_l = bl_k. and our earlier definition, go A=1. Thus we see that
in the absence of decision errors the feedback-TDL output is exactly the same as the
contribution to the forward-TDL output at the first sample time, attributable to past bauds,
and hence there is no net contribution to the distortion from those bauds upon which
decisions have already been made. We now see the three important advantages that the
decision-feedback equalizer enjoys over the conventional equalizer.
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(i) The conventionalequalizer cannotcompletely eliminate interference dueto past
bauds, dueto noise-enhancementconsiderations, as well as the practical constraint of
a finite TDL length. The decision-feedbackequalizer, in the absenceof decision errors,
completely eliminates the intersymbol interference due to past bauds.
(ii) For the decision-feedback equalizer, the forward-TDL gain-vector g may be
optimized without consideration of the q_ for _[ > 0, since these are eliminated by the
decision-feedback, while the conventional equalizer must be designed to simultaneously
suppress all of the q_ for _ ¢ 0. This additional freedom enables the decision-feedback
equalizer to achieve much better suppression of the intersymbol interference due to
future bauds.
(iii) Since the intersymbol interference due to past bauds is suppressed through the
noiseless feedback-TDL rather than through using additional taps on the forward-TDL
as in the conventional equalizer, then clearly the output noise power is significantly
reduced.
Each of these advantages contributes to a much better performance for the decision-
feedback equalizer compared with that of its conventional counterpart, as we shall show
in the example. In view of the conclusions, stated above, it is clear that the output
sample variance is given by
2q_ + Output noise variance.
_<0
Under the constraint that the main sample be unity, we may include qo
to find that
in the summation
gjXjkg k = gTxg,
k>_0
while the output noise variance can be shown 7 to be
N
j >10 k>_0
gjyjkg k = __gTyg.
Thus under the constraint that qo = gT#
= --_-Y] g + k(1-gT¢)
= 1, we want to minimize the quantity
over the choice of the forward-TDL gain vector g. The unique solution is given by
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-i
N o
g= -I
-- i L--_T'TFx+NoY] _
(s)
This result appears formally the same as that for the optimum tap-gain vector in the
conventional MF-TDL equalizer. 7 The difference is that for the conventional equalizer
the summation of definition 8 is taken over all _, while the vector of definition 9 has ele-
ments for all i. Thus X matrix for the conventional equalizer becomes symmetrical and
Toeplitz, while the _ vector becomes symmetrical, and these properties do not hold for
the decision-feedback equalizer.
The proper choice of the f vector now follows directly from Eq. 3, except that we
have dropped the I/N o factor common to all terms of Eq. 4 (that is, the aj contained this
factor, while it is not included in the MF output in the present discussion} and thus
replace the b k there by _k:
fk = _ gj_lj-k]"
j>_O
N
If we define a matrix __ with elements Yjk =_j-k for j >_ 0 and k < 0 (note that it is the
range of k which distinguishes this matrix Y from the matrix Y__ of definition 7), then
the feedback-TDL tap-gain vector may be conveniently written as
f = yg (6)
Thus, once the sampled channel autocorrelation function and additive noise level have
been specified, one can use Eqs. 5 and 6 to determine the parameters of the minimum-
variance decision-feedback equalizer. This is illustrated by the example that follows.
4. Conventional Equalizer versus Decision-Feedback Equalizer: An Example
We shall now work out an example, applying the derived decision-feedback structure
to the equalization of the channel whose sampled autocorrelation function is shown in
Fig. XXVII-6a. This particular example was chosen, not because it necessarily pro-
vides a realistic model of channels of practical importance, but because it illustrates
the important advantages that the decision-feedback equalizer has over the conventional
MF-TDL equalizer. More complex examples could have been chosen, for they pose no
additional difficulties.
We thus want to find the conventional equalizer and decision-feedback equalizer
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(o)
FROMM  o
[ SUMMING BUS _ >
H1(b)
i 1+2cd
c+d c+d
T __ T
J"cd J_cd
(c)
FROM MF
_cd
cd
--<> o
HI
• DECISION
/ TDL _K
(a)
c+dj ]|+cd l
(b)
¢+dT ]l+cd
(c)
Fig. XXVII- 6.
Ca) Sampled-channel autocorrelation func-
tion. (b) 3-tap conventional equalizer.
(c) Output for a single t ° = +1 transmitted
baud.
Fig. XXVII-7.
Ca) Decision-feedback equalizer. (b) For-
ward-TDL output. (c) Effective output
with decision feedback.
structures as a function of the noise level, No/2 , and the sidelobe level, d, of
Fig. XXVII-6a.
Using the 3-tap conventional equalizer shown in Fig. XXVII-6b, one can solve Eq. 5
{with appropriateX and __, and normalizing the result so that go = 1) to find that
2d3 - d
c : N (7)
1 - d 2 +-_ (l-2d 2)
minimizes the output-sample variance, which results in the response to a single trans-
mitted to = +1 baud shown in Fig. XXVII-6c. The noise present at the output has vari-
ance given by
N
2 o 2).
o- : _ (I+4dc+2c (8)
2
Given v and an arbitrary set of sidelobes, we can determine the probability of error
very efficiently, using an "error tree" algorithm developed by the author. 7 This
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algorithm was applied to the present problem for d = . 4, d = . 48, and d = . 50, with the
resulting performance curves for the conventional MF-TDL equalizer shown in
Figs. XXVII-8, XXVII-9, and XXVII-10. These curves are discussed further below,
when we compare them with the corresponding curves of the decision-feedback equalizer.
For the channel of Fig. XXVII-6a, the decision-feedback equalizer is as shown in
Fig. XXVII-7a, where we consider it to be the counterpart of Fig. XXVII-6b, since the
delay and tap-gain requirements are the same with both equalizers. We should note at
this point that although the forward TDL of the decision-feedback equalizer appears to be
half of the conventional-equalizer TDL, this is not the case, in general. In general, if
the sampled-channel autocorrelation has M sidelobes, then the feedback TDL requires
M taps, with the remaining in the forward TDL. Thus, for example, if one had a con-
ventional equalizer of 55 taps to equalize a channel having 10 autocorrelation sidelobes,
then the hardware-equivalent decision-feedback equalizer would have 45 forward-TDL
gains and 10 feedback-TDL gains.
Solving Eq. 5 and normalizing so that go = 1, one finds that
d 3 - d (9)
e - N
1 +_ (l-d z)
minimizes the output-sample variance, and results in the response to a single t ° = +1
transmitted baud shown in Fig. XXVII-7b. The effective output after decision feedback
is shown in Fig. XXVII-7c, where the samples occurring after the main sample have
been eliminated. The noise present at the output has variance
N
2 o 2).
=--_- (l+2dc+c (I0)
As discussed further below, the output noise is smaller than that appearing at the output
of the conventional equalizer after appropriate normalizations have been made. Note that
the parameter c of Eqs. 9 and 10 is numerically different from that of Eqs. 7 and 8.
The performance of the decision-feedback equalizer was determined through digital
computer simulations, with the results shown in Figs. XXVII-8, XXVII-9 and XXVII-10.
The signal-to-noise ratio in these figures is given by
SNR = 10 lOgl0
since we have assumed unit signal energy on each baud. Also, to place the performance
curves of the conventional and decision-feedback equalizers in better perspective,
Figs. XXVII-8, XXVII-9, and XXVII-10 show the performance curves of an unequalized
receiver (matched filter only) and of the ideal receiver (that obtained when transmitting
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only a single pulse, where intersymbol interference is no longer a problem).
When the sidelobe energy is approximately one-third that of the main sample {the
d = . 40 case), the decision-feedback equalizer is only approximately Z db away from the
ideal at high SNR, while it is approximately 4 db better than the conventional equalizer.
I0°
i0-I
e
v
m 10-2
0
i0 -3
i0 -4
SINGLE PULSE
TRANSMITTED
CONVENTIONAL
EQUALIZER
EQUALIZER
I I I I I i I
-16 =I0 -4 2 8 14 20 26
SNR (db)
Fig. XXVII-10. Performance for the channel indicated in
Fig. XXVII-6a, with d = . 50.
As the sidelobe energy is increased {Figs. XXVII-9 and XXVII-10), the decision-feedback
equalizer becomes 3-5 db off the ideal, and approximately 1Z db better than the conven-
tional equalizer at d = .48. For d =. 50, the conventional equalizer is seen in
Fig. XXVII-10 to approach a limiting performance with increasing SNR, while the
decision-feedback equalizer continues to improve rapidly beyond ~5 db. The behavior of
the conventional equalizer here is due to the fact that d = . 50 renders an input distortion
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28
24
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Fig. XXVII- 11.
I
-16
CONVENTIONAL
EOU, ,zE,..../
//j EQULIZER.,,,_.._I I I AI I J
-I0 -4 2 8 14 20 26
SNR (db)
Noise enhancement for the channel indicated in
Fig. XXVII-6a, with d = . 40.
of unity (with a sum of the side-lobe magnitudes used as measure; thus the "eye" was
closed even in the absence of noise, for those familiar with "eye diagrams"}, and a
(2M+l)-tap TDL conventional equalizer exhibits a limiting performance of 2-2M-3 with
increasing SNR.
If one normalizes the main output samples to unity, and correspondingly normalizes
the output noise variances, the noise enhancement is considerably more with the conven-
tional equalizer than with the decision-feedback equalizer in this example, as shown in
Fig. XXVII-11 for d = .40. This illustrates advantage (iii), which we listed for the
decision-feedback equalizer.
Note that at low SNR the performance of the two equalizers coincides in
Figs. XXVII-8, XXVII-9, and XXVII-10. This is not perhaps what one might have
expected from heuristic arguments, which point out that when an error is made by the
decision-feedback equalizer the feedback-TDL contribution enhances rather than
eliminates the ql sample (see Fig. XXVII-7b and 7-c), thereby resulting in this example
in an additional equivalent interfering sample whose magnitude exceeds that of the main
sample by Icdl. This gives a large probability of error on the next decision (=1/3 for
intermediate SNR, calculated under the assumption of uncorrelated distortion), and thus
it appears quite possible that "one bad decision will lead to another," and cause the per-
formance at low SNR to become eventually worse than that of the conventional equalizer.
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Such behavior was not observed in this example, however, and the decision-feedback
equalizer appears at least as good as the conventional equalizer at all SNR.
For more complex channels that we have studied, in which the energy in the side
lobes is much greater than in the simple case considered here, the anticipated thresh-
olding effect has been noted, 7 but only at high conventional equalizer error rates, and
the decision-feedback equalizer still exhibits far better performance at all SNR of prac-
tical importance.
M. E. Austin
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B. STATE-VARIABLE ESTIMATION IN TIlE PRESENCE OF PURE DELAY
1. Introduction
We shall present a state-variable approach for the processing of sonar or seismic
array data. In the processing of data from these arrays, one often encounters delayed
versions of the same signal, or signals that are correlated by means of a delay, in the
same waveform.
Because of the inherent nonrationality of the delay factors, the classical Weiner
approach, even for stationary processes, requires finding the impulse response of a
filter with an infinite number of poles. When one wishes to use existing state-variable
techniques, one requires an infinite dimensional state representation in order to develop
the estimation equations. Here, we shall develop a finite set of estimation equations
that specify the estimate maximizing the a posteriori probability density of the
process.
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Z. Signal Model
Let us now discuss the equations which describe the system of interest {see
__(- oN) __(t)
I I
x=F_+ G.V_ l
- MESSAGE _x(t)
SOURCE
-o N < t < TF
x(t)
x(t-a 1 )
x(t-o 2 )
AMPLITUDE
MODULATION
OF THE N + 1
INPUTS
w(t)
Co (t) x (t) +
i _1 Ci (t) x (t-al)
r(t)
OBSERVATION
INTERVAL
O<t<Tf
Fig. XXVII-lZ. System model.
Fig. XXVII-12). We assume that the dynamics of the message process are determined
by a linear state equation
dx(t)
at - F(t) x(t) + G(t) v(t) (1)
over the time interval -a N < t < Tf, where F(t), G(t) are matrices determining the
dynamics of the state equation, and v{t} is a white Gaussian source noise with
ELx(t)vT(T)]--= Q6(t-T). (2)
In order to completely specify this random process, we need to make some assump-
tions about the conditions of the initial state. We assume that the initial state is a
Gaussian random vector with
=
E[ ) )T]
(3)
= P(-aN). (4)
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We shall now discuss the observation process. We assume that we observe N dif-
ferent delayed versions of an amplitude modulation of the state vector in the presence
of a white Gaussian observation noise. Our observation is, therefore,
N
r(t) = Co(t)x(t) + _ Ci(t ) x(t-ai) + w(t),
i= 1
(5)
where
0<t<Tf
0 < a 1 < a 2 <... < aN_ 1 < aN (6)
E[_w{t)wT{v)] = R6(t--v). (7)
Notice that our observation equation is defined over a different time interval from the
state equation. For convenience, let us define
Yi{t) = x{t-ai). {8)
Aside from the delay terms that enter, our assumptions do not differ from the usual
ones made in state-variable estimation procedures.
3. Derivation of the MAP Estimation Equations
It can be shown that the problem of maximizing the a posteriori density is equivalent
to minimizing the following quadratic functional:
J(_v(t),x(-aN)) = Hx(-aN)-__(-aN) []P- 1(_aN)
_0Tf r(t) - Co(t )x(t) -
N
Z
i=l
Ci(t) Yi (t)
R-1
dt
Tf
aN Q
Subject to the constraint of the state equation (1} and the delay operations specified by
Eq 6(rlxJlA xTAx)
Let us first consider the state-equation constraint. We can introduce this by using
a Lagrangian multiplier. This is done by adding to the quadratic functional the term
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;? C ,)= 2 T(t) d_ - F(t) x(t) -G(t) v(t dr. (10)
Lo aN
It will be useful to integrate the first term of the integrand by parts. Doing this, we
have
L ° = _pW(Tf) x(Tf) - _pT(-aN) x(-aN)
Tf _ dpT{t} }
__aN _" d-_ xlt} + pTlt} Fit) xlt} + pTlt) Glt) _v(tl dr. (11}
When we incorporate the constraints imposed by the delays, we encounter much
more difficulty. In order to impose the constraints, we must find a differential equa-
tion that the delay operation satisfies. As we would expect from the infinite-state
requirement imposed by the delay operation, we cannot find a finite-dimensional ordi-
nary differential equation. It is easy to show, however that the delay operation satis-
fies the partial differential equation
O_¢i(t, v) 0__i(t, v)
a----Y---+ ar =0, (12)
where
_¢i(t, 0) = x(t).
We show this by noting that the general solution to Eq. 12 is
_i(t, v) = fi(t--T). (13)
Imposing the boundary condition at v = 0 yields
_i(t, 0) =fi{t) = x(t). (14)
We see that we now have
_¢i(t, a i) =_fi(t-ai) = x(t-ai) = _Yi(t). (15)
As a result, we are able to impose the constraint of each delay .term by using a
Lagrangian multiplier that is a function of two variables, that is, we want to add to the
quadratic functional terms of the form
_; _f 'ai T 18-¢i (t'v) 8--¢i(t'v))L.1 = 0 __ (t,r) _ _- + 8t dtdv, (16)
in which we have
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__i(t,T) = X(t--T). (17)
We again want to perform some integrations by parts. This yields
_2S01 : +0. ...dtd (18)
When we add the Lagrangian multiplier constraints Lo, L 1 .... L N imposed by the state
equation and the delay terms to the quadratic functional described by Eq. 9, we have
J(v(t),x(-aN)) = Hx(-aN)-_(-a N) [[P- l(_aN)
NIL_f r,tl-Co,t,x,t,-_0:,_,_i't'
i=l -i
R
dt
Tf
H-v(t) I1Q-I dt + _pT(Tf) x(Tf) - pT(To) x(T o)+ __aN
_Tf f d_pT(t) )t- - -- x(t) + pT(t) F(t)x(t) + pT(t) G(t) v(t dt
J_aN _ dt -- --
i=l
dT
T) dtdT 1 . (19)
We now are in a position to minimize the quadratic functional by applying variational
techniques. We proceed by perturbing v(t)and x(-a N) from their optimal estimates,
that is,
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A A
x(-aN) = x(-aN) + £Sx(-aN) (20)
A
v(t) = x(t) + eS_$(t). (21)
The response of the state equation to the perturbed input is
x(t) = __(t)+ £5__(t), (22)
where 8x(t) satisfies the differential equation
dS__(t) ^
dt = F(t) 5x(t) + G(t) 8x(t). (23)
The variation by the quadratic functional which results from these perturbations is given
by
J(v(t),x(-as)) = J(__(t), _(-aN)) + e f[x(-aN)-x(-aN)]T P- 1(-a N ) 8x(-a N)
+ _/_u f r(t) - Co(t ) - Ci(t) 9i(t- o(t) 5x(t)
i=l
j=l
_/f ^ T -1 ^v(t) Q 5v(t)
aN
(it+ _pT(Tf) 6__(Tf)- _pT(To) 6_(-aN)
Tf _dpT(t)
6x(t) +_pT(t) F(t) 5x(t) + pT(t) G(t) 6_v(t) dt
+
N
i=l
i (_T(Tf ,
i=l
+ _ f a i _ ^
- at - + 81" 5_¢i(t ,T) dtd + OleZ). {Z4)
i=l
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We now wantto combinethe various variations into commonfactors. We have
" ^ {(^ - T l(_aN)_pT(_aN))Jlv(t),x(-aN) ) = J(vlt),xl-aN) ) + • [x(_aN)-xl-aN) ] p- 5xl-aN )
+
_:f (t)- Co{t)_£(t)- _ Ci{t)__i { R-1Co(t)
j=l
dpT(t) N _i=l
ff g% D #%.+ ((v(t)TQ 1-pT(t)G(t))5_v(t)) dt
a N
+_ f (tl-Co(t)__(t)- %.)z%(t R-'ci(t)
i=l j=l
o(..:,, )+ __ dt pW(t) F(t)- _ (0,-t) 5__(t) dt
al j=l
i= 1 ai+ 1
N
+Z
j=l
dt pT(t) F(t) - F_T(0,-t 5__(t)
j=i+l
.)6__(Tf-.)d.]+ f _'J[.-J_] j=l JO \ 8t
+ _ ./5_j(t,,) dtd . (ZS)
We shall now make a series of arguments to cause the • variation of the functional
to vanish. We shall require that the Lagrangian multiplier functions satisfy some equa-
tions so that the coefficients of some of the variations vanish.
First we require the delay constraints to have the functional form
__i(t, T) = _o.(t--T) (Z6)
1
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so that the last term in the equation vanishes identically (-_i
delay equation). Furthermore, we require that
is the adjoint function for the
_%.(t-T) = 0 (z7)
1
a i < T < Tf (28)
and, for 0 <t <Tf,
= - (t) _(t) - yj( . (29)_o.(t-ai) cT(t) R- 1 (t) C ° Cj(t) _
l j=l
This completes our restrictions of the Lagrangian multipliers for the delay con-
straints. Notice that the restrictions may be made independently of all the other con-
straints, including the state-equation constraint.
Now we shell impose some restrictions on the Lagrangian multiplier for the state-
equation constraint. First we impose the restriction, 0 < t < Tf,
dp(t) _ cT(t ) R- 1 ^dt = FT(t) p(t) - (t) - Co(t) x(t) - Cj(t)_yj(t - (t).
j=l -_oj
(30)
Finally, we impose restrictions for the time before the observation interval.
region, for -a I < t < O, we require
N
dp(t)dt - -FT(t) p(t) - __o.(t),
j=l J
Within this
(31)
and, for-ai+ 1 <t <a i, i= 1,2,..., N-l,
N
dp(t) = -FT(t) p(t) - __o.(t).
j=i+l 3
As a result, we have defined p(t) over the entire interval of the process.
have
J(v(t),x(-aN) ) = J(_(t),_(-aN) )
+ ef [ (_(_aN))__(_aN)TP- 1 (-aN)-pT(-aN) ] 5__(-aN)
_TfaN (__(t)TQ_l_pT(t)G(t)) 5_(t)+ 0(£2)}.
(32)
Therefore we
(33)
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]% A
Because of the optimality of _v(t} and x(-aN} , we have
p(-aN) = P (-aN)((x(-aN))-x_(-aN)) (34)
Q-l$(t) = GT(t) p(t).
Equation 34 imposes an initialboundary condition, and Eq.
p(t). By using Eq. 35, our state equation becomes
A
dx(t)
d---_--= F(t)__(t) + G(t) QGT(t)p(t).
(35)
35 relates the terms v(t) and
(36)
We shall now summarize our equations determining the MAP interval estimate of the
process x(t). For convenience, we shall define
a =0
o
A A
Yo(t) = x(t).
For -a N <t <Tf, we have
d£1t)
dt - F(t) __(t) + G(t) QGT(t) p(t).
By using the definitions stated above, we may write Eqs. 33 and 35 in the same manner.
for -ai+ 1 < t <-a.1 these equations become
N
dp(t)
d-t = -FT(t) p(t) - _ It),
j=i+l _oj
where i may assume the values
i= 0, 1, ... N-I.
For 0 <t <Tf, we have
dt - -FT(t)p(t)- Co(t) R -1 (t)- _ Cj(t) yj(t - _ (t).
j=0 J=] -_oj
The functions -_i are defined to be, for 0 < v < ai,
_oi(Tf-T) = 0,
and for 0 <t <Tf,
_oi(t-ai) = cT(t) R -1 (t)-
j=0
Cj (t) y(t .
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The result of our derivation is a set of differential-difference equations with a two-
point boundary-value condition. In the absence of any delay terms, the equations are
identical to those for the interval estimator with no-memory modulation, that is, ampli-
tude modulation. At the present time, the equation may be solved only for the case of an
equally spaced delay, a. = i_a. We are now working on more general methods of solu-i
tion, the performance of the estimator in a delay environment, and realizable filters
for such an environment.
A. B. Baggeroer
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RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
The objective of the research in speech communication is to gain an understanding
of the processes whereby (a) discrete linguistic entities are encoded into speech by
human talkers, and (b) speech signals are decoded into meaningful linguistic units by
human listeners. Our general approach is to formulate theories or hypotheses regarding
certain aspects of the speech processes, obtain experimental data to verify these hypoth-
eses, and simulate models of the processes and compare the performances of the
models and of human talkers or listeners. Research in progress or recently completed
includes: observations of the acoustic and articulatory aspects of speech production in
English and in other languages through spectrographic analysis; study of cineradio-
graphic data and measurement of air-flow events; study of the perception of speech
sounds by children and examination of the acoustic properties of the utterances of chil-
dren; computer simulation of articulatory movements in speech; investigation of the
mechanism of larynx operation through computer modeling and acoustic analysis; exam-
ination of new procedures for analysis of speech signals using deconvolution techniques;
experimental studies of the perception of vowel sounds; speech synthesis by rule with a
computer-simulated terminal analog synthesizer; a re-examination of the system of fea-
tures used to describe the phonetic segments of language; and the development and
improvement of interface equipment for spectral analysis of speech with a computer and
for synthesis of speech from computer-generated control signals.
K. N. Stevens, M. Halle
A. REAL-TIME SPECTRAL INPUT SYSTEM FOR COMPUTER
ANALYSIS OF SPEECH
On-line operation of a real-time spectral input system for computer analysis of
speech was achieved during the period covered by this report. The system, mentioned
in a previous report, 1 was used with a bank of 36 bandpass filters and a PDP-1 com-
puter to analyze recorded utterances played back in real time. A block diagram of the
complete analyzing configuration is shown in Fig. XXVIII-1.
*This work was supported principally/by the U.S. Air Force (Electronic Systems
Division) under Contract_kF19(6Z8)-5661f and in part by the National Institutes of
0433Z-0 )'k, _i;Health (Gran_]5-RO1 _TB- 4 '
21_, _,_'_ SOn le_ave from Radio Research Laboratories, Tokyo, Japan.
SOn leave from Norges Laererhogskole, Trondheim, Norway.
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Operation of the system is, at present, completely under program control. When
in data-taking mode, the program continually pulses the real-time analyzer, thereby
causing it to read and convert the output of each channel. Channel stepping is performed
AUDIO IN FILTER
_ SET
r .........
i
i
I,
i_ LINEARFULL-WAVE
, : RECTIFIERS
I •
I : +
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LOGARITHMIC b-BIT DATA
ATO D 0i63db--
I
I
I
!
/_ SAMPLING PULSES
!
I
REAL-TIME ANALYZER i
PDP-I
Fig. XXVIII-I. Diagram of the real-time analyz e r as used with
analyzing filter bank and PDP-1 computer.
at the end of each conversion by the internal logic of the analyzer. Digitized channel
information is sent back to the computer and stored in the core. When the sum of the
outputs of three selected channels rises above a set threshold, the program recognizes
the onset of speech. Termination of speech is similarly recognized. The beginning and
end thresholds and the sampling rate are program parameters. At present, 4000 words
of data may be stored, representing approximately 3.4 seconds of speech at a 10-msec
sampling rate. The program can display any given 36-channel spectrum sample and
also each spectrum sample in sequence throughout the utterance. A display of selected
channels outputs as a function of time is also available.
N. Benhaim, Eleanor C. River
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B. CHILDREN'S PERCEPTION OF A SET OF VOWELS
In experiments comparing identification and discrimination functions for vowels in
isolation and in consonantal context, it has recently been found that vowels in context
tend to be perceived in a categorial fashion. Discrimination functions are characterized
by peaks at the phoneme boundaries, whereas isolated vowels form a perceptual con-
tinuum. It is felt that these results support the theory that experience with the
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generation of speech movements and with simultaneous observation of .the acoustic con-
sequences of these movements plays an important role in shaping the process whereby
1
speech is perceived.
In the case of a child the acoustic consequences of his speech movements differ
quite radically from the consequences produced by the adults in his environment. The
question asked in this experiment was" Are the phoneme boundaries for a set of vowels
in consonantal context the same for the child as for the adult. Six children and 5 adults
constituted the population of this study. The children, three boys and three girls,
ranged in age from 5 to 11 years.
Each subject listened through earphones to 90 stimuli consisting of random presenta-
tion of 9 different synthetically produced CVC syllables. Two of the 9 syllables {steps
2 and 8) formed a typical version of b/i/l and b/I/l spoken by an American male. Five
additional stimuli were produced by computing a set of interpolated formant contours
that were equally spaced between b/t/l and b/I/l {steps 3-7). Two more were produced
by extrapolating one step before b/t/l and one step after b/I/l {steps l and 9). These
step sizes were equal to those between the interpolated stimuli. This produced 9 differ-
ent syllables. {For a more detailed discussion of the stimuli see Stevens.l)
Three black and white drawings pasted to a black surface were placed before each
subject and identified by the experimenter as b/i/1 (a truck), b/I/1 (a bird's bill) and
b/6/1 (a church bell). The subjects were asked to point to the picture that the speaker
was naming. The percentage of judgments for each subject as /i/, /I/ or /_/ for each
of the 9 steps was then computed and a mean for adults and children was obtained.
Table XXVIII-1 gives the numerical results.
Table XXVIII-1. Per cent of judgments /i/, /I/, /_/ as a function of step.
ADULTS CHILDREN ADULTS CHILDREN ADULTS CHILDREN
Step % % % I % % E %
I I00
2 I00
3 79
4 62
5 15
6 0
7 0
8 0
9 0
I00 0
97 0
9O 20
73 36
24 81
5 97
1 95
0 86
0 42
0 0
3 0
9* 1
27 2
75 3
95 3
98 5
85 14
32 58
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
15
68
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There were no significant differences betweenadults' and children's judgmentson
each step except for step 3 as computedby chi-square comparison. The tendencyis
for the adults to beginto perceive /I/ "sooner" in the continuum than the children, and
for the children to do so with/8/, although not significantly so. Figure XXVIII-Z shows
that phoneme boundaries for the vowels in this experiment are the same, in terms of
steps, for the children and for adults.
Fig. XXVIII- 2.
1O0
8O
z
_o
u
_6o
E
u
e.--e CHILDREN
. I e--4 ADULTS
- ,,, ; _, •_ z h
,'2' J
2 4 6 8
STIMULUS STEP
Phoneme boundaries for vowels in the experiment.
The answer to the question that was raised, therefore, is ye___ssfor the set of vowels
in this experiment. This leaves us, however, with the task of trying to explain how the
child can identify vowels in much the same way as adults when he produces these vowels
so that they are, in terms of formant frequency, a poor match with those of the adults.
We might also ask how the adult identifies the vowels produced by children.
There are several possibilities concerning the perceptual cues that may be in opera-
tion. Although the child's vowels do not match the adult's, his set of vowels are clearly
differentiated from each other in formant frequencies. Furthermore, the direction that
differences take for F 1 and F 2 between vowels is the same for adults and children. Also,
there is no overlap between the vowels produced by children and adults. That is, for
example, the /I/ produced by the child is not like the /L/ produced by the adult in terms
of formant frequencies. Therefore, a system of distinctive differences exists between
the vowels produced by children, as well as between the vowels of children and adults.
(The data will be reported in detail elsewhere. Z) Two further speculations would be
that acoustic characteristics other than formant frequencies provide cues for identifica-
tion and that articulatory gestures used by children to produce the vowels might be anal-
ogous to those used by adults. The first speculation is now being examined from data
obtained in a previous experiment. 3 We have, at this time, no data on the articulatory
gestures of children. We have the task of identifying those parameters by which the
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child matcheswhathe produces to what the adult producesandthose by which the adult
matches what he produces to what the child producesso that there is mutual under-
standing, which does, in fact, exist.
We havefoundthat the child identifies certain vowels in consonantalcontext categor-
ially, as doesthe adult, andthat the boundariesof these vowels are strikingly similar
for both children and adults. Wewould like to explore this questionwith other speech
sounds; primarily, with those sounds that create difficulty developmentally, suchas
w, r, 1, y.
Paula Menyuk
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C. ARTICULATORY ACTIVITY AND AIR FLOW DURING THE PRODUCTION
OF FRICATIVE CONSONANTS
One of the principal objectives of research in speech is to understand the mechanism
underlying the control of the speech-generating system. Several kinds of experimental
observations can be made in order to investigate the nature of this process. Among
these, air-flow and pressure measurements can provide useful information concerning
the activities of the various articulatory structures. The purpose of this report is to
1
describe one result of a larger study that has been reported on elsewhere. Measure-
ments of air flow during speech production have led to certain conclusions about the
manner in which voiceless fricatives are produced in intervocalic position.
A face mask incorporating a linear flow resistance and a pressure transducer was
used to measure the volume velocity of the air stream expelled from the lungs during
1-3
speech production. Figure XXVIII-3 is an example of the graphic record for the
utterance "Say the word /ho'faf/ again." A double peak in the air flow occurs for each
/f/phone as indicated by the arrows. This type of double peak is characteristic of the
voiceless fricatives /f, 0, s, _/in the context of this frame sentence for all 5 speakers
studied.
The double peak is probably a consequence of the relative timing of laryngeal and
articulatory gestures. In Fig. XXVIII-4 a tracing of average air flow is compared with
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Airofrom mosk(liters/sec)
b
Fig. XXVIII- 3.
i J) sec
Soy theword /ha f o f/ ogoin
Example of the air-flow record (inverted) from
the graphic recorder for the utterance "Say the
word /he'fmf/ again." (Speaker: KNS.)
1.0
Fig. XXVIII-4. Spectrogram and tracing of average air flow
utterance "Say the word /he'fo_f/ again."
The lines indicate the times of cessation and
initiation of voicing in the syllable /f0_f/.
a spectrogram of the utterance to indicate the times of voicing onset and cessation. The
lines that mark these times occur approximately at air-flow peaks.
An interpretation of these results in articulatory terms is suggested in Fig. XXVIII-5.
During the unstressed vowel/e/, the glottis begins to open while the vocal cords con-
tinue to vibrate. At the first peak in air flow (indicated by the first dashed line} the
lower teeth begin to make contact with the upper lip, and the constriction that is formed
causes a rise in mouth pressure. As a result, vocal-cord vibration ceases rather
abruptly. The supraglottal articulator continues to constrict until vocal-tract resistance
reaches a maximum value. The articulator then begins to move away in anticipation of
the next phone, thereby lowering vocal-tract resistance. Air flow through the glottis
thus increases, the vocal cords approximate as a consequence of the reduced pressure,
and vocal-cord vibration begins (at the point indicated by the second dashed line}.
Finally, the vocal cords assume a mode of vibration which is characteristic of the
vowel, with higher glottal resistance. A similar pattern of the air flow occurs in the
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Fig. XXVIII- 5. Interpretation of the articulatory events
causing a double peak in the air-flow
trace for a voiceless fricative in inter-
vocalic position. Total resistance to
flow is assumed to be the sum of glottal
resistance and vocal-tract resistance.
Dashed lines indicate times of cessation
and initiation of voicing.
final /f/of the utterance illustrated in Fig. XXVIII-4.
The voiced fricatives, /v_ z _/ display similar air-flow traces, except that air flow
is reduced relative to that of the voiceless fricatives, and the double peak is less pro-
nounced. Voicing occurs throughout these sounds, but the flow becomes higher than for
a vowel in spite of the turbulence-producing supraglottal constriction. Thus the laryn-
geal mode of vibration for voiced fricatives must differ from that occurring during
vowels; the vocal cords probably remain separated during a vibratory cycle, with the
result that there is an appreciable DC component to the flow.
In the course of the study, 1 data were gathered on other consonants of English.
Some consonant clusters were recorded and found to have air-flow traces exhibiting
coarticulation effects. Word stress was found to have some effect on air flow. The
data suggest certain limits on the speed of reaction and coordination of larynx and
vocal-tract structures during speech production.
The experimental data reported here were
Public Health, in collaboration with Dr. Jere
iology.
obtained at the Harvard School of
Mead of its Department of Phys-
D. H. Klatt
1o
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RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
There have been two main traditions in the study of language in modern times. The
first is the tradition of "universal" or "philosophical grammar,,, which flourished in the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries in intimate connection with philosophy and specu-
lative psychology. The second is the tradition of modern linguistics, a nineteenth and
twentieth century phenomenon that was also closely interwoven with the philosophy, psy-
chology, and anthropology of its day. Philosophical grammar was concerned with
general, universal principles of language structure; it attempted to ground these prin-
ciples in a theory of mental processes, and to illustrate them with detailed study of par-
ticular languages. By modern standards, the work lacked care and attention to detail,
and the conclusions that were reached, though often highly insightful, were deficient in
empirical support and sharpness of formulation. In comparison, modern nineteenth and
twentieth century linguistics has achieved a much higher standard of rigor, and has accu-
mulated linguistic data of an incomparably greater scope and variety. It has been limited,
however, by a much narrower interpretation of the purposes and goals of linguistic
science. It has eschewed theory construction in favor of elaboration of methods of
analysis, and it has not been concerned with linguistic universals-- often, in fact, it has
denied that there are, in any significant sense, genuine and deep universal principles
that constrain the form and use of human language.
This work was supported principally by the U.S. Air Force (Electronics Systems
Division) under Contract AF 19(628)-2487; and in part by the Joint Services Elec-
tronics Programs {U.S. Army, U.S. Navy, and U.S. Air Force) under Contract
DA 36-039-AMC-03200(E), the National Science Foundation (Grant GK-835), the National
Institutes of Health (Grant 2 PO1 MH-04737-06), and the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (Grant
_a_,sG_496)._. ") f
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The work in linguistics at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology represents, in a
sense, a synthesis of these two major traditions. In terms of its general goals and even
many of its specific hypotheses, this work has a very classical flavor. But in the range
and reliability of evidence and precision of formulation, this work accepts and attempts
to surpass the standards of modern structuralism.
For classical linguistics, a central property of human language is what we can call
its "creative" aspect, that is, its unboundedness and freedom from stimulus control.
Under ordinary circumstances, what a person says is not determined by the stimuli that
impinge on him or by identifiable physiological states, to any significant degree. The
unboundedness of normal language is evident from the fact that almost every linguistic
utterance produced and understood is quite new, not similar in any physically defined
sense to those that have been produced in the past experience of the language user, and
not conforming to familiar or memorized patterns, in any meaningful sense of the notion
"pattern." Nor are these utterances "generalizations" from past experience, in any
sense of "generalization" known to psychology or philosophy. Nor can language use be
described in terms of "habits" or "repertoires of responses." In recognizing these facts,
philosophical grammar was entirely correct and to the point.
To account for this creative aspect of normal language use, we must attribute to the
language user knowledge of a certain organized system of rules that establish a sound-
meaning relation for an infinite class of sentences. This knowledge is, of course, quite
unconscious, but it is nonetheless perfectly real. Thus it is quite likely that no one
reading this report has ever seen, heard, or produced the sentence
(I) What disturbed John was being disregarded by everyone.
Yet every reader will understand that the sentence may be roughly paraphrased by either
(z) or (3):
(2) Everyone was disregarding the thing that disturbed John.
(3) The fact that everyone was disregarding him disturbed John.
Thus sentence (I) is ambiguous, its possible interpretations being (2) or (3). If the word
"our" is inserted in (I), giving (4), the sentence is unambiguous.
(4) What disturbed John was our being disregarded by everyone.
The interpretation of (4) can only be along the lines of (3), with "him" replaced by "us."
Or, to choose an example from a totally different sphere of language, speakers of English
would know that the plural of the word dap is daps, whereas that of linch is finches (with
es rather than s), in spite of the fact that most of the speakers would neither know the
meanings of these words nor have heard them before.
A speaker of English has knowledge of these facts and numerous others without having
been exposed to these sentences or to any explicit "teaching." He has mastered a system
of rules that determine both the phonetic form of sentences (I)-(4) and their various
semantic interpretations. The first task of the linguist who is investigating the structure
of English is to try to determine this system of rules, the system that is called the "gen-
erative grammar of English." This generative grammar has in some manner been inter-
nalized by every speaker of English; it determines the pairing of sound and meaning for
an indefinitely large range of possible sentences. It is this internalized generative gram-
mar that makes possible the normal, "creative" use of language.
The discovery of the generative grammar of English, and other languages, is, how-
ever, only the first task that faces the linguist. To the extent that such grammars have
been developed and validated, the linguist can then turn to the question of how they are
put to use, by the speaker or hearer, in normal conversation, in literature, in internal
monologue, and so on. Furthermore, he can turn to the basic problem of classical lin-
guistics: What are the universal principles that limit the form of such generative gram-
mars ? Clearly, there must be universal principles with a very narrow and limiting
character. If this were not true, it would be impossible for the child, presented with
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scattered samples of a language for an extremely short period, to determine for himself
the generative grammar of this language. But this is a task that normal humans accom-
plish with great facility. This indicates that they must approach the task forearmed with
highly specific advance knowledge (obviously, unconscious) of the possible form that a
generative grammar must assume. To put it loosely, although the child cannot "know"
in advance whether the language to which he is exposed is English, Chinese, and so on,
he must "know" that it is a "human language', of a highly special sort, which can only
vary in very restricted ways. The problem of "universal grammar," now, as in the
seventeenth century, is to determine the principles that limit the variety of human lan-
guage and make possible the acquisition of language. To the extent that such principles
can be formulated and validated, we gain insight of an unparalleled kind into the innately
determined character of human mental processes.
We feel that recent work, much of it carried out at M. I. T., makes it possible to
formulate a fairly precise theory of universal grammar in this sense, a theory which is,
furthermore, reasonably well supported by substantial empirical evidence from a variety
of languages. The major goal of our research, then, is to sharpen and deepen the theory
of generative grammar, and to use it as a basis for the study of cognitive processes.
Since many of the problems of language lie in the area in which several disciplines
overlap, an adequate and exhaustive treatment of language demands close cooperation
of linguistics with other sciences. The inquiry into the structural principles of human
language suggests a comparison of these principles with those of other sign systems,
which, in turn, leads naturally to the elaboration of a general theory of signs, semiotics.
Here linguistics touches upon problems that have been studied by philosophy. Other
problems of interest to logicians- and also to mathematicians -- are touched upon in the
studies devoted to the formal features of a general theory of language. The study of
language in its poetic function brings linguistics into contact with the theory and history
of literature. The social function of language cannot be properly illuminated without
the help of anthropologists and sociologists. The problems that are common to lin-
guistics and the theory of communication, the psychology of language, the acoustics and
physiology of speech, and the study of language disturbances are too well known to need
further comment here. The exploration of these interdisciplinary problems, a major
objective of this group, will be of benefit not only to linguistics; it is certain to pro-
vide workers in the other fields with stimulating insight and new methods of attack, as
well as to suggest to them new problems for investigation and fruitful reformulations of
questions that have been asked for a long time.
M. Halle, N. A. Chomsky
A. INITIAL CLUSTERS IN ENGLISH
In examining the range of possible consonant clusters at the beginning of a word in
English, we find not merely a lot of redundancy (as is well known), but a particular kind
of redundancy, a type that allows us to re-analyze these clusters as single segments.
This leads us to suspect that the structure of words may be much simpler than has yet
been suggested. Chomsky and Halle 1 have shown how and why the complex vowel nuclei
of syllables must be derived from simple vocalic segments and in this report we extend
this same concept, finding that many complex consonant clusters can be derived also
from single segments.
1. Preliminary
In English, all words begin with the following sequence: (C = a consonant, V = a vowel;
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parenthesesencloseoptional elementsandbrackets alternate possibilities. The posi-
tions are numberedfor ease of reference.}
(1)
V . , °
Not all possibilities of the formula above are realized, however-- there are principled
restrictions on what may occur with what. For example, 1 never occurs with a pre-
ceding dental stop-- any word that began *dl... would simply not be an English word.
Various methods have been proposed to schematize the possibilities of occurrence
and non-occurrence, ranging from (earliest} a simple list of possible initial clusters to
(later} what we may call "phoneme order charts" as exemplified by Harris z to (recently}
morpheme structure rules which effectively forbid certain sequences of elements.
Another method of expressing these restrictions is proposed below.
It is well to notice first that the y following a consonant is itself always followed by
[u] as in beauty, cute and is unlike the other position 3 possibilities in that it does occur
after voiced non-obstruents as in view, mute, lieu, new. (In some dialects this y has
dropped after dentals.) For these reasons, then, we may consider it to be part of the
[u] which necessarily follows it, treating the combination as a single vowel in the under-
1
lying representation. This treatment may be found in Chomsky and Halle, and will not
be duplicated here.
2. Position 3 Elements
We may now revise the original statement (1) of possibilities of word-beginnings to
{such statements we shall call 'canonical forms'}:
(z)
(s)(c) (_r I
I 2 3
V . o .
If we ignore the s in position 1 for the moment, we see that in position 3 there are
4 possibilities; either nothing at all (which I shall call _), r, 1, or w. A choice between
4 possibilities involves Z bits of information. The maximally simple description would
be obtained if we could use but Z distinctive features to specify which possibility is found
in a particular word.
Arranging the possibilities as in
(3) w _r+,
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we see that in the horizontal dimension, r and w oppose 1 in flatness. 3 And in the ver-
tical dimension, there is a distinction in both consonantality and vocalicity between r and
__1on the one hand and w on the other. Let us use the feature vocalieity for the vertical
dimension. We then have (vertical bars enclose a conjunction of features, vocl =
vocaliaity, and flat = flatness):
145 r = +flat ' i = -flat I ' w = +flat
-vocl
and the last combination, -flat , is realized as_.
Ifwe can specify that a consonant occupies position 2 by marking I+eons I, then the
feature vocl, along with fla____}t,is not used in specifying anything about that segment. It
is proposed, then, that rather than use a separate segment (position 35 to hold the 2 fea-
tures needed to specify how that segment is to be actualized, we now place these features
in the second segment and thus simplify the canonical form of words in English. A seg-
mentalization rule will be introduced to spell the features flat and voel out of a
consonantal segment into a position immediately following it. The canonical form for
English is thus
is) (s) (c) v ...
1 2
This segmentalization rule is placed, of course, after the stress assignment rule and
simplifies it by allowing a definition of a strong cluster as n2 or more [+cons I segments"
instead of "any cluster that is not a weak cluster, where a weak cluster is C(t.rt),'. 4
k"J
The problem in stress assignment where 11 must be a strong cluster (e. g., eostello) in
spite of its natural inclusion in the formulation of a weak cluster is now nonexistent, as
each 1 well have to be a separate segment. We are assuming that the segmentalization
rules also account forthose medial and final clusters that are the same as permitted
initial ones. As will be seen in section 5, there is a principled restriction forbidding
initial clusters composed of any combination of r, 1, or w. In particular, there can
be no 11 initial. Hence, if 11 occurs medially, it must be 2 segments: one associated
with the preceding vowel, and the other an initial, associated with the following vowel.
3. Remarks
There are several points that should be remarked upon here. First, notice that only
by using an arrangement such as (35 can we specify both how position 3 is realized (as
r, 1, or w) and whether or not there is a position 3 type segment by using only 2 fea-
tures. Any other system must use 2 features to contrast the 3 possibilities r, 1,
and w and one additional feature to specify the existence of nonexistence of the
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position 3 segment. That is, to specify whether a segmentafter a consonantand before
a vowel is a position 3 item or simply a vowel or a consonant, wewould needoneaddi-
tional feature. For example, wemust specify a segmentto be I+cons[ in addition to
I +flatbeing vocl in order that _r is output rather than u or o, whereas with the present
I+flatsystem the features vocl are located in the position 2 segmentandthe extra feature
neededin the earlier system is inserted by the segmentalization rule. Of course, using
3 features to specify what 2 can specify entails some redundancythat will haveto be
expressedby rule.6
Another point is that a maximally efficient set of distinctive features canbe hopedfor
only if each feature divides roughly into halvesthe classes defined by other features.
Heretofore, this hasbeenconspicuouslylacking betweenthe features consand vocl, the
classes definedby onebeingalmost duplicated by the other. With this change, however,
+conswhere we previously had one consonant, -v cl ,we now have, in general, 4 consonantal
[+cons I segments,
(6) k kr kl kw
cons + + + +
vocl - + + -
flat - + - +
and the class defined by [+cons[ is roughly divided in half by vocl. Both of these sim-
plifications are facets of the same inner simplification.
It should also be remarked that using the feature vocl in the way we do in some sense
imputes a different definition to it. Of course, we so use it only on a very deep level,
where features are little more than abstract markers. If we want to put the requirement
of phonetic realism on the underlying forms, we shall either have to find another feature
to play the role of vocl in this analysis or alternatively re-define vocl so that tr can be
both vocalic and consonantal. I believe that the second alternative would be more pro-
ductive, as we would then not need an "erasure" rule to mark position 2 segments
I-vocl[ (after the vocl has been segmentalized, of course). This is not unreasonable,
as we cannot have an erasure rule to mark position Z segments 1-flat I because a posi-
tion Z consonant is always rounded when followed by an r. Flatness also involves itself
p
in the difference between the t_ and the c__hhseries, which accounts in part for _s becoming
s h when followed by r and for the similarity in acoustic impression between trip and
chip, etc. On the other hand, we shall need an erasure rule to mark position 2 segments
I-strid[, as stridency is missing in the nasal in smile or snide.
4. Leading s
Returning now to the optional s at the beginning of a word, we may notice that it con-
trasts only with its absence. This is just 1 bit of information or 1 distinctive feature--
all else is redundant. We need only 1 unused feature of its following consonant to use in
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specifying its presence. There are several possibilities, but let us assumethat stri-
dency {strid) is available on this deeplevel, i.e., that _f ands do not contrast with
anything by virtue of their values of stridency. {We shall soon return to s and@.)
Then we may say that if a consonant is strident, an s is created before it by
the s-segmentalization rule. To develop _s alone as an initial, the full form of s is
entered in the dictionary. The s-segmentalization rule will add an s before it and gem-
inate simplification will reduce the resultant s_ssto s.
7
The s-segmentalization rule is formalized as
(7)
+strid I
-v°ic]l :==_
"L+naslj]
+cons I
-vocl I
+strid I
-voic I
+cont I
+1
and is followed by the stridency-erasure rule
(S) [-c°nt]l----_l-strid +strid I)i[+nasll r/If --
D. Perlmutter has pointed out that, by such an arrangement, the effect of a
morpheme structure rule is obtained at no extra cost. If a strident b (b) occurs in the
-- s
dictionary, rule (7) does not apply and rule (8) erases the stridency. In contrast, if Ps
(a strident p) occurs, rule (7) applies to form sps , and rule (8) applies only to the Ps by
virtue of the disjunctive ordering (roughly, ff a parenthesized term in a rule environment
can be matched by some part of the material to which the rule is to be applied, then the
rule cannot be applied without so matching).
Consider the case in which positions 1, Z, 3 are all filled. While we previously
needed only l+consl in first segment to specify it as s, we now need 1 feature, strid on
both _s and non-s-beginning words. This means that in the case of the leading s, our
present system will require more feature mentions in the dictionary, although the use
of markedness can make the Z systems equivalent again. I am inclined to believe that
we now have the proper result. A word with a leading s carries no more and no less
information than one without s. If the number of binary distinctions needed to identify
a word is any function of the information content (or "surprise value") of that word, the
s-less and s-ful words must be specified with the same number of features.
5. Details
To meet the facts of English, we must disallow the following combinations.
(9) position Z position 3
labial w
dental 1
voiced any (i.e., r, I, or w)
continuant
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By effecting this restriction before the segmentalizationrule applies, we canhandlethis
with segment-structure rules that are equivalent to the morpheme structure rules that
were necessaryfor handlingthese restrictions before. The only difference betweenthe
2 systems is that nowwe neednot assign values for the features vocl and fla___jtin posi-
tion Z, as wehadto before. The following rules will suffice, but are not the only ones
that will doso. The chosen onesare interesting in that they approximate the acoustic
impressions experiencedby a native whenhearing forbidden clusters:
(10) +cons
+gray
+diff _ [-vocl[
+fla__._t
(11) +cons
+vocl
-flat
-cont
---f+gravf
and one that does not have this property
(12) +cons i -flat
+cont i -vocl+voic
Actually, something fundamental is happening here that is hard to capture without
introducing the concept of markedness, which is beyond the scope of this introductory
sketch. After labials, a w (a labial) is forbidden; after dentals, an 1_ (a dental) is for-
bidden; and after voiced continuents, any position 3 item (all voiced continuents) is for-
bidden. Although this can be expressed with markedness, what really should be said
is that w (1) is not segmentalized out of a labial (dental) because such segmentalization
would be pure redundancy. All of the essential characteristics of the w (1) are already
expressed by the presence of the labial (dental). Such considerations are valid for the
languages with which I am familiar, but these are at best a small sample. Let us pose
this as a supposition, and if it holds water for a large number of languages, we can build
it into the theory of segmentalization. Note that the testing of this supposition rests on
deeper analyses of languages than are now generally available, and although languages
like Spanish do have pw..., the w does not result from segmentalization but derives
from an underlying v_wel. 8
But recalling how we used the _s-segmentalization rule with its associated erasure
rule to effect a restriction, we may ask if it is possible to play such a trick here,
thereby saving the cost of these segment-structure rules. It is easy to do for rule (1 Z)
but more difficult for rules (10) and (11). The ,,3,'-segmentalization rule will be the
following.
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(13) +cons
I-nasll
_fric
l._voic I====>
I e vocl I
]_ flat I
a cons [
a vocl I
1 + _ flat
The I-nasll forbids position 3 creation with a nasal and the N specifications do the same
-flatfor voiced fricatives. All will have to be marked -vocl ' which is motivation for a
vocl erasure rule if this tack is taken. To disallow w after labials, we shall need as
additional features (14a), and to disallow 1 after dentals, we shall need (14b) added to
the left side of rule (13).
(14)
(a)
+ diff
+gray
+vocl
(b)
+diff I
-gray l
-flat I
Addition (14a) will disallow w and y from being segmentalized out of labials, and the
y will be erased anyhow to give the plain labial. Addition (14b) will disallow 1 and y
from a dental. The derivation for the plain consonants has been supposed to originate
-voclin the underlying forms as flat , which was spelled out as _y, after which the _y was
erased. We see, however, that for the labials and denials it is easier to block the w
and 1 by also blocking 9 the y, hence the simple labials and denials are not marked for
flat and voel, respectively. This is a verification of our original arrangement (3) of the
position 3 elements. There is no clear method to combine (14a) and (14b) with
(13). We can obviate the need for this by using a rule of the following form before
the "3"-segmentalization rule to cause it not to apply to any segments to which this rule
is applicable•
(15) +diff
a vocl
- a flat
a grav
[-next rule]
Let us consider how 1, r, w are handled when they do not follow a consonant. The
+cons
+vocl
underlying form of 1 is -flat , where _ is the set of features necessary to make 1
distinct from such consonants as kl, t, n, _. The segmentalization rule applies giving
+c°ns I+vocl
+vocl I-flat where _ is the redundant set of features inserted in position 3 by the seg-
-flat
mentalization rule. If the sets _ and +c_ns- are the same, then the segmentalization
rule will change a single 1 into l__land the geminate-simplification rule (which is exter-
nally motivated) will then change the ll into i_ An identical process is undergone by r,
except that all l-flatI specifications are replaced by l+flatI. If for both r and 1
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(16)
I -gray
+diff
= -nasl
+cont
-fric
then the complete form of the "3"-segmentalization rule is
(17)
+segment
+cons
a vocl
flat
-nasl
=:==> 1 +
a vocl
flat
a cons
-a grav
+diff
-nasl
+cont
-fric
Notice that in the more traditional analysis employing morpheme structure rules
I I +c°nsl+cons but only Z liquids, vocl I ' and asthere was a large number of consonants, -vocl '
a result the Z liquids r and _1 could be specified by only 3 features apiece, while most
other consonants required more. In this analysis, the number of liquids is comparable
to the number of consonants (kl, k__r, etc. are now liquids on the more abstract levels)
and the Z "simple liquids," r and 1, must be specified to an extent that is comparable
to the specification of a simple stop.
-conslThe simple glide w, -vocl I , is unaffected by the "3"-segmentalization rule because
+flat I
this rule affects only I+cons I segments. It may seem surprising, at first, that the treat-
ment required of simple w by this solution is not parallel to the treatment of simple r
and l, but this nonparalielness is also found in the data. A (position 3) w after a con-
sonant is never followed by U' ([u] or [u], usually spelled oo). If a w is in position Z
(i. e., not following a consonant), such a vowel following is possibIe, e.g., woo, woozy,
wood, would, wool., woof. To explain these data within the framework of mor-
pheme structure rules is considerably more difficult than rule (18) placed before
"3" -s egmentalization.
(18)
I+cons I
--- I-flatI U !
This rule will also enable us to explain why there is no w in two [tu] in contrast to the
w in twin, twelve, twain, between, etc. (courtesy of D. Perlmutter). Further, notice
that we have gained without cost the effect of a morpheme structure rule which forbids
all initial combinations of r, 1, and w.
The treatment of _s will solve 2 problems that are lurking in the background of the
segment-structure rules mentioned above. First, s being a dental, it ought not to occur
with 1 yet it does (and is the only exception to the rule). Hence we shall enter s__!lin the
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dictionary as a strident 1._:The 1_is duplicatedby the "3"-segmentalization rule, and
the leading s is inserted by thes--segmentalizationrule. With geminate simplification,
this becomessl.
The secondproblem was that although w doesnot occur in environments, C U', swU'
does, i.e., there is swoon, swoop. Thus wewrite it as a strident w, which as wehave
found, will not be affected by the ,,3"-segmentalization rule or by rule (18). In this case,
it is necessaryto consider the s to be in the 1st position andthe main consonantto be
w rather than an expected zndposition-- s consonant with a w in the 3 rd position
-cons
-vocl I
+flat I
(i.e., thatitisastrident w, i+stridl.
, not a rounded s,
+cons I
-vocb I
+flat I
+st.rid I
.
Usual formulations of English phonology employ stridency to distinguish s from 8.
This option is left open to us as long as an s_e8 cluster is forbidden as it clearly is
(sthenic and sthanakvasi undoubtedly being foreign). We see that leading s occurs with
consonants p, t, k in spot, stop, and scot; with nasals in smart, snot; and withf as
in sphere. We have strident stops, nasals, and f, and it would seem unlikely if we did
not also have a strident --8 parallel to the f_. But indeed we do, and we call it s__ It is
doubled by the s-segmentalization rule and then re-singled by the geminate-simplification
rule. Thus the simple strident consonants may be charted:
(19) sp st sk
sm sn
sf s
In English, there is no initial sr except in Srinigar, which is clearly foreign, and
there are no palatals with 1, w, or r, except that shr.. is common (shwa, shluh,
schlimazel, schlemiel are foreign). These facts have prompted many to suggest that
s__Eobligatorily becomes sh____r. Of course, the more traditional phonology cannot accept
this unless Srinigar is represented with a word boundary, s#ringer, or is an exception
to the rule that converts s to s_hh before r. The present system captures the distinction
-voclnicely, shrink beginning with an s that is +flat , and Srinigar beginning with an s
followed by an r, i. e., a true cluster, which is forbidden initially in English.
6. Problem
Referring back to (14) and (15), we saw that to block w and 1_. after labials and den-
rials, respectively, the position 3 y, which would have been deleted anyhow, was also
blocked. But now notice that the rule needed to remove this _y will be useful only with
velars (i. e., there is no ky, 10 gy). It is very tempting at this point to map these velars
+ y into the ch series (_ j s), thereby explaining their presence in English and why they
are never accompanied by a position 3 element, and also removing the need of the
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y-deletion rule. Unfortunately, if we do this, there is no source for plain k__ If we could
make up an ad hoc feature, [+3[, which would specify whether or not a position 3 is to
be created, k and c__h_.hcould contrast on their being [-3[ and [+3[. respectively. It may
well be that this is cheaper (it depends on the relative weighting of feature mentions in
the dictionary and feature mentions in phonological rules}; we shall not argue it here.
It is significant, however, that an analogous situation is found in Mandarin Chinese pho-
nology, that for the sake of Z types of syllable finals, a feature must be introduced which
serves only to specify whether or not the final has a position 4 element (y, w, n, or ng).
We may ask if this is a general property of segmentalization systems, but for the pres-
ent we shall have to be content with hypothesizing that such an extra feature is sometimes
necessary to capture the full generality of the phonemic system. 10
7. Comments
A few comments are in order concerning the interpretation of these processes of
segmentalization. First, it is observed that the posited underlying segments are nigh
on impossible to pronounce; for example, a strident nasal or liquid or a rounded
"liquidic" (i. e., I+vocl I) t, etc. It such underlying forms existed, there would need to
be spelling-out rules to de-focus the various components of such a segment into time-
wise distinct segments so that all would be pronounceable. It seems that in some lan-
guages (e. g., English}, there is a strong tendency to move some of the features on a
segment in one direction and others in another, until what was originally one segment
may appear to be several distinct segments in the phonetic output. In other languages
(e. g., Kabardian I 1), most of the features on a segment are realized in the output more
or less concurrently. {It is doubtful that in any language, for any segment, any Z fea-
tures begin and end simultaneously.} But even in nonsegmentalizing languages, many
of the features on a consonant are spread out onto surrounding segments in the phonetic
output. For example, in East Indian languages, the retroflection of the retroflex series
of consonants appears recognizably only on the vowels before and after the consonants.
It is clear that the only reason that these languages are not analyzed as having pseudo
clusters like the English initial clusters is that the phonetic realization of the segmen-
talized features appears on both sides of the basic segment, and thus there is no way to
decide on which side to place them. Contrariwise, treating the pseudo clusters found
at the beginning of an English word as genuine clusters, e.g. , chin in Lechmere, is a
hang-over from the theory of classificatory phonemics.
The major difference between the use of segmentalization techniques and morpheme
structure restrictions is that with the latter the simpler case is the one in which there
is greater freedom of occurrence between elements of a cluster, whereas with the for-
mer strong restrictions not only are expected but required.
This segmentalization technique applies only to clusters in which the combinatorial
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possibilities are severely restricted. Note that in the analysis above, the features
needed to naturally specify positions 1 and 3 were unused in the specification of the 2 nd
segment. Requiring such a condition seems to place a natural limitation on the pos-
sibilities of this segmentalization technique. It is clear that without creating a lot
of ad hoc features, the initial consonant cluster and its following vowel could not be
spelled out of a single segment, since at least the features grave, diffuse, and vocalic
would necessarily have one value for the initial cluster and one value for the vowel, which
values would not in general be identical.
Even more natural than having the features on one segment unused in the other seg-
ment {as above} is the situation in which a feature that is necessary on one of the seg-
ments predicts the occurrence of itself or similar feature(s) on another segment within
the cluster. An example of this can be found in Mandarin Chinese, which I shall not dis-
cuss now.
This solution for initial clusters is as simple as any that has been previously enter-
tained. It is simpler, in fact, in terms of the number of features used in the rules.
Thus if this type of solution is to be rejected, the present phonological theory will have
to be modified in some non ad hoc manner, in order to exclude it automatically.
Last, consider a mutated form of English, where r, 1, and w in position 3 are
replaced by k, t, and p. This language would be more complex, yet the list and the
phoneme-order methods of description would not show it. Another mutation, where r,
_1, and w in position 3 are supplemented by k, t__, and p, would be simpler in terms of
morpheme structure rules (since less restrictions would have to be stated). In both of
these cases, it is only when we find that the clusters thus formed cannot be reduced to
single segments that we understand the reason why these mutations result in a more
complex language.
A forthcoming paper by J. E. Emonds, to whom I am indebted for some points brought
out in this report, will give a more general description of consonant clusters in English,
although the author disagrees with me on some points and does not go as far in some
directions as I have in the present report.
T. R. Hofmann
Footnotes and References
1. N. A. Chomsky and M. Halle, The Sound Pattern of English (to be published by
Harper and Row}.
2. Z. S. Harris, Methods of Structural Linguistics {University of Chicago Press,
Chicago, Ill., 1951), p. 153.
3. This is realized as lip-rouding, or tongue retroflection, or both. Actually, we could
simply use rounding for this contrast, since the prevocalic r, as well as w, is
always rounded. Post vocalicr, with which we are not concerned here, is a
beast of an other nature, and fs never rounded.
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.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
M. Halle (in class lectures) has treated k__was a single segment (thereby allowing
a weak cluster "formula," C(_lr_ )), but was unwilling to treat t__wand d__wsimilarly.
Our direction here requires us to go on and accept not only t__wbut also k__r, kl, tr,
pl, and pr as single segments. Recently G. Bedell 5 has proposed such an analysis
]r6r the '-i_nal' part of the syllable in Mandarin Chinese. The only thing new here,
as with Bedell's analysis, is the use to which this technique is put, that of creating
canonical positions. But even this is not novel, we may view the canonical position
of the vowel off-glides in English as being created and filled by the influence of the
preceding vowel.
G. D. Bedell IV, "Syllable Finals in Chinese Phonology, Quarterly Progress Report
No. 81, Research Laboratory of Electronics, M. I. T., April 15, 1966, pp. 186-190.
Although one part of this redundancy is perhaps universal, the impossibility of
-c°ns I
-flat in position 3 will have to be mentioned, which will have the effect of, and
-vocl
will cost the same as, the rule in our new system which deletes such a segment.
We shall assume that _f is I-stridl at this level of abstraction, and that it is stri-
dentized later.
J. A. Foley, Jr., "Spanish Morphology," Ph.D. Thesis, Department of Modern
Languages and Linguistics, M.I.T., June 1965 (unpublished).
Here, to block means "to cause not to appear," rather than the more usual "to mark
as deviant."
Notice the similarity in saying that k is 1-31 and that k is an exception to the
"3"-segmentalization rule.
A. Kuipers, Phoneme and Morpheme in Kabardian (Mouton and Company, The Hague,
1960).
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B. ESQUISSE APROPOS D'UNE CLASSE LIMITEE D'ADJECTIFS
EN FRAN_AIS MODERNE
I1 existe en Fran_ais moderne une variation souvent observ_e, qui transforme le sens
de l'adjectif, suivant qu'il suit ou pr4c_de le nom auquel il se rapporte:
(1) un simple soldat / un soldat simple
une simple robe / une robe simple
(Z) un ancien roi / un roi ancien
une ancienne armoire (=un meuble qui a Lt4 une armoire, "et sert a
pre_sent _ d'autres usages) / une armoire ancienne
(3) une LpopLe vraie / une vraie LpopLe
(4) une vague idle (=quelque chose qui mLrite a peine le nom d'idLe) / une idle vague
(=une idle imprLcise)
(5) une apparente folie / une folie apparente
D'ordinaire, on ram_ne ce phLnom_ne _ celui, plus gLnLral, de la place de 1,adjcctif
1
Lpith_te en Fran_ais, et de sa variation. Ainsi les oppositions mentionnLes sont
rapprochLes de l'opposition entre homme grand et grand homme, qui change le sens, ou
entre verts p_turages et p_turages verts,courageux soldat et soldat courageux etc., qui
change la nuance. C'est m_me dans ce dernier type de variation qu'est trouvLe la clef
de l'ensemble: avant le nom, vert____ss,dira-t-on, n'est pas un adjectif descriptif, mais
dLsigne un attribut permanent du nora; au contraire, apr_s le nora, verts est descriptif
et dLsigne un attribut accidentel. Ainsi, dira-t-on, il existe une opposition gLnLrale
gouvernant la place et le sens de l'adjectif, entre par exemple le propre (apr_s le nom)
et le figur4 (avant le nom), comme on peut le voir, semble-t-il, dans les couples (I)
(5) ou dans le couple homme grand / grand homme.
Notre hypoth_se est au contraire que la sLrie des variations (I) a (5) zest a sLparer
des autres phLnom_nes apparemment analogues (y compris l'alternance prLsent4e par
gran_____d), et que les adjectifs qu'elle affecte forment une classe limitLe, reconnaissable
certains caract_res.
Par exemple, ils n'admettent pas les degrLs de comparaison: on ne dit pas
(6) *une moins simple simple robe, une robe moins simple
*une plus simple robe, une robe plus simple
(7) *un moins ancien professeur, un professeur moins ancien
*un plus ancien professeur, un professeur plus ancien
du moins au sens de une simple robe, un ancien professeur.
I1 est illLgitime de les coordonner avec des adjectifs ordinaires, ce qui, suivant les
r_gles de la coordination, suffit a prouver la diffLrence des statuts. On ne dit pas *un___e
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simple et petite porte, *un vieil et ancien professeur.
Mais de fagon plus radicale encore, il n'est que de rechercher leur origine profonde
pour manifester une singularit4 essentielle de ces adjectifs: on ne peut les employer en
attributs apr_s la copule. Une robe est simple ne peut avoir que le sens de une robe
simple, un professeur est ancien, le sens de un professeur ancien. Cela suffit ._
interdire de d4river ces adjectifs de relatives pr4dicatives: (8) ne peut venir de (9).
(8) je porte une simple robe
(9) je porte une robe [une robe est simple]
I%
En meme temps qu'il les distingue, ce caract_re d_finit le v_ritable probl_me syntaxique
que posent ces adjectifs: s'il est impossible de les d4river des relatives, quelle est leur
origine profonde ?
On peut remarquer ici que l'impossibilit4 de pr4diquer est l'aspect le plus important
d'un ph_nom_ne plus g_n_ral, l'impossibilit4 de s_parer les 41_ments du syntagme, par
exemple en supprimant l'414ment nominal dans une anaphore. Ainsi (10) est possible,
(11) ne l'est pas.
(10) Quel crayon voulez-vous ? Le petit.
(1 1) *Quelle robe voulez-vous ? La simple.
De mSme (10a) C'est le petit que je veux.
(lla) *C'est la simple que je veux.
Tout se passe donc comme si le groupe form4 par i'adjectif et le nom 4tait ins4parable,
et provenait en bloc de tours pr4dicatifs tels que
(lZ) Louis est un ancien professeur 3
(13) Ceci est une simpIe robe.
S'il en est bien ainsi, ce seront ces groupes unitaires que l'analyse devra expliquer
partir de la pr4dication qui les constitue, et d'abord il convient d'en examiner la sig-
nification exacte.
En effet, l'on peut admettre sans difficult4 que l'4nonc4 Ceci est une belle robe
exprime que l'objet appartient a l'ensemble des robes, au sous-ensemble des belles
robes, une belle robe 4rant une robe caract4ris4e par sa beaut4. En revanche, par
l'4nonc4 Ceci est une simple robe, on exprime que l'objet appartient a l'ensemble des
robes, mais il n'y a pas de sous-ensemble des simples robes; une simple robe en effet
n'est pas une robe caract4ris4e par sa simplicit4, mais une robe tout simplement. Ce
qui se trouve ainsi d4fini, ce n'est pas l'appartenance a un sous-ensemble, mais une
4
modalit4 de l'appartenance a l'ensemble.
Or il est remarquable que tout naturellement, pour paraphraser l'4nonc4
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interpreter, nous soyonsparvenuplus haut_ un tour adverbial: une simple robe est une
robe tout simplement. I1 ne s'agit pas 1_ d'un hasard; il apparait en effet que l'on peut
relier les adjectifs que nous traitons _ des adverbes synonymes:
(14) a. Jean _tait anciennement un professeur
b. Ceci est une robe tout simplement
c. Ceci est apparemment une folie
d. Jean est faussement un pretre
e. Jean est vraiment un h_ros
(15) a. Jean est un ancien professeur
b. Ceci est une simple robe
c. Ceci est une apparente folie
d. Jean est un faux pr_tre
e. Jean est un vrai h_ros
Bien que les phrases (14) soient in_galement acceptables, il est clair que routes peuvent
recevoir une interpretation, dont rel_vera tout aussi bien la phrase (15) correspondante.
La relation predicative donc parait modifi_e (modalis_e) de mani_re identique par
l'adjectif et l'adverbe.
A
Sans les analyser pour eux-memes, nous pouvons cependant reconnaitre _ ces
adverbes certaines particularit_s qui les opposent aux adverbes de mani_re avec lesquels
on les confond ais_ment.
i. I1 est impossible de les coordonner avec ces derniers. On peut par exemple dire:
(16) I1 conduit rapidement et bien
mais non pas
(17) *I1 conduit vraiment (apparemment) et bien
2. De fagon plus r_v_latrice encore, il est impossible d'employer ces adverbes pour
r_pondre a une interrogation Comment ?, De quelle mani_re ?.
(18) De quelle mani_re conduit-il ?
a. __ Prudemment
b. Rapidement
c. *Apparemment
d. *Anciennement
e. *Vraiment
En revanche, (18) c, d, e r_pondent _ la question Conduit-il?.
3. Pas plus que leurs correspondants adjectifs, ils n'admettent les degr_s de comparaison:
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(19) *Jean est plus (moins) vraiment (apparemment) malade que Louis
4. Du point de rue de leur origine profonde, le sens me'me interdit que ces adverbes
proviennent d'un tour Pr_position + Nora. En effet, dans les phrases que nous
consid_rons, simplement ne peut signifier 'avec simplicitY', ni anciennement 'avec
anciennet_', ni vraiment 'avec v_rit_', ni apparemment 'avec apparence', La seule
paraphrase possible serait ici compos_e de l'adjectif qualifiant un nom tel que mani_re,
5
fa_on etc., soit de mani_re simple, ancienne, vraie, apparente, fausse, r_elle etc.
Seule correcte pour le sens, cette paraphrase fournit aussi la base de l'analyse
syntaxique. ]2 suffit de reconnaitre qu'en v_rit_, le nora n'est dou_ ici d'aucune
autonomie s_mantique: tel la copule dans l'_nonc_ pr_dicatif, il n'est la que pour
effectuer la compl_tude et l'autonomie syntaxique du syntagme, qui r_duit au seul
adjectif ne pourrait en Fran9 ais obtenir de statut plein. 6 C'est en fait le repr_sentant
superficiel de ce qui doit _tre dans la structure profonds un "dummy element", un
_l_ment non specifiable, sinon par sa cat_gorie et sa fonction.
Nous parvenons d_s lors a la representation suivante:
IMOD INP Adj ectif [+oblDque]l]
off D repr_sente un N non specifiC,
MOD d_signe la cat_gorie Modalit_, que nous introduisons dans la grammaire afin
de nommer la structure sous-jacente aux adverbes dont nous avons reconnu la
specificitY.
La figuration [+Oblique] tient compte du fait que, vraisemblablement, de et _ ne sont
pas en Fran_ais des pr_positions ordinaires et jouent plut_t comme des traits conf_r_s
un _l_ment nominal par sa place dans le P.M., c,est-_-dire assign_s _ certaines
fonctions (donc analogues a des cas). 7
Devant la synonymie des phrases (14) et (15), nous avan_ons l'hypoth_se que
l'adjectif dans les phrases (15) est un adjectif modal, d_riv_ du syntagme de modalit_,
sous-jacent _ l'adverbe dans les phrases (14}. En rigueur, l'adverbe en-ment _tant
lul-meme d_riv_ du syntagme de modalit_, le processus d_rivant l'adjectif ne passera
pas par l'adverbe lul-meme, mais deplacera directement l'adjectif (issu d'une relative
r_duite) hors de la structure de modalit_, et l'adjoindra par une transformation que
nous ne tenterons pas ici de mieux d_finir au NP Attribut de la phrase predicative. Ainsi,
adjectif _pith_te ordinaire clans le syntagme [NpAdjectif D], celui-ci devient adjectif
modal (issu d'un tour adverbial) dans le syntagme attributif d_riv_. 7b
Nous n'avons pas _ d_cider ici de la place hi_rarchique de la Modalit_; l'hypoth_se
A /%
la moins couteuse, sinon la plus vraisemblable, est de la placer au meme niveau que VP.
Nous admettrons donc que pour d_river Jean est un ancien professeur, nous devrons
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partir de la description suivante:
S
NP / _Predicate - Phrase
N
I
Jean
vp/ \ Modal i te'
Copule ttri ut NP
est un professeur ancien D
[ + Oblique]
Diagram XXIX- 1.
La ddrivation procddera comme suit:
l. Adjonction de l'Adjectif domind par la catdgorie Modalitd, au NP domind par la
catdgorie Attribut.
Z. PlutSt qu'une ddldtion particuli_re, le "dummy element" D suivra une r_gle gdndrale
confdrant _ tousles "dummy" non explicitement remplac4s une interprdtation phondtique
zdro. D_s lors on pourra conserver le noeud Modalit4 dans le PM gdndralisd, et l'on
parlera de phrases modales, caractdrisdes par sa prdsence. D'o_
NP / "_Predicate - Phrase
/ _ Modalite I
Copule Attribut
Jean est
NP
/\
Adjectif NP D
I. /\
ancJen un professeur _'
Diagram XXIX- 2.
La transformation se ddcrit ainsi: (# ddnote l'Adjonction)
+ X [PredP [VP Copule NP] Y [MaD [NP Adj D]] Z +
12 3 4 5
12 36#4 5
6 7 89
0 7 89
OPT
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Remarques: 1. Si la transformation sur la Modalit_ n'est pas appliqu_e en ce sens
prend place la transformation adverbiale: [simple D] devient simplement. Entre Dune
et l'autre transformations, il y a ehoix optionnel, mais il est obligatoire de transformer.
On peut alors parler d'un couple obligatoire de transformations optionnelles sur la
Modalit_.
2. La transformation adjective est cyclique (d'oflla pr4sence des + marquant les
"phrase boundaries"). T4moin les phrases
(19) Jean est un simple ancien professeur
(20) Jean est un parfait simple soldat
3. La place de l'adjectif modal est fixe: il pr_c4de tous les 414me'nts du NP auquel
il est adjoint, non pas 4videmment l'article, toujours en tSte (une r_gle sp4ciale y
pourvoira), mais tout adjectif non-modal, ou tout adjectif modal issu d'une d4rivation
ant4rieure. Ainsi s'expliquent les apparentes infractions aux r_gles d'ordre rythmiques
(pourtant si contraignantes), suivant lesquelles un adjectif polysyllabe suit un nom
monosyllabe (ef. pour cette r_gle Gr4visse, Le bon Usage, § 398). On dira done U n
6"ancien roi, un parfait sot, un v4ritable don. Si le nom est d ja pr4c4d4 d'un adjectif,
on dira par exemple: Une simple petite porte, Un faux grand homme et non *Une petite
simple porte, *Un grand faux homme. II faut reeonnaitre du reste que la rencontre de
deux adjectifs devant le nom est d'ordinaire 4vit4e grace au tour adverbial; plutot que
Un vrai bel appartement, on dira Un appartement vraiment beau etc.
Ainsi se trouve d_velopp_e l'origine des tours pr_dicatifs du type Ceci est une simple
robe, et de m_me que l'adjectif _pith_te ordinaire, ce sera de ces tours que l'adjectif
modal sera d_riv_ dans ses emplois non-pr_dicatifs
(21) a. Je porte une simple robe
b. une simple robe suffira
(22) a. Je vois un ancien professeur
b. Un ancien professeur arrive
Comme pour l'adjectif ordinaire, ilfaut partir d'une relative, celle-ci ne qualifiant pas
un nom sp_cifi_ cependant, mais iei encore un N non specifiC, analogue _ quelqu'un,
quelque chose. En effet nous avons vu, c'_tait notre point de d_part, que les groupes
simple robe, ancien professeur _taient ins_parables, ils devront done provenir ensemble
de la relative et dans la principale ne subsiste plus qu'un z_ro phonStique, repr_sentant
un "dummy"sous-jacent.
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On obtient alors la description suivante:
N
NP
/ \
NP S
/ / \
QUI S
/
NP
Copule
\
/\
Attribut
\
NP
VP
D (=Ce) qui D est une simple robe suffira
Diagram XXIX- 3.
]1 est ais4 de voir que la transformation appropri4e sera ici la r4duction des relatives,
dont la description structurale sera obtenue a partir de celle valable pour l'Anglais, soit
X [NP NP [S QUI Copule Y]] Z
1 2 3 4 5
1 Z 0 4 5
OPT
Cependant, pour des raisons en pattie ind4pendantes de notre pr4sent objet, la pr4sence
de D dolt _tre sp4cifi4e dans la description structurale, et entraine certaines
modifications. I1 convient en effet de pr4ciser que la r4duction n'est pas possible si
l'ant4c4dent du relatif est cet 414ment non-sp_cifi4 D, et l'attribut un adjectif: Tout ce
qui est bon ne se r_duit pas a *Tout bon.
En revanche, si l'attribut est un nom pourvu ou non d'un adjectif modal ou non, la
r4duction est possible: Tout ce qui est une belle robe se r4duit _ Toute belle robe,
Toute ce qui est une simple robe a Toute simple robe, Tout ce qui est une robe _ Toute
robe.
Une version particuli&re de la r4duction des relatives apparait ainsi necessaire:
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X [NP D [S QUI Copule [ATT [NP Y NP]]]] Z
1 2 3 4 5 6
1 2 0 4 5 6
Dans cette formulation, la sp4cification de l'ancienne variable 4 est li_e a la
specification de l'_l_ment 2. II est clair que ce n'est pas la une r_gle ad hoc, formulae
pour rendre compte seulement des tours modaux non-pr_dicatifs, mais une r&gle
concernant l'ensemble des r_ductions de relatives attach_es _ un _l_ment non-sp_cifi_
nominal: en fair une r_gle mineure (minor rule). II est vrai aussi cependant que cette
formulation pr_cis_e permet seule d'obtenir la d_rivation que nous souhitons. Grace
elle, nous pouvons d_river de D [D est une simple robe] suffira, Une simple robe
suffira.
D recevra une interpretation phon_tique z_ro, mais l'on peut admettre comme _nonc_
d_riv_ D l'ancien professeur, Dune simple robe. 8 Une simple robe, l'ancien
professeur se trouvent ainsi engendr_s comme des caract_risations appos_es d'un
_l_ment non-specifiC, et de ce fair meme g_n_rique, ce qui correspond bien au
sentiment intuitif que ces _nonc_s comportent une r_f_rence vague _ un ensemble plus
vaste; on entendra par exemple (En fait de v_tements) une simple robe-... ; on peut
observer du reste que le tour est bien plus frequent avec un article ind_fini.
Au terme de cette double d_rivation qui nous a procur_ d'abord les phrases modales
pr_dicatives, puis par une r_duction particuli&re, les non-pr_dicatives, il apparait que
A
les alternances dont nous _tions patti sont illusoires: ce n'est pas le meme adjectif qui,
changeant de place, change de sens, mais il y a deux adjectifs de forme identique et
d'origine diff_rente, dont l'un, l'adjectif modal, a une place fixe, devant le nora, et
en exclut l'adjectif non-modal homonyme.
Cependant cette homonymie n'est pas un fait de hasard, puisque 1,adjectif modal est
bien issu de l'adjectif non-modal, par l'interm_diaire de l'adverbe de modalit_, soit
le processus
Adjectif non-modal- Adverbe de modalit_- Adjectif modal
Simple (I) > Simplement > Simple (2)
Du m_me coup s'expliquent et la parent_ et la difference des sens entre les deux
adjectifs homonymes: parent_ du fait d'une commune origine lexicale, difference dans
les processus de d_rivation.
On peut affirmer sans grave erreur que les alternances ainsi r_duites formaient
l'_l_ment principal des variations de place affectant le sens de 1,adjectif; si l'on
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dSmontre d'autre part que parmi les alternances non-r_duites, les plus apparentes sont
_galement illusoires, pour d'autres raisons, on aura _cart_ l'ensemble des variations
de place entrainant d,importantes polarisations s_mantiques. 9 Or bien _videmment une
grammaire transformationnelle pouvait difficilement traiter ces ph_nom_nes, tels qu'ils
apparaissaient _ premiere vue; deux solutions se pr_sentaient ici (elles ont _t_
effectivement propos_es par G. Lakoff et J. R. Ross): ou bien attribuer le d_placement
une r_gle mineure (minor ruler, mais alors une transformation se trouvait affecter le
10
sens, ou bien conserver deux entr_es lexicales, ce qui ne rendait pas compte de la
parent_ des sens. C'est donc simplifier et g_n_raliser la grammaire du Fran_ais que
d'y admettre la nouvelle transformation et la nouvelle classe d6riv_e des adjectifs
modaux.
I1 faut prendre garde que par 1_ ne se trouve nullement r_solu le probl_me g_n_ral
de la place de l'_pith_te. Bien au contraire, alors que les grammaires traditionnelles
apercevaient dans les variations s_mantiques polaris_es le ph_nom_ne le plus
caract_ristique et la clef g_n_rale du syst_me adjectif, notre hypoth_se entend les mettre
part et ne pr_juger en rien de ce que doit _tre l'analyse des adjectifs ordinaires. Tout
au plus, dissipant une apparence dont celle-ci prenait jusqu'_ present son d_part, peut
11
elle pr_tendre en former une _tape pr_liminaire.
J. C. Milner
Notes
1. De ce fair, des ph_nom_nes diff_rents se trouvent m_lang_s dans les listes donn_es
par les grammaires et les descriptions (cf. e.g., Brunot, La Pens_e et la Langue,
pp. 638-643, Damourette et Pichon, Des Mots _ la Pens_e, II, par. 512-516,
Grevisse, Le bon Usage, par. 398). Les relev_s les plus complets de ces variations
apparaissent chez les grammairiens du XVIIIe si_cle, qui les consid_raient comme
essentielles _ la precision et 1,exactitude du style (Des r_f_rences sont donn_es par
Damourette et Pichon, ibid. ; y ajouter pour une expression caract_ristique du point
de rue g_n_ral Rivarol, Prospectus d'un nouveau dictionnaire de la langue fran_aise.).
2. Si les exemples (It _ (5) rel_vent tous de la classe que nous entendons d_crire, ils
n'en _puisent pas l'extension. D'autres adjectifs apparaitront occasionnellement
dans la suite, mais nous ne tenterons pas ici de dresser une liste complete.
De plus, dang l'examen du comportement particulier des adjectifs concern_s,
la bri_vet_ nous impose de faire valoir un ou deux cas (en gSn_ral, simple et ancient
pour l'ensemble. Nous ne pr_tendons pas que certains ne pr_sentent pas parfois
certaines idiosyncrasies, mais nous les n_gligerons ici.
3. Notons encore un trait particulier des adjectifs consid_r_s: de meme que l'on peut
avoir, sans article, Jean est soldat, Jean est professeur (noms de fonction), on aura
Jean est simple soldat, simple professeur. En revanche, un adjectif ordinaire
entraine automatiquement l'article: les _nonc_s *Jean est pauvre soldat, Jean est
vieux professeur sont exclus.
4. La m_me analyse pourrait _tre faite de Jean est un ancien professeur, Ceci est une
apparente folie, mais la relation n'est pas simple, un ancien professeur n'_tant plus
professeur, une apparente folie n'_tant pas une folie. Cependant ici encore l'adjectif ne
modifie pas le nora en le caract_risant, mais la relation elle-m@me en la modalisant.
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On peut ainsi comprendre que tout adjectif probatif (excellent, parfait, mauvais,
vrai, faux, r_el etc.) peut entrer dans le syst_me des adjectifs consid_r_s,
puisqu'ils sont predisposes _ exprimer que les conditions d_terminant
l'appartenance _ une classe (d4finie en intension, non en extension, soit un concept
freg_en) sont ou non remplies.
5. On pourrait objecter que tous les adverbes de mani_re en -ment admettent
_galement cette interpretation. Mais il est clair que, pour le sens, il est
indifferent de d4river par exemple rapidement de avec rapidit_ ou de de mani_re
r__apide. Le trait discriminant n'est pas que l'analyse propos4e soit possible, mais
qu'elle soit dans certains cas precis la seule possible.
6. De m_me que dans bien des langues, en certains cas, la copule peut _tre
repr_sent_e par un z_ro phon_tique, de m@me le "dummy" auquel se rapporte
l'adjectif dans les tours sous-jacents _ l'adverbe. Comparer e.g., certains
adverbes de mani_re en latin: crebro, cito, falso.
Le fair que le fran_ais, s'opposant au latin de la m_me mani_re dans les deux
cas, soit oblig_ d'employer un mot de statut grammatical plein et de s_mantisme
vide pour soutenir l'adjectif, qu'il s'agisse de la predication ou du tour adverbial,
pourrait manifester une correlation typologique importante.
7. L'hypoth_se a _t_ avanc_e et solidement fondle par E. Benveniste, notre
presentation n'en est qu'une interpretation plus formelle.
Le trait [+Oblique] recevra l'interpr4tation phon_tique d__eeou_ suivant les con-
textes syntaxiques (ici de). On peut meme penser que par, introduisant l'agent,
est la r_criture de ce m@me trait dans le contexte de la r-t-_-nsformation passive.
7b. Cette adjonction n'est pas sans rapport avecla r_gle reportant la n_gation du
verbe subordonn_ au verbe recteur dans une phrase telle que:
I didn't believe that he would leave until tomorrow
Cela malgr_ des differences _videntes: dans cette r_gle, il s'agit d'un trait [+Neg],
non d'un constituant; de plus le d_placement de l'_l_ment se fait^du syntagme
doming au syntagme dominant, non pas entre syntagmes de meme nlveau
hi_rarchique.
8. I1 est possible que ce soit 12 l'explication de la place de tout dans les 4nonces tels
que Toute la maison, tout le corps, sl l'on admet qu lls, solent a deriver de Tout
ce .qui est la maison, tout ce qui est le corps, c'est-a-dire Tout [D qui est] la
malson, Tout [D qui est] le corps.
9. Ainsi par exemple la c_l_bre alternance homme grand / grand homme. En effet
1. cette alternance ne vaut que pour le mot homme; partout ailleurs, grand a une
place fixe, avant le nora,
, A •2. malgr_ 1 apparence grand conserve le meme sens dans tous ses emplols:
la difference entre les _nonc s--_--d-n grand tapis / un grand pianiste, r_side seulement
dans la classe s_mantique des 41_ments nominaux. N_anmoins certains traits
lexicaux du nom peuvent affecter l'adjectff; ainsi grand sera ou non adjectif de
trait lexical +Mesuremesure suivant que le nom sera ou non marqu4 du [ ]. On
posera donc une r_gle d'assimilation, comparable a une r_gle phonologique:
Grand _ [a Mesure] /_N [a Mesure]
3. s'il y a une apparente variation du sens de grand entre homme grand et grand
homme, elle ne peut @tre due qu'_ une dualit_ du n-6-m-:, -eten effet le mot homme
deux s@ries d,emplois: dans 1,une, il est syntaxiquement analogue aux noms de
fonction; on peut alors le pr_diquer sans article (Je suis homme, comme Je suis
pianiste, fonctionnaire, professeur etc.) et il faut 1,affecter du trait [-Mesure].
Darts ce cas, grand est _ sa place r_guli_re et n'est pas adjectif de mesure.
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Dansl'autre emploi, homme est un terme "biologique", comparable aux noms
d'animaux, et il est affect@ du trait [+Mesure] (cf. un homme de l, 80 m), le con-
f@rant du m_me coup _ grand. C'est l'homonymie _-ec ie p-_er tour, ph@nom_ne
purement idiosyncratique, qui exclut alors grand de la place pr@c@dant le nora.
A titre de contre-@preuve, on observera que femme, n'ayant que le sens
"biologique", ne pr@sente pas la m_me alternance; non seulement Une femme grande
aurait le re@me sens que Une grande femme, mais lepremier @nonc@ serait bien
inf@rieur au second, et _ peine acceptable (Noter l'opposition nominale grande femme
[+Mesure] / grande dame [-Mesure]).
Ajoutons que les variations de sens joueraient alors de mani_re d@concertante; si
l'on admet en effet, comme il est vraisemblable, que la place r@guli_re de l'adjectif
est devant le nora et la place d@riv@e, apr_s le nora, comment expliquer que le sens
"propre" apparaisse _ la place d@riv@e, et le sens figur@ (qu'on irnaginerait plutSt
issu de la transformation) _ la place r@guli_re ?
Si routes les variations s@mantiques se trouvent r@duites, seules subsistent des
variations de nuance (cf. e.g., yetis p_turages / p_turages verts,courageux
soldats / soldats courageux), nest possible, dans ees conditions, que le
d@placement de l'adjectif @pith_te ordinaire relive _ nouveau d'une r_gle mineure
(minor rule), et que les variations de nuance soient attribu@es _ des ph@nom_nes
de diseours (essentiellement d'intonation); peut-_tre faut-il aussi tenir compte de
la diff@rence entre relatives restrictives et non-restrictives.
Note ajout@e _ la relecture: Nous avons pris connaissance trop tard pour en faire
@tat ici de l'article d'E. Bach "Nouns and Noun Phrases in English" (non publi@),
oh pp. 12 et 13, des remarques et des hypotheses analogues aux nStres se trouvaient
d@j_ @nonc@es.
Nous ne discuterons pas les suggestions de Bach et remarquerons seulement
la diff@rence qui s'@tablit n@cessairement entre la grammaire de l'Anglais et celle
du Frangais; dans les deux langues, la sp@cificit@ des adjectifs modaux est claire
et s'atteste par le meme trait: l'absence de pr@dication (cf. pour l'Anglais, former,
alleged, real, mere cit@s par Bach.); mais le probl_me qui se pose alors en Anglais
est seulement de rendre compte de la d@rivation syntaxique de cette classe. En
Frangais, a une hypoth_se de cet ordre, s'en ajoute encore une autre touchant la
place de ces adjectifs; nous avons avanc@ ainsi deux hypotheses distinctes et, il
faut le remarquer, ind@pendantes:
1] les adjectifs modaux proviennent de tours adverbiaux
2] ils ont une place fixe
I1 n'y a aucune relation d'implication entre ces deux hypoth@ses: la premiere
seule pourrait pr@tendre _tre @tendue _ l'Anglais et ainsi s'opposed _ celle de Bach;
la seconde est propre au Fran_ais et, en tout @tat de cause, n'est nullement affect@e
par le sort de la premiere.
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RESEARCH OBJECTIVES AND SUMMARY OF RESEARCH
The primary research interest of this group is in the real-time acquisition and pro-
cessing of visual information for display to the visual and nonvisual senses, and in the
psychology of human utilization of such information, for both communication and control.
The motivation is an interest in human capabilities for information processing and in
human information requirements. Applications include sensory-aids systems for the
blind and the blind-deaf, picture-transmission systems, and special information-display
systems for enhancement of human performance under conditions of stress.
Major projects now in progress include studies on reading machines, picture pro-
cessing, pattern recognition, and automatic processing of visual data of significance in
studies of biology and medicine.
1. Reading Machine Studies
Research during the past few years in the Cognitive Information Processing Group
of the Research Laboratory of Electronics has led to the construction and operation of
an experimental reading system for the blind. In its present configuration the system
consists of a document-handling carriage, a flying-spot opaque scanner, a digital scan-
ner control unit, and a general-purpose medium-sized computer (PDP-1). Focusing,
black-and-white threshold setting and document loading are manually controlled by a
sighted operator. The scanner control unit operating under control of the computer pro-
gram reports coordinate letter contour and other statistical information of the view in
the scanner field. This information is used for the generation of signatures that are
searched in a signature table for the identification of the letters. The signature table
is built up through training sessions. Identified letters are spelled out, one at a time,
through the use of digitized speech samples. The present output rate of the spelled
This work was supported in part by the Joint Services Electronics Programs (U. S.
Army, U.S. Navy, and U.S. Air Force} under Contract DA 36-039-AMC-03200(E), and
in part by the National Science Foundation {Grant GK-835), the National Institutes of
Health {Grant 2 PO1 MH-04737-06), and the National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion {Grant NsG-496).
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speechis 60-80words per minute. Experience has indicated an identification error rate
of approximately 0.3%with a type font which the machinehas beentrained on.
Onelong-term objective is to provide a real-time connectedspeechoutput for the
readingmachine. The steps required are the translation of English words in conven-
tional spelling into phonetic spellings, the addition of intonation to utterances andthe
generationof synthetic speech. Other intermediate forms of outputs are also contem-
plated.
Another objective for future research is to developa field version of a reading sys-
tem andevaluateits characteristics under conditions of actual use by blind subjects.
This will involve consideration of the problems encounteredby a blind operator in the
adjustmentsof focus andthreshold, the alignment of the document, and in specifying
which portion of the text is to be read next. Naturally, considerable research will be
required both on the hardware and software of the present reading system before a
field version is to be designedandconstructed.
a. Character Recognition
The character recognition algorithm used in the reading machine system described
aboveis beingtested on several other type fonts, including newsprint. Variation of
this andnewalgorithms will be investigated with a view toward further simplification
andapplicability to multiple type fonts. Consideration will also be given to the problems
of broken andtouching letters.
b. OpaqueScanners
The character recognition work thus far has beencarried out with a scanner that
hasa small field of view andis fairly slow. Work will proceed onother types of scan-
ners which will allow less sophisticated documenthandlingand a faster throughputof
characters.
c. Tactile Displays
Two tactile displays are under development, both of which are two-dimensional
arrays of Braille-like tactile "dot" elements, in which each dot is either present or
absent, accordingto external control. The first display, madeup of solenoid-controlled
pokeprobes, has a size of 6 × 8 and is designedto present a Braille-like cell to each
of 8 fingers. The seconddisplay is of the "moving-belt" variety, with size 64× 128,
anda frame rate of three or more per minute. These displays will be used as tactile
outputs for the reading-machine system and also for general studies of tactile pattern
perception, both dynamicand static.
d. Spelled-SpeechStorage, Display, and Compression
Spelled-speechoffers a slower, but simpler, auditory display than artifical speech.
Under construction are magnetic andoptical storage and read-out of the spoken-letter
sounds, andthe compression of spelled speechby sampling in sections, temporal trun-
cation, andtemporal-overlap superposition has beenexamined.
e. PhoneticTranslation of English Text
The transliteration of spelled English words into phonetic spellings dependson the
useof morphographemicrules, morphophonemicrules, as well as syntax and seman-
tics. Althoughthe dependenceon semantics is relatively weak in an engineeringsense,
the dependenceon syntax is heavy, in that intonation {a suprasegmental feature of speech
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such as English) cannot be determined without a certain amount of syntactic analysis.
The problem of the selection of important morphographemic, morphophonemic, and syn-
tactic rules, and the make-up of an accompanying morpheme lexicon are crucial to the
generation of connected speech from text string input.
f. Artificial-Speech Generation
Rapid human adaptation to a sentence of synthesized speech under repeated exposure
makes it very difficult for the experimenter himself to judge the quality and performance
of his synthesizer and the procedure used. A facility that allows the experimenter to
input phonetic strings to the synthesizer and to manipulate the procedure parameters
easily should allow better artificial speech to be synthesized. The development of the
equipment and the accompanying computer program is part of the reading-machine
research effort.
g. Real-Time Data-Processing Facilities
Work continues on the development of real-time remote input-output subsystems that
make it possible for two small general-purpose digital computers to be utilized simul-
taneously and cooperatively in the reading-machine system, one computer being mainly
occupied with scanner control, character recognition, phonetic translation, and the
other with the generation of speech from phonetic symbolic input.
F. F. Lee, D. E. Troxel, S. J. Mason
2. Picture-Processing Studies
Picture-processing research is concerned principally with processing and encoding
picture signals for efficient transmission, subject to a quality constraint in the received
picture. Subsidiary matters concern picture processing for quality improvement or for
feature recognition.
a. Picture Quality
Our long-range goal is to develop objective measures correlating with subjective
rating of picture quality. As a preliminary goal, we need to establish subjective rating
on a more satisfactory basis. At present, it is not possible to compare such evalua-
tions made on different systems, using different subjects, different observers, at dif-
ferent times. To facilitate such comparison, we plan to produce a new set of standard
subjects. For each subject we shall produce a set of standard photographs in which the
quality and data rate are varied, and in which, for each data rate, the system para-
meters have been varied, for optimum quality. The system will be PCM, with additive
random noise of uniform probability distribution. These sets of pictures should permit
accurate evaluation of quality and coding efficiency of new systems by a matching pro-
cess.
b. Picture Coding
During the past year, we have made good progress on picture compression by two-
dimensional contour coding. A technique has been developed for artifact-free recon-
struction of pictures from the two-dimensional gradient or Laplacian. In the coming
year, emphasis will be placed on more efficient coding and interpolation techniques for
transmitting the contour data. Some effort may also be put into coding of textural
information.
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c. Optical ImageProcessing
Our principal interest is in using optics as a tool for picture processing. In partic-
ular, we are interested in developing links betweendigital computers andcoherent
optics so that the two canbe usedto complementeach other. Applications under con-
sideration include matched-filter detection, andholographic television systems.
W. F. Schreiber, T. S. Huang
3. Pattern-Recognition Studies
"Pattern Recognition" is a commonthemeunderlying the projects described above,
whether the task is accomplishedby humancognition, by computer dataprocessing or,
most commonly, by a combination of the two.
Complementaryto the task-oriented projects, the following research studies in the
general area of pattern recognition are being carried out.
a. Psychophysicsof DepthPerception
This project is designedto provide information ona subject's ability to make accu-
rate distance and orientation judgments with respect to real and illusory three-
dimensional objects. The variation of such judgmentswill be studiedwithout feedback,
as well as with a continuousauditory or visual error signal.
b. Effects of Spatial Transformation of Text uponReadingandWriting
Performance
It hasbeenshownthat systematic transformations or printed text {suchas inversions
or rotations of letters and of words} produce regular changesin the learning rate, as
well as in the asymptotic reading rate. These studies are being extendedto a wider
class of transformations and also to reading and writing performance, with cursive
script usedas the text.
c. Automatic Extraction of Information from Printed SheetMusic
With the aid of the scanner and ancillary equipment developed for the projects
described above, it is possible to program a computer to determine notevalue, dura-
tion, phrasing, andcertain other music indicators from ordinary printed sheetmusic.
This study is being continued to see what additional parameters can be extracted by
automatic recognition.
d. Cognitive Processes- LanguageComprehension
Researchwill be directed toward clarifying the nature of the quick perception and
comprehensionof written information by studyinghow normal and speedreaders inter-
pret words and sentencespresented tachistiscopically. The ability to detect various
syntactic and semantic differences betweena knownsentenceand a briefly presented
onewill be especially studied.
e. Visual Perception and Eye-Movement Relations
We shall explore the ability of the system controlling eyemovementsto learn to
follow points or scan lines whose positions are modified in determinate ways by
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movement of the eyes. Of especial interest will be the effect of eye-movement adapta-
tion on the perception of motion and form.
M. Eden, P. A. Kolers, P. H. Liss
4. Biological Image Processing
Biological image processing deals with the acquisition and analysis of visual pat-
terns that are important to medicine and biology. The picture-processing facilities
described above are being used to explore the feasibility of using fully automatic tech-
niques or machine aids to human classification of such objects as white cells, chromo-
some counting, particle counting in micro-autoradiographs, and three-dimensional
visualization of micro-anatomic structures.
a. Chromosome Project
As an exploratory venture into Biological Image Processing, we have started
assembling a procedure for karyotyping human chromosomes. In particular, we are
addressing ourselves to the problems presented by touching and overlapping chromo-
somes. We hope to achieve our aim of distinguishing overlapping chromosomes by
obtaining photographs in which the density in the overlap regions is different from that
in the nonoverlapping regions, then to outline the chromosomes through appropriate
programming.
b. Blood Cell Inventorying
The objective is to see if the distinctions between the various blood cells are suffi-
ciently well understood to allow us to devise an automatic inventorying procedure.
Standard blood smears stained with Wright's solution are photo-}nicrographed, and then
scanned through three color filters on a flying-spot scanner. The digital data are then
entered into the computer, where various algorithms will be employed to attempt sepa-
ration. Ultimately, we hope to construct a computer-controlled microscope scanner.
c. Branching Structures
Algorithms have been devised for generating two-dimensional venation patterns such
as are typified by tree leaves. The parameters of the algorithm serve as data for a
possible classification of leaf type according to species. The work will be extended to
measure the analogous parameters of actual leaves by picture-processing techniques.
M. Eden, W. L. Black, O. J. Tretiak
A. REPRODUCTION OF GRAPHICAL DATA BY FACSIMILE*
There is a broad category of documentary and graphical data which is commonly
transmitted by facsimile and in which only two brightnesses, black and white, exist in
the input. Although substantial savings in channel capacity could be made by restricting
the transmitted information to these two levels, it is found in practice that a continuous
This work was done by the author while he was at the Indian Institute of Tech-
nology, Kanpur, U.P., India, under the Kanpin Indo-American Program, a project
financed by USAID.
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Fig. XXX- I. (a) 70 samples/inch, continuous tone scale.
(b) 70 samples/inch, binary tone scale.
(c) ZOO samples/inch, continuous tone scale.
(d) 200 samples/inch, binary tone scale.
These pictures should be viewed at approximately
twice normal viewing distance. The resolution refers
to the original copy.
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(analog} tone scale gives superior results. It is the purpose here to report some experi-
ments along these lines and to present some preliminary conclusions.
Eight examples of original documents, including typing, book, newspaper, and mag-
azine print, and several non-Roman scripts, were converted into transparencies, with
careful attention paid to photographic quality, including sharpness, graininess, and the
preservation of the original tone scale. These transparencies were then scanned at
approximately 70, 100, 140, and 200 samples per inch (of the original) in each direction.
The sampled data were displayed on a cathode-ray tube and photographed with the orig-
inal continuous tone scale, and also quantized into various numbers of steps. Attention
was given to comparison of the analog and two-level reproductions. The scanning aper-
ture was small (sharply focussed) in all cases, but the reproduction aperture was made
just large enough to reduce the visibility of the dot structure to a low level.
The results show that at the lower sampling densities analog transmission does give
superior quality, but the difference between analog and binary reproduction becomes
less as the sampling density increases. The two reproductions seem nearly comparable
at Z00 samples/inch or less, the difference depending on the copy. On the basis of these
tests, we have reached the following preliminary conclusion:
Very high-quality transmission of graphical data is possible, by
using discrete sampling in both directions with only two transmitted
levels of brightness.
There is a subsidiary matter of importance in binary transmission, however. When
only two brightness levels are used, the decision level of the quantizer is of great
importance. Factors such as different reflectivity of background, color and darkness
of ink, quality of print, focus, and so forth, make it highly desirable to use some local
averaging to adjust the decision level to an optimum value. Preliminary qualitative
work shows this approach to have merit. We hope to do further studies at a later date.
Some examples are shown in Fig. XXX-1 above.
W. F. Schreiber
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B. IMAGE TRANSMISSION BY TWO-DIMENSIONAL CONTOUR CODING
1
This research is an extension of the work done by J. W. Pan, as suggested by
Professor W. F. Schreiber. 2 A block diagram of the proposed system is shown in
Fig. XXX- Z.
LOWS
/ DEcoDE/
-- -- - _J REcANNsDTRUCTI
o__2 ((_,y)
SYNTHETIC
HIGHS
Fig. XXX-2. Block diagram of the proposed system.
In this system an image is treated as a two-dimensional signal of the spatial coor-
dinates x and y. The large changes in brightness in a picture occur at the edges of
objects and are accentuated by the visual system. The edge points can be isolated by the
gradient or Laplacian operator. The fact that these edge points lie along connected con-
tours in two dimensions is used to code the location and characteristics of each point
efficiently. Two-dimensional reconstruction filters are derived to synthesize the high-
frequency picture from the decoded-edge information. A two-dimensional lowpass or
out-of-focus picture is also formed which can be transmitted with a relatively small
number of bits. After a possible accentuation to make the picture appear "sharper," the
"synthetic highs" signal is added to the lowpass picture to yield the final output. A
reduction in the total number of bits required to describe a picture by a factor of
4 to Z3 is possible as compared with 6-bit PCM.
The pictures used in this investigation were flying-spot-scanned, quantizedto
256 levels, which permits an 8-bit representation, and recorded on digital magnetic
tape by the picture-processing equipment constructed in our laboratory. The IBM 7094 II
and other facilities of the Computation Center, M.I.T., were used to process these pic-
tures, and the equipment in our laboratory was used to display and photograph the out-
put from the simulation. Limitations of core storage and processing speed led to the
choice of pictures that were sampled with a Z56 × Z56 array.
The lowpass filter, _(x, y), used in this study was a circularly symmetric Gaussian
function with _ = 4 samples. This spreads over approximately 10 per cent of the pic-
ture height. The original and the lowpass pictures are shown in Fig. XXX-3. In an
earlier report 3 it was shown that the gradient operator could be used as an edge
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Fig. XXX-3. (a) Original picture. 
(b) Lowpass picture. 
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detector and that it is possible to reconstruct the high-frequency part of the picture by
operating on the gradient signal with a two-dimensional linear filter. It is also possible
to use the Laplacian operator and to derive a reconstruction filter for this signal. 4
The principal edges in a picture lie along contours in two dimensions which are con-
tinuous. A large "contour start threshold" is set to isolate the important edges in the
picture. After finding a point for which the magnitude of the gradient exceeds the con-
tour start threshold, the neighboring points are examined and the contour extended in
the direction of the maximum magnitude. This process continues until no neighbor point
exceeds the "edge-point threshold" when an "end- of- contour" signal, is sent. The starting
point is examined again to see if the contour extends in the opposite direction to that
first taken.
Intransmitting the location of the contour points a great deal of advantage can be
taken of their c°mnectivity" The beginning point of a contour requires 16 bits to specify
its location, although some sort of two-dimensional run-length coding could reduce this.
The first sample on the contour can be in any direction, so that 3 bits are necessary to
specify this. Because contours tend to be long, straight or curved lines, it is expected
that the next point will lie in the same direction as the last, or perhaps 45 ° to either
side. A variable-length code can be generated to describe these vector direction
changes (vdc) efficiently. At any point that is on a contour, the gradient is quantized
into 4 possible magnitudes and 8 directions. Since we expect the gradient to be in the
same direction along a contour with occasional changes, the gradient direction change
(gdc) can be coded in the same way as the vdc. In fact, changes in these two quantities
are probably highly correlated. Since we search for the maximum value of the magni-
tude along a contour, we can also expect that to change slowly. An efficient code for
the gradient magnitude change {gmc) can be derived from the conditional probabilities
Table XXX-1. Contour coding data for the figures.
F igu r e XXX - 5 XXX - 6 XXX - 7 XXX- 8
Number of edge points
Number of contours
Number of bits for
vdc
gdc
gmc
start point
lows
Total number of bits
Reduction factor
3994
125
985O
8420
4840
2625
3000
28735
13.7
89O0
263
Z0300
17400
11200
5513
3000
57413
6.85
13980
485
38400
30600
18900
10185
3000
101085
3.9
2301
55
5900
4260
2880
1155
3000
17195
22.9
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Fig. XXX-4. Output picture reconstructed after 
tracing and quantizing. 
Contour Start Threshold = 38 
Edge-Point Threshold = 12 
Fig. XXX-5. Two-dimensional bandl miting. 
Reduction Factor = 16 
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Fig. XXX-6. Simulation result .  
(a) Original. (b) Lowpass. 
(c) Gradient. (d) Synthetic highs 
(e) Output. 
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Fig. XXX-7. Simulation result. 
(a) Original. (b) Lowpass. 
(c) Gradient. (d) Synthetic highs. 
( e )  Output. 
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Fig. XXX-8. Simulation result .  
(a) Original. (b) Lowpass. 
(c) Gradient. (d)  Synthetic highs. 
( e )  Output. 
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of change from each level.
The output picture with a reduction factor of 13.7 as compared with 6-bit PCM is
shown in Fig. XXX-4. A similar bit reduction by two-dimensional bandlimiting is
illustrated in Fig. XXX-5.
Figures XXX-6, XXX-7, and XXX-8 show other input pictures and the results of
processing. The synthetic highs were accentuated by 1.2 before being added to the lows
to give the output pictures. The coding data and bit reduction for each is given in
Table XXX- 1.
The reduction factor in bit rate over 6-bit PCM as calculated in Table XXX-1 should
increase with a higher resolution system. For an n × n picture the total number of
2
points goes as n , while the number of points on the edges is proportional to n. Thus
if not many new contours were found in a 512 × 512 picture the reduction factor would
approximately double over that found with a 256 N 256 picture.
D. N. Graham
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C. FOURIER-TRANSFORM REPRESENTATION OF PICTURES 
With the appearance of the Cooley-Tukey algorithm,' which reduces the number of 
operations in the machine calculation of Fourier  series, possibilities fo r  new investi- 
gations in picture processing have presented themselves. 
mission has been wel l  investigated.' Now, given an a r r a y  of numbers,  constituting a 
sampling of image brightness levels,  the Fourier  s e r i e s  may be determined for  a peri-  
odic, two-dimensional, discrete function generated from the a r ray .  
The use of PCM picture t rans-  
This Fourier  series 
1 
Fig. XXX-9. 
(a) Original picture used in the study. 
(b) Result of 5-bit quantization on conventional 
PAM samples. 
(c) Result of 5-bit quantization on Fourier  
series samples 
I 
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will be periodic in two dimensionsalso. If the image was properly bandlimited before
sampling, then the two-dimensional period of the Fourier series, centered around the
DC term, is a sampledversion of the Fourier transform of the original unsampledimage.
The coefficients in a period of the Fourier series, which are, in general, complex, are
equal in numberto the samplestaken of the image. The transform of a real function
obeysa symmetry condition, F(u, v) = F (-u,-v), where F(u, v) is the two-dimensional
transform with frequencyvariables u and v, and * denotesconjugation. This allows
representation of the periodic two-dimensional Fourier series by only one-half of the
coefficients in any period of the series. Insteadof using N real numbersto represent
a picture, N/2 complex numbers may beusedby Fourier analysis.
Of interest is the result of quantizationon picture quality when Fourier series
samples are usedfor picture representation. Partial results in this investigation have
beenobtained. Figure XXX-9a is the original picture used in this study. This picture
was sampledto form a 64× 64 array andthen quantizedto 5 bits per sample. A linear
interpolation schemewas thenusedto obtainthe picture in Fig. XXX-9b. Figure XXX-9c
was obtainedby first calculating a Fourier series using'the 64× 64 samplearray, quan-
tizing the series samplesto 5 bits, inverting the series to get a picture array, andthen
finally interpolating. Figure XXX-9b and9c are seento be comparable, thereby indi-
cating that the Fourier series samples are nomore susceptible to quantizationnoise than
are conventionalPAM samples. The degradationof Fig. XXX-9b and9c with respect to
Fig. XXX-9a is duenot only to quantizationbut also to the heavyaliasing in the sampling
3process. It is expectedthat at least a slight improvement is possible for Fig. XXX-9c
by using a readjustment of quantizationscale, since some of the Fourier series samples
were well out of range.
The sampling array was limited to 64× 64, because of memory limitations of the
IBM 7094computer.
G. B. Anderson
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D. EFFECT OF MULTIPATH ON HOLOGRAM TELEVISION SYSTEMS
1. Introduction
There are three reasons why one might want to transmit a hologram of a scene
instead of a conventional picture of the scene.
(i) Although the hologram itself is two-dimensional, the reconstruction of the orig-
inal scene can be made three-dimensional.
(ii) The effect of channel disturbances on the quality of the reconstructed picture of
a hologram television system will be different from its effect on the received picture of
a conventional television system. In certain cases, the degradation in picture quality in
a hologram TV system may be more acceptable than that in a conventional TV system.
(iii} A hologram may be more amenable to certain bandwidth compression schemes
than a conventional picture.
In order to exploit the second point mentioned above, it is necessary to find out how
various channel disturbances will affect the reconstructed picture in a hologram TV sys-
tem. In this report, we present some preliminary results on the effect of multipath or
echo on the reconstructed picture of an analog hologram TV system.
Z.
x and y, which we wish to reconstruct at the receiver.
factors, the Fourier-transform hologram of fix,y) is
Theoretical Analysis for Fourier- Transform Holograms
Let f(x,y) be the light (amplitude)distribution, as a function of the spatial coordinates
Then, except for some scale
Hiu,v) = IF(u,v)+A e-jau 12, (1)
where F(u,v) is the Fourier transform of fix,y), u and v are the spatial frequencies,
and A and a are real constants. The term in the right-hand side of Eq. 1, which is
1
responsible for the reconstruction, is
Hl(U,V ) = AF(u,v) e jau. (2)
If the hologram is scanned (in the v-direction, say), and transmitted in analog fashion,
and if there are two different transmission paths, then the received hologram will be
Hr(U,V) : H(u,v) + bH(u,v-d),
where b and d are real constants.
responsible for the reconstruction, is
HrliU,v ) = [AF(u,v)+ AbFiu,v-d)] e jau
and the reconstructed light {amplitude) distribution will be proportional to
(3)
The term on the right-hand side of Eq. 3, which is
(4)
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clearly exhibit the fringelike structures predicted by Eq. 6. 
4. Fresnel  Holograms 
A similar analysis of a Fresnel  hologram indicated that the effect of multipath in 
that case is twofold: The reconstructed picture will contain ghost images just as in a 
conventional TV system, and the overlapping a reas  of the images will contain fringe- 
like structures.  
T. S. Huang, P. L. Stamm 
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E. OPTICAL SPATIAL FILTERING FOR SIMULTANEOUS DELAY AND 
DOPPLER ESTIMATES OF RADARLIKE SIGNALS 
Optical processors  have been recognized in recent years  as efficient tools for per-  
forming spectral  analysis and linear filtering, particularly when the data to  be pro- 
cessed a r e  two-dimensional.' Both coherent and incoherent systems a r e  possible, 
although the coherent systems a r e  generally more useful. These systems have found 
application in various kinds of pattern recognition,2 analysis of nuclear particle t racks 
in bubble chamber  photograph^,^ analysis of seismic data,4 processing of video signals 
in synthetic aper ture  radar,5 and pulse compression (matched filtering). 6 
Fig. XX-13. Space-domain ilter function from 
which the frequency-domain fi l ter  
was c o n s t r u c t e d ;  actual size,  
3/8 inch square.  
The investigation reported here concerns the use of a coherent spatial matched fil- 
t e r  to extract  range and Doppler information from a radar  or radarlike signal recorded 
on photographic film, and to present the estimates in a two-dimensional display. 
experimental system has been constructed and successfully demonstrated. 
An 
In the system 
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the Fourier-transfrom properties of a lens were used to  generate the spatial frequency 
spectrum of an  input signal, and the filtering was done in the frequency plane. Computer- 
generated space-domain fi l ter  function transparencies (see Fig. XXX- 13) were made 
with our laboratory's picture-processing equipment, and the frequency plane fi l ter  w a s  
made photographically with the same optical equipment used for  the filtering. Both the 
signals and frequency plane fi l ter  were recorded by modulation on ca r r i e r s .  The signal 
used w a s  a 49-bit pseudo-random binary shift  register code, chosen for i ts  sharply 
peaked autocorrelation function. 
channels separated by 1/2 cycle/bit (nothing precludes a continuous fi l ter  in the Doppler 
direction; it w a s  made discrete for simplicity of display). 
quency plane w a s  blocked to make the system independent of ca r r i e r  phase. 
The fi l ter  was constructed with 7 discrete Doppler 
One-half of the spatial f re-  
1 
The system functioned approximately a s  predicted by theory, although the spurious 
responses ("self-noise") of the fi l ter  were la rger  than expected (Fig. XXX-14). This 
Fig. XXX-14. Response of system to  noisefree input; 5 bits/cm 
horizontal, arbi t rary intensity (each t race)  verti-  
cal; the t races  correspond to  equidistant channels 
in the output plane. 
we attribute to  severe nonlinearity in the photographic process used to  construct the 
frequency-plane filter. The system successfully extracted signals f rom Gaussian noise 
with a 0-db S/N energy ratio; a distortionless system should be able to  improve this by 
approximately 10 db (see Fig. XXX-15). 
Substantial improvements in performance can probably be obtained by using f i l t e rs  
constructed directly in the frequency domain on a computer7; this w a s  not attempted 
because of the low quality of the optical equipment available to  US (many of the distor- 
tions introduced by an aberrated lens a r e  cancelled if the lens that is to  be used for  the 
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Fig. XXX- 10. (a) Original scene. (b) Its Fourier-transform holo- 
gram. (c) Reconstruction from the hologram. 
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g(x,y)  = f (x ,y ) ( l  t bcosdy)  t jbf(x,y) s in  dy. 
The observed intensity distribution then is 
Therefore, the reconstructed scene is the original scene multiplied by a biased sine 
wave. 
on d,  the delay of one of the transmission paths. 
mission paths can be analyzed in a s imilar  way. 
It will contain fringelike s t ructures ,  the spacing of the fringes being dependent 
The case  of more than two t rans-  
3 .  Experimental Results 
The case just discussed was  simulated on an optical bench. An apparatus w a s  
arranged to make Fourier-transform holograms of a transparency. 
simulated by shifting and double-exposing the film in the hologram plane. 
The multipath was 
Figure XXX- 10 shows the original scene on the transparency, i ts  Fourier-transform 
( b )  
Fig. XXX- 11. (a) A two-path hologram. Fig. XXX-12. (a) Another two-path holo- 
(b) Its reconstruction. g ram (with s m a l l e r  
delay). 
(b) Its reconstruction. 
hologram, and the reconstruction f rom the hologram. Figures  XXX- 11 and XXX- 12 show 
two simulated two-path holograms and their  reconstructions. The delay, d ,  in 
Fig. xxx- 12 i s  approximately 1/4 that in Fig. XXx- 11. These reconstructed pictures 
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Fig. XXX-15. Response to signal plus Gaussian noise, 0-db S/N energy
ratio; same scale as in Fig. XXX-14.
processing is also used for transforming the filter function}. High-quality optical equip-
ment and care in the construction of filters should result in improving attainable com-
pression ratios by one or two orders of magnitude.
A.H.M. Ross
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The principal activities of the Communications Biophysics Group tend to combine
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communication-- in particular, of hearing. But in addition to our major research inter-
ests, we have found it profitable to apply our tools and methods selectively to other orga-
nisms and other systems as suggested below.
The group continues close cooperation with the Eaton-Peabody Laboratory of Auditory
Physiology at the Massachusetts Eye and Ear Infirmary. This laboratory is operated
cooperatively by M. I.T. and the Eye and Ear Infirmary. The cooperative arrangements
include joint appointments of scientific staff. Some of the projects described below
(Sec. A) will actually be carried out at the Eaton-Peabody Laboratory by staff members
and students of the Communications Biophysics Group.
The research program of the Communications Biophysics Group can be divided into
five or six major areas. The programs for each area are discussed individually in the
following subsections.
A. Research on the Peripheral Auditory System
Our studies of the auditory system in the recent past have ranged from the acoustic
properties of the external ear to the electrical activity recorded at the cortex. The
principal projects of current interest are the following.
1. Our experimental studies of the signal transmission properties of the
middle ear in cat during the past few years have provided a fairly accurate
transfer function. Further work on the middle ear will be aimed at achieving
(a) a detailed verification of the lumped-element model that we have developed,
and (b) making measurements of transfer characteristics in a wider range of
conditions.
2. Studies of the dependence of intracochlear potentials on position in the cochlea,
as well as on stimulus parameters, could be exceedingly important for the understanding
of the mechanical-to-neural transduction process. Techniques have been developed for
introducing micropipettes into the basal turn of the cochlea, recording DC, as well as
AC, potentials, and for determining histologically the position of the electrode. A series
of experiments has been planned to extend systematically our preliminary observations.
3. Recent microelectrode studies of the discharge patterns of single fibers in the
auditory nerve have provided a remarkably orderly outline of the relationship between
this activity and the acoustic stimulus. Future studies will concentrate on certain
aspects of responses to stimuli that are slightly more complex than the clicks and
tone bursts that have dominated our earlier work. Our objectives continue to be both
to achieve a better understanding of the processes of excitation in the cochlea and to
furnish a description of the discharge patterns in terms of a random-process model.
4. Single-unit response patterns in the cochlear nucleus of cats have been
studied in some detail in our laboratories. Also, anatomical investigations of
the outputs of the cochlear nucleus have begun to describe the connections of
the cochlear nucleus to other brain-stem nuclei. In parallel with these anatom-
ical studies, we are starting electrophysiological mapping of the superior olivary
region.
5. Electrical stimulation of the olivocochlear bundle has been shown by several
workers to have a significant gross effect on the auditory nerve responses to acoustic
stimuli. Techniques for studying such efferent influences on single auditory nerve fibers
have been developed; the effects on thresholds, tuning curves, and so forth, will be sys-
tematically explored.
6. The probabilistic behavior of certain isolated, peripheral nerve fibers in response
to electrical stimulation has been observed by various workers for 30 years. We have
recently developed the necessary techniques and have repeated some of these observa-
tions in isolated, sciatic nerve fibers of the frog. The problem will be further pursued
in the frog and in the large unmyelinated fibers of other species. The problem is of
interest for two reasons: (i) an understanding of the probabilistic mechanisms in single
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fibers has bearing onunderstandingthe codingof messages in fibers of sensory sys-
tems, and (ii) understandingthe probabilistic generator might lead to some insights
into the mechanismsgoverningthe behavior of nerve membrane in general.
7. During the last several years, anattempt hasbeenmadeto explore the implica-
tions for auditory behavior -- particularly discrimination -- of the observed stochastic
nature of the codingof acoustic stimuli in the auditory nerve. The results of these the-
oretical efforts havesuggested,amongother things, a plausible mechanismthat might
underlie the Weber-Fechner law and haveyielded newinsights into the "place" versus
"volley" pitch controversy. Future studies are planned which may be helpful in under-
standinga variety of other auditory phenomenaincluding various kinds of masking,crit-
ical bands, andcertain binaural interactions.
N. Y. S.Kiang, W. T. Peake, W. M. Siebert, T. F. Weiss
B. Neuroelectrical Correlates of Conditioning
During the past five years, we have been studying sensory evoked activity during
conditioning as a particular example of the study of the brain's electrical activity
during the acquisition of learned behavior. In the coming years we plan to extend these
studies and also venture into several relatively unexplored problem areas as described
below.
1. In the search for neuroelectric correlates of conditioning several lines of evi-
dence suggest that it would be advantageous to examine the activity of central structures
that have direct influence on motoneuron pools. Specifically, activity in such structures
as the subthalamic nucleus, red nucleus, portions of the mesencephalic and bulbar retic-
ular formations, as well as the motor cortex, would seem to be of interest. In some
preliminary studies of activity in motor pathways, we have developed a conditioning
situation for the rat that appears to be quite adequate for such work. The principal
remaining problems concern the proper choice of recording electrodes and the appro-
priate types of data analysis.
2. A principal conclusion of our past investigations is that alterations in evoked
responses observed in primary sensory pathways during aversive conditioning are not
intimately related to the neural substrate of conditioning, but instead are indicative of
an emotional response to noxious stimulation. Changes in evoked activity cannot be
found in primary sensory systems as the discriminative behavior is acquired if the
appetitive instrumental conditioning paradigm is employed. It seems advisable, how-
ever, to extend this research to nonspecific, polysensory systems (e. g., medial tha-
lamic nuclei). An experimental situation has been developed {it is essentially an analog
for the rate of a human reaction time experiment) that appears to meet the logical
requirements, but it will have to be refined in order to reduce the training time and to
insure adequate control of stimulus and movement-related variables.
3. The finding that evoked potentials are significantly altered during a fear response
raises questions with their own intrinsic interest. The fear response is a very general-
ized reaction that can readily be brought under stimulus control. The alterations in
evoked responses should therefore be quite amenable to experimental analysis. Com-
bined lesion and electrophysiological techniques should carry this analysis quite far.
4. Over the long range, we hope to initiate some electrophysiological condi-
tioning studies on invertebrate species. It is not at all clear that it is possible to
develop an invertebrate preparation in which conditioned control of behavior can be
readily achieved under conditions suitable for the recording of single-unit poten-
tials, but the promises of such a preparation are sufficiently great to warrant a serious
attempt.
R. D. Hall, W. A. Rosenblith
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C° Psychophysics
Our research in psychophysics during the last few years has been concerned prima-
rily with binaural hearing. During the coming year we intend to continue research in
this area and to initiate research in a number of other areas. Our current interests are
outlined as follows.
1. Binaural Hearing
Our previous work on binaural hearing has consisted of constructing a black-box
model, the equalization and cancellation (EC)model, and performing a variety of exper-
iments to test it. The projects of current interest in binaural hearing concern (a) the
effects of interaural phase shifts and bandwidth on binaural unmasking; (b) the effect on
binaural unmasking of introducing interaural relations in the noise that are unlike those
encountered in a natural environment; (c) the ability of the EC model to predict just-
noticeable differences (jnd's) in interaural time delay, amplitude ratio, and decorrela-
tion; (d) the extent to which an interaural amplitude difference can be discriminated
from an interaural time difference; and (e) the development of a new quantitative model
of binaural hearing based on physiological data.
2. Effect of Duration on Pitch Discrimination for "Place Pitch" versus
"Periodicity Pitch"
It is well known that the sensation of pitch can arise from characteristics of the
energy spectrum of the signal {place pitch} or from periodicity characteristics (period-
icity pitch}. Recent computations based on auditory-nerve data and ideal-observer the-
ory indicate that the effect of duration on pitch discrimination may be different in the
two cases. Plans are now being made to explore this question empirically.
3. Short-Term Memory for Sounds
Although much work has been done on short-term memory, relatively little is known
about this topic for the situations usually considered in psychoacoustic experiments.
Moreover, the knowledge that exists is seldom incorporated into the models constructed
for interpreting psychoacoustic data. An effort is now under way to construct a quanti-
tative model of short-term memory for sounds that can be used for interpreting these
data, and to perform experiments that will guide the development of this model.
4. Sequential Effects
Past research has shown that a subject's response to a given stimulus is determined
not only by that stimulus, but also by previous stimuli, previous responses, and previ-
ous feedback in the experimental series. Since the sequence of previous events varies
from trial to trial, a portion of the subject's response variability can be ascribed to
these variations. Research is now being initiated to study sequential effects in detail,
and to separate these effects from other sources of response variability (such as inter-
nal noise). In addition to performing specific experiments on this topic, we intend to
store the complete history of practically all of our future experiments and to analyze
sequential effects as a routine matter, independently of the primary purpose of the
experiment.
5. Subjective Estimates of Uncertainty
In most psychophysical experiments, the experiment is structured in such a way
that the only means by which the experimenter can obtain information on the subject's
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uncertainty about his choice of response is by repeating the samestimulus a number of
times and examiningthe responsevariability. This methodhas the advantageof objec-
tivity, but tends to confusethe "instantaneousuncertainty" experiencedby the subject
ona single trial with variations in the state of the subject from trial to trial. In certain
cases, substantial benefits canbe obtainedbyrequiring that the subject describe his
uncertainty directly oneachtrial. Experiments are now being planned to study the
relation of these subjective estimates of uncertainty to the estimate obtained by exam-
ining the variability obtainedin repeatedtrials.
6. Relation of Magnitude Estimation to Absolute Identification
One model for interpreting a subject's behavior in an absolute identification task (in
which the stimuli to be identified are selected from a unidimensional, prothetic, contin-
uum) is to assume that the subject estimates the magnitudes of the stimuli, recodes the
names of the stimuli chosen by the experimenter into these estimates, and bases his
identification choice on a given trial according to his magnitude estimate on that trial.
Preliminary research has indicated that this model is capable of precise formulation
and that it may be an accurate one. Experiments are now being initiated to test this
model. A related effort concerns the search for a precise and useful definition of
"unidimensional." Also, experiments are planned to determine the dependence of abso-
lute identification performance on the means available to the subject for storing and
recalling his previous sensations.
7. Relation of Magnitude Estimation to Discrimination and Detection (Microscaling)
At present, there is a large schism in psychophysics between discrimination and
detection on the one hand, and magnitude estimation and cross-modality matching on
the other hand. By studying magnitude estimation and cross-modality matching over
very small stimulus ranges {microscaling) and considering intrasubject variability in
the estimates, as well as the central tendency, we hope to bridge the gap between these
two areas of activity.
N. I. Durlach, W. M. Siebert, W. A. Rosenblith
D. Other Neurophysiological Research
In addition to the programmatic research in specific problem areas described above,
our group has always supported a few studies in central nervous system function - par-
ticularly those that seem likely to profit from our general interest in analytical and com-
puter techniques. It is impossible to foresee in detail what specific research of this
kind will be undertaken during the coming year, since the prospects stem from the par-
ticular interests of predoctoral and postdoctoral students and mutual interests (although
perhaps not primary interests} of various staff members. Current projects in this more
general category {many of which will be continued} include the following.
1. The response pattern of cells in the cerebellum is being studied with specific
emphasis upon excitatory and inhibitory states of cells following a sensory stimulus such
as a click. The results are used in the formulation of a possible structural model with
stochastic properties.
2. A study is also in progress on the behavior of respiratory neurons in the medulla,
particularly in the nucleus of the solitary tract.
3. Two studies are under way of single-unit activity evoked in the optic nerve of cat
by a variety of photic stimuli. Emphasis in both cases is placed on the quantitative anal-
ysis of the unit potentials.
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4. Intracellular potentials from units in the cerebral ganglion of Aplysia californi-
cu_..._sthat respond to tactile stimulation are under investigation. This work also aims at
giving a detailed description of the pathways serving touch in this species.
5. Another study of the cerebellum involves exploration of a possible source-sink
analysis of cerebellar potentials suggested by the relatively simple laminar morphology
of this structure.
W. A. Rosenblith
E. EEG Studies
Several useful techniques have been developed for analyzing the characteristically
nonstationary electroencephalographic data obtained from recording from the scalp of
a human subject. One method involves observing the cumulative behavior of amplitudes
from a sequence of evoked responses. Another useful display is a sequence of fre-
quency spectra in which each individual spectrum is based on a few seconds of data,but
the sequence itself covers samples lasting many minutes or even hours. These dis-
plays have a third dimension -- that of time, and they emphasize changes in the data
concomitant with changes in the subject's "state." Apparatus is being designed and
constructed which will conveniently implement these displays.
We continue to study the relationships between the EEG alpha rhythm, psychophys-
ical variables, and biochemical phenomena by using facilities and subjects at the M.I.T.
Clinical Research Center. So that confidence levels can be established for averaged
evoked responses, we plan to develop a method of estimating variance of the evoked
response from an examination of the displayed average evoked response. We also plan
to examine the possibility of using a matched filter based on the averaged evoked
response to enhance individual responses in slow-wave data. We have been involved
with and hope to continue a program of evaluation and development of medical instru-
mentation that is potentially useful clinically.
S. K. Burns, W. A. Rosenblith
F. Cardiovascular System Studies
The aim of our research is the quantitative understanding of the cardiovascular
control mechanism. In particular, we are investigating, at present, that part of the
carotid-sinus reflex which causes sudden heart-rate changes as a result of the intro-
duction of sudden disturbances in the arterial blood pressure.
Three major projects are being carried out.
1. The quantitative description of the relationship between blood pressure and the
firing pattern of pressure receptor nerves.
2. The statistical characterization of the firing pattern of the cardiac vagal effer-
ent nerve fibers.
3. The determination of the relationsip between vagal efferent firing frequency and
heart rate.
P. G. Katona
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A. CIRCUIT MODEL FOR THE CAT'S MIDDLE EAR
We have derived an analog for the mechanical system of the middle ear based on our
recent measurements on anesthetized cats. 1 The general form of our circuit analog
(Fig. XXXI-la} is similar to the form proposed by Zwislocki2; whereas the element con-
figurations (Fig. XXXI-lb} that we have found sufficient for "fitting" all of our data are
generally simpler than those of other authors.2-4 In this report we shall {a} describe
how we choose the element values to match our data, and {b) show that a model with these
element values predicts other results.
Our measurements of the displacement of the incus and stapes relative to the malleus
(Fig. XXXI-2} indicate that the two boxes on the right in Fig. XXXI-la can be approxi-
mated by a second-order system with an undamped natural frequency of ¢02 =
2v 9000 sec -1, and a damping factor of _2 = 0.46. R2, C2, L 2, and Cj must therefore
satisfy two constraints:
1 -i
= 2v 9000 sec
R 2
_2 =-_- _ = 0.46,
where
CjC 2
C' -
Cj + C 2"
Measurements of the stapes displacement (Fig. XXXI-3) with the cavities open (i. e. ,
with the "cavities" box of Fig. XXXI-Ia shorted) suggest that the circuit model should
have a heavily damped resonance near 1000 Hz. If we assume that the capacitance Cj
is approximately an open circuit in this frequency range, this resonance involves only
a simple series circuit. To fit the shape of the amplitude and phase curves, we place
two more constraints on the element values:
1 -i¢oI = LTCT - 2v 1500 sec
_1 =-F- - 0.7,
C1C 2
where R T = R 1 + R2, L T = L 1 + L2, C T_ C1 + C2. One more constraint is obtained
by making the low-frequency transfer ratio of the circuit equal to the measured
value
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Lh Rh C b
L _ LI RI .C1 I2 L2 C2
(b)
(a) General form of the circuit analog of the middle ear. The
input voltage, V1, is analogous to the sound pressure out-
side the drum membrane; the current, I2, is analogous to
the velocity of the stapes. The voltage, V 1, is analogous
to the pressure across the drum membrane. When the cav-
ities are open, V = V 1.
(b) Circuit configuration for the model. The elements might
be thought of as analogs of mechanical parameters as
follows:
R z ~the net resistance of the incus, stapes,
and cochlea.
C 2 ~ the net compliance of the ligaments of the
incus and stapes and the cochlea.
L 2 ~the net inertia associated with the incus,
stapes, and cochlea.
Cj ~ the compliance of the incudo-malleolar
joint.
CI, RI, L I ~ the compliance, resistance and inertia,
respectively, of the drum membrane and
malleus.
C ~ the compliance of the air in the middle-ear
m cavity.
C b ~ the compliance of the air in the bulla cavity.
Lh, R h ~ the acoustic mass and resistance, respec-
tively, of the hole connecting the middle-
ear cavity to the bulla cavity.
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12 ClC 2(¢o-0) =
Jc0V 1 C 1 + C 2
= 3.8 x 10 -7 farads.
Hence we have a total of 5 constraints on the 7 element values indicated in the circuit
of Fig. XXXI-3. Since the capacitance Cj is virtually an open circuit for ¢0 near ¢01, the
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Fig. XXXI-2. Displacement of the incus and stapes relative to the malleus
displacement. The combined data from 4 cats have been
fitted with curves from the equation shown, with the param-
eter values _Z = 27r 9000 sec-1, and_z = 0.46.
transfer characteristic of the model is not sensitive to the particular way in which
the total resistance is divided between the resistances R 1 and R 2, or the way
in which the net capacitance is separated into C 1 and C 2, as long as ¢Ol, ¢02,
_1' _Z are fixed. We have arbitrarily made C 1 = C 2 and R 1 = 0. Some of
M¢ller's measurements 5 of input impedance before and after interruption of the
incudo-stapedial joint indicate that a major portion of the resistance should be on the
cochlear side of the joint, and that the compliances are roughly of the same magnitude.
The two coupled cavities of the cat's middle ear are represented by the
circuit labeled Z c in Fig. XXXI-4. The values of these 4 parameters were
chosen so that the model would fit measurements of the change in middle-ear
transmission when the cavities are opened. The four constraints that were used
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sound pressure at the drum membrane (right). Solid
curves represent the "average" transfer function de-
rived from the experimental measurements. Dashed
curves were obtained from the circuit model shown.
Fig. XXXI-4.
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Change in transmission through the middle ear resulting
from opening both of the middle-ear activities. Solid curve
represents a "typical" experimental result; dashed curves
were obtained from the circuit model given in the figure.
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are (i) the frequency of the maximum effect {cavity resonance}
Cm+ Cb - 21r. 4000 sec -I
_c = x/ LhCmCb
{ii) the quality factor of the cavity resonance
(iii) the magnitude of the effect at low frequencies,
ZI+Z
c (_<<_i) = I.8,
Z 1
and (iv) the magnitude of the effect at the resonant frequency
Z1 + Zc (_=_c)] = 4.0.
Z 1 I
The resulting elements values and the measured and computed effects of opening both
cavities are shown in Fig. XXXI-4.
The transfer characteristic of the total model and the measured transfer character-
istic are shown in Fig. XXXI-5. Since both curves in Fig. XXXI-5 are obtained from
curves of Figs. XXXI-3 and XXXI-4, this figure does not contain any new information.
We can, however, use the model to predict the change in the transfer function resulting
Fig. XXXI- 5.
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Transfer characteristic of cat's middle ear with the bulla
and septum intact.
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from opening the septum when the bulla is already open. This operation is analogous to
setting 1/C m = 0, when 1/C b = 0. With no new choice of element values we can test the
prediction against the measured data. The results (Fig. XXXI- 6) indicate that in general
the model comes as close to the measured data as do measurements made on other cats.
Fig. XXXI-6.
- . MEASURED (FROM CAT 7.3) _ -I
L5 z,+Zc k_V_ /
IO .... MODEL--Z-'_-- I1_ 1
MEASOREDFROMOT.ERC TS/ 1
2 ...... ', .......
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Lh= 1.4 XlO °2 , LI= 2.2X10 -2 , L2:0.75 XlO -2
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Change in transmission through the middle ear resulting from open-
ing the septum in an ear with the bulla previously opened. The small
"peaks" measured from "other cats" represent only the parts of the
measured curves near the maximum. Then are included to indicate
the range of frequencies and amplitudes found.
The circuit-element values have been chosen to give numerical values for the current
12 in amperes which are equal to the stapes velocity in cm/sec; the value of the voltage
in volts is equal to the sound pressure in dynes/cm z. In order to equate the electric-
circuit-element values to the mechanical parameters of the middle ear, we have to take
into account: (a) the fact that the motion of the malleus and incus is mainly rotational,
(b) the lever ratio from malleus displacement to stapes displacement, (c) the nature
of the drum membrane motion, and (d) the coupling of the drum membrane to the manu-
brium of the malleus. Also, some of the element values that we have used are not unique
(i. e. , other values could fit the data equally well), so that we cannot really expect these
values to equal the mechanical parameters. Although the validity of this model at the
level of the individual elements cannot now be demonstrated, the circuit of Fig. XXXI-5
does provide a fairly accurate and concise description of a relatively large amount of
experimental data.
We have received considerable assistance from Thomas Goblick, of Lincoln Labora-
tory, in computing the characteristics of the model.
W. T. Peake, J. J. Guinan, Jr.
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B. MULTICHANNEL TIME-DOMAIN FILTERING EMPLOYING TIME-DIVISION
MULTIPLEXING AND A MAGNETIC DELAY DRUM
If a signal consists of a messagetogether with a disturbance that is of a single fre-
quencyappreciably higher than that of the message, then onewayof eliminating the dis-
turbance is to summate the signal with itself delayed by one-half the period of the
frequency of the disturbance. A magnetic delaydrum1' 2 provides a very convenient
method of obtainingthe necessary delay; the delay canbe adjusted over a very wide
range, to match the half-period of the interference. Onthe other hand, if the magnetic
delay drum is limited to providing only a single channel of a signal and its delayed
duplicate, then only a single channelof signal could be filtered in this way.
In the present report, a system of time-division multiplexing is employedtogether
with a magnetic drum, in order to provide filtering of two signals in which the disturbance
is of the same frequency in both. Although the results from the system described here
were carried out with a 10-Hz sine waveanda 10-Hz random noise as the two messages,
anda 60-Hz sine wavefor the interference, the system is readily adjustablefor filtering
of other lower or higher frequencies, within the limits of the frequency response in the
over-all system.
A block diagram of the system is shownin Fig. XXXI-7. The 10-Hzsine waveis
derived from an oscillator; the 10-Hz filtered noise was derived from anElgenco Model
312Anoise generator (DC-120Hz) and a Spencer-KennedyLaboratories Variable Elec-
tronic Filter (Model 308A), the two channels of which were set at 10-Hz highpass and
lowpass, respectively. Samples of these waveforms are shown in the two upper traces
of Fig. XXXI-8. The 60-Hz interference was obtained from another sine-wave oscillator
h
DEHULT I PLEXER FILTERED TO SCOPE
OUTPUT
10-HZ FILTERED NOISE
Fig. XXXI-7. System for multichannel time-domain filtering.
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and mixed, respectively, with the two above-mentionedwaveforms; illustrative examples
for 3 different amplitudes of the interference are shown in the two upper traces in
Fig. XXXI-9.
Fig. XX-XI-8.
Original (upper 2 traces) and demulti-
plexed versions (lower 2traces) of a
10-Hz sine wave and a 10-Hz random
signal, without added60-Hz interfer-
ence. (Thetime displacementbetween
the upper g traces and the lower 2
traces results from the 31.5-msec
delay introduced by the magnetic
drum.)
A B C
Fig. XXXI-9. Original (upper 2 traces) and demultiplexed versions (lower 2 traces)
of a 10-Hz sine wave and a 10-Hz random signal, with 60-Hz inter-
ference of 3 different amplitudes (A, B, C) added. Note the elimina-
tion of the interference in the demultiplexed versions.
The system for time-division multiplexing which was employed has been described
elsewhere. 3 Briefly, 2 traces of a Tektronics Type 3A74 plug-in unit were employed
for the multiplexing, the third trace providing the keying pulse that is necessary for
demultiplexing; sequentially triggered sample-and-hold circuits 3' 4 were employed for
the demultiplexing. The output of the multiplexer was fed, in turn, to an FM modulator
(Wavetek Voltage-Controlled Generator Model 105), the center frequency of which was
set at 13.5 kHz. The magnetic delay drum system employed was that of the Analog Cor-
relator System for Brain Potentials. 2 The delay on the magnetic drum was set at
8.33 msec, half of the period of the 60-Hz interference frequency.
Following FM demodulation (circuits designed by R. M. Brown, Jr.), the two signals
delayed relatively to one another were mixed, to eliminate the 60-Hz interference fre-
quency. For this purpose, a vernier adjustment of the multiplexing rate was made so
that the relative delay for the pair of multiplexed signals recovered from the magnetic
drum, after FM demodulation, was an integral number of periods of the sampling
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frequency, that is, so that the phases (with respect to the keying pulses) of the pair of
multiplexed waveforms were coincident, as is shown in the two upper traces of
Fig. XXXI-10. The summed signals are thus freed of the disturbance frequency, as is
A B C
D E F
Fig. XXXI- 10. Summation of multiplexed signal with itself delayed by 8.33 msec,
(upper Z traces), showing the elimination of the 60-Hz interference
before demultiplexing (lowest traces). (The constant-amplitude
component is the keying pulse for demultiplexing.) A: 60-Hz inter-
ference only; B: information signals only; C: 60-Hz interference
base.
evident from the lowest traces of Fig. XXXI-10(A-C) and Fig. XXXI-10(D-F). Corre-
spondingly, the disturbance frequency is also eliminated from the resulting demulti-
plexed waveforms, as is shown in the lower two traces in Fig. XXXI-9. Comparison of
the upper and lower traces in Fig. X-XXI-9 with the corresponding traces in Fig. XXXI-8
indicates the efficacy of this method for eliminating the unwanted 60-Hz disturbance.
In the present case, the dwell-time 3 for each channel of the multiplexer was
0.45 msec, so that each channel was sampled at 0.45 msec × 3 or 1.35 msec intervals;
the corresponding sampling frequency was thus 740 Hz.
Although only two independent channels of filtering were employed in the results
described here, a third channel could easily have been added, were the latter desired
[the multiplexing system, in fact, permits the use, under certain circumstances, of
3 channels of continuous information (e. g., EEG's) plus an additional channel of pulse
information (e. g., a stimulus pulse), the latter appearing as occasional keying pulses
of increased amplitude.]
As mentioned, the system permits a very wide choice of selection of parameters;
in particular, it could be arranged for filtering of relatively low-frequency interference
of a fixed frequency. (Note that the interference must be of the same frequency for all
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channels, although not necessarily of the same amplitude or phase.) In particular, the
system would permit the elimination of fixed-frequency interference (i. e., a 60-Hz arte-
fact} in physiological records played back at a lower or a higher speed than the original
recordings, from magnetic tape recordings, or from electrically transcribed inked
recordings played back at a lower speed than for the original recording, that is, in a
multichannel system for reconversion of EEG inked-traces to their electrical form, 5 by
employing the principle of phase-modulated analog sampling. 6
This work was supported at the Massachusetts General Hospital by a U.S. Public
Health Service Career Program Award {Number 5-K3-NB-9201), and by a Public Health
Service Research Grant {Number NB-03752), from the National Institute of Neurological
Diseases and Blindness.
J. S. Barlow
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C. DETERMINISTICNATURE OF ARTERIAL PRESSURERECEPTORS
There are some excellent accountsdealingwith the qualitative input-output char-
acteristics of arterial pressure receptors. 1 More recently, there have been reports
attempting to describe thesecharacteristics quantitatively, in terms of mathematical
models.2 It appears that regardless of whether single fibers or multiple fibers are
examined, the outputof the pressure receptors is customarily characterized by a con-
tinuous function that gives an indication of the "instantaneousfrequency" of nerve firing.
Although this type of characterization maybe suitable for describing multiple-fiber
preparations, it is not adequatefor giving anaccurate description of the input-output
characteristics of single pressure receptor fibers. Our results showthat the firing
pattern of single pressure receptor nerves is reproducible whenthe pressure wave-
form is periodic, and nerve firings tend to occur at well-determined instances of time.
Figure XXXI-11 showsthe pressure waveform and associated firing pattern on a
single common-carotid pressure receptor nerve of an anaesthetizedcat in a particular
I 1
300 Msec
Fig. XXXI- 1 I.
Arterial blood pressure and pressure-receptor nerve
firing. In both records: top trace is blood pressure;
bottom trace is nerve firing. Pressure minimum:
140 mm Hg; maximum 200 mm Hg. Nerve spikes
are approximately Z0_volt. Top record: approxi-
mately Z5 cycles superimposed, 50 msec/cm. Bot-
tom record: approximately 50 cycles superimposed,
i0 msec/cm. (B 31, Tl16 905-901).
I l
50 Msec
experiment. Approximately 50 cardiac cycles were superimposed, by using the posi-
tive derivative of the pressure to trigger the horizontal sweep of the oscilloscope.
The recording shows that the nerve firing pattern was extremely reproducible from
cycle to cycle. The first neural firing in each cycle occurred with a maximum jitter of
+1 msec, while the jitter associated with the ninth firing, although approximately eight
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times larger than for the first, was still sufficiently small for a definite concentration
of impulses to be evident. Computer processing indicated that the first nine firings
occurred in all of the cycles, while the tenth developed only in a fraction of the cycles.
Reproducibility of the firing pattern, with the possible exception of the last firing
in each cardiac cycle, was observed in several fibers of different animals, and at dif-
ferent levels of blood pressure in the same fiber. Slight cycle-to-cycle variations in
blood pressure (2-3 mm Hg) could abolish the repetition of firing patterns. Using the
spike in the electrocardiogram as the synchronizing signal, which is the standard pro-
cedure, made the regularity of the cycle-to-cycle firing pattern much less apparent
than when the positive derivative of the pressure waveform was used.
In some of the experiments the pressure receptor area was perfused with exter-
nally generated pressure waveforms. When the perfusion pressure was held constant,
the firing frequency was nearly uniform. It was found that the standard deviation of the
interspike time interval increased with the mean value of that interval, a finding that
3
had been reported for pacemaker neurons.
P. G. Katona
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RESEARCH OBJECTIVES AND SUMMARY OF RESEARCH
1. Basic Theory
Research on the functional organization of the reticular core of the central nervous
system continues, in collaboration with Dr. William L. Kilmer of Michigan State Uni-
versity.
Our problem is to construct a theory for the reticular system which is compatible
with known neuroanatomy and neurophysiology, and which will lead to testable hypotheses
concerning its operation. 1,2
Our first and second approaches to this problem 3 were outlined in Quarterly Prog-
ress Report No. 76 {page 313).
We can report that we are embarked on a kind of iterative net statistical decision
theory 4 that is comprehensive, versatile , and penetrating enough to stand a rea-
sonable chance of success.
The computer modeling is being done at the Instrumentation Laboratory, M. I. T.,
by members of Louis L. Sutro's group.
W. S. McCulloch
1.
2.
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Z. Project Plans
a. Sensory Processes and Multiplexing
The past year's work has suggested to us that the firing pattern of a single neuron
which, in the histogram, shows a bimodal or trimodal distribution, conveys information
of different sorts with each of the modes. We have spent some time searching for the
kind of stimulation needed to separate effects on the different modes, but are not yet
able to give a completely satisfactory account of what is happening. There is enough
evidence, however, that we have had to consider the characteristics of a system capable
of handling information that is distributed or partitioned in the pulse-interval domain.
This has led to the making of a new theory of nervous action, an account of which will
soon appear.
Color Vision in Amphibia and Reptiles. We have undertaken to study the coding of
col6r in the retinas of frog and turtle, extending the work of Dr. Muntz in this labora-
tory (4 years ago).
Taste. We shall attempt a study of taste similar to the one that we did on smell.
b. Learning Process
In consequence of the theory of nervous action which we have recently developed, we
are studying the notion of the change of probability of invasion into a branch of a single
fiber. The work will be done initially on dorsal root-dorsal column system in the cat.
We shall try to see if the probability of invasion into the branches at a bifurcation of an
axon can be altered permanently in one direction or another by the application of a cur-
rent across the bifurcation favoring the invasion of one branch more than the other. This
is a far-shot experiment, but we feel obliged to do it.
c. Instrumentation
1. We are applying our real-time analyzer of pulse intervals to the study of speech,
and for this purpose are devising some new analogue equipment such as a peak picker-
outer to take envelopes and a wave-shape detector that works in real time.
2. For the medical profession we are devising an oscillator whose frequency is an
exponential function of an applied voltage. This device transforms secular voltage
swings such as EKG into a sliding tone that has the same melodic line independent of
pitch, i. e. , the tune one hears is independent of the DC bias low-applied signal. We
have already tried something like this, and it turns out to be very quickly learned for
making fine diagnostic distinctions on EKG. We envision a stethoscopelike instrument
to replace the ordinary pen recordings of EKG so that screening of patients can be done
without accumulation of paper.
3. We are attempting to build an inexpensive low-voltage oscilloscope using crossed
galvanometers with 5-kc bandwidth, and a fluorescing paper on which the light spot is
cast. One galvanometer gives vertical deflection, the other horizontal deflection.
d. Computer Approach to Diagnosis
Gordon Nelson, a graduate student, during the past two years, has devised a method
for handling the diagnostic groupings of a population of rats by similarities of trajectories
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in time of the course of a combination of 17 independent measures made on the animals.
The program was elegantly simple, and in the end the results were discriminations far
higher and more reliable than could be made by any of the people- pediatricians, biol-
ogists, students-who handled the animals daily. He is now going to use the same
scheme to build an automatic neurological diagnosis machine working in the realm of
those diseases that are accompanied by disorders in motion of the body.
J. Y. Lettvin
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3. Proposed Research
The work for the coming year will continue an analysis of the organization of the
somesthetic system. In the past, we have concentrated on the methods by which cells
in the spinal cord handle information that has come in over the dorsal roots. We have
unravelled the way in which six stages of abstraction and analysis are organized with
respect to each other and to some descending control systems. As a by-product of this
research, information has been obtained about synaptic transmission and about sensory
processes, particularly those leading to pain reactions. This analysis will continue.
In addition to the system in the spinal cord which receives impulses from the periph-
ery, there is a second more recently evolved system that also receives similar infor-
mation. The method of handling information in the recent system, the dorsal
column-medial lemniscus system, contrasts in many important respects from the
method. The relative roles of these two systems in sensory analysis and behavior will
be studied.
P. D. Wall
A. ON A CALCULUS FOR TRIADAS
1. Introduction
De Morgan, obstructed by his terminology, thought the construction of a logic of
relations impossible. A quarter of a century later, C. S. Peirce initiated it. Repeated
attempts to understand him failed because in every paper he changed his terminology.
It was not until we attempted to formulate family relations in Gilstrap's matricial cal-
culus that he and we were able to understand Peirce, who had actually invented such a
calculus and extended it to three-dimensional arrays which we call "mints." It is now
clear what he had done and what stopped him. He also used a symbolism in molecular
diagrams which is transparent. Finally, he interpreted these in terms of sentences con-
taining n blanks to be filled by the names of things in the universe of discourse. Whether
these be real or imaginary is immaterial to this calculus, which therefore can cope with
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intension, not merely extension, and henceis of value in psychophysiological contexts.
Manytheorems not involving negationcannow beproved, but negationis not simple and
we are struggling to discover its multifarious consequences. At the moment, wewant
to present the following useful results.
2. Triadas
A triada is a structure of anykind involving three elements or members of a given
set at a time. For example, "a gives b to c" is a triada, G, involving the objects a,
b, and c. Peirce suggesteddifferent ways to developa calculus for triadas, i. e. , "an
art of drawing inferences." For cases in which triadas are of the nature of the previously
mentioned example, i. e., of the nature of a sentence or phrase with three blanks that
are to be filled by particular members of a given set, a calculus may be developed that
is similar to the calculus of functional propositions of three arguments - or you have
Boolian tensors of rank 3- but that is richer in possibilities and consequences. One of
the ways to develop such a calculus is to consider two kinds of variables or symbols, one
for the elements of the set where the triadas apply (here lower-case letters are used),
and the other for the triadas themselves (represented here by upper-case letters). A
calculus involving only upper-case letters will be called a "proper calculus for triadas."
In the process of constructing the calculus, operations on or among triadas are
defined which have a definite meaning. The object of Lhe calculus is then to combine the
operations and to obtain conclusions or theorems about the combined operations of
triadas. We concern ourselves here only with closed operations, i. e. , operations on or
among triadas, which again generate triadas.
3. Definitions and Operations
A triada is a sentence or phrase with three blanks that are to be filled with specific
names of objects, or members of a given set, in order for the sentence to have
meaning. For example, if in the sentence "a gives b to c," we delete the names a, b,
and c, we end with the triada " gives__ to." We denote by i, j, and k the
first, second, and third blanks, respectively. Furthermore, we represent the triada
by Gijk, i.e. , Gij k means " gives to " If we want to express the fact that
the particular member a gives the particular member b to the particular one c, we
shall write Gab c. Therefore, the subscripts are regarded as variables, as are the blanks,
Somewhere in the calculus we shall be able to delete subscripts without confusion, to
obtain the calculus proper.
Two triadas are said to be equal if they have the same meaning, i. e. , they originate
equivalent sentences, when applied to any three objects in the same order. We represent
the equality of two triadas by separating them with the sign =. In any expression in which
triadas appear, any of them can be replaced by an equivalent one. For example, the
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triadas "gives to " and " is given to by. " are not equal because
when applied to objects a, b, and c in this order the resulting sentences do not have
the same meaning; however, the triadas " _gives to " and "_is identical
to the one who gives to " are equal.
We now distinguish three kinds of closed operations. These are unary operations,
involving one triada; binary, or nonrelative, involving two triadas; and triadic, or
relative, involving three triadas.
a. Unary Operations
Rotation is the clockwise rotation of the order of the blanks in the triada one step.
_gives to..,' Its rotation, represented by Gijk, is
the gift " According to the definition of equality, we
For example, let Gii k be "
the triada "is given by
may write
Gij k = Gki j
b, and c in this order, then G applies towhich indicates that if G applies to objects a,
them in the order c, a, b.
Reflection, where the first and third blanks interchange positions, for example, the
reflection of Gij k is the triada " .is given _ by__," that we represent by Gijk, that
is, we may write
Gij k = Gkj i.
By iteratively applying each unary operation to a triada, it is easy to see that
Gijk = _ijk and Gij k = Gijk"
Since, in these expressions, subscripts are the same on both sides of the equality sign
and they appear in the same order, we may delete them without confusion, to obtain
G = G and G = G.
b. Binary Operations (or Nonrelative Operations)
Nonrelative Product: The nonrelative product of two triadas is a triada obtained after
joining the two original triadas with the logical connective "and," and making the sub-
scripts in both triadas the same. For example, let Gij k mean "gives to "
and let Lij k mean ".__lies in between and__." The nonrelative product, repre-
sented by Gij k • Lijk, is the triada "gives to and the first lies between the
second and the third." It follows that Gij k • Lij k = Lij k • Gij k.
Nonrelative Sum: The nonrelative sum of two triadas is the triada obtained
after joining the two original triadas with the logical connective "or" (inclusive
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or), and making the subscripts in both triadas the same. For example, the nonrelative
sum of Gij k and Lij k is the triada "gives to . or the first lies in between the
second and the third." We represent it by Gij k + Lij k. It is clear that Gij k + Lij k =
Lij k + Gij k.
c. Triadic Operations {or Relative Operations)
Now we introduce the existential quantifier 2; (read "there is some ...") and the uni-
versal quantifier II (read "all," or ,'everybody" or "everything"}. Application of a
quantifier to a triada gives a lower structure (a structure with a lower number of blanks}.
For example, Z. Gij k reads "there is some who gives to ," that is, a diadic structure.1
In order to obtain a closed operation, we could define an "open" or "external" product
or sum to obtain a higher structure, and then reduce it to a triada, by applying one or
the two quantifiers one or more times. For example, let "and" be the open operation
between Lij k and Gem n such that Lij k • Gem n means " lies in between and,
and gives to ," that is, a hexada. If we now ,'contract" by application
of the 2_ quantifier, we obtain the triada
__j Lijk" Gem n"
iem
This reads "there is some individual who lies in between and , and someone gives
something to "
More interesting are the combinations of triadas with some elements, or blanks, in
common, that is, having colligative terms. Such is the case of the so-called relative
products and sum for binary, or diadic, relations. For triadas, let us write the product
with one colligative term
Lij k " Gke m
that reads "lies in between and who gives to," that is, a pentadic
structure. If we now contract upon the repeated index, by means of the 2, quantifier,
we obtain
_Lij k " Gke m,
k
that is, the tetrada "lies in between and someone who gives to ." If the
operation between Lij k and Gke m were a sum, we would obtain first the pentada
Lij k + Gke m
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that reads " lies in between and or this gives to
now on the repeated index by means of the II quantifier, we obtain
I_k Lijk + Gke m,
•" By contracting
that is, "take any individual; then, either lies in between and this individual or
this gives __ to." This is similar to the relative sum of diadas.
The combination of triadas with colligative terms is amenable (Peirce) to clear
graphical representation. For example, Diagram XXXII-I represents the two triadas
Gij k and Lke m.
j e
m
Diagram XXXII- 1.
The two operations described above could be graphically represented by Dia-
gram XXXII-2, in which the colligative term appears as a "common bound," and
the number of blanks left is the number of "free bounds."
j e
-5 kS-| • m
Diagram XXXII-Z.
For convenience, we shall define closed relative products and sums among triadas
in which the contraction or generalization by the quantifiers is realized upon repeated
indexes, and in which each repeated index repeats only once. This permits the use of
the above-mentioned type of graph as a means for visualizing the relative operations,
and, at the same time, provides us with another tool to prove theorems. It turns out
that many of the combinations of open operations which finally result in triadas are par-
ticular cases of closed products and sums defined with those rules. Briefly, the rules
for forming relative operations of triadas, which permit the use of the above-mentioned
graphs, may be stated as follows.
(i) Each repeated index repeats only once.
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(ii) Quantifiers act on repeated indexes.
It follows from the graphs that at least three triadas are necessary to verify a closed
operation. There are three different ways in which the triadas could be connected (see
Diagram XXXII-3):
i k k,i
i k
n n
Diagram XXXII-3.
These lead to the relative products and sums that are defined below.
Relative Products
A Product of three triadas A, B, and C is the triada
Anie Bej m " Cmk n
nem
which we represent by A (ABC).
>- Product of the triadas A, B, and C is the triada
_ Aije Bern n " Cnm k
emn
which we represent by >;- (ABC).
-< Product of the triadas A, B, and C is the triada
Aiem Bme n " Cnjk
emn
which we represent by .-_(ABC).
For example, let G be the triada "._gives to_"; let L be "lies in
between_and "; and let T be " thinks is ." Then, _(GLT) reads
"someone gives to somebody who lies in between and some other who thinks
is the first," or "there are three individuals such that the first gives to the
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second, this lies in between
Relative Sums
__ and the third, and this thinks is the first."
A Sum of three triadas A, B, and C is the triada
I-I A . +B . +B
me eJm mkn
nem
which we represent by _ (ABC)
>- Sum of three triadas A, B, and C is the triada
I_Aij e + B +
nem emn Cnmk
which we represent by >_+(ABC).
-< Sum of three triadas A, B, and C is the triada
_-_ Ale m + Brae n + Cnj k
emn
which we represent by +--<(ABC).
For example, _ (GLT) reads "take any three individuals; then, either the first gives
to the second, or the second lies in between and the third, or the third thinks
is the first."
Resume of Closed Operations for Triadas
Unary Rotation, _
Reflection, A
Nonrelative Product A • B
Binary [Nonrelative Sum A + B
Triadic
Relative Products
Relative Sums
I A(ABC)
_. (ABC)
.-<(ABC)
(ABC)
+-$<(ABC)
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4. Immediate Theorems
By combiningthe closed operations amongtriadas, we can prove the set of equalities,
or theorems, that follow.
First, let Pijk be the triada that results from the nonrelative product of Aij k
That is,
Pijk = Aijk " Bijk"
Rotation of Pijk gives
= Pkij = Akij " Bkij = Aijk " Bijk'Pijk
that is,
Pijk =Aijk" Bijk"
Since subscripts now appear in the same order, we may delete them to obtain
A_.B "--=A _.
Similarly, we can prove that
A+B=A+B.
By the same method, we can prove that
A • B=A. B
A+B=A+B.
Let Qijk be the triada that results from the operation A (ABC}, that is,
_-_
Qijk = L Anim " Bmje Cekn"
emn
Rotation of Qijk gives
Qijk = Qkij"
From the definition of A product, we have
Qkij = _ Ankm" Bmie" Cejn"
emn
Since the "and" operation is commutative, we have
and Bij k.
(1)
(2)
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Qkij = _ Bmie" Cejn" Ankm"
emn
That is,
Qijk = _ Bmie Cejn" Ankm"
emn
The subscripts that are not affected by the quantifier appear in the same order in both
sides of the last equation. Therefore, we may write
Q = A(BCA).
That is,
._(ABC) = ._(BCA).
The reflection of Qijk gives
V
Qijk = Qkji"
(5)
From the definition of A product, we have
Qkji = _ Ankm " Bmje Cein"
emn
That is,
Qkji = _ Cein Bmje Ankm"
emn
From the definition of reflection,
_ " SejmQijk = Qkji = Cnie " " Amkn"
emn
By deleting subscripts, we obtain
_.J
_(_c __Q
= . BA).
That is,
_(ABC)--_(6gX).
By similar procedures, it is possible to show that
>:-.(ABC) = .-<(C BX)
(6)
(7)
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-< (ABC) = >-(C BA). (8)
Similarly, we can prove that
(ABC) = _ (BCA) (9)
(ABC = (lOi
(a c): gXl (11)
+
-< (ABC) = >-(C BA). (IZ)
4 +
5. Constant Triadas
We define five particular triadas that we shall use in the calculus.
a. Universal triada, Iij k, or simply I, is the triada "___, __ and are individ-
uals." It has the following properties: Let A be any triada; then A + I = I and A - I = A.
It is clear that Y = I and "I = I.
b. Null triada, O, or Oij k, is the triada "neither nor nor.., are individ-
uals." Let A be anytriada; thenA + O = A andA • O = O. Also, O = O and'8= O.
c. Left and Right Identities, denoted by Ik and Ip, respectively, are the following:
I k is the triada " is an individual and is identical to "; Ip is the triada "
is identical to, and is an individual." It follows that
Ik = Ip ; Ip = I k and I k = Ip. (13)
Let A be any triada; then
A(IkAI9) = A.
For example, let A be " gives to
uals such that, the first is an individual and
to the third, the third is identical to
same as "gives _ to ".
4"%
Identity, Ic, is, by definition, I c = Ip.d. Central
Ik v= and I = I
C C C"
(14)
". _(IkAI9) reads "there are three individ-
is identical to the second, this gives
., and the first is an individual." That is the
It follows that
(15)
THEOREM. Let R by any triada. Then
R : ._(RIpIk).
Proof. According to Eq. 14, R = _(IkRIp).
: _(IkRIp).
(16)
By rotating both members, we obtain
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And, by applying Eq. 5, ._(IxRI p) = ._{RIpIx).
THEOREM. Let A, B, and C be any three triadas. Then
_[ .A(BA Ic)lk C] = .-_(ABC). (17)
This theorem could be proved by operating on subscripts, in a form similar to the
proofs of Eqs. 5 and 6. It can also be proved by means of a graph. The proof by means
of a graph is illustrated in the following diagrams.
The graph for .Zi[_(BA Ic)IkC ] is shown in Diagram XXXII-4.
n i ,_ j k
B A Tc I X C
Diagram XXXII-4.
The graph for >7 (ABC) is shown in Diagram XXXII-5.
e m i
A B C
Diagram XXXII- 5.
Because of the nature of the identities I c and I, both graphs are the same. The intro-
duction of the subscript s in the first does not affect this, since it is equivalent to saying
that "someone is an individual."
THEOREM. Let A, B, and C be any three triadas. Then
9[A Ip A.(Ic C B)] = >:-.(ABC). (18)
Proof. Let R, S, and T be any three triadas.
According to Eq. (17), we have
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•-< (RST) = A[A(S R I^)I.T].
By reflecting both sides, and iteratively applying Eqs. 8 and 6, we obtain
.-<(RST):>:.(TSm :,,IT%,Afro_@5].
_.2 V
But I k = Ip and I c = I c. Therefore
>- {TSR) = ._[TIp÷IIcRS) ].
Let A = T, B = , and C = R. Then
T=A, S= B, andR=C.
By substitution, we finally prove the theorem.
From theorems (16), (17), and {18}, it follows that rotation {-) and the triadic prod-
ucts )7". and .-< are reducible to A products.
W. S. McCulloch, R. Moreno-Diaz
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Academic and Research Staff
Prof. J. B. Dennis
W. W. Plummer
RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
The purpose of this group, which is operated jointly by the Research Laboratory of
Electronics, the Electronic Systems Laboratory, and the Department of Electrical Engi-
neering, M.I.T., is fourfold:
1. To provide a flexible and readily accessible computation facility oriented toward
the Laboratory's research goals.
2. To provide an educational facility where students may learn the principles of
automatic computation, and undergraduate and graduate thesis projects may be carried
out.
3. To develop computation techniques, especially methods that make program design
and construction more convenient, and allow easier communication with the machine.
4. To investigate new principles for organizing multiprogrammed computer systems.
The Computer Research Group operates two general-purpose machines. The TX-0
computer was built by Lincoln Laboratory, M.I.T., as an experimental machine, and
was turned over to the Department of Electrical Engineering in 1958. The Digital Equip-
ment Corporation donated one of their PDP-1 machines in 1961. The PDP-1 has become
the central processor of a time-shared multiuser system 1 implemented by the group.
Our activities have included modifications to the two computer systems to improve their
performance, as well as the programming of translators, editors, debugging programs,
and executive routines suited to the on-line nature of the use of the two systems.
J. B. Dennis
This work is supported principally by the Joint Services Electronics Programs
{U.S. Army, U.S. Navy, and U.S. Air Force} under Contract DA 16-039-AMC-03200(E);
and in part by the National Science Foundation (Grant GP-835) and the National Aero-
nautics and Space Administration {Grant NsG-496).
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_ Martha M. Pennell Gall M. Fratar Elaine C. Isaacs _';_ _ _"
Heather S. Davis Joan Harwitt Eleanor C. River
RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
This group provides a general programming service for Laboratory members who
use computers in their research and also acts as liaison with the M. I. T. Computation
Center and Project MAC.
The majority of our programming has dealt with the solutions of transcendental and
polynomial equations, 1' 2, 4, 5 least-squares fits 3 and Fourier analysis. Undoubtedly,
this work will continue.
An increasing amount of our programming, however, has not had direct scientific
application. One of our programs has helped to index a book. 6 Another is helping to
prepare budgets for the Business Office of our Laboratory.
In addition to actual programming, we also provide other computer-oriented
services. We consult with Laboratory members who wish to do their own programming.
We have given several demonstrations of the time-sharing system. At present, we are
working in conjunction with Professor Sanborn C. Brown of the Plasma Physics Group
and Mr. John H. Hewitt of our Document Room to set up our own files for use with the
M.I.T. Library's information retrieval program, TIP. Sixty Laboratory members
have signed up for our "Fortran IV" course.
Our work in both old and new areas will reflect the increasing needs of Laboratory
members for computers as research aids.
Martha M. Pennell
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A. UPDATING OF THE COMPUTER INDEXING PROGRAM
In recent months, our basic computer indexing program has undergone marked
revision. We feel that the program is now more versatile and hence more readily
adaptable to the needs of a small research group.
The basic program permutes and alphabetizes the key words of up to Z00 titles for
a maximum of 78 characters per title. A second version of the program will do the
same for a maximum of 70 titles, each consisting of no more than 13Z characters.
In our basic version of the indexing program, the first 6 input characters may con-
tain some sort of identification code, while characters 7-78 contain the title to be per-
muted. The output consists of the identification code in the first 6 columns, with the
output title beginning in column 8. At present, the key word begins in the first permuted
word of the output.
The program was originally designed to index upon key words of at least four letters.
The disadvantages 1 of this scheme are obvious. Hence, a change was made in the pro-
gram so that by use of the special character "$", key words of fewer than 4 letters will
be indexed upon, and non-key words of more than 4 letters will be ignored. For
example, suppose we are given the following input title:
Z3 ELASTIC COLLISION PROBABILITY FOR ELECTRONS IN ARGON (A)
Under normal circumstances, the key words would be: Elastic, Collision, Probability,
Electrons, and Argon. The word "(A)" would be considered as a non-key word. By
inserting the special character "$", however, we can generate the minimum desired
number of permuted output titles. In our example, by judicious use of the "$", we can
cause the phrase "Elastic Collision Probability" to be considered as a key word and
also have "(A)" indexed as a key word:
Z3 ELASTIC$COLLISION$PROBABILITY FOR ELECTRONS IN ARGON (A)$
The "$ " is blanked after the permutation for key words has been performed and before
the output titles are alphabetized.
The program described here has been used to create an author and subject index in
the updating of Basic Data of Plasma Ph),sics z by Sanborn C. Brown. The punched out-
put will be used to create listings suitable for photo-offset reproduction.
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This work was done in part at the M. I. T. Computation Center.
Elaine C. Isaacs
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B. A SIMPLE METHOD FOR FINDING THE ROOTS OF AN ANALYTIC FUNCTION
Preliminary efforts have been made toward implementation of a simple procedure
for finding the roots of an arbitrary complex function. The completed program will be
especially useful in plasma physics research, in which exact solutions to dispersion
equations are usually impossible, and numerical approximations are often valid only for
a special type of equation. The method described in this report permits the user to
input any analytic function, regardless of whether it happens to be algebraic.
Because the procedure relies on proper selection of curves for evaluation of a line
integral, the facilities provided by the ESL Display Console at Project MAC can be
profitably used. The techniques of man-machine interaction already developed there
give the user a quick and intuitive way to deal with a complicated and formidable
dispersion relation. The techniques that we plan to utilize are sketched in the program
description below.
We want to find the roots of f(z) = 0, where f(z) is given complex function. A simple
consequence of Cauchy's residue theorem permits us to state that a root, Z o, of f(z)
can be expressed 1 as
1 _ zf'(z) 1 _ zZ o=_ _ dz= _ _-df. (I)
C f(z) f(C)
We are interested in the second form of this equation.
Determination of Z o, using (I), requires the following computational proce-
dures:
1. Display f(z) in the z-plane and determine the existence of a root by inspection.
2. Enclose the root by a curve, C, using the typewriter or the light pen.
3. Compute and display f(C) in the w = f(z) plane. If f(C) does not encircle the
origin or encircles it more than once (indicating the presence of additional roots),
return to (I) and enter C again.
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4. Using Simpson's rule, evaluate the line integral
Z ° = _ _-- df.
f(c)
This approximation to Z ° is used to obtain a refined value of Z o, using for C a circle
centered at Z o, and repeating Z) to 4) until a sufficiently precise value is determined.
1
Previous work indicates that convergence is typically quite rapid.
Eleanor C. River
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C. ROOTS, A ROOT-FINDING SUBROUTINE USING MULLER'S METHOD
A reliable polynomial-with-complex-coefficients-root-finding subroutine is the
basis for such work as Quixot Dulcin 1 and Mills' display program, z In each case the
same subroutine, called Roots, was used to perform this vital function. Roots is based
on Share Distribution #692 which we modified to handle either a MAD or a Fortran
calling program, using Muller's Method 3 to calculate the roots. Because Roots is
extremely easy to use (the user need only provide the degree of the polynomial and its
coefficients) and seldom fails to converge, it has been extremely useful.
Unfortunately, the program is coded in FAP (the assembly language for the
IBM 7090-7094 computers), and consequently incompatible with the IBM 360 series to
which the M.I.T. Computation Center will eventually be converting. Moreover, we
have been plagued with numerous requests for a compiler language version of Roots.
Consequently, we are rewriting Roots in both MAD and Fortran IV languages.
Because of its reliability, we have tried to follow the logic of the original Share Dis-
tribution, making modifications only when necessary to prevent cases in which Roots
has been known to fail. This usually occurs when the constant term is eight or more
orders of magnitude smaller than the other coefficients, i. e., there is a root extremely
close to zero.
For example, Roots failed on the following polynomial:
4
x + • 076977968x 3 + .0014028739x 2 - .30980169× 10-5x - .61770526× 10 -19= 0,
but succeeded on
4 . - .22131765× lO-5x - .77008791 × 10-9 O,x + .076977968x 3 + O01q258634x 2 =
to give
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-.29337885 × I0 -3, .0017075531, -.039196071 + .00094472884i.
The method depends on three initial guesses which the program sets internally.
These guesses, which remain the same for each polynomial, were not those originally
suggested by Muller•
An important problem that we have encountered is round-off. The computer some-
times introduces a seemingly small imaginary or real part. The user is then left to
ascertain whether this is a true contribution or whether the root is really pure real or
1
imaginary. For example, on the polynomial whose roots are-_, + i (double toot):
4
3x 5 - x + 6x 3 - Zx 2 + 3x- 1 = 0 (I)
our MAD program gave the following as roots:
• 33333334
-.33913844 × 10 -13 - .99995337i
• 80916850 X 10 -4 + .9999464i
-.43413Z14 X 10 -9 + 1.0000466i
-. 80916414 X 10 -4 - I. 0000053i
Muller's method is a very easy technique both to understand and program. If we
have three points, x i, xi_ I, xi_ Z, we can approximate the general polynomial:
n n-I
f(x) = aoX + alx + ... + a n= 0 (Z)
by the quadratic
box z + blX + b Z = 0 (3)
whose curve passes through the points (xi, f(xi)), (xi_ I, f(xi_ I)), (xi_ Z, f(Xi_z)), and b I,
bz, b ° satisfy the following system of equations:
x.z + blX i + b zbo i = f(xi)
boX__ 1 + blXi_ 1 + b z = f(xi_l)
boX__ 2 + blXi_ z + b Z = f(xi_z).
The quadratic formula easily gives us the roots of Eq. 3. Choosing as xi+ 1 that root of
(3) closest in magnitude to x i, we can again approximate Eq. Z by Eq. 3, this time using
the three points xi+ I, x i, xi_ I. This process is repeated until
Ixi+1-xil/Ixi÷ll
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has become less than some preassigned number (3.X 10-8}. The current value of x i is
then taken to be the root and divided into fix) to obtain a new polynomial of degree n- 1.
This entire process is then repeated until a quadratic is formed, at which point the
standard formula is used. The question naturally arises, What values does one use for
the three initial points x o, x 1 , x 2 ?
In his article, Muller uses the starting values x ° = -1, x 1 = 1, x z = 0 and
a n - an_ 1 + an+ 1 for f(x o)
an + an+ 1 + an_ Z for f(xl)
an for f(xz).
The rationale behind this choice is that Eq. 3 then becomes equal to the last three terms
of the original equation
2
a n + an_lX + an_zX
which is a good approximation if a root exists near zero. A second advantage is that
this choice saves two evaluations of the original polynomial.
We found, however, that in the Share Distribution the true values for f(Xo), f(x 1),
f(xz) were used. In fact, our first MAD program used Muller's starting guesses and
failed on the following polynomial:
5
x - Zx4 - -6x3 + 4x Z + 13x + 6 = 0
whose roots are Z, 3, -1 (triple). The Share Distribution did not fail, however, nor
did our MAD program when the true values for f(Xo), f(xl), f(x Z) were used. The same
thing occurred on Eq. 1.
An investigation is now under way to determine the reason. Work also continues on
debugging and testing our routines.
Martha M. Pennell, Joan Harwitt
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D. LINEARIZING THE ROOTS OF A POLYNOMIAL. II
Using the least-squares method as previously described,
following sixth-degree polynomial in k:
1
we approximated the
- k z F F 1Fll 1Z 3
_ k zFlZ FZZ Fz3
F13 FZ3 F33 - k 2
=0
where
= kz I kZzC44 + ZkykzCl 4Fll kZxCll + y Z (C11-CIz) +
= kz 1 kyC 1 + kZzC44 ZkykzCl4FZZ x-Z-(CI I-CIz ) + 1 -
1"33 = (kZx+kZy)C44 + kZzC33
1
rlZ = ZkxkzCl4 +_kxky(Cll+Ciz)
F13 = kxkz(C44+C13) + ZkxkyCl4
Z Z\
rz3 = (kx-kyfC14 + kykz(C13+C44)
k = sin 0 cos
x
k = sin {9sin
Y
k = cos {9
z
0 --<8 -.<180 ° and 0-.<_..<30 °
CII = .8694 C33 = 1.0680 C44 = .576Z
CIZ = .0696 C13 = .1560 C14 = .1743
The problem is to find the set of constants _1 ..... _14 such that one of the following
expressions best approximates the three positive real roots of the polynomial:
1
1) _lWo + _Z_Z
Z) ¢1¢_ ° + ¢Z¢oZ + ¢3¢o4
3
3) _i_o + CZ_Z + 4p3_4 + ¢_4_4
3
4) _lWo + d_Z_Z + #3¢o4 + ¢_4¢o4+ _5¢o6
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7)
8)
9)
io)
II)
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3 3
¢1_o + *Z_Z + .3¢o4 + .4w4 + .5_6 + .6¢26
3 ,6_ + ,7¢o6¢i_o + ¢Z_Z + .3_4 + .4_4 + .5_6 +
3 3@i_o +*Z_Z +'3_4 +'4_4 + .5_6 + .6_6 +.7 _ +.8_8
3 3 6, 3
¢1_o + *Z_Z + *3_4 + ¢4_4 + ¢5_6 + .6_6 + *7 _6 + .8_8 + *9_8
3 3 6 3 6
.1_o + *Z_Z + ¢3_4 + *4_4 + .5_6 + .6_6 + *7 _6 + '8_8 + ¢9_8 + '10_8
¢1_o + ¢Z_Z + *3_4 + ¢4_4 + ¢5_6 + *7_b +
3 3 _ 3 6¢1_o + ¢Z_Z + *3w4 + ¢4_4 +.5_6 +.6_6 + qb7_ + ¢8_8 +.9_8 +.10_8 +.11_10
3
+ qb12_10
IZ) ,i_ + + + 3 3 _ 3 6 Wlo *2_2 '3w4 *4_4 + '5_6 + '6_6 + *7 _ + *8_8 + *9_8 + *I0 _8 + *II 0
+ _blZ_lO + *13 _ 0
3 3 _ 3 613) ¢l_o+,Z_Z + ¢3_4 +,4_4 + ¢5_6 + ¢6_6 + ¢7 _ + ¢8_8+ ¢9_8 + ¢10_8+ ¢11_10
3 6 _9
+*IZ_10 + *13_I0 + '14 I0
_0 = I
O
1 (3 cos 2 e-I)
_z =_
I (35 cos 40-30 cos Z 0+3)
_4 ---8
3=
_4 (-I) 105 sin 30 cos 0 sin 3_/
_6 = (-I) _6 (5-105 cos Z 0+315 cos 40-231 cos 68)
_6 -- cos 0----_ cos 3 0 sin 3 0 sin 3y
6 I
_6 = ]-6 (231 sin 68 sin 6y)
1
_8 =-[_ (35-1260 cos z 8+6930 cos 4 0-IZ01Z cos 6 0+6435 cos 8 0)
_8 (-I)T_- _ 6930" 4! COS 0-Z002" 6! cos 30- 4____99.8! cos 5 sin 30 sin 3y
_8 (-I) _ 12012. 6'. _643__52 8! cos Z 0 sin 60 sin 6y
= 63 ( /_ 12155 8_I0 (-I)-_-_ 1-55 cos 2 8+ cos 4 0-1430 cos 6 8+----7---cos 0
46189 I0 0)63 cos
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3 63 ( 1430
_i0= Z--_- 3
46189
-_ COS 7 8) sin3 @ sin 3y
461896 63 1430"6 w 12155 .8! cos 2 @+
_I0- Z56 " 14 63
¢o 0 (-I)-_-" 46186. I0! cos @ sin9 8 sin 9Y
715 6! cos 3 8+12155"42 cos 5 8
--" 4! cos @---_"
lO, )4! c°s4 8 sin 6 @ sin 6y
n arbitrary roots on the same roots loci were used as data for the least-squares
analysis. Because of the nature of the curves and the number of fitting functions, we
repeated our calculations with 30, 5Z, 70, and 90 data points. We found that 30 points
were too few and gave spurious results for fitting functions 10 through 13.
We used the following criteria to measure the "goodness" of fit:
R 2 {also called the coefficient of correlation}: May be looked upon as the proportion
of total "squared error" that is explained by fitting the line as "due to" the linear
relationship between the dependent variable and independent variables. 3 A perfect
relationship is 1 and no relationship is 0.
Standard Deviation: The measure of dispersion around the fitted line. Two-thirds
of the observed points are within one standard deviation of each side of the line. 4
F-ratio: The explained variation over the unexplained variation of the dependent
variables about the least-squares line. 5 For a sample with 37 degrees of freedom and
14 coefficients, 1.89 indicates a good fit; for 55 degrees of freedom and 14 coefficients,
1.88; and for 77 degrees of freedom and 14 coefficients, 1.82. For all equations in our
6
samples, the F-ratio was significant except for the first fitting function.
Standard Error of the coefficient: Similar to the standard deviation of the equation.
t-value: Similar to the F-ratio but is used to test the level of significance of the
coefficient rather than the whole equation. At a confidence level of . 90, a t-value of
1. 645 was significant; at the . 95 level the t-value must be 1. 960; at the . 98 level,
2.3Z6; and at the .99 level, Z.576. 3
The formulas for calculating these statistical measures are taken from Econometric
Models. 7
The results are summarized in Table XXXIV-I for the three curves with 70 points
used. The fitting functions given here have the best fit as indicated either by the
largest F-ratio or the largest R z and the smallest standard deviation. The results of
the other samples are comparable.
Heather S. Davis
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E. DEVELOPMENT OF PRIVATE LIBRARY TO BE SEARCHED
BY TIP
On the initiative of Professor Sanborn C. Brown, a project is under way
to create a series of private user files 2 on Project MAC to be searched by
the M.I.T. Library TIP Program. The four libraries now being catalogued
are those of Professors Allis, Brown, Bers, and Bekefi--all of whom work
in the field of Plasma Physics. This project draws extensively upon the facil-
ity to create users' files as programmed in the M.I.T. Technical Information
Project 1 and upon the user interaction and time-sharing capabilities of Project
MAC.
The files are created and maintained by each user or his secretary, except
for Professor Allis' whose file is maintained by the Document Room staff of
the Research Laboratory of Electronics. Each file contains one entry corre-
sponding to each report, book, etc. in the individual's library. In turn each
entry contains the information needed to locate the article, such as the title
(unabbreviated), author(s) and source, as well as a code incorporating the
Professor's initials to indicate where the publication can be found. Following
are examples of entries from each of these four files.
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2L.C 125 - BROWN
Ti-.EPL#S_ PHYSICS OF TI-,_ZICI:ICONVF_T_S
F. F. FL'LtlS,t. _:.HANSEl, J. 3!.HCIST0_,
_!.F. KCSlqFE:.;,k. S. F,_SC,_ , C. _!AFb!FF
THe," CEFV SPEC COFF SAN lit-CO 19(:.5fCF 5,"
#Y#IYSIS OF EIELICG_APMIC SC['.FC_IS IN _ CEC'.[_ 0F pEYSIC.(,-GEtkFEI
J6t_!]#LS
D!. I% YESSL._
".I .T. SC[ _3
PHYSIC SLTVEY ANF CL'TI.CC_I
NAT. AC#[_.OF SClFNCFS
W;SHINGTCN SC[ _9
TF#PSACTIC_;SOF TIE ALL-UNION CO_T. ON SP#CF PHYSICS
G. t,.S_URIZIN
HAS# TT F-3,_9SCF 162
PL_S_._ PHYSICS E,L:LLFTII,;
[IPT. OF PHYSICS
U. CF _IAMI V3 1963 SC[ 2?7
PPCCEFII_GS FA_ I_AFFC PHYSICS SYKPOSIUN
I,i#-t'#L CF,['ANCFL_E, CC[_CNA
COF_OI%_,C.t'L. SC[ 316
PHYSICS OF FLUIIS
A .I.P.
V9 P1437 1966 SCE 359
2ff IZC - BERS
PIASN_ PHYSICS L#ECFATO_'_FEVIVW
J. E. [_l'Kt,IC.._,;:FT At
FCFI,_C,J#t,_-JUb 1965 #E 14
_'.F.CHRNIC#LiFSIGK FC_ PIRS_;# PHYSICS RFSF#ECH
V. S. NEFF, JR.
IICFL 12325 JAr,', 1965 #F 79
AN AI'YC:TATEF,IFLIC,C,F_PHYOF AFTICLFS ON PLASMA PHYSICS t,_[
CCFT_C,LLFLTHEFbICNUCL£-#F,FSERFCH EY l'.X.R.I',,e.STAFF, 195_ TC
1962
L. J. #t,'TFC_;Y
CLF }: 24 JAIl: 19_& t[ l l?
2L# 112 - BEKEFI
REPCF_T OF 19_,5_:#CCY/r_FFTINCOF SPACE PLASMA PHYSICS
!!#OOY#UMVLFSITY IPPJ-44(J) DEC. 19(5 G[ 5
NAGOYA IINIV_]_SIT_fIPPJ-4£,YA_,CH 1966 G[ 6
PI_ASP# PHYSICS LAECR#TCRY F,EVIEW, J#F.-JUKE 1966
SCIFNTIFIC RESEARCH LA[C,F,ATOMES
EOEING, (_ EE
_6 237 - ALLIS
PL#SN,_PHYSICS L_EC_#TCFY FFVIEW
d. E. DFUP.r_'N[, FT AL
[CEI:,;6SCIEFTIFIC FES L#E JULY'-[EC 1965 WPA IC
PHYSIQUE [,ES F¢-ISCEf-t'X IF PLASW- [E SY!ITHE'SF
J. F. FCFN#L, J. GI#CCYIFI, G. P_INFFAY, C. D"tN['S,
J. NC_ELI.FC,G. SPITFS
SACLAY SFPT 6=IC, 1965 WPA 19
CUF_U_TIV_ I.ISTIFC, CF FI.#SX# PFYSICS L#FOFATOFY FEPCRTS #iT
PL?LIC_TIOI_S (5TF FZITIOF)
PFINCETON UNIV
PRIPCETOt.;UNIV #',#TT-46CJULY 1966 _PA 41
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As we show in the examples above, the file code name indicates the room where the
publication can be found.
2
By using the information retrieval services of the Library TIP Program and Proj-
ect MAC, these four files may be searched individually or all at once; the latter pro-
cedure is facilitated by linking to PRIVAT REPORT in Professor S. C. Brown's files.
We hope that this project will cut down the time and effort spent in organizing and
using these private libraries and reduce the number of duplicates. It should make it
easier to share information. At the present time, Professor Brown has 466 articles
listed; Professor Allis, 52; Professor Bets, IZ4; and Professor Bekefi, 18.
Heather S. Davis
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XXXV. STROBOSCOPIC LIGHT RESEARCH*
Academic and Research Staff
Prof. H. E. Edgerton
RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
The Research Laboratory of Electronics has had close association with the research
and application of electronic flash-lighting equipment work that is being carried out in
the Stroboscopic Light Laboratory of the Department of Electrical Engineering. There
are mutual advantages because of common goals in many areas of interest.
First, the aim of both is the education of students. Every opportunity for experi-
mental work should be given to students at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
so that they can become acquainted with the real experimental world and learn the satis-
faction of accomplishment. The laboratories and facilities of the Research Laboratory
of Electronics are excellent, especially the shops and general service laboratories. As
an example, each term, several classes of my students are shown the glass-blowing
facilities. Actual devices such as discharge lamps are made during these visits, and
the students are given the lamps to exhaust and operate in actual circuits.
Second, the research goal of the Stroboscopic Light Laboratory is the development
of instruments and methods by using electronic flash light sources involving the electri-
cal excitation of gas. This field -- gaseous conduction of electricity-- has engaged the
attention of many of the research workers at the Research Laboratory of Electronics.
There is much more to be accomplished in the transient pulsing of electricity through
gases, so we hope for many years of cooperation.
In our laboratory we wish to know more and more about the fundamental processes
that exist in flash lamps so that brighter, shorter-flash or special lamps can be per-
fected. As knowledge of the physical mechanism evolves, perhaps new goals, at pres-
ent unperceived, can be reached.
We are called upon from many departments of M.I.T. to help in making measure-
ments for a great variety of problems, mainly involving things that happen fast. Much
of our effort is expended along this line of application. Once in a while, a difficult
technical problem is easily and quickly solved; more than likely, it is not. A host of
problems is waiting for new solutions. This, too, makes it interesting.
For more than ten years we have worked on many applications of electronic flash-
lighting equipment to underwater research, with partial financial help from the National
Geographic Society and interested individuals. This work has been greatly stimulated
by the addition of a pressure-testing facility in Room 20D-009.. We have assisted with
the photographic devices for both existing bathyscaphes, and helped with the design of
new photographic equipment for the French bathyscaphe (ARCHIMEDE) that was built
for ultimate depths of 37,000 feet.
At present, two photographic problems in the sea engage our attention. One involves
the photography of small jellylike creatures that are almost invisible because their
refractive index resembles that of water. A camera equipped with a back light with a
special strobe will be made to test the use of the back-lighting principle. This equip-
ment will be used at depths down to 1 mile in seas where abundant plankton life is found.
A second problem, also involving electronic flash photography, is an attempt to
apply the elapsed-time principle of motion-picture photography to the study of shallow
areas of the sea bottom. For this purpose, stationary cameras will be placed on the
bottom of the sea for extended periods of time to study tidal action and biological
changes with the seasons.
H. E. Edgerton
*This work is supported in part by the Joint Services Electronics Programs (U.S.
Army, U.S. Navy, and U.S. Air Force) under Contract DA 36-039-AMC-03200(E).
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